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FOREWORD

BY

DUNCAN GREENLEES

If you dye a cloth, you must first wash it clean from every
stain, then soak it in the chosen dye-golden, azure, rosy
crimson, or any colour you may choose. So, if you would
take to yourself the character, the nobility of a chosen hero,
you must first be cleansed from personal qualities which do
not match with his, and then soak yourself in those that
possess it.

This is the process of Satsang (communion with the dye
divine), taught by all the saints, sages and prophets of every
Faith as the quickest way of spiritual growth. But there are
so few saints and sages whom we may meet and whose com-
pany we may cultivate; in these days the world chases the
folly of mere cleverness and sensual worldliness, and cares
little for spirituality. What shall we do, then, to gain Satsang,
the company of the true and the good ?

Well there are books, books written 6y the saints and
prophets and left behind as their bequest to those who would
follow in their footsteps, and books written about the saints
ard prophets by those who love them anC dwell upon their
qualities and deeds. So we have the "Guru Granth"-Adi and
Dasam and lives of the Gurus and their followers like SuraT
Prokash and Sakhi Pothi etc.

Here the well-known scholar of Sikh history, Dr. Trilochan
Singh, gives us a new book of this second type and the first
of its kind in form, style and depth of historical exposition.
Of course it is no contemporary account, written by one who
was physically an eye-witness of the events. But it has been
written after very wide, deep,loving and careful.research into
every scrap of evidence on which he could lay his hands. He
has travelled to every place visited by Guru Tegh Bahadur,
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probed into every recordeC and unrecorded tradition, studied

Lverything available from the provincial history of various

places, arid unearthed many new documents about the hero of

his biography.

After such intensive labour in collecting historical data,

he examined anc digested all the available evidence and

selected the material from the immaterial. Then after an

absorbing study of the material, he has like an inspired \l!ite1
artisticall-y recbnsfiucted the life and times of Guru Tegh

Bahadur into a living and eventful panaroma. The historic

accuracy he has tried to achieve and the literary effect of his

style is iuperb. The work rises before us like a beautiful and

milestic timple firmly built on a rock, shedding light and

radiance from without and ringing with the music of the most

heroic life from within. The learned author, through this
outstanding contribution has given a new impulse and a new

model to historical literature, particularly to the writing of
historical biography.

The creative power, the originality of his method, the

courageous confrontation of unsolved historical problems'

the acute analysis and exposition of historical evidence, and

the careful marshalling of all available details into a stirring
narrative speak of the stupendous labours of the gifted

Writer.

Speaking as the first reader of this book whom the learned

author has honoured by letting me read it in manuscript form,
I must say that I have found it to be one of the most inspiring
biographiis I have ever read. Putting aside the bias of earlier
ideas, some of them based on wrong understanding and

baseless guesses of other writers, you can indeed get here a
new and clearer vision of the historic personality of Guru
Tegh Bahadur and his self'less life of service and sacrifice.

What has impressed me most in this book is the scientific
approach to historical facts and events, the careful sifting of
tlie true and false legendary history and a really appealing style

and diction and the accurate English in which the book has

been written. As, I suppose, from a much older man, such

a remark may be forgiven from me, when offered with defe'
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rence and respect to a well-known authority and doctor in his
subject, there is certainly no language other than English in
which I coulC have expressed myself with one-tenth of this
skill. A namaskar to him then. As for the matter, to my
little mind, it is truly admirable, compiled with loving care
and accuracy, with the devotion of a true Sikh, as offering at
the feet of the One Guru of mankind. And as such a delight
to read.

The author's motive has been to draw us into close com-
munion (holy Scrsangl of. the historical personality of the
Ninth Guru. of whom less is perhaps generally known than
the First, Fifth and Tenth, but whose sweetness, courage and
kindly resolution are in no way less than the greatest prophets
whom we can name.

Thus is the garment of the mind washed clean anC can
then be dipped in the pail of dye, there to soak, if the owner
be wise enough, until it takes on the rich and fast dye of the
Guru's orvn nature for ever more. In this book can indeed
be found Satsang (communion with the divine Guru) by those
who are wise enough and fortunate enough to give the time
for that soaking, brooding process, whereby alone the fulness
of its value may be drawn, the essence of its sweetness be
absorbed.

What do we say to the giver of so sweet, so refreshing a
drink, to the introducer to so rich, so blessed a companion-
ship? What can we receivers say more than a hearty ,Thank

You' to the giver of such a gift? And he, what can please
him more than to know it has been used with full enjoyment
and profit, to confer on its reader the blessing of so glorious
a friendship as to be a true disciple of the One True Guru, in
whose Name he dedicated the happy work of writing it! So
may it be.

DUNCAN GREENLEES
Madras 17
28.1.65
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When I undertook the witing of this biography of Guru

Tegh Bahadur, I stepped into an unexplored and barren field

of 
"Sitt history in wnicn practically no research work had

been done. A grorp of brilliant historians have no doubt

conducted considerable research work, and written much on

other periods of sikh history, but almost_everyone has shunned

and eien avoided confronting the challenging and complex

problems of the Guru'period of Sikh history. The reasons

bf 
"oor* 

are obvious. 
-On 

post4uru lrriod, and particularly

on Ranjit Singh period, the material available is so abundant

that the histoian has only to pick and choose the events and

analyse the historical foices which contributed to the rise

and iall of the $ikh power. For a historian working on the

Guru-period the historical material is not only-scarce, but
whateier is there is to be hunted out after a laborious and

irksome research work. Without unearthing some new mate'

rial it is impossible to reconstruct any phase of this period'

Apart from what Mr. Macauliffe wrote on the lives of the

Gurus'five decades ago, and apart from the scholarly histori-

cal notes and comments of Bhai Vir Singh on Kavi Santokh

Singh's magnurn opus, Surai Prakash, practically 
-nothing

roirtuotiol has been written on the life and times of any of
the ten Gurus. A few biographies of some of the Gurus that
have appeared differ from Macauliffe's version only in
tanguagi, tne historical material remains prlcticllll F t3'"'
It ias in the Guru'period of Sikh history that Sikhism deve'

loped all its traditions, institutions and built up iq social,
potiticut and cultural philosophy. It is in this- period' ten
inspired prophets from-Guru Nanak to Guru Gbbind $ingh

carried their message all over India and abroad, performed

the most heroic deeds and suffered martyrdom for fteedom

and faith, and gave to humanity outstanding philosophical

Iiterature. Yet in recently published learned volumes on Sikh

history this important period of about two hundred years hry
been penned in a casual manner. Teja Singh and- Qa.q{a
Singh in their learnd "History ol the Siki;s*' Vol. I (1469'

17651, devote 9 pages to Guru Arjan, 8 pages to Guru Tcgh
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Bahadur, while they devote 28 pages to Banda's eight years'
role in Sikh history. The Guru-period from 1469-1708 A.D.
is su'nmed up in 79 pages while over 100 pages are devoted
to the period 1708-1765 A.D. Khushwant Singh in his recently
published "A History of the Sikhf'Vol. I 0469-1839 A.D.)
devotes 7 pages to Guru Arjan and 4 pages to Guru Tegh
Bahadur but he devotes 18 pages to Banda. The Guru-period
is summed up by him in 70 pages while the period from 1708-
1839, less than half the Guru-period, is covered in 200 pages.
While the battles of Banda are lustily described in both the
books in considerable details, the battles of Guru Gobind
Singh are surrmed up in two or three pages and half of them
are not even mentioned.

Thus, when I started research work on this biography and
first collected the published and unpublished material easily
available, and tried to reconstruct the life of Guru Tegh
Bahadur, I found myself in a sea of perplexity. There were
too many discrepancies and disconnections in the narrative.
There was confusion and contradiction in available facts on
all phases of the Guru's life. Only a scientific historical in-
vestigation could unravel the truth behind a mass of confused
material which ranged from legendary fanciful stories to some
of ttre wild guesses by some contemporary historians. The
authenticity of every record had to be checked up before
accepting it as a historical document. I had therefore, at
every step, to separate the contradictory strands that were
intertwined so as to present the clearest possible account of
the Guru's life in chronological order and thus discover the
motive and inspiration that underlay the silently active and
dynamic life of Guru Tegh Bahadur. For twenty-two years
or so he lived with his father, Guru Hargobind. Historians
skip over this period as if nothing happened to the mind aid
soul of Guru Tegh Bahadur. For another twenty years he
led the life of elected Silence during which period he was, as
a matter of fact, silently active. And then for eleven years
of his pontiflcate he went all over North India and even to
the remotest regions of Bengal and Assam in order to bring
about an ecoturrmc, social, spiritual and political awakening
among the people. Guru Tegh Bahadur,s interest in fh;
econ' oldc lot of the people ! of -Sreal.imp-o-rfance. During
ele{en@-of-his pontincate ni'nnaoc6o the digging oi
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hundreds of wells, some of them fitted with persian-wheels.

The first wells that were ever dug in most of the arid regions
of Punjab, Hariyana, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar anC Bengal were
those which either Guru Nanak or Guru Tegh Bahadur got

constructed. The first and the only wells that were dug in
such remote and important places like Dacca (now in East
Pakistan) were those which Guru Nanak and Guru Tegh
Bahadur got dug. The economic problem of irrigation and
food which these wells solved was always close to the heart
of the Gurus.

Cattle breeding and traCe were also developed by the
Gurus. Trade between Assam and Punjab, between Bengal
and Punjab, and with other regions like Ceylon, Kabul, where
the Guru's missionaries had been sent, flourished to such an
extent, that Guru Gobind Singh was able to get horses,
elephants, swords, shields and other weapons from the re-
motest regions of India like Bengal, Assam, Kabul and
KanChar.

Like Mary, mother of Jesus, Holy Mother Nanaki was an
eye witness to the prophetic life and martyrdom of her son,

lTegh Bahadur from birth to death. But Guru Tegh Bahadur

f was more fortunate than Jesus in that, all his closest disciples,
!who were permitted to accompany him suffered and died the

i most tragic death with him. None of them betrayed him and
none of them denied him during the agonising period of
suffering, torture and martyrdom.

Guru Gobind Singh was nine years old when his father
srffered martyrdom and he was about forty-one when his
eighty year'old mother, Mata Gujari died an equally tragc
death in Mughal prison. Thus the life of Guru Tegh Bahadur
and his devoted wife, Mata Gujari, which begins when Guru
Hargobind the sixth Guru of the Sikhs was 25, and ends when
Guru Gobind Singh, the last Guru was 41, covers nearly half
of Sikh history. As a biographer I had to reconstruct the
life and mental and spiritual development of Guru Tegh
Bahadur from his birth onwards. I had to search and find
historical material for the events of his childhood, boyhood,
youth and middle age. Fortunately for every period I was
able to find some useful material. After extensive research
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and intensive investigations, I had to proceed from explora-
tion of facts to tests and from tests to verifications and
discover the truth which was in cl,osest accord with the inci
dents of outer and inner Iife of the Guru. I had therefore to
exclude from the historical inquiry all that was legendary,
imaginary and non-historical. Nevertheless, I had to study
and retain those strange and miraculous events that took place
in Kamarup (Assam), the land of magic and beauty, which
it then was, and for which there is abundant historical
evidence.

Facts and dates are very important part of history, but
facts alone do not make history. "A fact," says one of
Pirandello's characters, "is like a sack; it will not stand up
till you have put something in it. It is not fully realized by
most of the writers on Sikh history that nineteenth century
fetishism of facts and dates, which is still a creed with many
of us, does not make sensible history. The 'Garden of Eden'
age of presenting scissors-and-paste history is over. Thereby
I do not suggest that facts and documents should be ever
treated too cavalierly. The facts whether found in docu-
ments or not have still to be processed by the historian before
he can make any use of them. As E. H. Carr puts it, 'the
historian without his facts is rootless and futile, and the facts
without their historian are dead and meaningless."'

I have tried hard and conscientiously to "navigato delica-
tely between the Scylla of an untenable theory of history as
an objective compilation of facts, of the unquatified primacy
of fact over interpretation, and the Charybdis of an equally
untenable theory of history as the subjective product of the
mind of the historian, who established the facts of history, and
masters them through the process of interpretation, between
a view of history having the centre of gravity in the past and
a view having the centre of-gravity in the present."

"History is not a linear series of events but has depth as
well as surface." "An event is an abstraction from the iratrix
of history, and has significance only in its connectedness.,'
Guru Gobind Singh fought the battle of. Bhangani with Hindu
Rajas of Shivalik Hills and won it on September 18, 1688 A.D.
This fact is only an event giving the temporal setting. It is
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the political and ideological conflict leading upto the event,
and the conseguences of the event that make history. Facts
must undergo a vast winnowing process, and be illumined by
the causes and'human motives and thoughts working behind
them.

A writer of historical biography has to work according
to the methods of two disciplines: that of history and of
literature. Each of them has its own methods and when they
comE^together, their methods have to be synthesised. It took
me nearly four months to decide which method of writing
the biography should be followed. After studying all the
methods adopted by eminent biographers, I have adopted a
method and style which is neither of any particular biogra-
pher, nor can I claim it to be distincfly my own.

"A biographer" says Andre Maurois, "has two duties: he
must be a portrait painter and a historian. As the former, he
must provide a portrait which shall be 'life-like' and at the
same time a good piece of painting in itself. As the latter he
must assemble a number of genuine facts, arrange them-in-
telligibly and give to his work an artistic form. A biography
should give us the faithful picture of a human being on his
way through life and when I say faithful, I mean to say that
the biographer must base his work on solid documentation
and organise his findings in such away as to produce a good
book. He must weigh the written evidence with a critical eye,
comparing one with the other. He must so thoroughly soak
in the contents of the documents as to be able if necessary to
write without further reference to them. He must constantly
be at pains to retouch his picture as a portrait painter does
by adding something here, modifying something there, coming
closer and closer to truth. Interpretation of facts should be
undertaken with the utmost.care and be solidly supported.
A true portrait should be a reconciliation with the sitter. A
great biography should like the close of a gteat drama, leave
behind it a feeling of serenity. We collect into a small bunch
the flowers, the few flowers, which brought sweetness into life
and present it as an ofiering to an accomplished destiny. A
biographer must show himself to be the equal of a great
musician and a great poet."
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Within the limits of my ability I have done my best. Guru
Tegh Bahadur's heroic life of unparalleled patience, en-
durancg and his god-like ethics wniin .grievesf not in grief
and is unmoved in joy and sorrow, which fears no one,-and
striketh fear in no one,' was constant source of inspiration.
The difrculties and the suffering I had to undergo during the
period of research and writing of tnis book, amiunted io an
agonising penance, and tapasya bordering on Job,s sorrows.

In the main narrative of the biography I have followed
the synthetic method of history whilJ in tle notes and com-
ments I have followed. the.analytical method, thus combining
the two. The intrinsic history of the Guru's life has been
given as much importahce aJ the external history. As in-
numerable new documents have been unearthed, photastat
copies of a number of them have been given, unir t.*Gr
references alolg with the transration haie ue"" givi; in
footnotes. All the translations of the scriptures ura ot
historical references not hitherto translated by any *, *"
the renderings of the author and all the photograpri, .i.rpt "few, published in the book were taken bf tn, alothor. 

- -r - '

The research work and the publication of this book in
such an excellent form would have been impossible *itnootthe munfficence of the Gurdwara parbanOnat Committee,
Delhi, an autonomo.us a1d independent young organization
of ttre sikhs, managing the histoiical shrines oI pJrni -rtl
conomittee financed the research and publication of this dok.rt is the first sikh organisation which has taken ,p rc.iorrrv
the publication of 5ry ni{!V based on new urC originat
research work. No- other sik[ organization nas prooucEa- a
sinqlg-biogr.anhy of any Guru no,-r have any cornmentaries
of Sikh Scriptures been published by anyone'so far. 7

The credit for initiating this plan goes to the late Dr.
Ir{"} Ing}, a promineni and 

"oerg;i" -"-U"r- oi tnl
G.P.C., Delhi who after his visit to nissia f"lt td;;;;
of-su9h biographies of thd sikh Gurus. I was teleqraoticau'v
asked to reach Delhi and all decisions anA pfans w#e dr"li,;at the residence of sardar Hukam singh, speater "filkfab-ha.. I promised to write a book otiiOfig* di_.r;book size). Little did I imagine that I *oia-narr;;;
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Within the limits of my ability I have done my best. Guru
Tegh Bahadur's heroic life of unparalleled patience, en-
durance, and his god-like ethics which 'grievest not in grief
and.is unmoved in joy and sorrow, which fears no one, and
striketh fear in no one,' was constant source of inspiration.
The difficulties and the suffering I had to undergo during the
period of research and writing of this book, amounted to an
agonising penance, and tapasya bordering on fob's sorrows.

In the main narrative of the biography I have followed
the synthetic method of history while in the notes and com-
ments I have followed the analytical method, thus combining
the two. The intrinsic history of the Guru's life has been
given as much importahce as the external history. As in-
numerable new documents have been unearthed, photastat
copies of a number of them have been given, and textual
references along with the translation have been given in
footnotes. All the translations of the scriptures and of
historical references not hitherto translated by any one, are
the renderings of the author and all the photograplis except a
few, published in the book were taken by the author.

The research work and the publication of this book in
such an excellent form would have been impossible without
the munificence of the Gurdwara parbandhak Committee,
Delhi, an autonomous and independent young organization
of the Sikhs, managing the historical shrines of Delhi. The
coTmittee financed the research and publication of this book.
It is the fust Sikh organisation which has taken up seriously
the publication of Sikh history based on new and originil
research work. No other Sikh organization has produced a
t!g,l.g biography of any Guru nor have any commentaries
of Sikh Scriptures been published by anyone so far. ./

The credit for initiating this plan goes to the late Dr.
Trilok Singh, a prominent and energetic member of the
G.P.C., Delhi who after his visit to Russia felt the necessity
of-su$ biographies of thd Sikh Gurus. I was telegraphically
asked to reach Delhi and all decisions and plans were frnalisei
at the residence of Sardar Hukam Singh, Speaker of l-ok
f"Ulu.. ! promised to write a book of ZSO pages (ordinary
book size). Little did I imagine that I would-have to put
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in ten times the amount of labour I thought was involved in
it. The work now in the hanCs of the readers is about four
times of what I had promised the G.P.C., Delhi. Although
the unfortunate changes in the committee, undue interference

in the project by the S.G.P.C., and the political pre'occupa-

tions of tire committee delayed the publication of the work
by about three yeats, I am much beholden to Bakhshi

Gurcharan Singh, the outgoing President of the G.P'C' and

the committee that worked under him, and is now working

under his successor, for taking up the matter seriously anC

promptly and providing all facilities for its excellent prinling

and iroduction. I am thankful to Bakhshi Gurcharan Singh

also ior going through the manusctipt of the book and giving

valuable suggestioni from his surprising store of deep-

knowledge oi Sitt, history, theology, and the niceties of
English largrug", which were gratefully accepted. All the

proirinent members of the Committee, namely, Sardar Gyan
-Singh, 

President, Jathedar Santokh Singh, Secretary,' Jathedar

Avatar Singh Kohli, and Sardar Mehtab Singh have all along

taken keen interest and given me great encouragement and

support in the completion of the work for which I am grateful

to- ihem. I also thank Sardar Gurdial Singh, the talented

Manager of G.P.C. and his staff, for their prompt help and

service in the cause of this project.

My special thanks are due to Mr. Duncan Greenlees who
was tire hrst to read the book in manuscript form' and for
giving extremely useful suggestions after reading every line
of tti book minutely. All those who have read his forty
books, most of them published by the Theosophic Society'

know how deep a scholar of Comparative Study of Religions
he was. On the day he sent me his Foreword to this book,
he had sent to the press a scholarly work on Mahayana

Buddhism based on original sources. He wished his last book
to be "Mysticisnt East and West" and I had agreed to work
with him on it as co-author, as his health did not permit him
to work much. But death snatched him before we started

work on this Volume.

I am grateful to Dr. P. K. Banerjee, the then Deputy High
Commissioner at Dacca and to Major'General Umrao Khan,
Military Administrator, East Pakistan for the personal help
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they rendered during my stay in East pakistan for historical
research work. I am also grateful to the late Dr. S. K.
Phuyan the eminent historian of Assam and Shm. Iqbat
Kaur, M.A. for the help they rendered in studying and'de.
ciphering Assamese records.' I also can nevjr forget the
Iindness and genero$ty of the Librarians of all the Ieading
libraries in Incia and Pakistan and the Director of Nationa'i
Archives, for going 9ut of the way to help me in my research
work whenever I visited the libraries.

Trilochan Singh

Model Town
Ludhiana-2
Punjab







GURU TEGH BAHADUR (1669 a.o.)

(Original painting prepared by a painter of Shaista Khan's

court at Sangat Tola Gurdwara, Dacca



CHAPTER T

BTRTH IN THD HOLY CITY

THE holy city of Amritsarl was fast asleep. The gonga sounded, the third quarter of the night and announced
the coming of dawn. No light was burning except the dim
light of the stars. It was Sunday, the lst April in the year
1621 A.D.3.

Suddenly, the doors of the Harimandir opened, and a blaz-
ing light began to burn in the holy temple. The four doors
of Harimandir (now known as the Golden Temple)a, invited
the followers of four Vedas and four Semitic Books to this
unique prayer House of humanity. It invited the high and
low, the rich and poor, the black and white people to be one
in the unity of the spirit and receive without discrimination
the light and wisdom of God. It invited the Hindus and
Muslims, the Brahmin and the Pariah, the Jew and Christian
to come and listen to the mpturous songs of divine Teachers
of all times.

The High Priest, Bhai Buddhao, with his deep mystic eyes
covered with the spirit of exaltation, walked with measured
steps towards the temple door. A devout crowd followed him
eager to touch his feet, or at least the hem of his white robes.
When he entered the inner temple he bowed before the Holy
Book, the Adi Granth (then known as pothi Sahid and sat
on the sanctified seat of the High Priest.

Just then, the sound of the conch shell and the drum6 beat
was heard. Bhai Buddha lifted his arms out of the flowing
robes like two blazing torches above the heads of the congre-
gation and said in a melodious voice:" Brothers and Sisters
of the holy congregatiot (Sailh-Sangotl, the Lord of the two
swords, our true King, Sri Guru Hargobind Sahib, the sixth
Sovereign' on the throne of Baba Nanak is coming." These
words uttered with burning faith and unboundod devotion cast
a trance over the multitude.

Twenty.six year old Guru Hargobind, tall with a Herculean
body", calm and radiant, dressed in the royal robes of the
times, entered the inner temple. His youthful personality
reflected the valour and fearlessness of David, the serenity of
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Zeus and the majesty and glory of Solomon. On his right
side he was wearing the sword of. piri (spiritual sovereignty)
and on his left side he was wearing the sword of. miri (political

sovereignty)'. This was to be wielded only against cruelty
and oppression and to protect fundamental freedom. The
Guru's was the sword which cared not for the authority of the

despots and earthly rulers. His sword destroyed all fear of
the humble toiling masses, and removed all such belief that
evil and sin are stronger than righteousness, or tha! tyranny
is stronger than faith and love of God. Though.he was the

ruler of ihe Kingdom of the Spirit, he considered it his bounden

duty to protect the weak, the virtuous, the helpless' and down'
trodden-from exploitation and cruelty without himself covot'

ing any political- power or earthly realm. A religion, phile
sJphybiculture, that cannot defend itself when the most cruel

and iarage forces attack it, is bound to perish. Evil, in its
most vulgar and barbaric manifestation, has to be fought with
its own weapons.

Accompinying the Master were, Bhai Gurdas, the scion

of Sikh history, Bhai Bidhi Chand,'o formerly the Robin Hood

of. Maiha forLsts ; his sons: Baba Gurditta and Baba Suraj

Mal. As the Master stood before the Holy Book in utter

reversnce for the Word of God, devotion and the light of
love radiated from his glowing eyes. The congtegation felt

that the Master was pouring out his Spirit on all flesh and

everyone felt the light of his love like the refreshing dew'

The-Master bowed bifore the Holy Book in humble salutation

and then sat on the right side of it.
The exalte.d silence of the temple was fllled with music'

Babaktl, the rebeck player and Abdulla'2 the bard were sing'

ing verymelodious songs in the musical mode of Asa Raglt'

T[e immanence and transcendence of the living Spirit of God

was felt in every song.
After about an hoiur, a man entered the temple and bowed

before Guru Hargobind, and in a whisper said something to

him. He then went to the High Priest, Bhai Buddha' and

gave him some lrappy news' As soon as the song ended'

Enui goOOta addreise.d the congregation : "By the permission

of tU" divine Master, whose presence here radiates joy and

compassion on the congregation $adh Sangat'),I brya! to-you'

deai brothers and sistlrs, the glad news of the birth of the
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fifth sonf in the House of our glorious Lord, Guru Hargobind
Sahib, the true King and Lord of the fourteen worlds. Babak
will now sing the song of thanks-giving to hail the birth of the
great soul". Babak, flushed with new inspiration, strung his
rabab to the following hymn:

The true Lord has sent the great soul,rs
Blessed is the Chrild born from His Spirit.
When the Child alighted in the womb of the mother,
She experienced great joy and bliss.
The Son is born, a devoted Child of God.
The Child comes from the Lord,
He is born in His Spirit.

Guru Arjan: fiog Aso: p 39G

After the completion of the early morning seryice, Guru Har-
gobind went and took his seat on the Akal Takhat, his thronc
of temporal authority which he had built in 1609 A.D. The
very erection ot Akal Takhat (Throne of the Almighty) was
a challenge to all coercive authority of the Mughal Emperors,
an assertion of supernational autonomy, and of freedom from
all fear and despotic rule. Near the Akal Takhatlo flew his
flag of freedom. Here he received disciples, visitors, seekers
of truth and the fighters for righteousness. The bards sang
heroic songs; the finest heroic literature was produced and
presented to the people under the inspiration of the Guru.
Weapons were distributed to those who had completed their
training as soldiers. Then the Guru would deliver religious
discourses and philosophic sermons, which showed his pro-
found knowledge of Indian Philosophy, Mysticism and even
of Sanskrit and Prakrit languagesl?.

In a voice that thrilled the audience with its stirring appcal
Guru Hargobind said: "To be a Sikh is to grow steadily in
spiritual experience like a tree. Humility forms the root of
Sikhism. Without it this faith dwindles and dies in the soul
of man. Service of humanity should be deemed thc branches
of this tree, while charity is its shade. When ons associates
with holy men for enriching oneself, then the leaves and buds
of Sikhism emerge from it. To undgrstand the- divine \Mord
is to acquire the fruit of Sikhisqr. He tTuly is a Sikh, whose
inward life leads to the understanding that the Atman (Soul)

is the reality, while the material world is transient."
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"Ethically and spiritually", continued the Guru, "there are
four types of Sikhs. First, there are those who contemplate

the Nime of God and serye the saints for the fulfllment of
desires. If they are sincere and keep on remembering God
a time will come, when through His grace, they will learn to
love God without coveting anything. Second, there are those

who remember God when they face danger, suffering and
affliction. When the terror of tyrannical rulers, physical pain,
suffering and domestic troubles upset and demoralise some

people, their pride and vanity is shaken, and they turn to
iignteous life and God. Even at such a time' if they devoutly
w6rship God, their suffering is mitigated and faith awakened.
Third, there are thoss Sikhs who deem the Lord to be Supreme
Saviour, and they consider themselves to be only seekers of
truth. With this motive, they contemplate and remember

His Name. A time comes, when spiritual knowledge dawns

on them, and they are able to realise the truth. Fourth, there

are those enlightened Sikhs, the Gurmukfts, who perceive the
presence of CoA in every creature, and they treat-them as such'

iust as the sky is seen reflected in every vessel of water,-so
can they see, with their inner eye, the light of God pervading

all. With this attitude towards life and humanity, they live
in prayer and meditation, and soon attain the transcendent

stati. 
- 
Seek ye, disciples, the Truth and Light of God, Iem:m-

ber Him ever and live humbly."'8 Guru Hargobind, after
concluding this sermon, requested Bhai Buddha to accompany

him and bless the new born Child.
There was a stir and bustle and colour in the narrow

streets of Amritsar. The calls of the street sellers were echoing

from the stone walls. Workers and traders, shoemakers and
tailors, vendors of vegetables and fruit, were plying for custom.

Heavy laden carts were driven from street to street carryilg
merchandise to prospectivd buyers. Pilgrims to the hgly-city
moved reverently amid the din. Felicitations poured in from
all sides, as Guru Hargobind rode through the cheering crowds,
who greeted him with cries of "Sat Kartar" (the Creator is
Truth). Guruji blessed them saying; "Gur bar Akal."l" (the

Immortal L,ord is the Supreme Enlightener). When he

reached Guru ke Mahal (the Guru's residence), his eight-year

old daughter, Bibi Viro, was the first to greet him. In a large
room, on the gSound floor of Guru ke Mahal, stood the ladie's



Guru Ke Mahal, Amritsar (inside view)
(The room in which Guru Tegh Bahadur was born)



ti

Guru ke Mahal, Amritsar (outside view)
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of the household, surrounding a cushioned bed, on which wasIying the new-born Child with his mother, Nanaki.
Nanaki2o, the Holy Mo-ther of peerless beauty and grace,

was eager to hear what Bhai Buddha, Guru Hargobini andBhai Gurdas had to say about the Child. Sfrr"tr.w ttrttheir utterances wo,ld map out the destiny of trre cirirJ, ,io
might fulfil one of her deeply cherishe hoies ot f,uirlf r*,
who would carry the umbrella of Gurri Nanak,s ,iiritruf
Sov^ereignty. Her beauty was calm as the evening star 

^snining
in faint moonlight, Iuminous, remote, veiled *itn Or."*, ,ra
nopes unloown to others.

Bhai Buddha, the aged High priest of the Golden Temple,
bowed to the child and then blessed him sayingt .,BirrrJ'u,
I that I have lived lo-ng enough to see thee, o cniu of o.rti"y.Dark clouds are gathering all over the 

"ouot f iny ;;;;,
Father's sword wilr make the forces of evil iremble i" ttri,
Lhoe^s. Thy mighty spirit and sacrifices will shake th; t;;
the foundation. May you be brave and heroic .nough t" b,
the bearer of the cross of humanity and live ana aii-tite-a
true Saviour!"

Bhai Bidhi chand was taken aback when Guru Hargobind
, also to,ched the tender feet of the Babe and bowed in ,Jr"r"o-tial salutation. The child did not shrink like other;hil;;;
but gazed about him- as thoyS-h the gem of his th;rgG;;;;
hidden beneath his deep shining eye-s. rris tuce wa's ,t i"tglike p-ure gold after the manner if hi, uo""stors, the Sodhis oithe Solar race (Surya*Vans). Bhai Bidhi Cfr"rJ-"rtlii
"Master, why such urisual homage to this Babe ?2r G;;;
Hargobind said: "fn fiim, my fifth son, I see the noble Ji-
consecrating spirit of my father Guru Arjan Mal., Th;
turning to the Child he said: ..Be thou like him in lifr;;;
lpr,rrt, May the Akal purak& (Almighty God) and the eiernalspirit of Guru Nanak bestow on ttel a[ diyine bl;r;i;g,
May thy sword-like spirit fight for truth and dharm, ;ni; ti;Itr:,,'#fiffi;s:;:#**;nx
the country _from peril and strike at the root of tyru-i unA
oppression".2r

Then Bhai Gurdas blessed the Child saying: ..As the flame
of the divine draws the moth of the spirit 5t *u, to- il;;
about it until, daz"zld and drunken with radiance, it joins it-
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self to the flame and is consumed into pure light, so shall many
brave hearts burn themselves in the sacriflcial fires of thy
great soul till this land learns to breathe the air of freedom
ioithort fear and live like brothers in love and truth. Thine
shall be the riches that death cannot thieve. Thine shall be
the conquests and glorious deeds that time cannot triumph
over. tny me and death shall be the envy of sages and
warriors." Bidhi Chand then held the Child in his arms and

said; "When you grow up great Child, I will teach you how
to fight and bamboozle a tyrant while you must teach me how
to aii me a sage." Two large tears of joy pearled themselves

on the long lashes of Nanaki and split down the bloom of her

cheek at she watched her little son Tegh Bahadur being

blesscd so reverenflY.2a
Food and clothing, sweets and gifts were distributed to the

poor and all who offlred felicitations. Women and children
'sang 

and danced in joy.2s They brought flowers and offerings

to iire Holy Mother- Nanaki and when the benediction of her

eyes fell ot, th". they prostrated themselves' There was re
loicing in the city for ien aays. The very name Tegh Bahadur

given-to the child made the pegple reflect and hope that-he

ilignt gtoro up to be the living image of his wanior'prophet
father, Guru Hargobind.

Happiest in the family was Bibi Viro, who looked at her

titue uibtno with pride and love. Baba Gurditta, now 13

who was looked or-Uy the people as the crown-prince' and

respecteA as the living image of Guru Nanak, because he was

born on Kartik purinmasii and had facial resemblance with

ihe founder of the Sikh Faith26,lovingly knelt down and kissed

tt r CnnOt hand: "How happy we brothers are", he said' "to
i-ur. onr who has been blesifr beyond measure and proclaim'

edtobeamanofdestiny!"sober,quietandgentleSuraj
Mal, now about 6 years old, embraced his little brother. Four

Vr"r'ofa rifent and moody Ani Rai-stood speechless, scarcely

"Ut. 
to understand the meaning and mystery of so many pre

phetic utterances. The chuiby toddler Atal Rai now 2'

[otUfirg with energy and activity was most happy because-he

iett ttraine had no:w got a younger brother who could be his

it"f 
"".pu"ion 

in all t-he games he was dreaming of playing'

As the Babe, Tegh Bihadur,'grew in body and-spirit he

wasbrought up withihe care and attention which only princes
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could get. Yet he lived and grew in an atmospherc of religi-
ous discipline which matched and even surpassed in many
ways the ethical, social and spiritual discipline of the ancient
ashramos of the Rishis and Buddhist sages.

During childhood, Tegh Bahadur was aloof but always
active. He was silent and meditative but very energetic and
quick to learn everything his teachers taught him. 

- 
He was

beloved by everyone in Amritsar. When he learnt to toddle
he followed his mother round the house and listened to her
words of affection. He had a companionable smile sharing
every moment in unspoken felicity. As he grew older, he took
time to be out alone, or to sit in a secluded corner, brooding
over life and nature. He would pause and look into thE
beauty of the vast Unknown. He would listen to the music
of the divine Word (Sabqil which he did not yet understand
but nevertheless felt enchanted by it. There wis in him, from
the beginning, an acute sharpness of the senses, and a fulness
of mental powers. The sounds he heard, the colours he saw
inspired him with ecstasy, possible only to mortals, whose soul
and body are perfect enough to receive the gifts of nature.
From his childhood he was tender and full of concern for the
poor and suffering. He extended his sympathies to all living
creatures.

Nanaki, the divine lady, saying little, went about her work
of care of her little son in peace and devotion. She was strong
and calm of purpose as our general mother, the earth, pure
within and without as the white lotus; and surrounding herself
with great tranquillity, she floated on its surface as a water-lily,
rooted in the life giving bosom of the earth, turning an adoring
face to the purities of the heavens and absorbing their radiance,
until her heart was pure gold.and her body white as a fragrant
flower. As she saw her noble Child grow in perfect health
of mind, body,and soul, in her ears, the voicei of prophecy
about his great and dramatic future made a changing music
of pride and triumph.

1 Amrttsor: Guru Amar Das, the third Guru, not only con-
ceived the plan of Amritsar (the Lake of fmmortality) but
also prophesied that the city would grow in importance and
become a metropolis of. God's glory. The prophecy is recorded
in the Adi Granth:
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Guru Nanak' Lahore Sehar zehar kehar sav5 pehar.
The city of Lahore is immersed in vice and
strife.

Guru Amar Dos: Lahore 6ehar, Amritsar sifti dd ghar.
Lahore Citv be thus; Amritsar shall be the
House of praise.

Bhai Mani Singh gives the story of the foundation of
Amritsar in his Bhagat Ratnfusali, as follows : "tisri pnt6Ehl
gurtiji praSan hoke cauthe pdt6dhi gurii Rdm DEs jI nii bacan
[oya,"- purkhi . . . . koi Urath ethe madar des vic kariye,
jo triloki de sabhnE tirathdll dd phal hovai iisde isndn karan
de phal te; t5ll Gurfr Ram Das ji kehvid: garib nivdi,- iithe
amir hove ; tEfi ik theh pyd haisi; Gurtr Amar Dis bacan
rr-td: ethe hi udam karo; tEfr cauthe pdtSih t6l khudEe ke
ty6r kItS; t5i bacan hoyd, age pafljviil patSah-i qakl
k-ardvange ; Amritsar n5m rakhy6; te Guruii ne ardE-s rr-ti
ji tirath- dd ndm kyd rakhnd kitd hai? ten bacan hoy6:
Amritsar ndm rakhnd, bad6 tirath hovai gii." Guru Amar
Das. the third Sovereign was pleased and said to Ram Das:
O Sage, there should be constructed a great place ol pilgrim-
age i]n the Punjab, which may surpass all other places 

-of
pllgrimages in the world and homage to it may be fruitful
io all." Guru Ram Das humbly said: Protector of the poor,
it will be done wherever thou commandest me to do so.

"Pointing to a mound Guru Amar Das said: Make an efiort
to construct a holy lake here and sanctify it by making-lt-a
seat of perpetual worship." Guru Ram Das dug the $oly
Lake an-cl siid "The fifth Guru will make it pucka." Guru
Ram Das asked Guru Arnar Das: "What should be the name
of this place of pilgrimage ? Guru Amar Das said : "Call
it Amrit-sar. tt witt Ue a great place of pilgrimage." "Bhagat
Ratntusali: Bhai Mani Singh"
Bhai Gurdas also says:

bailhd sodhl pat56h Rdmdas satgflri kahdvai
ptrrAn tEl khatdyd Amritsar vic iot jag6vai
ultd khel khasam dE ulti gallg samufidar sam5vai.

Var 1, 47

Originally only the Holy Lake was called Amritsar, the city
around it was called Ram Das pur. Guru Arjan even calls
the Holy Lake Ram Das sar:

vasdi saghan apdr aniip Ramdas-pur
harihAfr Ndnak kasmal jdhi nhdviai Rdm-d6s-sar

Phunhe.

Later both the Holy lake and the City came to be known as
Amritsar.

, gow: pehl6 in6h de vakt pehriall de hisib ute san, io
e}radvaf burige toll pehre te ghadiSri vajd ke dase jEide san-.- Btai ViiSinghb footnote to Sil,rai Prokdsh REs 5 Arts8 43
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s Date ol Birth: While the date of death of all the Gurus
have been correctly preserved in the memoranda to innumer-
able old recensions of Adi Granth, there is a good deal of
confusion about the birth date of all the Gurus. The follow-
ing are the difierent dates given by difrerent historians :
Kesar Singh Chibber: 19 Maghar, dark half of 16?8 B.S.
Macaulifie: Baisakh Vadi 5, 1679 B.S.
Santokh Singh: Silraj Prakdsh: Baisakh Vadi 5, 1679 B.S.
Gyan Singh z Tawd,rilch Gurukhd.lsd.: 19 Maghr sudi 2, 1678
B.S.
Gulab Singh: Gurprandli: Maghar sudl 2, parviStd 21,
1678 B.S.
Randhir Singh: 19 Kartik sudi 14, 1678 B.S.
Kahan Singh: "Mahdn Kosh: Baisakh Vari 5, 1678 B.S.
Amritsari prandli: Baisakhi Vadi 5, 1678 B.S.
Karam Singh: Baisakh vadi 5, 1678 B.S.
Gurbtlis pat1ahi, cheoiil Baisakh vadi 5, 1678 B.S.
Sohan Singh: Gurbilds patidhi, cheviil Baisakh vadi 5, 1678
B.S.

I have accepted Baisakh vadi 5, 1678 B.S. as the correct
date. It is also the traditionally accepted day on which Guru
Tegh Bahadur's birth date is actually celebrated. It corres-
ponds to Ap_ril 1, 1621 A.D.

aHarimandi,r--'(Goliltr'Temple): The word Harimandir
literally means, the Temple of God. It was the name given
first to what is now known as Golden Temple and sub-
sequently to all important places of pilgrimages built by the
Gurus. The temples built by the disciples in places visited
by the Guru were called either Sofigots orManjis. Guru
Arjan started building the central temple in 1589 A.D. and
the foundation was laid by his friend, Mian Mir TEl$rifi Saint
of Lahore. We find the word Harimandir used in Sikh Scrip-
tures in theological and philtxophical senses. It indicates' what a terhple or a Church as an institution should be : Guru
Nanak considers the hesence of God as the most beautiful
temple: "xnabh homnafidLr sohni.". For Guru Amar Das,
the body is the temple of God: "harimafi.dir eh sa.rl,r hai,."
In VEr R6mkali he says: harimafidir soi elahiai jithoh hari
jatS; manmukh harimandir ki s5r nE j5nni tiniianam gavdtS.

, Aili Gronth p 953.
Ttre Golden Temple was first desecrated by Massa

Ranghar who turned the temple into a nautch house. This
desecration was avenged by Sukha Singh and Mehtab Singh
in 1740 A.D. The temple was then blown up by Ahmed
Shah Durrani in L762 A.D.- A flnng brick struck the
Emperor's nose and inflicted an incurable wound: (Torikhe
Sull1fi p 132, Khushwaqt Rai p 61). It was rebuilt in its
present artistic form by Maharaja Raniit Singh, and came
to be known as the Golden Temp1e. As predicted by Guru
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Amar Das it has become a universal place of pilgrimage.
Many European artists, scholars, and statesmen have paid
glowing tribute to it. Prof. Toynbee in his book East to West
calls it the most sanctified temple in the East where one can
feel and see the spiritual atmosphere all the time.

s Bh,a Buddha became the disciple of Guru Nanak at the age
of ten. During childhood he saw the Mughals forcibly
destroying his father's crops in which they did not spare even
the unripe crops. No one can withhold the hand of a tyrant,
who then can withhold the hand of mighty death, thought
the child, The transience qf life haunted him. Guru Nanak
was deepiy moved by the child's wisdom and gave him
spiritual enlightenment. He considered him to be one of his
Chosen Apostles and appointed him Master of Ceremony ov6r
the coronation of his successor. Bhai Buddha had the unique
privilege of crowning the first six Gurus in succession. AII
the Gurus respected,him as their Teacher, Guardian Angel
and god-father. They never commanded him to do anything
and they never refused any of his requestS. His word was
considered law. His utteranees were deemed prophetic.

6 drurn: When Guru Hargobind assurned political and
spiritual sovereignty he introduced the beating of the drum
"which was an attribute of sovereignty. The kettle drums
were beaten at the head of the army when the emperor was
on the march ; and in quarters they were beaten every three
hours at the gate of the carnp." The Armg of the'lndian
Moghals" by William Irvine: p 30.

7 The sixth Maha1 is Siri Guru Hargobind the son of Guru
Arjan Mull. He experienced many hardships. One of these
is that he adopted the ways of a soldier and wore sword
and kept followers and took to hunting.

sphysique of Guru Harsobind,, ?aoJ:r"il-rr#^ sahib
bulafid kad, ati sunder, cau,{i chdU, hdthi sufld vEig lamblSfr
behai, mathd kafidhe, dand, pib uce; kanak rafrg, harn netar ;
bahut ba{e siirblr ruhani jism6ni dohEfr betefi vic bali, uddr,
sace te mith bole, hasmukh sreSt gund saflyukt; r6jniti dharm
de pure glrdta se.

Gyani. Gyan Singh; Tq:afi,kh Guril,khalsd,. P 249
e miri and, piri: Ttie concept of. miri, and piri (political and

spiritual sovereignty) was first framed by Guru Arjan. He
trained Guru Hargobind in the philosophy of this dual respon-
sibility which is clear from the following historical record:

"Bhai Sigdrfi te Jait6 haisan ba{e strbir te paropkdri;
sEhib chivlt'r p6t6Shi de pds S6hib ne sauripe ; bacan
hoy6.:" asdi jo Sastar pak{ne han so Gurri Hargobind dd
rfrp dhdr ker pak{ne han; s6mdri kalyug dd vartnd hai ;
Sastrdn dI vidy6 kar Mir dI mlri khic laini hai te 6abad
dI prit kar PIr di piri lai laini hai. tusdri Hargobind p5s
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rehnd." Bhai Sigaru and Bhai Jaitd were great warriors
and philanthrophists. They were asked to live in the
service of Guru Hargobind. Guru Arjan said to them:
"The House of the Guru will take up arms under
Hargobind. The dark age prevails. After learning the
use of weapons the Sikhs will wrest political power from
the Rulers and through the love of Divine Word (Sabad)
they will acquire the spiritual wisdom of Divine Teachers.
Abide with Hargobind."

' Bhai Mani Singh l Bhagat Ratttd,tsTr'.

to Bhar, Bidln Chaqd was a peasant of the village Sursingh in
Lahore districf,.{ He was grandson of Bhai Bhiki and son of
Bhai Vasan. During his early life he became the Robin Hood
of Majha forests and robbed the rich and helped the poor.
He came into contact with Bhai Adli a devout disciple of
Guru Arjan and experienced a sudden change in his outlook.
He became the disciple of Guru Arjan and was one of the

- five Sikhs who performed the last rites of Guru Arjan after
his death by martyrdom. He acquired spiritual perfection
and fought valiantly in all the battles of Guru Hargobind.
It is most probably Bidhi Chand to whom Mohsan Fani in
his Dabistaru-i;Mazahib refers to him as Bhai Bidhata'

tl Babak was the rebeck player of Guru Hargobind. Guru
Hargobind even gave him military training and he fought
valiantly in a number of battles of the Guru. The word
'Babak' means faithful. He probably belonged to either
Mardana's family or was a descendant of Satta and Balwand.

gde rabdbl Ssdvdr
satndm simrin jaikdr,
baithe satgur lae dlwdn,
Svai sikh anik lai gydn.

Sil,rai Pr-akash Rds 5 Afisil 54

B6bak kirtan kare sufrder lage divan
Gurbtld,s Pat: VI

gde rabEbi Bdbak rEg,
gur jut sikh suneh kar rEg.

Silrai Prdkwh Ros 5 AfLsA 40
12 AbdulTo was another prominent poet-bard of Guru Hargobind

who sornetime ioined Babak'in performing Kttan at the
Harimandir and sometime sdng heroic songs along with Bard
Natha at the Akal Takhat.

Siri Gur[ takhat biriie prabhu dhyde ke.
Mir Abdul aur Nathd ias traneflaXiiuJi;r, r,
dhedtf efAU Eo hakdr
eh bidh tan ko bacan sunie
sundvo vEr adhik man 16e

ibid.
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13Asd ki Vdr: Guru Nanak's composition in the Asd Musical
mode was always sung in the Golden Temple between 4 A.M.
and 6 A.M. It continues to be sung even to day in almost
all the Holy shrines of Sikhs.

gde rab5bi asEvEr
satnem simrin jaikEr,
baithe satgur lae diwan
avai sikh anik lai gyan

Silrai Prdkosh, Rds 5 Aftsil, 54tlFitth son.: Tegh Bahadur was the fifth son of Guru
Ilargobind. Four others were-Baba Gurditta, Baba Suraj
Mal, Baba Ani Rae, Baba Atal. Bibi Viro who was then only
six years old was his only daughter.

rs ?his Sortg was composed by Guru Arjan to be sung at the
birth of Guru Hargobind. It was usually sung at the birth
of children in the Guru's Household and is now sung at the
birth eeremony of Sikh children.

16 AkAl Takhat: To sit on a raised platform and give audience
was the prerogative of the Emperors only. Aurangzeb
severely punished Prince Muazzam for building a platform
twqr feet high to hold court. Guru Hargobind after assuming
political sovereignty almost challenged Mughal authority by
constructing a raised platform about 12 feet high. He did
this at the young age of 14.

pritham nlv sei gur rdkhl abcal takhat suh5e,
kisi rEj neh hdth lagEyo
Buddha au Gurd6s bandyo.
Guru Hargobind laid the foundation stone of the Akal
Takhat (the Throne of the Almighty) and did not allow
any mason to construct it. The whole structure wasbuilt by Bhai Gurdas and Bhai Buddha.

Gurbild.s Pat: VI
Sant rrip hoe mai rahofi Harimandir ke mah
rajo rtip ehthd rahori Akdl Takhat sukh pde.
(The Harimandir shall be the seat of my spirituality,
the Akdl Takhat shall be the seat of my potiticii
sovereignty).

rbid.rTThe sermons of Guru Hargobind to his disciples recorded by
Blai Mani Singh, Kavi Santokh Singh and writers of Gui-
bildses show his knowledge of Sanskrlt, prakrit and punjabi
literature to be de_ep ald profound. His discussioos r"-nge
from Rhetoric to Yoga Bhakti and language problems. 'ttfirese sermons to his disciples have been iecorded by Bhai
Mani Singh in his Bhogot Rotni,oti and by Kavi Santokfi Singtr
in S{iraj Prakd,sh.

te Gurba.r alcdl was a greeting coined by Guru Nanak. We findit mentioned in Bhai Mani Singh,s lqnorn Sclchi. Guru
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Hargobind used it for "satgurprasid" in his Hukamndmds
and for Sat SirI AkdI in his return ereeting.

20 Ndnaki was the daughter of Hari _ Chand a well-to-do
Kshatriya of Bakala. Her mother's name was Hardei. She
was known for her beauty, piety and manifold accomplish-
ments.

21 tab gur sis ko bandan Ic-nI ati hit lde,
Bidru-a kahe kds binat kI, kaho moh sut bh6e.

Gurbilds Pat: Vl
22Nsme: Tegh Bafid.dur or Tgdg Mal: Tegh Bahadur (mean-

ing the Heroic deilder of the sword) is the generally accepted
name of the Guru. But the name Tyag Mal (one who
renounces) also appears to have been quite popular. It is
found in the memoranda given at the end of old recensions
of Adi Granth. Its popularity can be judged from the fact
that even in some Mughal reports we find Tyag Mal instead
of Tegh Bahadur:

"Guru Tyag Mal kdirn mukdm Guru Ndnak dar Assam
hamrdh Maharaja Ram Singh jlo bud . . ."

Tyag Mal appears to have been an attributed name which
he acquired because of his love of solitude and renunciation.
One writer suggests that Tyag Mal was his original name and
he was given the name Tegh Bahadur when he fought
valiantly in the battle of Kartarpur at the young age of 14.

However ingenious the suggestion is, I have not found any
historical proof for this contention. Guru Gobind Singh, Bhai
Mani Singh, Bhai Nand Lal, Bhai Sukha Singh, Kavi Santokh
Singh all clearly state his name to be Tegh Bahadur;

(i) Hari Kishen tin ke sut bhae,
Tin te Tegh Bahadur bhae.

Guru Gobind Singh
(ii) Guru Tegh Bahadur simrlai ghar nau nidh dvai dhde

Guru Gobind Singh: ard6sd.

(iii) Guru Tegh Bahadur 5n sard pd afzal,
Zinat arie mehfal j6ho ialel.

Bhai Nand Lal Gafi,indmd.
1iv) Guru Tegh Bahadur iI iagat gurii haifl; un6h nii

apn6 dln mandvo ge tdfr sabhe Hindu tusdde kdbt
hovan ge.

Bhai Mani Singh. Bhagat Ratnduoli
(v) Tegh Bahadur nam su gayo

tdh ndm sri mukh alSyo
Gurbilds Pat: VI

(vi) sut bahddurl tegh kare hai,
Satru brind ko iang khape hai

' yete Tegh Bahadur ndm
dharyo bicir guru abhirdm.

Santokh Singh. Sil,rai Prakdsh rRds 5, AfLsA M
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Kavi Sainapat in Gur Sobho Gronth and Bhai Gurdas II in
his Vcr also give the name Tegh Bahadur.r! din rach sailkat harai sad6 yanr- pehcdn

C*rbilns Pdt: VI2' sunat mdt sabh hi harkhEni
nEm kehio gur pulkat biini

ibid.rs bhai bhor jeh keh sudh hoi
guru badhEi de sabh koi,
bahu Maigal ke b6dat bEie,
baildan vdre dv6ian slie
mangat jan ko dhan gan fiuo, .

nagar anaild nar air ldao.: : . -.
. ... Sfinoi-Prdkash Rd$ 5 eilsfl 63

6it rnil triyd puri kI Evai
det bedhei mailgal Bdval
bhayo bhor dhar maigal v5re
dio ddn tEhrt- v6r na p5re.

zo kitek lok im karat ucir 
G't'rbild, Pdt: vl

N5nak ko eh avtar.
Sil,rdi Prdka^sh Rds 5 AfLsil 37



CHAPTER. tr

EDUCATION AND BAPTISM

A FTER sowing the seeds of his faith all over India, and in
l1. the neighbouring countries like Ceylon, Tibet, and the
Middle East, Guru Nanak devoted the last fifteen years of his
life to building and evolving social and cultural institutions
necessary to perpetuate his philosophy and way of life. He
had defled all the social laws of Manu which formed the cor-
nerstone of Hinduism and had turned his back on the four-fold
Hindu Order of society. He minted a new ideological coin
and set on it the seal of his New Faith' which began to be
called the Sikh Panth, the Nirmal Panth or the Highway to
Truth.2

So Guru Nanak started building new institutions, sach as

a Church without priestcraft which he named Sangots, a com-
munity kitchen open to men of all castes and creeds known to
this day as longar, a Banipothia (Scripture) containing his
hymns and the compositions of those Hindu and Muslim
thinkers like Jai_dev, Kabir and Shaikh Farid who acquired the
highest wisdoniffi-

Sermons alone were not sufficient to remould the rotting
social order in India. People had to be inspired and educated
in a new integrated spiritual outlook based on enlightenment,
love of freedom, charity and brotherhood. Commenting on
the sad moral plight of the country Guru Nanak says:
l'Without knowledge people are blind and easily misled." "In
this age of darkness men have become dogs and they bark
out lies. Giving no thought to righteousness they have no
honour in life." "Kings are butchers and humanity bleeds
under their cruel knife."s

. To give a practical shape to his ideals Guru Nanak started
building a unique Educational Centre at Kartarpur which was
to grow according (o the needs of the changing tirhes, under
the direct personal guidance of his successorc. Philosophers,
mystics, musicians, linguists, yogis and thinkers of various
schools of thought flocked to this new seat of learning and
spirituality to study the New Faith, and its philosophy.B
Illuminating discussions and spiritual encounters took place
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between the Guru and his learned Apostles on one side and
the seekers of truth on the other side. Guru Nanak recorded
such discourses and hymns.T

The Sikh School of thought was thus nurtured in well
organised and disciplined educational centres of the Gurus.
Like Benaras, Taxila, Vidarba, Ajanta and Nalanda the Sikh
seats of learning flourished at Kartarpur under Guru Nanak,
at Khadur under Guru Angad, at Goindwal under Guru Amar
Das, at Amritsar under Guru Ram Das, Guru Arjan, and
Guru Hargobind. It remained for nearly two centuries a
leading Academy of creative studies, secular and religious
training, and a forum for comparative study of religions,
aiming at harmonizing the various faiths.

There were at that time two types of schools and colleges:
the Hindu Potlrshala and the Muslim Maktab.s To study
both Hindu and Muslim thought, Guru Nanak had to study
in both these schools.s From experience he found that each
of these schools had some special qualities, but each lacked
something which he considered was essential for a healthy
synthesis and integration of apparently divergent cultures and
ideologies, and necessary to establish unity in diversity and
harmony in discord.

The Pathshala rut by the Hindu priest was open at fust
only to Brahmins and then it spread its privileges to the
Kshatriyas also. The lower castes were always excluded.
The maktabs taught Persian, Arabic, the Koran and Islamic
theology. They were open to all who wished to study these
things, but they did not teach any Indian language nor did
they impart any knowledge in Indian history. The ordinary
Muslim took little interest in studies.lo

Guru Nanak introduced intensive study of the mother
tongue. With the help of his disciple, Angad, he gave to
Punjabi language, a new script known as Gurmukhi $he
Guru's Word), so called because the Script was based on
Guru Nanak's Acrostic,the Patti (the Guru's Word)." When
Guru Arjan planned the compilation of Adi Granth, he asked
Apostle Bhai Gurdas to simplify Gurmukhi Script.r2 While
the old style of Gurmukhi continued to be used by the Gurus
in their Hukarnnamas (farmans and letters), the simplified
style, coined by Bhai Gurdas, became popular and is still in
use.r3
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In India, musicians and singers belonged to the lowest
castes and because of the ill treatment meted out to them in
Hindu society most of them became Muslims. Guru Nanak
not only gave these low caste singers the highest place in the
temple but the study of Indian ragas was mide an important
subject in the curriculum of his Educational Centre. Guru
Nanak introduced a special type of rababra, while Guru Amar
Das introduced a new musical instrument called the Saranda..s
By the time of Guru Ram Das there was excellent arrange-
ment for the study of languages like Sanskrit, prakrit, persiin"
Arabic, Braj Bhasha, Avdhi. There was arrangement for the
study of all Hindu and Muslim philosophic systems. Guru
Arjan and Bhai Gurdas were the first in the Guiu,s Household
to acquire complete education and training in the Sikh College
of Studies organised by the Gurus. Their writings, scholir-
ship and creative achievement reveal that India has yet to
produce mystics, poets, and philosophers, who can surpass
these luminaries in philosophic depth, poetic excellence and
vast comparative study of religions.

Arts and crafts, professions and manual works, which in
Hindu society were classed with those of robbers, thieves and
prostitutesr'6 were given the highest respect and made inspira-
tional for truly virtuous and spiritual life. Guru Nanak made
social activity and manual labour the key to highest wisdom
and spiritual exaltation. He selected Angad as his successor
not only because he had achieved the highest spiritual wisdom
but also because he could perform the humblest duty and
submit to the most strenuous labour in the service of humanity.
The dignity of labour of all humble professions was restored
and a cobbler was treated with equal respect as a Brahmin
and could mix and eat with those of higher caste.

Foreseeing the difficult times that were ahead, Guru Arjan
introduced military training.rT He not only gave militiry
training to Hargobind and other boys of his age, but employed
highly accomplished and skilled warriorsts to build ths nucleus
of Hargobind's army. History has preserved the names of
Bhai Kalyan Sud'e, Bhai Bidhi Chand, Bhai Adit Soini2o,
Bhai Partapu'', Bhai laita22, Bhai Piraga,", Bhai Bhanurn
and a host of other wamiors. Many skilled Sikh soldiers who
were already serving the Imy'crial army were asked to give
up the service of the Mr-rgt al3 and join Guru Hargobind whose
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intensive mililnry ffdning had already been organised by Guru
Arjan. Prominent amongst those who gave up the service of
the Mughal Army and lived with Guru Hargobind were Bhai
Tiloka2s and Bhai Sigaru.26

By the time Baba Tegh Bahadu was born the study of
History, Philosophy, Theology, Classical Ianguages and
Military trainingwere made compulsory subjects in the Gunt's
educational institution. According to their individual tastes
some of the children of the Guru's household drifted to thoso
branches of religious studies which were imparted to remove
ignorance about tlem, though these schools of thought were
not otherwise held in very high esteem as ways of life. Among
those who thus drifted from the high synthetic ideals of
Sikhism were Sri Chand27, who became an ascetic; Datu, Guru
Angad's son tried to specialise in Sidhasnos2s; Mohan, Guru
Amar Das's son became a self-intoxicated recluse2e: Prithi.
mal and his son Meharbanso started a parallel Guruship by
trying to please the Muslim authorities and tle reactionary
Hindus by corrupting Sikh history and scriptures. Meharban
made Guru Nanak, Janak, reborn in this age, and distorted his
biography by introducing all the legends he could possibly
gather from the Puranas. He even wrote a Sukhmani to rival
that of Guru Arjan, and it is full of. Puranic praise of Rama
and Krishna and other Hindu avatars.3r Thus those who
studied in the Guru's Institutions had full freedom to develop
their thoughts according to their special aptitude.

The whole training and educational system of the Gunrs
was based on one central thought in Sikh philosophy, that man

is the tiving bond between the two worlds. He is immersed in
flesh but constituted by the spirit. He is occupied with matter
but is drawn towards God. He grows in time but is already
breathing the air of eternity. Though he is a being of -nature
and of tfie world he transcends the universe and has unlimited
capacity for union with God. The body being the soul's

m.aos of action must be healthy, courageous and strong enough

to keep the soul free from fear, oppression and exploitation.
The G-uru's Academy was technically a fraternity' a thiasos

in which progressivc Hindus and Muslims came to acquire
knowledge, without having to change their creed.

It wab in such an educational institution having a century
of progressive history that Baba Tegh Bahadur had the good
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fortune to be educated and trained as a scholar, poet, musician,
mystic and revolutionary soldier.

Baba Tegh Bahadur was 4l years old when hs was sent
to school.32 As was the custom he was given a slate of wood
sprinkled with dust and emery and a persian pen (kalam\
After an Invocational prayer seeking the blessinp of God,
Gurq Hargobind personally took him to Bhai guOdha, the
wisest among living teachers and said: ..you were kind
Tgugh to be my teacher, O Enlightened One, accept Tegh
Bahadur as your pupil." Tegh Bahadur bowed before tie
sage who blessed him and accepted him as his student. Hindu
children according to Upanayana (a formal ceremony to intro,
duce children to regular education) were asked to iecite the
gayatri.t, Sikh children were asked to recite the Mut
mantra3a, the aim of which was to invoke the One Supreme
all prevading spirit, and seek light and grace from iti con-
templation. Tegh Bahadur repeated after Buddha the Holy
text. Then the sage wrote the Gurmuft&i letters (script of
the Punjabi language) on the wooden slate. Thereaftei one
teacher after another took up the education and training of
Baba Tegh Bahadur under the supervision and diroction of
Bhai Buddha and Bhai Gurdas. He studied Languages,
History, Arithmetic. At a little maturer age he was taught
Metaphysics, Logic, Theolory, Six Systems, and classics like
the Rhagvata, Gita, Mahabharata, Rama5rana. Elemcntary
Islamic philosophy, Koranic lore, Sufi texts were also taught.

Military training having been made compulsory for his
children by Guru Hargobind, Baba Tegh Bahadur learnt step
by step the use of all the weapons. Special weapons of smaller
size were made for teaching children. Training in the use of
bow a{ld arrows started early and children enjoyed it and learnt
it more easily. The use of the sword and daggers of various
types was the most difficult art and required years of training.
Everyone had to learn to fight with slumsher (modern kirpanl,
the asa (a straight sword with a broad blade and cross hilt,
considered an emblem of sovereignty and high dignity), khanda
(a double edged sword), sirohi (a Damascus Sword), and the
mace (gurz ot gadha), The use of batflt,axe, spears (nezas,

barclu, sang, sainthi) and daggers (katar, jamdhar, khaniar,
peshkabzl was taught alongside the use of other weaponsrs.
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Matchlock (tutangl a weapon improved by Akbar, was taught
on blank cartridges.

Horsemanship was an art which had to be learnt with
patience and care. Baba Tegh Bahadur was taught not only
horsemanship but even the science of looking after horses.r6

As soon as he became an expert rider he joined the hunting
sports of his father, which were undertaken mainly to give

practical training in f,ghting and army monoeuvres.sT

Baba Tegh Bahadur took special interest in music, and
poetry. Music had been given a very htgh status in Sikh
culture, temples and homes. It was loved by the Muslims and
Hindus equally but the art was studied by low class people

only.!8 Music was considered more important for the beauty
of Sikh temples and of homes than marble and stone. Out of
the thirty Ragas generally taught, Baba Tegh Bahadur showed
special liking for the following: Gaudi, Asa, Devgandhari,
Bihagda, Sorath, Dhanasri, laitsiri, Todi, Tilang, Bilowal,
Ramkali, Maru, Basant, and Sarang. He was keenly attracted
by Raga Jaijaiwantise, which had not been introduced into the
Adi Granth as yet. The pathos and meditative tendernqss
of this Raga deeply affected his sensitive soul. Baba Tegh
Bahadur made music one of the chief sources of divine
inspiration.

After three years of education came the most important
event in the life of Baba Tegh Bahadur. He was now ready
for baptism of the Charan Pahul (the lotus feet of the Guru).
The ceremony originally introduced by Guru Nanak distin'
guished the initiated ones from the uninitiated disciples. The
initiated ones were known as Gursikhs or Gurmukfts while
the uninitiated ones were known as Namdhrik Sikhs,later on

called Sahajdharis. Without this baptism one could not know
the mystery of the Guru's inner life and philosophy. ft was

not a mere formal initiation into the faith, accompanied by
vows and commandments, but it was the baptism of the spirit
into the light and the Word of God.on It was a revelation
of His presence and the dawn of knowledge which removes

all ignoiance and doubt.
For Baba Tegh Bahadur, the baptism of the Charan Pahula'

was a spiritual rebirth. It established a new relation between
him and his father, that of the Guru and the disciple. It
unveiled to him the mystery of inner life. He now clearly
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saw the royal road of his quest, normal as any human life,
yet sharper than a sword's edge and narrower than a hair's
breadth. Baptism revealed to him that human self is capable
of an immeasurable transformation and enlargement. Now
he felt that through a deeper life within him he could transcend
the normal limits of his nature, attain supreme exaltation, enter
Nirvana and oneness with the eternal spirit of Guru Nanak
and God. Though the path was difficult and arduous, he took
a vow to march ahead to it with all the perseverence and
determination of a prophet in search for light. He was about
seven or eight years olda2. The baptism and initiation into
the mystery of the divine Word revealed to him, with intense
realism, the first hand relation of the soul to God. For the
first time he felt within him the blazing light of God ready to
be revealed to the earnest seeker in its full splendour and
glory. God was within. All search outside one's own self
was futile. He now understood the central philosophy of
Sikh Faith. His prayers and meditations now became hallow-
ed and penetrated by a sense of immanence and transcendence
of God. His study of Scriptures became more significant.
The goal of his life was now clear. His intense search and
inspired quest became more and more marked in his daily
life and actions. He held within his heart the treasure of
divine Wisdom and the wondrous knowledge, that is peace.
The Wisdom of Guru Nanak rose within him like a wind of
fire and burnt away all dross and alloy. He, for the first time,
perceived the Love, in which all life is one.

NOTES AND BEFEREilICES

r m6rva sikd jaeat vic, NsnakJVirmol"ru*ln 
ii;lri, 4'

2 satgur sacE pdt6dh gurmukh gddT, rdh caldyd.

piire piira piram ras, prra Gurmukh i2*r{2irZ;!,"
t All the historical Sikh temples built at Benaras, Patna, Cal-

cutta, Dacca to commemorate the visit of Guru Ndnak and
Guru Tegh Bahddur to these places are still known as Soflgot.

'Each of the first four Gurus had his own compositions and
those of other supremely enlightened saints compiled during
his life time and the work was known as Bani pothi (Book
of IIymns). As soon as a successor was selected he was given
this pothi along with a rosary. According Purdton Janam
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Sclchl. Guru Nanak gave Pothi Mnla (Book and Rosary) to
Guru Angad as articles of Spiritual Regalia when he appointed
him as his successor.sAdi Graflth: Guru N6nak, Biig Sd.rafi,g, p 7?A2 Mdih ki
Vdr, p 146.6 sanyEsi brahmc6ri grehsti

tapi bairdgl, ban je prasti i
iogi bohu baiSno joii,
Hindii, Musalm6n sabh koii,
5e je sailse koii karhi
tat chin utar prabhu ucarhi.

Santokh Singh: Nd,rw,k Prolcdsh: Ut: adh: 307 b5ni mukhon ucEriai hoe rusnEi mite andhydrE,
gyEn go6t carcE sadi anhad sabad uthEi dhunk6rE.

Bhai Gurdas; Vor 1, D 38
ath pehar gyEn goSt carcd hundE rahe.

Bhai Mani Sineh: lorwm&klti
a Pilthshdl&s and Maktabs were the primary institutions which

a beginner attended. He would receive his first lession there
in the alphabet from a pundit or mnuhfi. Maktabs were a
common sight during the Mughal period.

P. N. Chopra: Some Aspects of Society and Culture
During Mughal Period. p 130

g Cnnw Nanak's Eilucatnore.' Guru Nanak acquired elementary
education from Pundit Gopal at the age of 5. He studied
Sanskrit under Brij Nath at the age of 8. He studied Persian
and Arabic under Kutab Din at the age of 10. For details see:
Guru Nanak: Founder of Stlchisnr., by Trilochan Singh.

toSo far as the common Mohammedan was concerned the fact
remains that he was reluctant to attend to his studies and
preferred to be trained in the art of warfare and to be
enlisted in the Imperial army where he could hope for a
bright future.

P. N. Chopra ibid
t1 Ongin of @trmukhi Scnpt; On the margin of page 215 ol

One of the Original Bdri Potlf,r,s (mentioned in f.n. 4 above),
now lying at Patiala, the following historical fact is recorded:
Guru Angad gurmukhi akhar bande Babe de age Sabad bhet
kite. Guru Angad coined the Gurmukhi letters and made
offering of this literary creation to Baba Nanak.

satgur NEnak ji kehio sun satpurkh matsdr,
gurmukh pafith har ko raco gurrnat malltar uc6r,
satbacan satgur mat dhErE,
tab Gurmukh akhar likhe suc6rE,
Gurmukh vacan likh pothi kard,
Jai Gurmukh paltth jag karE.

Mehrn6, Prakdsh.
Guru Nanak asked Angad to prepare Gurmrrkhi letters

for the use of Sikh Scriptures, the foundation of Sikh Pallth.
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In obedience to this command Angad eoined the Gurmukhi
letters and wrote the Sikh Scriptures in this script.

Mehmd" Pralcd,sh, p 207.
t2 Simplified modern Gurmttkhi Script: t5i bacan hoy6: Bhai

Gurdas, hun tdfr bafliefr n[ Sikh jafide han, te age jo hovan
ge so pachdnan ge nalu-, jo guru ki bEni kaun hai, tEi te
sabh binlafi ikathiEri karke Grafith di bid kice, te akhar blfi
gurmaklfi sugo,rtu lcr-coi; sabh kise de vdcan vic sugam 5van.

Guru Arjan said: Bhai Gurdas, now the Sikhs can dis.
tinguish the hymns of the Gurus from the imitation hymns
of rivals and false prophets; in future they may find it difficult
to do so. So please collect all the original copies of the
scriptures for compiling the Granth Sahib. Also simplify
the Gurmukhi script in such a way that every one may be
able to read it easily.

Bhai Mani Singhl. Si,khnfi, ifr, Bhagatmdl.
tsThe photostat copies of the HukamnEm5s of Guru Tegh

BahEdur give the original script coined by Guru Angad,
though each Guru developed his own artistie caligraphic style
of writing. Guru Tegh Bahddur's and Guru Gobind Singh's
caligraphic style is the most artistic one. While Guru Tegh
Bahddur wrote the letters in his own hand in old Gurmukhl
style, Guru Gobind Singh put his symbolie style and the
essential command briefly in one or two sentenees and the
detailed letter was written by some scribe in modern
Gurmukhi Script coined by Bhai Gurdas. By the time ol
Guru Tegh Bahddur both the styles of scripts were prevalent.
But it will be noticed from nearly forty letters which I have
collected that Guru Tegh Bahddur exclusively used classical
form in an inimitable style of his own. Its fluency, flow and
beauty are impressive and he appears to have developed it
in his early years of education at Amritsar.

ta rabdb (rebeek) Bhai Vir Singh in hiS Guru NEnak Chamatkar
p : writes: Mardana rabdb vajdyd kardd si. rabdb ik arbi sdz
hai. Guruji ne rabdb kuch apni tarz dE banEyii te Firallde
ntr navEfl banaun di egye ditl si. eh Guru Nanak kadh dE
nav6il rabdb Mardane ne n6l lltd si. Bebe ji ne Firaide ntr
is dd mul t6rya sL Guru Nanak Dev v6le rabdb dd namtnE
vajaie R5mpur ry6st vic aje bhi sunide han. eh che tdrE
hundE hai ate sarod vdflg vaidE. Kantne ISrat nEme kitdb
vic isd6 patd ditE hai. Mardana used to play the rabab
(rebeck). Guru Nanak invented a new type of rabdb and
had made according to his design by Fifaide, the cost of
which was paid by his sister Bibi Nanaki. This type of rabEb
is still used by musieians in Rampur State. It is described
in detail in the book Konune Ishrat.

Bhai Vir Singh: Guru Nd.nak Ch,a:motkdr f.n. p lff|
ts Sarafidd,: Ttre Musical Treatise "Kaniine Mausiqi" states that

the Musical Instrument Sarafiild, was invented by Guru Amar
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Das. According to Bhai Kahan Singh it was invented by
Guru Arjan. (Malfifi, Kosh)

16 "It is with pain that the historians of the Hindus find in this
passage all mechanical arts trades and industries classed
with. prostitution and crime. For the list includes misers,
men in fetters, thieves, eunuchs, actors, workers, men in
leather, men who are cursed, vardushis, prostitutes, physi-
cians, diseased men, ill tempered men, faithless women,
drunkards, . . , . outcasts, vrtyas, impure eaters, goldsmiths,
henpecked husbands. How many honest trades do we find
in this list of despised professions. . The results
were disastrous so far as the arts were concerned. Ctenius
was impossible except among priests and Kings. Men held
in perpetual moral servitude and bondage never learnt to
aspire after greatness and glory. Men to whom honour was
impossible never learnt to deserve honour and distinetion.

R. C. Dutt: Civilization in Ancient India Vol: III
p 318 and p 146 f.n.

In Hindu History and Hindu economy dignity of labour
was never recognised. Even in Gita, Krishna classes women
and Sudras together though he assures that even they can
find refuge in him.

Prof : A. R. Wadia : Pkr.losophy oJ Radhokrishnan
ed: by P. A. Schilpp p 7?3.

r7I do not agree with those historians who assert that it is
Guru Hargobind who started giving military training to the
Sikhs and that Guru Hargobind maintained an army on his
own initiative and not under the instruction of his father
Guru Arjan. There is abundant historical evidence to show
(see footnotes below) that all the eminent warriors who
commanded and distinguished themselves in Guru Hargobind's
battles against the unprovoked attacks of the Imperialists,
were the disciples of Guru Arjan who had employed them
not only to train Hargobind but also to form the nucleus
of his army. There was no need to raise a full fledged army
during Akbar's reign. Foreseeing treacherous and dangerous
times ahead, Guru Arjan started engaging warriors who later
became the bulwark of Guru Hargobind's army. The most
prominent figure in all the battles is Bhai Bidhi Chand, a

disciple of Guru Arjan.
AdlI mil cori chad dini,
Guru Arjan ki sikhiii lini,

Gwbilas Pit: VI
tsSome warriors employed in the Mughalarmy came to Guru

Arjan for enlightenment. Guru Arian asked them to give
up the service of the Mughal army and live with Hargobind
as his soldier. Guru Hargobind was only 11 at the death of
Guru Arjan. Earlier when these disciples came to Guru
Arjan he must be still younger. There were some disciples
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like Bhai Tiloka who were already serving the army evenafter entering the path of Sikhism. The! were ,r-tea' to
resig.n and come to Amritsar to help Hargobind to militarise
the Sikhs.

'e SUd KalyEia sflrmd : Bhai Gurdas Var 11, p 25
Bhai Kalydn Siid _badd strrmd haisi: Bfrai Mani Singh :
Sikhdfidi Bhasahnal.

20 Aditi Soin[: Aditi Soini surmd Guru Arjan Dev ji dI saran
ay6 jo asln Sastar bafr{hde hEfl te judh karde h6fl; asn{E
udhdr kiofl kar hoveg6 ? tdn bacan hoy6 tusdn judh de ,amefi
dhyan mahardj kd karnl; te dharm de judh karnd; jo gari-
b6[ n[ rinjhEne us n6l judh karnd.
Aditi Soini said "We are soldiers and live by fighting. How
can we be saved." Guru Arjan said: ,,When nghting thtnk
oJ God. Fight only the battles of righteousness to protect
the weak and the oppressed. Fight agiinst the tyranis, who
torture poor and helpless people.,,

Bhai Mani Singh: Sikhafi. di, Bhagatmal.
21 Bhai Pratdptt: Bhai Prataptr vadd stirm6. haisil us ardiskiti jo as6di brit t5fi sastrEfl de calAvan dI hai, as6d6

udhdr kiven hove ; Guruji ne utdr ditE : surme n[ cahida
hai jo dharam da judh kaie te jo kuch p6s hovaiso d6n kare.

Bhai Partapu was a brave warrior who said to Guru
Arjan: "I am a soldier and fighting is my profession. We
soldiers think of nothing else. How can I be liberated ?',
Guru Arjan replied: Fight only the battles of righteousness ;
Out of whatever you earn give in charity to tlie poor.

Bhai Mani Singh: Sikhafl dl, Bhagatmdt.
T-he above two quotations give Guru Arjan,s philosophy
of war and sword. For the sake of defending the-weak,the
poor, the oppressed, a soldier must fight. While fighting he
must think of God. He must practise charity.

zz Bhai, Jaitd anil Bhai Sigartl.. Bhai Sigart te Bhai Jait6 haisan
ba,fle surbir; Sahib chevin patsEtri de pds Guru Sahib ne
sauflpe; bacan hoyl asln jo Sastar pak{ne hain so Hargobind
dE rfip dhdr ke pakdne han; SastrEfi di vidy6 kar mlr di
miri khich Iaini hai te Sabad di prit kar plri khic laini hai.
tusii chevin patsehi de hazur rehna; ik r6jyan di lun
khefide hai us nii apnE sarlr Soipda hai; te tus6nfi s5th hi
mukt sath iugt ; jiwan mukt nu prdpat hovoge.
For translation see Chapter 1 f.n. 9 the last two lines not
translated there are: There are soldiers who sacrifice their
life for the king for mere bread. Ilere in the House of the
Guru you will find mulcti (spiritual enlightenment) and jugti
(the art of living in society). Thus you wilt be Jiwin-
Mukta, (Liberated while, living a human life).
This quotations again clearly indicated that the ideal of
saint soldier had its origin during the life time of Guru
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Arjan and he had started employing eminent wartiors for
the future army of Hargobind.

2! Bhai Pirdga purkh Pirdgd 6abad adhdrd : Bhai Gurdas VEr
11, p 28.

zil6 Jehlam de kandyild pifrd da vasnik, chibar brahman
io Mahatma Gotam da putar si, jis ne gursikhi dhEran
karke apna jivan horna lai namtina bandyE. Bhai Pir5ga
Guru Hargobind de dharam iudh vic Sarik hoyE.
Bhai Piraga was son of Mahatrma Gotam, a Brahmin Saint
of Kandyala Jehlam. He became a Sikh of Guru Arian
and became a perfect and examplary Saint. IIe foughi
in the battles of Guru Hagobind.

Bhai Kahan Singh: Malwn Kosh.
zt Bhai Bhonil,.' There were about three prominent Sikhs of

this name. One of them was a great warrior. He belonged
to Rajmahal (Bengal). IIe died in the battle of Amritsar
after killing Shams Khan.

zs Bhai Tiloka sflhafl Tilokd siirmE : Bhai Gurdas VEr 11, 18

TilokE jat de sfihafl te surmi haisi.
Bhai Mani Singh: Sikhlfiifr Bhogatmnl.

Bhai Tiloka was earlier employed in the Afghan Army
at Ghazni and later joined Guru Hargobind. He fought in
the battle of Amritsar.

26 Bhai Si,gdrfr, "Guru Arjan Dev dd sikh jo chiveil satguru di
sevE vie reh ke dharm judh kardd rehi6.

Bhai Kahan Singh: Mahdn Kosh.
27bdl jati hai Sri Chand, babdnd dehra bandyd.

Bhai Gurdaq Var 26, P 33
r! manji DEs bahEly5, Datd sidh5sn sikh Eya. Ibid.
:s Mohan kaml6 hoy6 cubdrE Mohri bandyn. Ibid.
tomind hoy5 pirtnr-a, kar kar tedak barl cal6yE. Ibln.
Br Meharban's activities, his claim to be the seventh Guru (his

father asserted to be the sixth), his distortions of the lonam-
sdlchi his spiritual writings like Sukhmait, where he brings
down Sikhism to Puianic worship of gods and goddesses,

show that he had neither fully grasped Sikh traditions nor
Sikh theologv but under the influence of his Brahmanical
teachers he tried to cor:upt it, though he did not succeed.

12 P. N. Chopra in his book "Aspects of Society and Culture
During the Mughal Age" (p 129) says: "Generally speaking,
a Hindu child had his first lessons at about the age of five
either from his father at home or from a teacher at school.
Ttre Mughals too would send their children to school before
they were five years of age. 'Ilte maktob ceremony was
usually performed when a child was four years, four months
and four days old, usually after circumcision.

The fact that the children of the Guru's household
acquired proficiency in learning, fighting and administration
at i very early age shows that their education began guite
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early, probably at the age of four. Guru Tegh Bahadur
fought in the Kartarpur battle when he was a little over 13.
Guru Hari Rai became the Guru at the age of 14, Guru
Harkrishan at the age of 6 and Guru Gobind Singh at the
age of 9. Ttris shows education and training of these gifted
children started quite early, at the age of four the latesL

3r The Upo,noryno ceremony according to Dr. P. N. Chopra con-
sisted of the student reciting the following Gayatri mantra
after the teacher:

Tat savitur varam riipam jyotih par5syd dhimahi
yannE satyenE dipEyet.

'T,et us meditate on the most auspicious (best) form of
Savitri, on the Light of the Supreme which shall illumine
us with the Ttuth."

Auribindo's translation
When the Gurus stopped reciting the GoUatn and substitutcd
it by the Mil,lmafi,tro Hindus reported to Akbar that the Sikh
Gurus were corrupting and destroying the fundamentals of
Hindu Faith. Jetha, later Guru Ram Das went to Agra to
explain why the Sikh Gurus had rejected, lhe GaUotri and
replaced it with the Mil,lmafi.tro. Akbar was highly pleased
with the philosophical interpretation of both.

taMil,lmofi,tra ik orirkar sat nEm kartE purl:h, nirbhau, nirvair
akEl m[rat ajfrni saibarh, gurparsEd.
God is but One,
His Spirit all pervading;
Truth: His Name,
Creative Being,
Fearless, without enmity,
Deathless His form,
Never born, Self+xistent.
Attained by the Guru's Grace.

3s For detailed study of these weapons see \flilliam frvine: Thc
ArmU of tlrc Ind,ian Moghols, p 8&86.

rGW. Irvine: ibid.
!7Ibid.
!t "Despite the Muslim madness for music, the status of musi-

cians except for renowned virtuosos, was low. Few men of
higher classes condescended to stu{y the intoxicating art.
The music of the rich household was provided by female
slaves and a s&ool of law held ttrat a testimony of a musician
could not be accepted in the Court.

H. G. Farmer: Ilistory of Arabian Music.
te Guru Tegh Bahadur is the only Guru who composed hymns

in the Ro,s JWiWodfiti.
aogur dikhyd lai Sikh, sikh sadayd

Bhai Gurdas, Vdr 3, p 11.

'1 Charan Polrul: (Baptism of the lotus feet) was introduced by
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Guru Nanak for initiating his disciples. The Guru took
water in vessel, touched it with his clean feet to infuse into it
his personal magnetism and recited Jopji. This was given
to the disciple and the tr\4ystic Word was then imparted to
him. We find reference to it in Bhai ,Mani Singh's Janom
Sdkhi, Bhai Gurdas, Adi Granth and other historical works
sila alfil catni caran kamal carnodak pyeye. Bhai Gurdas:
Y:25:2.
Other historical records which clearly state that not only
Guru Nanak but subsequent Gurus adopted the Charan pohul
ceremony of baptism are: Kavi Santokh Singh : Sfi,roi Pra-
kdsh Mehma Prakdsh; Gurbild,s patshihi chetsifr,, Sewa Singh :

Shohld-bilds; Kahan Singh: MahAn Kosh; Macauliffe: The
Sikh Religion.; Kartar Singh : Lite oJ Guru Gobind, Singh.
Guru Gobind Singh ended this ceremony and replaced
it by. the pohut of double edged sword, to .be givm not
by any individual but by five Sikhs. He closed thie Cllrr;ran
pohul ceremony in the following manner: Guru Gobind
Singh ordered fresh water to be bought from the river in a
metal vessel. He washed his feet in it, recited the prayer
and sealed the vessel. Ttren he ordered it to be buried in
the river bed thereby symbolising that the Charan pohul cere-
mony was henceforth to be closed and not performed at all.

nij carn pakhdl gdgre dard,
kar bafld lakhota mohar mukh kara,
satrav mih amEn dharay6
khande ki pahul hukam kardya

Mehmd Prakdsh
The Udisls, NanakpaflthIs, the Minds (Ingroups of Sikh
Faith) continued to perform tlne charan pohul ceremony.
The author of Tehkikate Chisti writes:

"ek py6ld sarbat kd karke us me apnd nar afigust pa,
mye aur do car sadhan ke dho kar tdlib ko pil6td hai.
bid hun satnim mafitar pafrc dafd us ko suna, bal
yad kard kar halwd taksim kartE hai."

'2 Initiation or baptism generally took place two or three years
after the child started his education.



CHAPTER III

EARLY INI'LUENCES

THE most sustaining influence on Baba Tegh Bahadur was
r that of his mother Nanaki, who,like Mary the Mother of

Jesus Christ, had the unique experience of watching her son
grow from birth to prophethood, and from prophethood to
martyrdom. Her love for him, her attachment and interest
in his life and deeds, and her maternal concern for his welfare
end glory were always deep and touching. No wonder, when
he grew up and wrote divine songs, to express his feelings,
wisdom and aspirations about the sorrows and problems of
humanity, he began most of them with the word: "O Mother".
From her he imbibed the tenderness, love of silence, and
unbounded charity.

His father, Guru Hargobind, was to him not only a spiritual
preceptor, but the living image of all the Gurus, from Guru
Nanak to Guru Arjan, and a perfect embodiment of the spirit
of God.t Almost every day he had the opportunity to hear
his elevating sermons, reflecting scholarship and profound
vision of truth. Each sermon, delivered to listners of all faiths,
and men and women from all parts of India, radiated divine
wisdom, fearless, gentle courage of deep faith in God, and the
will to suffer and sacrifice one's all for dharma (righteousness).

The grace and power of his personality, and the remarkable
Sikh institutions he was building, were felt and grasped in their
entirety by the sensitive and receptive mind of Baba Tegh
Bahadur. He saw him moulding the musical message of
spiritual humanism of Guru Nanak into a progressive synthesis
of supernational political ideals of freedom, and existential
mysticism of universal faith. The whole green oasis of spiri-
tual wisdom, in which he lived and moved, was warm with
human vision, with kindliness, reverence for life, prayers, and
new dimensions of religious and philosophical understanding
between people of different faiths and of creative freedom to
preserve culture, civilisation and spiritual ideals from being
savagely destroyed by barbaric and aggressive forces. Some
people objected to his becoming Saviour with the Sword, but
they knew not that, when despotism and tyranny stooP to
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physically eliminate the lovers of truth and peace, only the
sword of dharma (righteousness) can protect it. He was thus
welding together the fiery pacifism of his martyr father, Guru
Arjan, with Guru Nanak's fearless spirit of resistance to evil,
by teaching his disciples, preparedness to fight evil on all
fronts, the sword being the last resort.2 One grim lesson
Indian history and contemporary experience taught the Gurus
was that abject non-resistance of evil had destroyed atnost
root and branch noble faiths like Buddhism and plunged this
country, known for its profound wisdom, and material glory,
into centuries of slavery and humiliation at the hands of petty
conquerors. The sword of Guru Hargobind made it clear to
all that tyranny, despotism, coercion and oppression by any
majority creed will never be able to strangle this remarkablc
faith of Guru Nanak.

Whoever entered Amritsar, where the inspiring Guru ruled,
entered the heart of humanity, and learnt without going into
dogmas and religious laws, the religion of divine neighbour-
hood and love. Such enlightening influence of his father
awakened in the heart of Baba Tegh Bahadur, fearlessness,
unbounded moral and spiritual courage, and the spirit of self-
consecration which subsequently matured into many flowered
purity and glory. Out of his brothers, Baba Tegh Bahadur
had a special afiection for Baba Gurditta and Baba Atal.
Being the youngest brother, Bibi Viro remained deeply attach-
ed to him, not only during childhood, but even in later life.3
Amongst the sage-disciples of Guru Hargobind, Bhai Bud-
dha, Bhai Gurdas, and Bhai Bidhi Chand deeply influenced
Baba Tegh Bahadur, though the influence of each was difierent
in its mode of inspiration. From Bhai Buddha he imbibed the
lessons and experiences of mysticism, from Bhai Gurdas the
profundity of poetry and philosophy, and from Bidhi Chand
the heroism of a warior, always ready to sacrifice his life for
dharma. A11 three were simple, pure hearted sages, pr&
foundly learned in the affairs of the world, natue and God.
Their intuition could divine and face the most tonential tides
of difficulties, trials and tribulations. Their faces themselves
were scrolls of wisdom. Their actions and speeches bore
witness to the transcending vision of the human and the divine.
As Baba Tegh Bahadur's teachers, they revealed to him, man's
power to relate himself to humanity in a life of service and
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self-sacrifice. They grounded in him the perennial wisdom
and noble traditions of Sikh history and culture. They in-
spired him with the poetry of faith, that made his whole life a
deathless saga of a consecrated spirit marching towards glory
and greatness.

To Amritsar came now and then the great Muslim Saint
Mian Mir.a As a devoted friend of Guru Arjan who invited
him to lay the foundation stone of the Harimandir (Golden
Temple), he had an abiding personal attachment for the House
of the Guru and the Amritsar city. "Mian Mir wore a long
khirqa or mantle made of coarse woollen material with up.
turned collar, wide sleeves, reaching just below the knees. It
was considered a symbol of piety and its origin was attributed
to the holy mantle of the prophet. He wore a triangular cap
kulhal made of a number of gores, each signifying, a sin aban-
doned. It was also held to be of divine origin. Its long
triangular shape was adopted in consideration for the shape
of the vase of light wherein God has deposited the soul of the
holy Prophet. To this cap was attached a rose which was also
a mystic symbol:

The rose on the head honours the wearer,
It points to the path of the Qadri disciples.

It had three circles and numerous rings, the former signi-
fying respectivety: the law of God as revealed by the holy
Prophet, the path of the Qadiriya Order and divine knowledge,
the acquisition of which was most essential".s He came to
Amritsar just before the death of Jahangir. Alt the children
of Guru Hargobind bowed in utter reverence to the Sufi Saint,
and he blessed them. He related to them his joy of those
sacred moments when he met their grandfather Guru Arjan
and had illuminating spiritual discourses with him. He also
related his poignant sorrow when he saw with his own eyes,
Guru Arjan tortured to death. Alas, he came to know too
late, when the mischief had been done. He was so seriously
upset, that he threatened to curse and punish the ruler and
bring him to dust. But, Guru Arjan was calm in his suffering,
and asked his friend Mian Mir not to worry alsuf him. To
him the Will of God, which made him suffer for dhorma, was
ever so sweet. Neither his mind nor his soul suffered. He
however asked Mian Mir to treat Hargobind as his son. Mian
Mir saw to it that the re.st of the Emperor's orders to confiscate
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his property and imprison his family at Lahore were never
carried. He also saw to it that Jahangir repented over his
misdeed and maintained friendly relations with young Har-
gobind. The Guru's, family and the whole Sikh community
looked on Mian Mir as the most gracious and noble friend
of the Sikh community.

Not only Mian Mir's sermons and personality deeply im-
pressed Baba Tegh Bahadur and his brothers, but his daily
life, which was spent mostly in worship and prayer, was also
inspiring to these young seekers of truth. At sunset, he
entered a room or an underground cell, where he meditated
for a great part of the night, and practised, Habsdom (practis-
ing the presence of God, through divine Name, with every
breath).5 From early life, Baba Tegh Bahadur developed this
very habit of sitting either in a secluded room, or an under-
ground cell, where he spent a great part of the night in medita-
tion. While our crudely written historical records of this
period are mostly silent about the spiritual encounters between
the great Sufi Saints and the Sikh Gurus and their contempo
raries, the similarity between the meditative habits of Baba
Tegh Bahadur and Mian Mir are remarkably striking.

Another great soul, whose influence on Baba Tegh Baha-
dur was inescapable was Bibi Kaulan, the young Muslim
disciple of Saint Mian Mir, who under the instruction of her

Master, chose to spend the last few years of her tender and

short life under the protection and spiritual guidance of Guru
Hargobind. While legend and corrupt annals have clouded
and distorted the actual facts of her life, the holy tank
(Kaulsar) erected in memory of the piety, spirit'uality and
greatness of this seventeen years old Muslim girl speaks

volumes of the respect and honour she had acquired in Sikh
history, culture and institutions. There have been very great

saintly Sikh women, some of whom lived a very pious life and

in the end became martyrs of Sikh history and some of them

belonged to the Guru's household, and yet no such monument
was constructed in memory of any of those women. Not only
was a holy tank constructed and named after Bibi Kaulan,
but it was made a place of pilgrimage, as saued and impor-
tant as the holy tank of the Golden temple (Amritsar). The

pilgrimage of a Sikh is complete only when after bathing
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at the tank of the Golden Temple he bathes at Kaulsar khe
tank built in memory of Bibi Kaulan).

Bibi Kaulan was the daughter of Rustam Khan, a Qazi
of Lahore.T Whenever'Guru Hargobind went to Lahore he
stayed at a place which was just by the side of this Qazi's
house.s Precocious and deeply religious from childhood, she
became the disciple of Mian Mir, and lived most of the time
at the Khanqah of the Saint, who, out of affection and respect
was also addressed as"Bala Plr" (High Priests)" She imbibed
from the Sufi Saint the spirit of higher Islam and learnt from
him the spiritual practices ot Qaidiriya Sufi faith, which
inspired her to give up all thought of worldly life and lead the
life of a Sufi nun. During the early period of spiritual
training, she happened to see and meet Guru Hargobind, when
the young Guru went there to pay his respects to Saint Mian
Mir.

This meeting between Mian Mir and Guru Hargobind was
dramatic. During his first visit to Lahore after the death of
his father, Guru Hargobind expressed his desire to see Saint
Mian Mir. Divining through his spiritual powers that the
young Guru was anxious to meet him, Mian Mir immediately
left his Khanqah on foot to meet the Guru and seqretly fulfil
his wishes. Hardly had he gone a furlong or two, when he
saw Guru Hargobind coming, riding a horse at galloping
speed.lo When Guru Hargobind was about to get down from
his horse to pay his respects to the Saint, Mian Mir tried to
stop him, saying: "I must conduct my royal guest, holding
the reins of his horse with my own hands." But Guru Har'
gobind got down, saying, that no royal visitor ever dare ride
a horse, while the gteat Bala Pir was on foot. They embraced
each other warmly. It was the embrace of two gods vowed
to a life of friendship and love. Hand in hand they moved
on to the Khanqahll where Mian Mir introduced all his
eminent disciples including Bibi Kaulan to Guru Hargobind.rl

While Mian Mir and Guru Hargobind were engaged in an
intimate spiritual discourser3. their illuminating discussions

deeply influenced and inflamed the listeners, most of all
Kaulan, into ecstatic ardour. Mian Mir and his disciples paid
a return visit to Guru Hargobind's place of residence. The
spiritual encounter between the Qaidiriya Saint Mian Mir and
the Warrior Sikh Guru Hargobind became the talk of the
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town, invoking joy amongst the liberal Muslims, Hindus and
Sikhs but exciting jealousy, bitteruess and contempt amongst
the bigoted Mullas and Brahmins. When Bibi Kaulan spoke

highly of the Guru to her father Rustam Khan, during one of
her visits home, he was shocked and wild with anger. Al-
ready an altercation had developed between him and Guru
Hargobind's disciples about the transaction of some horses.
Hs now could not tolerate his daughter speaking so highly of
the Sikh Gunr.

As Man Mir and all his emineut disciples were celibates
it was the custom rnhb klwnqahthat girl inmates had to leave
the place as soon as they attained maturity." Girls of mature
age were not initiated, the only notable exception being
Princes Jahanara Begum.rs Whenever a girl inmale of the

Klwnqah attained maturity or even appeared to be grown up,
she was generally asked to go back to her parents and get

married, but in case she wanted to lead a purely religious life
of prayer and meditation, she was advised to go to some house'

holder religious teacher with the consent of her Master.
When Bibi Kaulan was asked to make a choice, she decided

to go and live in the protection of Guru Hargobind. This
was gladly permitted by Saint Mian Mir, but he thought it
proper that she should get consent from her father and mother'
Her mother agreed but the bigoted father raised a hue and

cry and even threatened to kill her.16 With the help of her

mother she first escaped to Mian Mir's khanqah and from
there the saint sent her to Amritsar under the care of his

disciple Abdulla.lT According to another version Guru Har-
gobind personally went to Lahore along with five Sikhs to
escort her safely to Amritsar.ls

Kaulan was given a separate house and some women
attendants. Complete arrangements were made for her com-
forts and life of solitude and prayer.re Near her house was the
playground where Baba Atal and Baba Tegh Bahadur used

to play.ao Everyday they went to pay respect to the divine
lady. Her piety, her beauty of soul, her austere life were
a constant source of inspiration to them. Hett, she enjoyed
the calm, the peace and the security of Mian Nlh's'khanqah
and she did not fear any harm or obstruction in her goal of
lifu from bigoted and fanatic people of any faith who could
not bear the sight of a Muslim girl living near a non-Muslim
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prophet. Bibi Kaulan's love for life of contemplation and
spiritual communion with God now began to flower in ideal
surroundings. Her youthful spiritual personality, her calm
and poised mind, her radiant soul shed light on all those who
came near her. Guru Hargobind had complete faith in her
noble character, in her unfailing intuition, and her spiritual
destiny.

Through these uncommon and unusual spiritual associa-
tions, which were resented by bigoted and narrow minded
Muslims, Hindus and even some ignorant Sikhs, Guru Har-
gobind was showing to his children, who he knew had to face
very difrcult times ahead, a practical way of bridging the
cultural gulf between the Hindu and Islamic traditions, which
instead of being narrowed was visibly being widened by the
fanatic and narrow minded Mullas and Brahminsr on one,
hand and by the intolerant and vain Mughal rulers and Hindu
princes and priests on the other hand.

From these illuminating experiences, Baba Tegh Bahadur
understood quite early in life that all higher religions must
meet in the love and spiritual communion with God and that
the future social structure of humanity could neither survive
on atheism, materialism and godless political secularism, nor
on fanatic, intolerant theocratic states, which become virtually
the enemies of true religion of man.

The freedom from fear and the spiritual and milibry 1pi*
ing which Guru Hargobind was grving to his sons and disciples,
and the inspiration to fight on all fronts, social oppression,
political tyranqy, moral degradation and fanaticism and dog
matism ia rcligion, and to maintain spiritual relations between
people of different creeds, had a great effect 1o psrrllding and
directing the aspirations of young Tegh Bahadur. Even dur-
ing childhood he showed realistic wisdom, poetic and mystic
tendencies which convinced the people that he was a man
with a destiny. Two little anecdotes prove what I have stated.

People, particularly women had great faith in the wisdom
and spiiitual powers of Baba Gurditta, Baba Atal and Baba
Tegh Bahadur. When they failed to get an opportunity to
meet the Guru they came to these young mystics and sought
their blessings. A mother brought to Baba Tegh Bahadur
her son, who was not keeping good health, and humbly
requested him to heal him through prayer and blessings.
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Baba Tegh Bahadur asked the lady to come on the fourth day.
When after the explry of three days, the lady took her son to
Baba Tegh Bahadur again, he told her that the boy should
not take jaggery (coarse brown Indian sugarcake), as was his
habit. The child was completely cured after some days.
But the curious mother asked Baba Tegh Bahadur the reason
why he did not give the same suggestion the very first day, to
which he replied with a smile: "My good lady, I was also in
the habit of taking iaggery after every meal and I did not dare

to give an advice on which I did not act myself. For three
days I did not take jaggery and then I could conscientiously
give the advice".2r- 

Some of the children of the Gurus household befriended
the mnsands (diocesan bishops) who in return brought gifts
and presents to them, because they knew that one of them was

a prospective Guru. Wheri a friend suggested that he should
do the same, Baba Tegh Bahadur replied: "My friend, do you

not remember that the Lord is called the Friend of the poor.
the humble and the affiicted; I value His compassion and
friendship much more than the wealth of the three worlds"'22

N(yIES & EEFEEENCES

tHargobind, Gur Arjano, Gur Gobind ni saddyS.
Bhai Gurdas: Var: 24, p 25.

harkholi sogoll b6hird haran bharan samrath sarafida,
ras kas rfrp n rekh vic rEg railg nirlep r6haf,dd;
goSt gydn agocard budh bal bacan bibek na challdd :

Gur Govind, Govifid Gurii, Hargovifid sad6 vigsaftda.
acraj no acraj mile vismade vismdd milalldE
gurmukh merag calnd khande dhdr kar nibhafrdE,

Bhai Gurdas: Var 24, P 2l
t Shivaji's Guru, Goswami Ram Das met Guru Hargobind in

Kashmir and asked him: haui SunyI thd gurii Ndnak ki gadl
par baith6 hai, N6nak Gur[ tyagi the, tum Sastar dlarry
kare haii, ghoile fauj rakhi hai, sacd pitSi kahavti haii,
Kaisa sendh haift: "I heard that you are the successor of
Guru Nanak. Guru Nanak had renounced the world; while
you wore the sword, keep hotses and an army, and people

LaIl you "the True King." What kind of a SadhE are you."
Guru Hargobind rePlied:

b6tan fakiri,
zEhar amiri,
Sastar garib ki rakhYd
jarvEne kI bhakhYd
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Babi Ndnak Sarisar nahi tydgyd thd
MEyE tyEgi th:-.
Saintliness within,
Royalty without;
Ttre swcrd is to protect the poor,
And destroy the tyrant.
Baba Ndnak did not renounce the world
He renounced maga: ,,mamrnon"

Ram Das l,/as -very pleased. And it appears it is after thisinterview he direeted the mind of his hlr.ipf" Si"rjii;;ir;
same direction.

p othi, p afi.idh sakhtcfl.
r Bibi Viro visited Baba Tegh Bahadur every now and thenat Bakala. After the Guru,s martyrdom ,t. pfr..J .ff-t.,

0ve sons at the service of Guru Ctuina singti ana t[;y-;11
sacrificed their lives for the cause of the Guiu.aDara Shikoh in his SalciaaLul-Auliga states:
"Mian Mir was born in Sistan in A.D. 1bb0 and at the age of
12 he used to attend the diseourses of Shaikh ft irii ,
staunch adherent of eadri Order. It was at the asJ;{2,1'o;
25, he arrived at Lahore and settled in Mohalla gelt 

"mpuraknown as Khafipura.,, His pedigree is given as tJllows:
Qazi Sain Ditta

Married Fatima daughter of eazi Kadan.

I

Bullan
I

Usman rlni' I

Mian Mir

,"*"ilff"ii["n]ffiiu#iI
Guru Arjan was ten years younger than Mian Mir. When
Mian Mir arrived at Lahore Guru Arjan was also there. It
is during-this very early period a great friendship appears
to have developed between the two, which maturdd inio an
unbreakable bond.

s Dara Shikoh : Sokinat-ul-Auliga.
5 Jahangir's Order as recorded in his Tuzuk is: ,,I fully knew

his heresies, and I ordered that he should be brought into
my presence and his house and children be made over to
Murtaza Khan, that his property be confiscated and that he
should be put to death."

Aecording to this order Guru Arjan v/as no doubt
tortur_ed to_death, but the rest of the order was definitely
stayed, by the intervention of Saint Mian Mir. Neither were
the houses and children made over to Murtaza Khan nor
was,the property confiscated. Dara Shikoh was also deeply
shocked by the way Guru Arjan was tortured to death ind
he alludes to it indirectly when he says : that his grandfather
had little faith in saints and dervishes and he usea to torture
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them." So far as we know only Guru ArJan was tortured to
death. After his meeting with Mian Mir, he entertained a
great esteem for Mian Mir and never refused him anything.
It was through Mian Mir that a friendship developed
between Guru Hargobind and Jahangir. Through letters
Jahangir continued to ask for blessings. Two of these letters
are recorded by Dara Shikoh in his book. A year or two
before his death, the period of our narrative, Emperor
Jahangir invited Mian Mir to Delhi. 'The Shaikh had a- long
conversation with His Maiesty in which he dwelt mainly on
the instability of the world. His advice had such efiect on
the mind of the Emperor that he expressed a desire to become

a disciple of 'the Saint and abandon the world. The latter
tro-evi" 

-aamonished 
him to continue his worldly pursuits,

observing that the kings had been made for the protection
of God'J people and that in ruling over them he was dis-
charging an important duty entrusted to him by lhe cre-ato-r'

Ttre 
-Emperor was much pleased to hear this and he asked :

"O Shailh do you want anything ?" "I shall ask you only for
one thing", teplied Mian Mir, "do you promise to give me ?"

"Most ciriainly I will grant it," said Jahangir. The holy
Sharkh said: "My only wish is that your Majesty would not
give me the trouble of coming to you again."

t "Rustam nEmak Qed ke ghar ek KaulEll ndmak nulri, falqil
Midll Mir Mudd thi. votr, at sufider hone par bhi bahut hI
sushil tath6 lajdvati thi; chotepan se hi usne parmefuar- ke
bhajan simrin iaxr-rori xr- sohbat me apne man ke pavitar kar
rakhe the, yuvtl ho kar bhi us ne apnd vivdh karne se piti
mdtE ko inkEr kiE thd."

Sadhu Govind Singh: lthds Gur{L khalsd, (Hindi)
Gyani Gyan Singh in his ?cu:drikh' &nu Kh'dlsd' also gives

her father's name as Rustam Khan.
! While all other records say that she was the daughter of the

Qazi, the author of. lJmd,Ehttoutarikh, in daftar aval, says:
dh. *"t the maid servant of tbe Qazi: "Kaulan nami kani-
iii Qazi ke az zumreh muatqitan in, iunab ali-bud, PYs.Ii.f
i".aii.t Kaulan the maidservant of the Qagr lad fbund faith
i-n this great man (Guru Ilargobind) and she became one of
his bonoured disciPles.

eDara Shikoh: Saldrro;t'ul,Auh'aa
Latif z Histora of Ldlnre P t75

10 Jdm divas bEki jab rehio
Mian Mir prasaig sii lehio
darsan ko gamnle taj thdn
sri Guru sarb bErt6 jEn,
kehat Sighar hi hai mangdYo
hoe arii{ ke beg caldyo- SArai Prokd,sh: Rds 5 AlIs[ 20

11 ghar te Pir thor hi cale,
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jde agdtri satgur mile,
lok bilokat im lakh piyo,
len Guni ko age Eyao,
her praspar vadhio analld,
I\fiEfl Mir mite kar balld,
Sri Hargobind utran l6ge,
gahi rakdb Sighar hoe Ege,
dhEre hEth meh hiith agire
hoe barobar jugal padhEre.

t2 Other eminent disciples 
"f 

llli#l*i. who tived with him were:
Shaikh Filawal Qaidri, a man of great religious sanctity andpiety who established numerous alms housls. Mullah 

-Sh"h,

the plr of Dara Shikoh and Jahanara Begum, Shaikh Abdui
_Ma'ali, who acquired the knowledge of Ttreology from Mian
Mir, etc.

See Bodshdhnimd. and Shahiahrtn Ndmd.rr Kaho pir ji brit keh tik,
hak sahl kinas tehkiq;
kaun avasthE ko ras let,
man par kaise raho suget,
n56 vi6n6 ko ur hovd.
itam anafid kaho kas jovE.

Silraj Prokd.sh: REs 5. AflsU 20.raDara Shikoh tells us the story of his own sister Nadira
Begum, who became a disciple of Mian Mir at a very early
age. She attended the Saint Mian Mir with a pitcher oi water
to_ assist the holy man in making ablutions preparatory to
offering prayers. At the age of 11 she was once attending the
Pi-r, wi-th lhe pitcher of water for the afternoon pr"lyers,
when the Saint, looking at her, said: ,Child, you ire no#
g_rowing into womanhood, you had better not appear before
the public now." The girl felt very much abished at the
observation made by the Pir, and prayed God ttrat her
existence might be brought to a close. Her prayer, so the
{ory goes, was accepted and she died the same night Dara
Shikoh built a BirEdari in memory of Nadira B"gom to the
east of the mausoleum of Mian Mir.

Dara Shikoh: SoJ&wt ul-AuJ,iyd and Latif,s Histarg of
Lohore.

rs lt was at the special request of Dara Shikoh, that Mullah
Shah initiated Jahanara Begum who was originall"y the fol-
lower and admirer of Ctristi Saints. She wrrote a book on
the lives of Chisti Saints for whom her admiration never
died. On her death she was buried in the mausoleurn of
Niz-amudin Auliya with the inscription: ,,God is living and
self-subsisting. Let naught cover my grave save the lreen
graqs, lor grass well suffices as covering for the graves of ttre
lowly."
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l5Odar qdzi ne kihd ke tun 6ard muhammadi de anusir katal
karan de leek hovefl gi,"

Gyan Singh : Trusdrdch Guru Khalsa' p 227.
qazion se mil kar apnf kar aprl putrl Kauldr ko shara'h ke
bdhdr bart6v karne ke apr6dh me hukam katal nikli.

Sadhu Gobind Singh: ltltds ennu KhAl.sA.
rTKaulan ne MianMir ntr j6ke sdrd birteilt sunIy6 te Mian Mir

ne apne cele Abdulla Shah n[ Kauldll nEl de kar Guru
Hargobind ji val bhej diti, te akh dita ke Kauldfl saran 5i
hai, is di jdn bacaund tuhada te sddd dharm hai.

Gyan Singh : Tott:drilch Guru Khalso, p 227.

Mian Mir ne Kauldll ko kahd: yahEfi par koi upSo nahf tere
bacne kE partit hotd, viarth Mansiir ki tarEh in zilam logon
ke hith me katal kari iae gi; is se achi hove ke t[ abtrl saran
pdlak Gurtr Hargobind ke pds Amritsar me cali jEh; is kdt

. me sivde unke teri jdn bac6ne vdld aur koi d[srd nahi hai.
Kaulill ne apne Gurii kE kah6 ucit samjh6; usi vakt befidh
banE kar apne ek gurbh6i ko s5th Ie kar sehar Amritsar ko
rav6ni hui- Vah5fi Mian IVtr ki pehcdn se Guru Hargobind
jI ki saran me nivds karne lagl.- 

Sadhu Gobind Singh : Ithd.s Cruru l{hd.lsd.
lsSuroj Ptrakaslr, Rds 5 Aflstr.
rERaja Sir Daljit Singh: Cruru Tegh Bahadut P 8.
2olbid p 11.



CHAPTER IV

STORM, LIGHTNING AND RAINBOW

fN October 1627 A.D. Emperor Jahangir died at Rajauri
I and there began a quick shufling of cards at the Imperial
headquarters. The battle of succession began at Lahore, when
Nurjahan supported Nashudani (Shahiiyar), who assumed the
imperial title, siezed the royal treasures and distributed nearly
seventy lakh rupees within a week to get supporters. "Nur
Jahan's brother Asaf Khan resorted to the stratagem of
proclaiming Dawar Bakhsh, in order to secure the accession
of Shah Jahan, though Dawar was a mere sacrificial lamb.
He then fought and captured Lahore. Asaf Khan wrote to
Shah Jahan informing him of his victory. Shah Jahan sent
him a firman to send all possible contenders for the throne to
the other world. After receiving this firman Shah Jahan was
proclaimed Emperor, and khutba was read in his name in all
the mosques of Lahore. About three weeks later Dawar, his
brother Garshas, Shahriyar, Tahmuras, Hoshang, and sons of
the deceased Prince Daniyal were all put to death."t

Shah Jahan was in the Deccan when Jahangir died. He
hurried to Agra and made a state entry into the capital on
January 24, 1628 A.D. and ascended the throne on February
4, 1628 A.D. with the title Abu-l-Musaffar Shahabuddin
Muhammad Sahib Kiran-i-Sani.2 Dara and Aurangzeb, who
had been kept as hostages by Jahangir at Lahore since June,
1626 A.D. were brought to Agra. Asaf Khan was exalted to
the dignity of 8,000 sawar, was allowed to kiss the Emperor's
feet, (a unique privilege) entrusted with ttre Emperor's signet
ring and made the Vakil of the Empire.r Khizmat prast Khan
was appointed Viceroy of I-ahore.a

At Amritsar everyone feared that the Hindu reactionaries
and the bigoted Mullas and Qazis might incite the new Viceroy
against the Guru on the issue of Kaulan's asylum. Already,
thc enemies of the Guru had started spreading all sorts of
scandalous rumolus, and the situation became so alarming
that some prominent Sikhs of Lahore and Amritsar went to
Bhai Gurdass and Bhai Buddha and requested them to use
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their influence over.the Guru and persuade him not to keepBibi Kaulan at Amritsar
Both Bhai Gurdas and tsaba Buddha went to Guru Har-

goblnd, and requested him to keep Bibi Kaulan at a Oistance,
so that the Imperial authorities might not have any.o^oJ
cause to attack Amritsar. The proposal of the ixtremists to
completely renounce her and send-her back to rc, f*""i,
was not accepted. Guru Hargobind, however, could noi refuse
any request from Bhai Buddha and Bhai Gurdas, because he
treated them as his wisest teachers. As the advice was given
B eTd faith and out of discriminating forethotght Vivek),
the Guru accepted it.G He said that kauhn would be sent
to Kartarpur, where he himself intended to go when the clouds
were cleared. ffe was, however, determin6d not to send her
back to Lahore, and throw her into the pit out of which she
had been taken. That would amouni to cowardice and
betrayal of Saint Mian Mir and the innocent Bibi Kaulan.
He also told them that Kaulan,s earthly journey was near its
end. Within a month or so she might leave tire world.T If
the Imperial forces wanted a pretext to fight him they would
find a hundred others. Guru Hargobind reques6d Bibi
Kaulan to go to Kartarpur, where adequate arrangements for
her comforts and security were made. Kaulan reatily agreed,
after taking assurance from the Guru, that he would come to
her at the moment of her departure from this world.r He
asked her not to take the attitude of the people and even of
some of his disciples to heart. He assured her of his protec-
tion, and told her that in history her devotion for him ana Goa
would be remembered as the love of the gypsy girl Ghilni)
for Lord Rama.e

Early in March 1628, the hapoiest news Guru Hargobind
received was that Hakim Alim-uddin, alias Wazir Khan, the
devoted friend of his father, was apoointed the Viceroy of
Puniab. Wazir Khan was respected by the Sikh Gurus for
his liberal views, deep scholarship, and iove of truth. It was
a well known fact that with the possible exceotion of his
uncle Asaf Khan, he was the most trusted official in Shah
Jahan's regime. It was also learnt that he had invited the
Emperor to visit Lahore on his way to I(ashmir. There was
now a chance of the influence of the Guru's enemies dying
out at the court. Shah Jahan was particularly fond of Lahore,
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which was his binh place, and his protracted stays there were
expected.ro

Baba Tegh Bahadur was now seven years old. He gene
rally kept the company of Baba Atal, who was nine. At home
and in the playground, these two sons of Holy Mother Nanaki
were always together. The playground was near Kaulsar and
not very far from Bibi Kaulan's residence. The divine lady
was fond of meeting them almost every day and enjoyed
talking to them with deep affection, as long as she was there.rl

Baba Atal's love for games attracted all the children of
his age, and Baba Tegh Bahadur was his constant companion
in gamei. The cheerful and sportive temper of Atal Rai, his
skill in leading the games, made him the Captain of a large
team. He one day asked his friend Mohan, son of a rich
Kshatryia, to form a team and play with his team tle Indian
cricket (khido khundi: lit: ball and hockey or bat). In this
game one team takas to bowling and the other to batting.
Mohan's team played first but as it was getting dark he pro-
mised that he would come the next day and give Atal Rai his
turn to play.t' But when Atal Rai came to the play ground
the next day, all the boys were there, but Mohan the Captain
of the rival team was not there. Determined to get his forfeit
he went to Mohan's house, and was surprised to find that
Mohan was dead. A snake had bitten him.

But what was death to the spiritually enlightened' and
godly Atal Rai.r3 Not the master but a slave. How dare
deatir disturb his games ? He who had conquered life and
death, now went close to his friend Mohan, held him by his
arm and said "Wake up Mohan, death dare not take you

away when you still have to pay your forfeit to me in our
gaml." Mohan came to life. He had been dead for many
f,ours and now he woke up' as if death had never touched

him. Was Atal Rai a boy or a living god who had brought
the dead to life ? People bowed in awe and reverence' The
news spread through the city tike wild Ere' and when Gunr
Hargobind came to know about it he was seriously ugqet'

ffutirit son gone so far as to challenge the Will of God ? How
did he dare to do this ?

After evening prayers, all the sons of the Guru came to pay

their respects. gut *t.o Baba Atal moved forward to touch

the feet'ot t i. father, Guru Hargobind turned his back' Baba
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Atal was taken aback. His father, who embraced hi1n every
day and blessed him every day, turned his back on him i
What had he done to offend him or anyone else, he could
hSrdly guess. To see his father angry with him was worse
than death. With tears in his eyes, tri isteO: ,,Have I offend-
ed my dear father in any way ? Can I know the cause of
your anger, dear father, so that I may beg forgiveness or
atone for it."? "My son" replied Guru Hargobind,.,you have
not only annoye.d me and upset me, but by assuming the
powers of Almighty God and bringing Mohan to life, you
have challenged the Will of God. Could I ever imagine ihat
my son would ever do that? The Creator gives human birth
to millions every day and he sends death to millions. How
f1-. *l you challenge His Will?tl How long will you not
allow death to come near your friends ? Have you not struck
at the root of the fundamental lesson taught by Guru Nanak:
'to abide by His Will'? Did not my revered father, Guru
Arjan, suffer the most inhuman tortures to abide by His Will?"

Baba Atal prostrated before his father, and humbly begging
forgiveness said: "Such a thing will never happen iEain
father dear. Be not angry with me father, I will make
amends for it." He got up and went to his mother. He
boweC before his mother as if he was going away. Holy
Mother Nanaki embraced him and blessed him. She was
proud of the spiritual powers of her son. She asked him to
wait for dinner, but he quietly slippeC away. Baba Tegh
Bahadur followed him. Many people who were wondering
and admiring him for the miracle he had performed followed
him. What would happen next no one could guess. Would
he now please God and his father by calling death to his friend
Mohan ?

Baba Atal went to the Holy pond of the Golden Temple
(Harimandir) and took his bath. He then went near Kaulsar
and sat in meditation. He recited the lapii and sat in Nirvana
Samadhi.ls People waited for another miracle. Was he going
to challenge God again ? After about half an hour they
found that Baba Atal had stopped breathing. He had dis-
carded his boCy and taken Mohan's death on himself. Let
his friend live and let the law of God abide.

When Guru Hargobind came to know about the supreme
sacrifrce of his son he was deeply moved. He who brought
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to life his dead friend and challenged the Will of God, in in-
nocent unconsciousness, readily gave his own life to atone for
his transgression irito God's domairi. Baba Atal was cremat.
ed at the yery place where he gave up his life and there now
stands a nine-storey building by the side of Kaulsar, to com'
memorate Baba Atal's spiritual achievements and sacrifice at

the age of nine.
To Baba Tegh Bahadur the death of his brother was a

great shock, as well as an unforgettable lesson. He learnt the

one supreme lesson of his life, that it requires greater moral
and spiritual courage to abide by the will of God than to per-

form a miracle.t6
The whole of Punjab was astir as Shah Jahan was arriving

for the first time after his accession to the throne. As Abul
Hamid author of. Badshahnama puts it, "The royal camp,

having moved from the tank of Khawaja Hoshiar, in the

environs of Lahore, reached the Capital on the 7th of Ramzan

1038 A.H. (1628 A.D.). At some distance from the town

His Majesty was received with great pomp by Wazir Khan
(who presented him with one thousand ashrafis, by way

of. nazrana), the grandees and nobles of Lahore and Subedars

of Provinces. On the 9th, Wazir Khan presented His Majesty

rvith jewels, gold and silver utensils, rich stuffs, carpets, homes

and camels valued at four lakhs of rupees. The whole of
the presents amounted to ten lakh rupees. His Majesty who

enteitained much respect for the fakirs, paid a visit to the

Saint Mian Mir. "Mian Mir was," says Mulla Abdul Hamid,

"a holy man, indifterent to the world and spoke but little"''7
on the l8th Ramzan he visited sheikh Bilawal, another fakir
of great sanctity and piety in Lahore and presented l-"' 1
purse of Rs. 2b00, which, however, the Sheikh distributed

uroog his fakirs, as he never kept anything for himself'te .-
It-was a well known fact that Shah Jahan was uot half

so liberal as Jahangir. The contemporary Muslim chrgnicler

praise him with pleasure as Shahanshah Din-Panah, arrd

describes with approbation his fanatic attitude towards non'

Muslims. His aititude towards Hindus, Christians, Sikhs and

even shias was hostile. "The Hindus of Punjab were severely

punished for marrying Muslim women who were snatched

iway from them ind made over to Muslims' About 400

rrirao husbands. who could not bear the disruption of their
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homes, embraced Islam. And one who had insulted the Holy
Book was put to death. About seyen mosques were redeem-
ed and three temples were turned into mosques."re When
the Emperor was informed that the wealthy infidels in Benaras
were desirous of completing the idol temples, which had been
begun during the reign of his predecessor, an order was issued
that those temples whose construction had commenced should
be razed to the ground throughout the empire. The local
ofrcers literally carried out the command, and seventy six tem.
ples were demolished in Benaras alone. The Sikh shrine, Baoli
Sahib, was filled up and a mosque was erected on the site of
the free kitchen attached to it.2o The Sikhs resented it.

While regional rulers from distant lands had come to pay
homage and tribute to Shah Jahan, Guru Hargobind did not
even make a courtesy call on him. This gave the reaction-
aries and enemies of the Guru a chance to poison the mind
of the Emperor. But when the Guru came to know about
the tremendous influence his friends Wazir Khan2t and Mian
Mir exercised on the Emperor, he was not much wonied
about any major conflict taking place between him and the
Mughal Emperor. Expecting peace to reign during the next
few months, Guru Hargobind fixed the marriage of his
daughter, Bibi Viro, with Sadhu Ram, a young poet and son

of Bhai Dharam Chand Khosla of Village Malla, in the
Amritsar District. All the relatives, prominent guests and
Sikhs had been invited. Baba Tegh Bahadur and other
children were unusually happy. But on the very day of the
marriage quite an unexpected thing happened.

Both the Emperor and Guru Hargobind were one day
hunting in the same forest. Both the parties saw a beautiful
hawk and they followed it with the hope of capturing it.
Capturing the hawk alive was quite a difficult game. While
the Emperor went back to Lahore leaving his men to capture
the hawk, Guru Hargobind's hunting party pursued the hawk
with a keen eye and cleverly captured it with the help of their
own hawk. When the leader of the Imperial hunting party
came to know that the hawk had been captured by the Guruls
party he came and demanded it for the Emperor. The Sikhs
refused, because according to the rules of hunting, the hawk
belonged to the man who captured it and now they refused

to give it under threat. There was a clash between the. two
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parties. The Imperial party was led by Faujdar Ghulam
Rasul Khan, while the Guru's party was led by Bhai Bidhi
Chand. In this skirmish the leader of the Imperial party was

wounded and two of his men were kilgd.zz
This gave the reactionaries a golden opportunity to fan

bigoted prejudices and feelings of Shah Jahan. Some brought
in the Jtory of Kaulan, others complained that the Guru
called himself the true King, kept a war drum, and sat on a

raiseC platform, which were the exclusive prerogatives of the

Emperors.tr Feeling insulted at the virtual challenge to his

authority, Shah Jahan hastily sent a detachment of troops

under Mukhlis Khan, said to be a son of.TahKhan Koka.
Guru Hargobind immediately sent a messenger to the

bridegroom's father that the marriage party should wait at

the village Jhabal. He was almost sure of his victory but the

sudden ittack towards sunset made things difficult. The

onslaught of the army was met at tbe Lohgar,h (Steel fortress)
built eirlier, where twenty five of his brave soldiers fought to
the last man. They used a wooden cannon" and prevented

the Mughal army from entering the city till the evacuation of
women and children and the noncombatants was complete'

The leading commanders of the Guru's anny' like Bhai Bhanu,

Bhai Singhi, Bhai Bidhi Chand, Bhai Tiloka, Bhai Ballu and

Painda Khan took positions with about two hundred men each'

While the rest of the Guru's famity was safely taken to Ramsar,

to be escorted out of the city from there, Bibi Viro inadver-

tently remained on the upper floor of the house which by

nigtrifaU was beseiged by the Emperor's troops. Bibi Yiro
stayed alone and undaunted in the house and kept silent'

When Babak, the bard warrior and Singha came to her rescue

in disguise, she refused to move till they showed her, her

fatheris signet or rosary. How Baba Tegh Bahadur and other

brothers of giUi Viro felt, during this turmoil' can well be

imagined- It was their first experience of a battle raging in
their own sacred city where the marriage of their sister was

expected to be performed. By sunrise all women and children

wdre evacuated. Then early in the morning the Sikhs fought

like desperate Spartans. l4ukhlis Khan was killed in a hand'

tehanilfig[t wilh Guru Hargobind. The Guru lost some of
his best iommanders and fighters like Bhai Bhanu, Bhai

Singha, Bhai Gopal, Bhai Ballu and Bhai Mohan' Painda
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Khan, Bidhi Chand and Bhai Jaita fought with great valour.
The battle was won.,s The dead were cremated. The
wounded were looked after. And the marriage of Bibi Viro
was celebrated at Jhabal. The bridegroom Sadhu Ram, being
a poet, read a poem in honour of Guru Hargobind.

Baba Atal's deathz5 was the first death in the family which
Baba Teg[ Bahadur had wituessed. This battle of Amritsar
was the first battle he had seen. It symbolised for him the
battle tor dharma, the battle for truth and integrity. What
impressed him and other children was the tranquillity of their
father in the most difficult situation. The whole night and
half of the next day he was in the battlefield, where he lost
some of his dearest disciples. In the evbning he performed the
marriage of his daughter. Like the ocean which receiving
floods, storms, cyclones is never swollen and never overflows,
in sorrow Guru Hargobind was not dejected, in joy he was not
overjoyed. His serene and lordly self-control, and his
tranquillity and calm courage in the face of death and danger
left a deep impression on Tegh Bahadur's mind. Every one
of the Guru's sons was now eager to be a godlike hero like
him and avail himself of the first opportunity to show that
they had imbibed truly the spirit, the courage, the fearlessness
and fortitude of his father, which in its essence was the true
spirit of Guru Nanak's faith.

1 Abdul Hamid Lahori : Badshahnamd..
2 S. R. Sharma : The Crescent in lndia, p b38.
3 Abdul Hamid Lahori : Badshdhndmd.
15. M. Latif : "Lahore" p 50t gur nifrd6 neh jde sah5rl

cal 6e ham saran tihdri
sarab bdrtd keh samjh6i
kehio marm Gurd6s banEi.

Sdraj Prakdsh: Rds 5 : Artsi 65.6 suno biridh ji bek tuhdre,
bhai tin te afiglk5re,
tum bac te bibek ab hov5,
ar ty5gan Kaulafl ko jovE.

lbid. Rds 5: AfisrZ 66.7 bhai avad piiran ab tdhi
paltdreh divas aur reh jihi.

Ibiit.
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Kauldll died about six months after her departure from
Amritsar

I Kauldilbdc : prin bihde cifrt mam n6hi,
birhe Prabhtr tum sio nd jdhl,
prin ait darSan mam dijai,
birdh sambhir Prabhfi sukh dijai.

Suroi Prakd,sh: rRds 5, AflsA 64.

Guruii: tab gur bhdne ashi sukh hovai,
japo jaP Ndnak dukh khovai;
min bacan KaulSi badbhdghai
hoe nimar gur ke Pag ldgi

Gurbrli,s pat I VI.
e nilld tok apjds karefl bhed na jEne koe

R6m Bhlbai bat jim tds tum jag me hoe.
lb?d.

10 Shah Jahan was particularly attached to Lahore, as his birth
;la;e. According to Bs.dsho.ndma., the royal harem o.f

iahangir remained in the palace of r,ahore until the fourth
v."i it the reign. The royil princes, for the most part, lived
here with the harem.

S. lvl Latif i "Lohore", P 5l:
11 khelat s6hibzdde cir,

tan su kumdr su murat cer,
kar kar Prem afik me let,
her her kar asikh det'
sabh son Kaul6fl karat saneh,
man me keh, badbhdgan eh,
ptrab jdna Pun bad kine,
jine sakal sukh is bidh dine,
pat pt ya sabh iag sirmaur,
jeh sam aur nahi keh thaur.

S&roi Prakdsh: 8Es, Ails0,

bheo andheri sramat bis61e,
tajyo khel ghar nii nij cile,
AtaI Rde Mohan sioi kehio
ab to adhik andhero lehio
khelan te sakle hat rehio
rahi toh sir ab bhar c51e,

rakho Yid leo mainffi' 
Rds 6, ArLsiL 5r,

Also see Gurbilas iit. Vt, and'Macauliff's: "The Sikh
Rehgiott', VoL fV P 131.

sallgat des bidesan kerl
sabl meh mehmi inhoil baderi;
jEneh mahEjot ko dhani
kareh kEmna Piiran Shani.

lbid Eos 6. Arsu 5?.
r. prabh ke s6th sarfki kare

voh mare eh iivat kare.

12

tl
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Gurbild,s pdt: VI.tt sudii sarovar nhEe koi Japji pa{at tadEe,
tahell jde at harkh soll nij kar kus6 dasEe;
guru dhyan kino tab saind
khulldi dhar sir heth sukhainE
prin allt pikh Eyo jab hi
joti jot samEe tablu-.

Ibid.
taj sukhaifi tan baikuilth gae
jeh madh kdm krodh na bhae;
utam pad me jde samlie,
jis ko jogr j6n nit dhyEe.
dEs rehio dekhat tis th6n
aatrifi j6ni tyd gat prEn.
jab mrit bheo dekh bismiyo
da urat grr sioi jEe bitEyo.

SilraX Prakdsh, Rds 6, Artsd 58.
l6Subseguent events in this biography will show that Ram Rae

gaiued practically aothing by showing miracles to Aurangzeb
while Aurangzeb would have spared Guru Tegh Bahadur,s
life if he had shown but one miracle.

r7S. M. Latif : "Lohord'p.5L
This visit of Shah Jahan is also reported by Dara Shikoh in
his biography of Mian Mir in Sokinat Auligo: Shah Jahan
was tempted to go to Mian Mir to get spiritual healing for
his son Dara Shikoh. Dara Shikoh writes: ,,It so happlned
that I was suffering from a chronic disease and the physi-
cians had not been able to cure me. They took me by hand
and with gfeat humility and reverence entreated the saint to
pray to God for my health. The saint took my hand into
his own and gave me a cup of water to drink. The result
was immediate and within a week I recovered from the
serious malady. At the termination of the conversatioa ol
the saint, the King presented him a turban and a rosary and
received benedictions.

On this occasion (second visit) I went barefoot to his
house and he gave me a rosary and while he was talking
to the King he threw out of his mouth a chewed elove whichI gathered and ate.

At another occasion (third visit) I found him reposing
outside his house. I went near and paid my respeets. He
took me by hand and drew me near. Then he drew my
shirt aside and also drew his cloak thus expsing his chest.
He embraced me saying: "ft has been entrusted to me.',
Thereafter such exhuberant light emanated from his heart
and entered mine that I eventually begged: It is enough
Sir, if you give me more my heart will burst." From that
moment I find my heart full of enlightenment and ecstasy.r'S. M. Latif : "La,hore" p 52.
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reA detailed account of them is given in eazwini,s padshah

Nama and also in the Mulakkhas. TLre extract that follows
about the desecration of the temples is from po,itshdhndmd..20 dabi bazir Lahore vic Guru Arjan Dev di banvli vapika,jo Shahjahin de hukam ndl samat 1688 vic atvai gai 

-si 
te

laigar dI thalt maslt banvEi gai si.
Kahan Singh: Maban Kosh Second ed., p 0*4Tl Wazir Khon: Hakim Alim-ud din alias Wazir Khan was a

native of Chiniot in the Jhang district, where frij ptace is
still called Rekhti. According to Badshanama, after-acquir-
ing a knowledge of Arabic and philosophy, he becaml a
scholar of Hakim Dawi, from whom he leirnt the art of
medicine. His accomplishments as a physician attracted the
attention of Shahjahan and in a short time he made himself
familiar with the temper and disposition of the Emperor, the
royal princes and the ladies of the Harem. He was first
appointed superintendent of the Household, again Mir Saman
or Superintendent of Royal kitchen from which post he was
soon promoted to the office of Diwan. He was then created
Amir, with rank of 5,000 personnel and b,000 cavalry. When
Shahjahan's Queen Mumtaz Begum died, Wazir Khan was
the only male officer who was given the honour of carrying
her coffin to the site of her burial, the TaJ Mahal. Wazii
Khan was appointed Subedar of Lahore in 1628. On his
return from his second visit to Kashmir, in 1GB3 A.D. Shah-
jahan appointed him Subedar of Agra. While Shahjahan
continued to stay at Lahore, he received the shocking news
of the death of Wazir Khan in 1634 from colic. Khilats of
condolenee were sent to the members of his family. lVazir
Khan's mosque is an architectural monument of surpassing
beauty and elegance built in Persian-Mughal style.

Badsltlthndm and Latif's History of Lahore, p bl,
56, 61, 2l4,nl.

22 Gyan Singh: Tawdt*h Gura Kh.Elsd, p 231.
2! "is vakt cuglEi nti cugli karan dE cailgd sam6 hath EyE ; kise

ne Chandii dI beti di arzi sun6i; kise ne Meharv6n fi misal
kadhvdi; kise ne Kaul6i de kaul ydd karvEe; kise ne cor
dhaflv6i batEe; kise ne nidar te beparvEh jandyE; kise ne
ghazab dielt, galan kardE sunEyi; kise ne daulat de
abhimini batdyE, kise ne shastr6ll dd Cumeni bat6yE;ik pEte khEn vicoll bol uthy6 ji es pir de esmen vic
katiire bhaullkde han; esne apne vadiill dI pir falfrai vdli
rit maryidd chad ke amlrI vic pair rakhy6 hai; sdre jahan
de bads6h6ll ntr jhuthl te ap nE sacE pat66h kahauidE hai;
ikthade dE nEm AkEl Takhat dhar rakhy6 hai, aJ b6j nii hath
pdyE hai, kal tej nfr hath pEe g6.

Gyan Singh: Tutdrflch &ttw Khdlsd, p 231.
2. Wooilqt Co,mwn: Under the stress of necessity these strange

substitutes (Wooden guns) for ordinary Cannons were used
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by the Sikhs on two occasions' For instance, we learn that
when the Sikhs in Dec. 1?10 evacuated the fort of
Lohgarh in the outer hills, they blew up a Cannon "which
they hdd made out of the trunk of a tamarind tree" (Kanwar
Khan entry of 19th Shawal 1122 A.H.). The Mohme*rns
estimated tLese make shift Cannons to be about half as effec'
tive as the usual kind. This wooden Cannon can still be

seen at Amritsar.
lVilliam Irvine t The Armg of the Indlan Mughols, p: 128'

2s The date of the battle of Amritsar is not definitely known.
Sikh Chroniclers have given random dates. It can now
be ,safely stated that this battle was fought in the year 1628

AD It might have taken place either in the beginning of
slunmer, iuit before the Emperor left for Kashmir or iust
before au{umn when the Emperor came from Kashmir. Some

historians put it as early as March. This could be if the
Emperor continued his stay at Lahore upto the middle- of
1620 A.D. fite more probable date is September-October
1628 A.D. Further research is necessary.

26 Some Chroniclers place the death of Baba Atal after the
battle of Amritsar. 

- This could not possibly be, because after
the battle Guru Hargobind left Amritsar and returned after
about a year and half. The death of Baba Atal occurred
some mot ths before the battle. If the battle took place early
in 1628 A.D. then the death of Baba Atal could have taken
place towards the end of 162? A.D. It would.be possible to
'ni tne date of Baba Atal's death after fixing ihe date of the
battle.



CIIAPTER V

COINDWAL : ANCESTRAL HOME

LIAVING performed his daughter's marriage, Guru Har.
I I gobind came to Amritsar. After resting there for the
night, he proceeded to Tarn Taran,r which is situated fifteen
miles north of Amrltsar. There, he and his family paid
homage to the sacred memory of Guru Arjan, the founder of
the place of pilgrimage. Along with others, Baba Tegh
Bahadur took a bath in the holy Lake by the side of the
temple and recited his prayers. Then he listened to the in-
spiring anecdotes of his grandfather, which were related by
some eye witnesses, who were still living. He also visited the
leper asylum started by his grandfather on one side of the holy
[.ake.2 These outcastes of society were given physical as
well as spiritual healing, For the first time in the history of
India, the lepers were given a sanctuary, not only in the heart
of society, but by the side of an important sacred place.
They were given a home, free food, free clothes, and medical
aid, as well as spiritual training.

From Tarn Taran the family moved on to KhaduC about
ten miles from Tarn Taran. Here, Guru Angad Dev, the
sccond Guru of the Sikhs, had spent all the thirteen years of
his pontificate, and every little place in this village had
aoquired historical signiffcance, through the early visit of
Guru Nanak to the house of a devout lady,. Mother Virai,
through the serrrons and activities of Guru Angad, and
through Amar Das's penance, austerities, and labour of love,
in the service of his divine Master. The sons of Dasu and
Datu paid homage to the Guru and sought his blessings.
From Khadur the family moved on to Goindwal,s their fltrces"
tral home. they were received, with great flotrrish and'cero
mony, by Baba Sunder,6 the author oX tsgo4ti (Dirgb) com-
posed on the death of Guru Amar Das, and by Saivan Mal,,
nephew of Guru Amar Das and a great missionary. firey
made excellent arrangements for the,stay of the Guru's family
and his soldiers. Baba Sunder's mother (wife of Anand)
served food to the Guru with her own hands. The people
from neighbouriug villages flocked to see the Olympiap
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personality of the Guru, who had just given a stunning defeat
to the Imperialist forces.t

For Baba Tegh Bahadur and other children the pilgrimage
to Tarn Taran, Khadur, and Goindwal was a lesson and inspir-
ing experience in the history and spiritual taditions of Sikh
faith. They were thrilled to hear about Guru Angad, Guru
Amar Das, and their great grandfather Guru Ram Das from
people who had seen them, met ttrem, listened to their holy
Word and felt the aroma of their spiritual presence. Baba
Sunder, above all, told them many,interesting anecdotes of all
the Gunrs and their eminent disciples. It was indeed a thril-
ling experience to know and learn about the past gmndeur
and vicissitudes of their glorious faith that had done so much
in so short a period.r

After two days' stay Guru Hargobind left for Kartarpur,
leaving his family there. He probably expected another
clash with the Imperial anny, so he tbought it proper to leavc
them at Goindwal under the charge of Bhai Gurdas. He was
accompanied by all his leading commanders and his son Baba
Gurditta. The Guru had received a message about the illness
of Bibi Kaulan, and divining that her end was near, he first
went to Kartarpur to fulfil his promise of being near her when
shc was about to leave the world. Ever since she had been

separated from.the Master, she had pined away in sorrow and

silent meditation. Even the period of six months had passed

like ages. By the grace of God her spirit had completely
conquered her body, and now her soul sought an upward
fligbt from this cruel world which failed to understand hcr
simple unalloyed devotion for God and for divine Masters
like Mian Mir and Gunr Hargobind.ro

As soon as she saw Guru Ilargobind, she got up from
her sick bed and clasped the feet of the Guru in devout

salutation. She had now near her, the Saviour, her Master,
her godlike Beloved. She would not leave hold of the
Ivlaster's feet lest he should go again.tl The Guru consoled

hcr and told her that withtn a few hours her life's earthly

iourney would end, and till thcn he would not leave her side.

History has not recorded the last discourse of Guru Hargobind
to her, but the spiritual exaltation she felt, made her feel and
sce her God face to face. In her Master's hands she attained
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Place where Guru Tegh Bahadur was married at Kartarpur
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Nhvana, ttre supreme illumination and in his arms she
breathed her last.i2

When Painda Khan, the Muslim warrior of Guru
Hargobind came to know about the sudden passing away of
the divine lady, whom out of reverence ne cilleO rMother,,
he wept like a child.ls Her body was bathed by her maid.
servants and the last rites were performed by the Guru himself,
a privilOge given to the disciples who had performed grcat
deeds and acquired perfection.ta When the news reaihed
Amritsar and Goindwal, everyone was shocked and deeply
moved. Prayers were said for her soul in both the holy
places.

At -ert"rp* Guru Hargobind learnt that a haughty
landlord, Bhagwan Das Gherar, had forcibly occupiod
Gobindpur,later renamed Hargobindpur, and being a relitive
of Chandu Shah, the villainous and bigoted Hindu Diwan,
who poisoned the mind of Jahangir against Guru Arjan and
secured a death warrant against him, Bhagwan Das was
harassing and threatening the Sikh residents of the placa
Guru Hargobind sent a message to him asking him to vacato
the illegally occupied city, but he threw down the gauntlet
saylng that he had acquired it with his might, and hJ would
keep it with his might. Let the Guru try to take it, if he
could.

Guru Hargobind sent Baba Gurditta to Goindwal,'7 as he
felt that the battle with Gherar and the Imperialists at his back
would be severe and a prolonged one. He went with a small
detachment, and personally tried to reason with the proud
and vain Bharyan Das, but he took all peace overtureslo be
signs of ttre Guru's weak military strength. A skirmish
ensued in which the bigoted Bhagwan Das was killed, and his
army given a crushing defcatl!. Guru Hargobind occupied
the crty. Bhagwan Das's son Ratan Ctand joincd hands
with Karam Chand, son of Chandu Shah, and movcd thc
Governor of Jullundur to attack Guru Hargobind and takc
him dead or alivc to thc Empuor and so win his fivour.
Abdulla Khan, the Govemor of Jullundur, attacked Gunr
Hargobind with the largest available forces at his command.
The battle lasted three days. The Guru lost somc of his
valiant soldiers in the battle, but he killed Abdulla, his leading
generals, ard the two notorious sons, Karam Chand and Ratan
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Chand, of the two notorious fathers, Chandu Shah and

Bhagwan Das. When the news of the Guru's victory reached

Goindwal and Amritsar there was great rejoicing. Sikhs all
over India felt absolute freedom from fear. Baba Buddha

and Bhai Gurdas personally went to Hargobindpur to congra'
tulate the Guru for his glorious victory. Guru Hargobind

ordered the reconstruction of the city in which a mosque was

built for the Muslims and a rnnndir for the Hindu citizens

of the city. Wazir Khan, the Viceroy of Punjab, sent some

cnvoys to investigate into the matter, and they reported that
the trouble was caused by those who had been justly punished.

When Wazb Khan came to know that even a mosque had

been built by the Guru at his own expense, he was very
pleased.re

Guru Hargobind stayed at this place, going now and then

to the neighbouring cities and villages on brief missionary
journeys, for about a year and a half. During this period

Baba Tegh Bahadur and Baba Gurditta were at Goindwal an-

xiously completing their military and spiritual training with
the zeal to participate in some battle soon and take up active
missionary work. Then came the happy news that Guru
Hargobind was coming to Amritsar about a month before

Diwali and the family had been asked to reach Amritsar as

soon as possible.2o

All the children met Guruji with affeciionate embraces,

and Baba Tegh Bahadur was received by him with special
adoration and paternal love.2r Guruji stayed at Amritsar for
another year and a half and during this period a number of
things happened which not only left a lasting impression on
the minds of Tegh Bahadur and Baba Gurditta but were
landmarks in Sikh history.

It was the winter of the year 1631 A.D. and Baba Tegh
Bahadur was ten years old, when Bhai Buddha invited Guruji,
his family and all prominent Sikhs to visit his village Ramdas.
about twenty-seven miles from Amritsar. Guru Hargobind
touched the feet of the sage and then Bhai Gurdas and the
Guru's children prostrated themselves before him in humble
salutation. Guru Hargobind then seated Bhai Buddha by his
side, a unique ho:rour for a disciple, who for six generations

had performed the coronation ceremony of all the Gurus.

The recitation of the hymns had been arranged and a geat
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feast had been prepareC for all. Baba Buddha then sent for
his son Bhai Bhana, and holding his hand said to the Guru:
"I am now leaving my body according to the Will of God.
Here is my son whom I leave at your feet to do the same
service I have been doing. Be ever gracious unto him and
treat him as your own son." Deeply moved, Guru Hargobind
took Bhai Bhana's hand in his own, and assureC the sage

apostle Baba Buddha, that Bhai Bhana would receive the
same respect and love from him which he had been receiving
from all the Gurus.22 Bhai Buddha then recited his prayers,
and touching the feet of the Guru with his forehead for the
last time, went into Nirvana Samadhi, and left for his heavenly
home.23 Guru Hargobind procured sandalwood for his pyre
and lighted the pyre with his own hands. It is said, two large
tears rolled down the cheeks of the Guru as the flames went
up. Baba Tegh Bahadur witnessed with calm detachment and
suppressed sorrow the grand end of his teacher who initiated
him into the world of knowledge and wisdom.

There also came during this period Baba Sri Chand, the
illustrious son of Guru Nanak, to Amritsar and made an
unusual request. He confessed that being inclined towards
ascetic life he had taken up Guru Nanak's garb of a recluse
Qldasi) which his father wore during his travels, because with-
out this garb he could not have easy excess to the holy places.
He had preached the philosophy of Guru Nanak as he under.
stood it and as he wished it to be. But after a century of
preaching and teaching he had not been able to create a
worthy successor to his own thoughts. He now asked Guru
Hargobind to give him one of his sons, to organise his follo*
ers into a band of missionaries of Guru Nanak's philosophy,
working under'the direct guidance and instructions of the
Guru and the Sikh Panth. He however said that these newly
organised missionaries should wear the same dress of the
Adasi follorrers of Guru Nanak as he was wearing. Guru
Hargobind told Sri Chand that he had five sons, out of which
one w4s dead. He would present all the four sons next
morning and he could select any one of them to inherit his
rosary (se[) and the robe.2a

There was a flutter in the hearts of all thc sons of Guruji.
Who would be selected? Would he have to lead the ascetic
life Sri Chand had been leading? Dressed in royal princely
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dresses, with swords buckled on the side, they all went to Sri
Chand, bowed in reverence and stood beforJ him, willing to
obey their father's command to be dedicated to thc tt-itasi
mission. Sri Chand looked at them and as his gtauce pased
from the eldest, Baba Gurditta, to the youngesi, fatj teg[
Bahadur, for a minute he felt, it was not easy to decide,is
each reflected an attractive and radiant pers6nality capable
ef taking up any task. But as he looked it naUa Curaitta
glorylyr he saw in his face the sharp and glowing features of
his father, Guru Nanak.2s He stood and movei and spoke
very much like him. "Well, noble Hargobindji,,, said Sri
Chand, "You have wonderful children, and each so well
trained, that each reflocts remarkable spirituality. I*t your
crown prince be my crown prince. young Baba Gurditta
will inherit my seli (rosary) and my robe."

Th9 ceremony was duly performed. Sri Chand express-
ed his last wishes, that the Udasis were to be organiSed mainly
for missionary purposes, and they were to remain as loyal
devotees of all the subsequent Gurus. Thus Sri Chand, the
ascetic, passed on the torch of Guru Nanak's Light which he
had inherited and kept burning, in his own individualistic
way through austerities, penance, and yoga*odhatu, to a
householder and a soldier. Sri Chand was 137 yean old
while Baba Gurditta was only eighteen. A month later Sri
Chand passed away in peace and glory.rt

One day Guru Hargobind suddenly expressed his desire
to go to Goindwal. Only he and Bhai Gurdas knew tho
mystery of this unexpected departure for the ancestral home.2t
Guru Hargobind and Bhai Gurdas rode side by side and
first reached Khadur. They paid homage to all the shrines
and met the descendants of Guru Angad Dev. They then
rcached Goindwal by the evening. Baba Sundar, Baba
Parmanand and Baba Sawan Mal were surprised by this
unexpected visit, but they were very happy. Baba Tegh
Bahadu and other children of the Guru werc delighted to bo
back in their ancestral home where they had spent a happy
year and a half. Bhai Gurdas was in a strange reminiscent
mood. Here he was born and named Gurdas (servant of the
Guru) by his uncle Guru Amar Das. Here he spent the hap-
piest moments of his life, playing and studying with Guru
Arjan. Here he saw emperors, princes, peasants and artisans,
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poets and artists, rebels and recluses coming in a never-ending
stream for peace, light and enlightenment. He bowed ii
utter reverence before every little spot that awakened i1 him
the sweet memories of his beloved uncle, Guru Amar Das,
his brother-inJaw Guru Ram Das and his nephew, (sister's
son) Guru Arjan. He then came to the placl where both
Guru Amar Das and Guru Ram Das had bleathed their last,
and he announced that according to the Will of God, he was
lelving his body and blending his spirit with thai of his
beloved Masters.zs He sat in meditation in the holy pro
sence of the Guru and recited the tapji and the sukhmani rn
a very melodious voice.lo Even while he was reciting these
prayers, Baba Tegh Bahadur wondered, that soon thJ sweet
voice of his beloved teacher would be heard no more. The
philosopher who had given the best philosophic treatis e (the
vars\ ; the mystic, who had given a remarkable exposition of
sikh mysticism (the Kabit swayas); the poet and ievolution-
ary, whose genius and inspiration was boundless, and whose
works were called the Key to Adi Granth, would soon leave
for his eternal home, and he would forever be deprived of
his personal guidance and enlightenment.

After completing his last prayers, Bhai Gurdas bowed in
deep reverence before the Guru, who held his hands in his
own and embraced him. Guruji asked him, if he had any
Iast wishes to be fulfilled. ..Yes Exalted One',, he said, ..Ail
your life you have given me the greatest love and affection and
I carry the Light of your love and blessings with me to my
eternal Home. I need nothing more, either here in this world
or in the next. Please do not build any memorial of brick and
mortar in my name. Please do not prcserve my ashes in a
sepulchre (Samadhil."'t Guru llargobind was deeply moved
and pl6ased. "Your life O Bhai Gurdas," he said, "has been
that of an ideal Sikh, your last wishes are thoac of an idoal
Sikh. Blessed is your coming to this earth. Blessed be thc
noblest deeds you have performcd. Bles$ed be your grcat
wisdom aud spirituality which will livc for ages and agcs.
Your name, your writings, and your inspiration will give
spiritual enlightenment for many generations to come, and
you will always be remembered with the respoct due to the
wisest sages on this sarth.rz
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Bhai Gurdas'body was placed in an open coffin and Guru
Hargobind was one of the four who carried it on his shoulders.
others being Bhai Bhana, Bhai Bidhi Chand and Bhai Jaitair
Baba Tegh Bahadur and Baba Suraj Mal waved the chowrl
as a mark of reverence to thc apostle's body that enshrined
a great soul.r' The body was placed on the sandalwood pyre
and Guru Hargobind lighted it himself.rs The next morning
the ashes were collected and mingled in the flowing waters of
the river. Immediately after they came to Amritsar the
reading of the Adi Gronth was started by Bhai Bidhi Chand
and the Bhog ceremony perforhed on the fourteenth day."t
Thus lived and passed away Bhai Gurdasr6 whose life and
teachings left an unforgettable impression on the young and
tender mind of Tegh Bahadur.

NCITES ANII BEFEBENCES.

, (i) Tarn Taran isnEn kar pund Khadur nih6r.
Gwbilds Pdt: Vl

(ii) Guru Arjan Sahib ne pilld KharE ate Pal6saur di zamin
ik lakh satvallja hazdr n[ kharid ke Tarn Tdran tEl
17 Visdkh sarhbat 164? n[ khtdviyd. (tel di lambii
cudii 999x990 ft. hai.

Kahan Singh I Mohdn Kosh
(iii) The Guru having no business at Jhabal went with his

family to visit Tarn Taran. The Guru after admiring
the tank and blessing the memory of Guru Arjan
proceeded to Goindwal.

Macaulifie | "The Sikh Religi.on" Vol. W p 95
2 Guru Arjan Dev dE jiri kitE is thEn ku6Uan dd Esram hai,

ise kiran Tarn Taran de ndl dukh nivdran viSesan lEya
jeildi hai.

Kahan Singh: Mahan Kosh.
I Gurbilds Pot: Vl.

'Mata Virdi was told by Guru N6nak that his successor would
come and stay at Khadur.

! Goindwal was situated on G. T. Road at that time., and
Bernier calls it the second largest city of Punjab, next in
importance only to tahore.
"Sii Guru Hariobind ulaighe paltth asekh
pahuice Goindwil tab catur ghati din sekh.

Sil,roi Prokdsh: REs 6, Alls{t, 20
sBaba Sunder was the son of "Anand" in whose memory Guru

Amar Das composed his "Anand Sahib'. He was a poet and
one of his compositions the Sad, is preserved in Adi Granth.

TSawan Mal was the nephew of Guru Amar Das snd one of
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the first"trained missionaries to be sent outside Punjab. The
Rajas of Hill states were deeply impressed by his spiritual
greatness and after listening to his setmons they came to
meet Guru Amar Das.

s (a) taj taj nij nij kej sidh6e,
keh gur darfehi daurat 5e.

Garbilts Pdt: VI.
(b) turk mdr Gur ihill Eyo

'tat chin daure taj sabh kEjd
'karie dars garib nivdj6

Suroi Pralcash: Ras 6 Ansu 20.
e gur sthEn jeh jeh tum lehio

teh teh cal kar dars kar6vo,
jim jim bhae prasallg sun6vo.

10 kutarhb hamEr6 ehthE rahe,
tum anaid sad man mo lahe,
hamne karne kdj anekE,
tum man dharo sadE bibeka.

...
tab lau satgur 6e tah6n
Kaulill basat rain din jahin
Kaulall sune ae Gur tabhi
bhtli nij sarir sudh sabhi

Gurbild.s Pdt: VI.
ll biyog di bih5ri n6l murjh6i hoi bel vdfig lEcir si, barkhd

sdrkhi guriji dn diddr pE ke tehki tefi eft par same de a i6n
karke 5 sevan sarhbat 1686 nii deh tydg ke parlok nfr gai.

Gyani Gyan Singh: Tawdrflch GurA KhAlsA.
kitak der meh hith nikEre
caran kamal parsat hit dhEre,
bahi bilocan te jal dh6rE
dhar dnr-raj b6k uc5rE.
kaun prabh0 tum bin hai merE,
sukh dukh bikhe alarhbh !ad9$.-

Sil,rai Prakdsh: Rds 6 Afls{t, D,
17 ur meh brit tiki sukh pEvd

tat chin nii sariip dars6vt,
. guru krip6 te thE bfahm gYdn"

' res nd ris dvekh -iiat}l'u 
Afisfr, u.

t! sok thdn ba![he gur tir,
eyo Painda KhEm bad bir,
"hde.Mit", keh uc.Pukiri
de dhiraj satgur nivEt6.

ibid'
Paiirle KhEn tab roe Pukiri
"hde M6f'turn kah6n sidhdri.

Crurbilds: pot Vl.
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r4AccjrdiT-C to_S{ya!_l1akd.sh she was cremated but according

to Gurbitds patshdwvr she was uuried. Her tomb or il;alhi
can still be seen- The sikh Gurus did not ouiect to trre fi;-ing of the dead bodies of their Mustim disciplls A" ;;";8"of fact, whether the lVruslim discipie wal to ue uuriea 

-or
cremated was left either to the relatives of the il;;; ;;was done according to the last wishes of the a"r"t-.". 

--.' -'
KaulSfi dafan kr- agye lal,
gor karl teh madh dabEi
bagh bic gur tabl suii.

Gurbilds: pat Vl.lsBhagwan Das Gherar jo ei des dd sarder slhi mAlguz6r,
Diwan Chandu Lal dE riStedir si os ne Hargobindilil"p";
kabze vic kar rakhyd si; kiofike ik teil varEl bfi; i"f;},pifrd banh ke khabar nd lai; te dtisre Cfiu""" ;;;6 k;
BedSeh n6l Guru di bi{qi hol-hai, mainii, tisne pucfr"a-irai;
es hausle ntr p6 Guruji de pild daL baittra sl

Gyan Singh : Taworikh Gurukhatsd, p 2fi.
See also lthas Gurr, Khalsa by Sadhu Covi"a-Sirrgfr.16sri Gobindpur Town: situated on the banks of-t"he river
Beas, a place of great sanctity amongst the Sikhs. h;il;
been founded by Guru Arjar, who bought ttre 

-siie 'arE
b-uilt a torvn, which he ca[ed after his son and .r.".*o"
Hargobind.

Gurd,aspur District Gazetteer 1gg4 p 10017 Sri Gurditti nikat nihErE
param prem te bdk ucdrE,
GoindwSl Ep cal jdvo
milo kutathb mod man pdvo.
nij mdt6 aur bhrdtan safig
so tuv heran cdhat afrg.

Silrai Prakdsh: Ros 6 Aflsn %ta'rjiofi jiofi Guru S6hib os nfr dhiraj nal samjtra.ra., tiott
oh uci-hunde jee; odar Guru Sahib da rukh dekh ke Bhai
Bidhi chand 6dik Bahadurdlr ne hath ulhde te das bis iat-kae,
te jehde de se jdfide nE dis6e; te Gher{e nO mEr f<e aarva ai
bhetl kit6.

. Gyan Singh: Tonoankh Gurfr KhAlsE p 28tsr'piid dI abddl kiU, ek masrr-t sarde, musahene rart", ik
dharamsala sivdw6la hindu6fi vtrste, ik sarae musairali
v6ste bandi.

ibtd.
ek masjld bhl banv6 di, us ke p6s ek sarde dharamsdlE tvEr
karvd di; aur vahdfi p6r ek sadEvart lafuar bhi garib loiafi
ke vAste j6ri karvEyd.

Sadhu Govind Singh: lthds Guru Khdlsd20 dipm6l ko divas tab 6e, smip pachln
srl Amritsar dars ko ich6 bhai mah6n
Sunder ko leh sallg bul6e,
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calo SudhEsar kare bulEvan
sun sagle bhe harkhivan
sabh kutarhbh le Sufider sallg
gamne mdrag caflhe turafig,
ie Sudhdsar vikhe pravese.

SilraX Prakd,sh: Rds 6 Artsr7 621 sri Gurditte baildan kin
Strraj Mal Aai REe prabln,
priye sut catur pikhe teh samo.
Teeh BahEdur allk ufhEe,
pikhyo pitE Viro prabh 6e.
im sabhan ko daras dikhEvd
dekh dekh sabh mod updva.

zz Babe Buddh" 
"i" ,.1b#'

tum ho krip6 siildh avtarl,
mam sut bahn gaho sukh pde,
Sdhib Bhanu tabe bul6e;
Sahib Bhanu hath geh saufipan gur ko kln,
dhyasifidh kar paka{ kai sis dhar nij lln.
Guru Ndnak te ad ldu kirp6 kar jas moh,
taise kirpd is par karo SEhib Bhanu toh.

23 sahib Buddhe harkh ,r.?Tlifi,ltl"J1,un,,,
caran- bafld gur chatam ke tat chin ty6rl kin,
kusddar Ssan kion navam duir ko sEdh,
d.1gm duEr pran6 lage param smEdh ag6dh.
cikh6 unar jabhi dhari Sehib Buddhe deh,
Hargobind ke nain te calyo nlr saneh.

ibid.?. kahu purkhE ketak haiil nafrd,
tab bole SrI Hargobilld:
pallc hute ik bha parlokeh
catar 5p ko daras biloke,
kehio Sn- Chand ik ham deho
apar apne safig rakheho.
sun kar Gur Sri Ilargobilld
bad sut arpyo tab Sri Chaltd.

Surtj Prakdsh: Rds ? Af,st? 9
Sri Chaf,d ne os vakat seE cola apnd libds Gurditte Ji nfl
pehn6 ke bacan kitn: tuhEdE tikd so slda tikE.

Gyan Singh : Tswd,tflch Gttru Khdlsd,, p Zgg.
25 "On a'Wednesday night when the moon was full, in tfre month

of l{drtik, Sambat 16'70 (1613 AD) she gave birth to a son
who was afterwards named Gurditta, and who bore a
remarkable likeness to Guru N6uak

Macaulifte : Thc Sik}- Religion Vol. IV p E6
26 The date of Sri Chand's death is given by some as very early

and by others as very late. Following the sequence of etrents
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it falls in Sambat 1688, A.D. 1631. Kahan Singh Nabha in his
Mahan Koeh gives 1694 Sambat, 1637 A.D. firis date is quite
improbable because during the year 1637 A.D. Guru Har-
gobind was at Kiratpur. Almost all historical records put
fhis event alter the battle of llargobindpur, and before leaving
for Kartarpur.' So the probable date of Sri Chand's death
given by some historical records is 1631 A.D. According to
ihis date of death Sri Chand died at the age of 137 years.

zz Goindwalpuri ko cEle
sakal kutarhb jino ke ndle,
catur ghaU din pahuf,ce j6e
dhig b6pi ke sivdr lag6e.

Sfr,rai Prakd,sh: Bds 7 AlLstL t4
rE kar majan ko gae cubEre

sarb sthin bandnd dhdre,
ibid.ze tab Gurdds jor kar kehio

prdn ait mai apno lehio.
ibid.

Hargobind ke pag lagd;
briti kini ais ras Pagd
he prabh altt sam6 mam EYo,
pafrc Guru mam daras dhik6yo,
ab haull dhdm Gurii ke jS0lt
he Gur tumri ais Pir1fl.

Gurbild.s patid.hi' VI
!o bhogh Sukhmani kE tab PdYo,

pad pallkaj ke Gur laptdYo
Bhai ke tab PrEn bilde,
gur pag sis bhag bad gde;

ibiit.
Japji path Sukhmani kin
ndmo thari gur dhYdn su lln

Silrai Prakdsh: Ros 7 Artsfl 14
!1 (a) dharo bhasam bip6sa mEhi

meri madi kijie n6hi.
Sil,rai Prakdsh: Riis 7 Afisfi 14

(b) The house, the well, and the Samdtlhi of Bhai Gurdas
are situated iust behind the Guru's residence. The old
building has been demolished and while constructing the
new bulitding the S.G.P.C. has carelessly annihilated the
Samidhi of the leading apostle of Sikh history'

32 Sri Hargobind cahd al6yo,
dhan ianam tumro jag 6Yo;

', ineh malldal meh jas visth6r6
p5e param gat Pallth PadhErE,
cirallk6l tero reh nEmii
jEneh Gurupallth 

. 
abhir6mtf .
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33 ek or Bhdn6, Guru, l5ge
Bidhia Jefha bib ras p6ge.
cdron lle biban ulhde
dge Babak Sabad al6e.

Gurbr,ld,s patidhi Yl3' Gur sut upar caur dhur5vai,
aur dds bauh sallkh bajdvai.

ibid.3s kar apne gur lambfi lSyo
Silraj Prakdsh : Ras 7 Afi,str, L4

36 Siiraj Prakash gives the 14th day of the Bhog ceremony while
Gurbild,s pat$aht, gives 13th day of the Bhog ceremony. Both
say that Bhai Bidhi Chand was asked to do the reading.

17 Different historians give different dates of the death of
Bhai Gurd5s. Gurbilds pdt: Vl gives Sarirbat 1686, A.D. 1629.
Sant Sampuran Singh gives 1687 S.B. i630 A.D. These dates
cannot be accepted because Bhai Gurdas was alive during
these years. Jiwan Baba Buddha gives 1694 B.S. 1637 A.D.
Kahan Singh in Mahan Kosh also gives 1637 A.D. but during
this year Guru Hargobind was at Kiratput, while Bhai Gur-
das passed away before Guruji went to Kiratpur. So the
probable last year of Bhai Gurdas is 1631, after the death of
Bhai Buddha, or early in the year 1632 A.D.



CHAPTER vI

AT DAROLI AND KARTARPTIR

LI'APPINESS and sorrow came like light and shadow around
I I Baba Tegh Bahadur. He felt all the strings of his life
tuned for a higher purpose and destiny. Each storm, that camo
Iike a whirlwind, bringing death to many, ended in the peace
and sunshine of a golden dawn. The world outside him and the
world inside him wsls moving as a visible panorama. Death
lingered around him, and chased his dearest kith and kin, [i5
most revered teachers and guides, like the night chasing the
day. The stream of truth flowered undisturbed, though the
forest of errors, conflicts, and strife raged around him. His
mind was concentrated on this stream of truth, and daily he
sat in a meditation cell, contcmplating and reflecting over its
future course.

Baba Tegh Bahadur was now ten years old. His brother
Suraj Mal was happily married. His brother Baba Gurditta
had a son who was named Dhirmal.'

From Daroli Guru H.argobind received an invitation from
his sister-in-law Ramo and her devout husband Sain Das. At
this time Raja Kalyan Chand, the ruler of Bilaspur State, then
known as Kahlur State, also invited the Guru. Guru Har-
gobind was attracted to Kiratpur in this State because
of another reason. A great Muslim Saint, Pir Budhan Shah,
who had met Guru Nanak, was anxiously waiting for the sixth
Guru, whose arrival just before his death had been promised
by Guru Nanak himself. Assuring Raja Kalyan Chand that
he would come later, Guru Hargobind sent Baba Gurditta with
his family to Kiratpur. Baba Gurditta was instructed to pay
homage to Pir Budhan Shah, buy land, and build a Sikh shrine
and houses for the forthcoming visit of the Guru.2 Guru Har-
gobind then moved to Daroli, where Sain Das and Bibi Ramo
received him with great joy and honour. Elaborate arrangq
ments were made for their stay and comforts. Hindus and
Muslims of the neighbouring area flocked to the place to pay

homage to the Guru. The Guru had already sent Hukam-
namas (letters) to all the Sikh Scrgals abroad, to send weapons

and horses. Two remarkable horses which a party was bring-
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ing from Kabul were forcibly seized by some Mughal Officers
and presented to Shah Jahan. Bidhi Chand, who had for
long led the Bohemian life of a Robin Hood and social rebel,
promised to get the horses back. By a feat which was
romantically daring, he was able to get the horses out of the
Emperor's stable, and he restored them to the owners who
offered them to the Guru.3

Guru Hargobind's stay at Daroli was a very happy one, and
the children enjoyed it most. But the happines was marred
by two unhappy events. After a short illness Holy Mother
Damodri, Guru Hargobind's first wife and the mother of Baba
Gurditta, breathed her last. Her sister Ramo was so deeply
shocked by the untimely death of her sister that she languished
in utter grief and died within a month.

One day the Guru addressed his Sikhs : "Brethren,
dearer to me than life are you, my thousand brave men.
Shall we remain here or proceed to spread our Faith ?" A
Sikh replied. "O my Lord, show thyself where the devout
and grateful think of thee and await thee." The Guru beat
the drum of departure,' whereat the people of Daroli were
very much gxieved, and feared that they would have no one
to protect them. The Guru consoled them and moved on to
Kangar, a village owned by a Muslim landlord, Rai Jodh,
whose wife was a devout admirer of the Sikh Faith. Upset
by the disappearance of the horses, the Emperor ordered
General Lal Beg to lead an expedition against the Guru. A
spy named Hasan Khan was dispatched to make a reconnais-
sance. The spy was deeply impressed by the fact that the Guru
was equally revered by thc Muslims, and the Muslims of that
area. were prepared to die for him. From his suspicious
movements he was caught spylng, and he confessed that though
his mission was to secure information for the Mug[al General
he would now give them all the information they needed, and
even prevent the attack if possible. But he did not succeed
in his mission in persuading I-al Beg not to attack, so he came
and joined the Guru's forces, even though Malik Rai Jodh
resented that a spy of the enemy camp should find a placo
in the Guru's army.

Malik Rai Jodh's wife devised a novel way of detecting
the movements of the enemy forces. She put some pearls in
a tray and thc tramp of the feet of the approaching army
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caused the pearls to vibrate. On the Guru's side now stood
Rai Jodh with his one thousand Muslim warriors and Bidhi
Chand and Jati Mal, the commanders oJ the Guru's anny.
A deadly battle ensued. It lasted nearly iighteen hours. The
Imperialists were routed. Many lives were lost on both sides.
The booty of the battle was distributed among the poor. The
Guru's bard Abdulla composed a dirge on the battle.

Guru Hargobind then went to Kbrtarpur. Rai Jodh and
his wife wanted to accompany him and remain in his service,
but the Guru persuaded them not to do so, but to look after
their people well. He blessed them and told them that the
House of the Guru and his Sikhs would always treat them
and their descendants with special affection for the love and
devotion he had shown, and the help he had rendered in defeat-
ing the Imperial forces.

At Daroli Guru Hargobind had received the news of the
birth of Hari Rai, the second son of Baba Gurditta. The Guru
now asked Baba Gurditta to come to Kartarpur. Disciples
began to pour in from far and near for spiritual enlightenment.
Under the guidance of the Guru, Baba Gurditta reorganised
the whole Udasi system into four major Centres (called
Hearths) and six Sub-Centres each called (Bakhshish : the
grft). Baba Tegh Bahadur was now anxious to flght in the
next battle, and so was Baba Gurditta, even though he had
taken up the leadership of the Udasis.

Ani Rai who spent a very silent and meditative life, com-
pletely detached and disinterested from the world around him,
fell ill and passed away. The loss of the second brother
deeply affected the tender soul of Baba Tegh Bahadur.

Painda Khan now wanted to marry his daughter to a young
man named Osman Khan. Guru Hargobind gave all thc
expenditure necessary for the marriage and sent innumerable
gifts for the girl. Osman Khan was also a soldier, but his
greedy and avaricious nature made him a source of trouble
and embarrassment to Painda Khan. He went out hunting
with Baba Gurditta and Tegh Bahadur. He became
very intimate with them and by playing uion their tender
affection he acquired many gifts from them.

The Baisakfti festival and annual gathering of the Sikhs
was approaching. On that day Sikhs from far and near
brought presents and gifts for the Guru, and they were distri-
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buted to the deserving disciples and soldiers. A Sikh named
Chatar Sain brought a horse of rare beauty, a hawk, a soldier's
dress and some rare weapons. Guru Hargobind gave the
hawk to Baba Gurditta but he gave the horse; the dress and
the weapons to Painda Khan, whom he loved almost as his
son. Painda Khan put on the dress and the arms and looked
very magnificent when he rode the horse. The Guru was
delighted to see his outstanding warrior honoured and happy,
and he asked Painda Khan to appear daily in the same style
with the same weapons.T

When he went home and showed them to his wife she was
delighted, but his son-in-law Osman Khan insisted that painda
Khan should give those gifts to him, which of course he sternly
refused. The covetous Osman Khan did not rest till he had
stolen the dress and weapons from his father-in-law's house.
Painda Khan was wild with rage, but when he went to Osman
Khan's house to teach him.a lesson, his daughter begged him
not to fight for a mere dress and weapons. After all he was
his son-in-law, and her life would become miserable if he took
vengeance on her. Painda Khan reconciled himself to the
ugly situation. Whenever Guru Hargobind asked him why
he did not wear the dress and arms he had given him, he put
the matter off by saying that he had reserved it for special
occasions.

The next mischief Osman Khan did was that he stole Baba
Gurditta's hawk, in the hope of getting a rich reward for it
from the Emperor. Baba Gurditta came to know for certain
that the hawk had been stolen by Osman Khan. Painda Khan
was informed about it, and in a fit bf anger he went home to
find out the trutl. To his amazement he found the.hawk
there. Determined to return it to the Guru, he seized the
hawk but was prevented from moving out of the house by his
villainous son-in-law. All the entreaties of Painda Khan fail-
ed to pefsuade Osman Khan to return the'Guru's hawk. On
the other.hand his son-in-law, joined by his daughter and wife,
argugd that thc Guru had tremendous faith in his word. If
he told him that the hawk was not in Osman's house Guruji
would forget all about it. With his son-in-law, his daughter,
and wife pitted against him, Painda Khan went to the Guru
and told him a lie. Guru Hargobind asked him to say on oath
that he had not found the hawk in the house of Osman Khan.
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Painda Khan repeated what he had said on oath. Guruji asked
Bidhi Chand to go and search Osman Khan's house and find
out the truth. Within an hour Bidhi Chand recovered the
hawk and the gifts which the Guru had given, from Osman
Khan's house. For this unashamed perjury Guruji dismissed
him from service, in the hope that he would repent, and dis-

associate himself from the mischievous activities of his son.
in'law.r

Painda Khan felt slighted. His sense of humiliation was

further goaded on by the wild and villainous promptings of
his son-in-law, who assured him that if a brave warrior like
him helped the Imperial forces he would be serving the cause
of his King and his faith, Islam. The vain and dejected
Painda Khan was made to believe, that whereas three attacks
by the Imperial forces had failed to curb and control the Guru,
his master plan and attack on him was bound to succeed,
because he knew the secrets, the strength, and the military
strategy of the Guru's enny.

With these aggressive and treacherous designs he ap
proached Qutab Khan, the Subedar of Jullundur. Qutab
Khan knew that the Guru fought with superhuman strength
and strategy, and he had thrice defeated the Mughal armies,
three times as large as his own. So he advised Painda Khan
to be cautious and not to drive him to ruin. He was any way
not prepared to attack without sufficient help and the support
of the Emperor from Lahore.

NOIES AI\ID BEI.ERENCES.

I Kahair Singh 'rn Mohan Kosh gives birthday of Dhirmal : year
1626. Macauliffe gives 1629 A.D. In 1626 A.D. Baba Gurditta
was only 13 years old and his wife might be 11 or 12 at the
most. It is unbelievable that they had a son at this age.
The probable year of his birth is 1629 or still more probable
1631 A.D. Similarly the date given by Sil,rai Parkd.sh of the
birth of Hari Rai the second son of Baba Gurditta (1627 A.D.)
is incorrect at the very face of it. Hari Rai was born eitber
in 1630 or 1631 AD.

2 Gyani Gyan Singh, Tausdri,kh Guril, Khdlsa, p : 241.

'A very elaborate and detailed account of the recovery oI
these horses is given by SiZroj Porkdsh and Gurbilns Pdt6ali,
VL

'Macauliffe z The Sikh Religion Vol. fV, p 152'
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s Date of the battle: 16th Maghar Sambat 1688, A.D. 1631.

" The place where the battle was fought is now called
Gurusar or the Guru's Tank. It lies near the village
Nathana about three miles from Rampura Phul railway
station."

Macaulifie; The Sikh Religinn, Vol. W, p 187.
Guru Hargobind brought all the wounded soldiers of the
Mughal army to his camp and after treating them set them
free. Ttrey went back and spoke very highly of the Guru's
compassion and heroism.

Gyan Singh: Taw5rikh Guru Kh6lsd, p 241.
6 Guruji masafld5 nri siropdo te satkEr de kar Kartarpur E

thehre, es sdl Suraj Md da vi5h hoytr te Ani Rai di CaEui
hoyd.

Gyan Singh, Tausd.riklt, Cruril, Khd,lsd. p 2M.7 SrI Gurrl asp nihdr kai bdj set pun pekh,
khafidd pekh puSdk tab man mai kin alekh;
karat vicEr ais man cino
dal dis yEfr ko kar dhdr,
bhor jde tum khe{ sikEr;
dekho kare cot eh kaisi,
Babe kahd kao ruc jaisi;
Painde ko de hai dariy5i,
sifidh put chab kahi na jEi;
jut puSdk cir teh dino
deh khalldd teh anahd kino,
bahur Srimukh ais aldie,
odho aig na der lagdi,

Gurbilds Pat6ahi VI.
8 Gurujl ne os nO (Osman Khan) pailj din kaid kar ke chad

dita, te Painde KhEn di naukri bhi hatEi.
Guruji imprisoned Osman Khan for five days and dismissed
Painde Khan from service.

Gyan Singh, Tautdflch GunT K,lfilsd p WL



CHAPTBR VII

MARRIAGE AND HER,OISM

f, T Kartarpur there lived a well-todo and pious couple, Lal
/L Chand and his wife Bishan Kaur. They had one son,
Kirpal Chand, and one daughter, Gujari. Both of them had a
dcep desire that their son should become a soldier in the army
of the Guru, while their daughter should be married to onc
<rf the Guru's sons.

When Guru [Iargobind went to Kartarpur to marry his
son, Suraj Mal, to the daughter of Prem Chand, this couple
saw young Baba Tegh Bahadur, who being the best-man of his
brother sat behind the bridegroom on the bridal horse and on
all ceremonial occasions. Now, when Guru Hargobind came
to Kartarpur, he was almost a budding youth. Holy Mother
Nanaki had the opportunity to see the girl. The engagement
ceremonyl was solemnised and the date of the marriago was
fixed.

Gujari was slim, young and lovely as the goddess of the
dawn when she stands, rosefingered, smiling upon the moun-
tain peak. She was pure in health and person, constant and
faithful, cheerful evening and morning, full of dignity and
grace, charm and sweetness. Among her companions, she
moved as the queen swan leading the flotilla, with stately
neck, and yet bowcd in humility. She spoke little, and at
times words lingered like hovering birds on her sweet lips and
her fine brow drew together in a deeply meditative mood. Her
u'hole beauty, and personality, were the blend of a princess
and a yogin, very much as Tegh Bahadur's young and hand-
some body reflected the personality of a crown prince and a
yogi who had renounced all, and lived in the joy of godliness.

The date of marriage was fixed. All the relatives camc
three days earlier to participate in the marriage. Baba
Sunder and Parmanand from Goindwal, the sons of Datu and
Dasu from Khadur, Bhai Bhana from Ramdas, Rai Jodh thc
Muslim chief of Malwa and his devout wife, Bhai Rupa,
Sadhu and others, came with rich gifts and presents. Rai Jodh
and his wife had devcloped a deep affection for Baba Tegh
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Bahadur and Baba Gurditta. They brought princely gifts for
the bride and the bridegroom.2

On the wedding day Baba Tegh Bahadur was dressed in
colourful silken uniform. In the splendour of the armour
jewelled and inlaid with gold, and swords that flashed like
lightning from the rifts of cloudy mountains, Tegh Bahadur
looked like a young knight ready to redeem a beauty. Young
he was, and slender, and like an image of pure gold, his calm
abstracted eyes reflecting his inner poise and serenity. His
lips and cheeks seemed to be engraved by a grcat graver.r
After his sister Bibi Viro had embraced him, kissed him, blessed
him, and put the collyrium in his eyes, she led him to the
bridal horse, which was to lead the wedding procession.

All the way was strewn with flowers, as though the spirits
of the air had rained them with both hands upon the glad
earth, and from their bruised beauty was shed such sweetness

on the dew that the fragrance rose like incense to greet the
lovely ones on their way.

Gujari stood in her room dressed in rosy bridal dress. Her
brother Kirpal stood at a distance watching her in the joy
of her approaching wedding mingled with the painful thought
of separation from her. Gujari stood there, sweet as the star
of evening, bathed in rosy vapours. The rings, the bracelets
and her necklace were sparkling with fiery gems. In the soli-
tude of her heart she for the first time felt the drawing near of
another. She dreamed of soft spring airs, singing of song
birds, and the thrill of life in green silences and all the sweet

things of the world.
She turned round and saw her brother Kirpal, happy but

shedding an unbroken stream of tears. "Why those tears
brother Kirpal she asked." "I can hardly bear the thought:
dear sister, that you will go away and I shall be separated

from you for ever. . With you this house was a paradise, with-
out you what it will be I cannot guess," said Kirpal. Deeply
moved, and sobbing with the thought of separation, she

embraced her brother and said, "Nothing in the world will be
able to separate me from you. As a younger brother you will
go with me. You will live close to me as long as I live."

The marriage was solemnised by the High Priest, Bhai
Bhana. Money, food and clothes were distributed to the poor.
There was great rejoicing throughout the city of Kartarpur.
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At night the whole city was a blazing splendour. Lamps
were lighted in every home. Fireworks were displayed. ana
the musicians played on the shehnai all night. prayers were
oftered for blessings on the couple..

At the departure of the bridal party, Lal Chand and his
wife girlrun Kaur came humbly to the Guru and said : ..We

have been overwhelmed by the honour thou hast done us, O
King of kings, by accepting our daughter as bride for your
noble son. We have not been able to serve thee as your great
royal status deserved. We, being poor, have not been able to
give any gifts or dowry befitting the House of th-d Guru.
Pardon our shortcomings, and give thy blessings to my
daughter, so that she may prove to be a worthy bride in the
House of the great Guru."s

Touched by his humility, Guru Hargobind said : "Brother
Lal Chand, you have done more than any royal family could
do. A man who has given his dearest daughter, has given
all; what more can a man give? Blessed be the child, my
daughter-in-law, and may God $ant her long life, nobility of
the spirit, so that she may do deeds worthy of the House of
the Guru. She will receive all our aftection and respect.".

The bride and bridegroom were ceremoniously received at
home by Holy Mother Nanaki, who was overwhelmed with joy.
She poured oil on the doorsteps, a Punjabi way of receiving
the bride, and the bridegroom, gave them sweets, wishing
thereby that no bitterness might come in their life. The
bride entered the house with steps as light as the petal.
She felt herself to be in a kingdom of perpetual joy. AU the
guests and neighbouring women prescnted to her innumerable
gifts and blessed her.7

Guru Hargobind thcn concentrated his attention on mis-
sionary work and guided Baba Gurditta in giving new impetus
to the Udasi missionary movement. Incidentally, the four
Superiors (Apostles of the Hearth), Almast, Balu Hasna, Phul
and Goinda were all Kashmiris, born in Srinagar. The first
two and the last two were brothers.r During the lifc timc of
Sri Chand they had carried the torch of Guru Nanak's faith
as far as Uttar Pradesh. Now they were asked to go beyond
to far off provinces. Almast went as far as Jagannath Puri
and sent his companion Bhai Natha to Dacca, where a Bengali
disciple of Guru Hargobind named Bhai Mohan,! was keeping
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the torch of Guru's doctrines burning. 'Other young men
were sent to Ceylon, Kabul and far north, into the present

Russian territories. Amongst these great messengers of faith
was a laughing Philosopher, Bhai Suthra, the Touchstone of
Sikh history. Every act of his, provoked more laughter tlan
a court clown could ever do. The Guru tolerated all his ironic
ways of putting things, and even encouraged the liberty hc
took in making fun of everybody. In his heart was shining
the pure light of God, and every thing he said and did was a
sermon in smiles and fun. Everything he said and did, was
thought provoking, hitting hard at hypocrisy, and all the social
evils.s

In the meanwhile Painda Khan was licking his wounds of
humiliation and his son-in-law Osman Khan kept on inciting
him to take revenge. The Governor of Jullundur was not
willing to undertake an expedition, until he had sufficient
help from the Emperor. The Emperor was now at Lahore.
It was difficult to influence him as long as Wazir Khan was
the Viceroy, but now that Wazir Khan had been transfered
to Agra,ro it seemed easier to get military aid from Lahore.

In a devious way he approached the Emperor with the
help of Qutab Khan and succeeded in inciting his bitterness
to passion. Taking a sword in hand Shah Jahan said: "Is
there any one of my officers brave enough to go and assist

Painda Khan and subdue the Guru who has caused all the
trouble?" Kale Khan, governor of Peshawar, desirous of
avenging the fate of his brother, Mukhlis Khan, rose and
said : "!![ay it please thy Majesty, I will capture the Guru
and bring him before thee'. The Emperor gave Kale Khan
command of fifty thousand men, and bestowed on him as

insignia of his appointrnent, a necklace of enormous pearls,

and a robe of gold lace, and ordered him to proceed forthwith
against the Guru.rt He was accompanied by Anwar Khan,
another important general, Qutab Khan, Painda Khan and his
son-in-law Osman Khan.

It was the middle of summer in the year 1634 A.D. Guru
Hargobind was actually preparing to go to Kiratpur in rcs'
ponse to an imploring rcquest from the Muslim Saint, Pir
Budhan Shah, and Raja Kalyan Chand, who sent his son

Tara Chand to personally invite the Guru. Kalyan Chand
feared some trouble from the neighbouring states, and he knew
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the very presence of the Guru and his armies would set his
enemies at rest.

The Sikhs of Lahore sent a messenger post-haste to the
Guru informing him of the approaching Mughal anny. Guru
Hargobind at once made preparations to meet the Imperialist
attack. His Muslim friend and devotee Rai Jodh immidiately
came in his support with two thousand soldiers. Bidhi Chand,
Jati Mal, Lakhu and Rai Jodh were in command of the Sikh
army. The army was split into operational battalions, each
under one of these commanders and they were posted in such
a way that there was not the slightest risk of one single wing
of the Guru's army being shattered and driven out of the field
by a desperate push of the enemy's full force. Bidhi Chand,
Jati Mal and Rai Jodh made a fierce attack on the right and
left flanks as well as at the centre, and the battle became a
heated contest on the hottest day of the year. For the first
time, Baba Gurditta and Baba Tegh Bahadur had got permis-
sion from their father to join the battle. Baba Tegh Bahadur
joined the rearguard while Baba Gurditta was in the van with
Bidhi Chand. Both these young soldiers fought valiantly with
the zeal of born warriors entering the battlefield for the first
time. Fearlessly they rode into the thick of the battle and
using lance, and sword worked havoc in the enemy rank.t2

Terrible death and destruction was caused on both sides.
Kale Khan and Qutab Khan were killed. And then came
Painda Khan face to face with Guru Hargobind. Guruji
asked him, to charge first, as a superior warrior generally did.
He charged like a tiger, but the Guru warded off the attack.
He was given another chance to charge. The attack was not
only warded off, but Painda Khan lost his sword. Dagger in
hand he tried to hold the horse of the Guru and stab him, but
the Guru kicked him and threw him on the gtround. The
compassionate Guru was reluctant to attack the man whom
he had brought up and trained and treated Iike his own son.

Guru Hargobind asked him to pick up his sword and
came down from his horse for a hand to hand fight. The
furious Pathan seeing his last chance attacked fiercely. Half
seriously and half humorously Guruji counter attacked say-
ing : "Not that way, but this way, my man"t3 It appeared
that he was giving him a lesson. Actually Guruji still thought
that Painda Khan would repent. But who can change thc
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wheel of fate? "I will not rest", said the Pathan, "tiU I have
killed you and fulfilled my promise to the Emperor". So
saying he made a desperate attack. The Guru drew his
khanda (two edged sword) and struck Painda Khan. He
reeled to the ground mortally wounded. Death and. defeat
stared him in the face and his. suffering eyes melted into
repentence. Will the Guru deal him another blow? No,
the Guru's eyes were once more filled with compassion and
he came near him. He shaded his face from the burning
heat of the sun with his shield, and asked him to recite the
Kalma, his last prayer and to think of God. Deeply touched
by the Gurus tenderness he said, "Forgive me, Master' your
sword is my kalmc. It has brought home to me, my error, my
sin, and surely you will forgive your dear son Painda Khan
on whom you have showered countless blessings. Bury me
with your own hands Master; I die in peace because I die in
your arms and I die in your gracious love."la

Seeing Painda Khan dead, and the Guru sitting near him
Osman Khan rushed towards the Guru. Before closing his
eyes Painda'Khan pointed his finger towards the treacherous

attack of Osman Khan. Baba Gurditta discharged an arrow
at him which killed him instantly. Finding his old companion

Osman Khan dead, Baba Gurditta was deeply moved. The
battle was won. The Imperial army was given a crushing
defeat. Although many lives were lost on the Guru's side,

none of his generals died. The heroism of young Tegh
Bahadur received the praise of all.rs Guru Hargobind had
the satisfaction that his son was now both a perfect soldier
and a saint. Holy Mother Nanaki was overjoyed when the
young warrior came home without a scratch of wound, and

was highly praised by all for his feats.

After the last rites of the dead were performed, Guru Har-
gobind ordered preparations to move to lfiratpur.t YoJ"
Ihan anything elie he was anxious to fulfil the wishes of the

Muslim saint Plr Budhan Shah.

NOIIES AND BEf,'8BENCES.

r According to sfrrol' Prakdsh the. engagement was sol'emnized

at Amritiar before Guruii left for Amritsar.
2 e. yut bhdgan 5Yo dvdrE,

le REmd aPni ddrE ;
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sun Jodh Rai kar gan kq
subh vast gurii arpan ko;
sun Sddh[ Btipd Eyao,
parvEr sallg sabh liyEe.
mil Bhale Trehan brifide
gur jath6 jog sanmEne.

Suraj Prakdsh Rds 8 Afifi, b.b. eh bid pur jEn pEe sukh at man bhar analld,
mat NEnaki suteh kI nyo bi6h dr:n kaid
Parmdnand Sunder Ee mEgh dins din j5e.

3 sri regh Bahadur sohe, 
G,fibiw pofitahi' w'

nar nar rtp pikh mohe,
sam pit ke diragh dilan
mukh malldal calld susfilan
bhuj lambi Syut'chati,
bistirat afikh kich rati
jug kaltdh utafig suhEe,
gat mafid maild chab pde.

Sil.rai Prakd,sh Rds I A?isr7 5.
nain apEpar nihdr susileh khaijan kallj mrig sut hare,
aur bidhtp pikhe adhrE pun daram ldjat dafit nih5re,
Li" qo kamb laj5e ghane ban aur tabe man sallk padha-re,
suider rtip kisore ke fipar das kavi sddhi balh6re.

Garbihs patfidhi, VI.
gan bEdat dhuni u{hEle
tab itaSbdzi chore,
cadh jdt gagan ki ore,
bahfl jhir matdbff bari,
iantr phtrl rahi phulvdrl.

SilroX Prokd,sh Rds I AflsA 6.
tab LaI Chand de ddje
bahu bhfrkhan bastar smEjd,
dhar jathd sakt kar jore,
neh sario kachu dhig more,
ik tan0j6 mai hit sevd
arjan kini gurdevE.

ibiit.
sun satgur bhae kirpilS,
tum dino sakal bisElE,
jin tantrjn arpan kinarh,
ki6 pdche tin rakh h-narh.

ibid.
sabh bikhe NEnki 6vei,
sut badhrf pikhan lalcdvai;
subh th5n bithivan kini
triy5 herat badht navini,
de darb sarb hI herai,
mukh karat sarah ghanere.
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keh, Tegh Bahidur jori
bidh raci rucar ruc bori.

ibid.
I Sunder Chada Agre, Dhdke Mohan sev kamdnl;

Bhai Gurdas, Var ll:31
"Bhai Mohan Dhdke hufide sff; te s6hib chivifl pdtSahi de pds
asEi dar6an klt5, ardds kltf: sace patS6h ji, tuhEdd autar
asan jl6li de udh6r vdste hoy6 hai, as5dd janam maran
katlai.

Bhai Mani Singh: Sikhafi, di Bhagatmnl.
e For the life and humour of Bhai Suthra, see Tehkikdte-

Chishti.
to "The Emperor paid a second visit to Kashmir. On his returntc the capital of the Punjab, Wazir Khan was appointed

Subedar of Agra and joined his new appointment under the
orders of His Majesty." (Shah Jahan continued to stay upto
the close of 1635 A.D.).

S. M. Latif : "Lahnre', p 57
il Macauliffe : The Sikh Religion Vol : IV p 198
l2Nanaki watched the battle from the top story of her house.

She was delighted as she saw her son Tegh Bah5dur, weilding
his sword, and dealing out destruction to the enemy. Babi
Gurditta, the eldest son, also fought valiantly.

Macauliffe : The Sikh Religion VoI : IV, p 206
13 "Having heard from a person named Sadh, that a man

attacked the Guru with a slvord and the Guru Warding off
the blow struck him with his sword and said: ,,That is not
how the s'*,ord is used, it is used like this,', and with a blow
he made an end of the foe. One of the devoteses of the Guru
asked the writer of this chronicle, what was the purport
of the Guru saying at the time of giving the blow: ,,See,

this is how the wound is inflicted." I answered: ,,ft comes
to my mind that the sword blow of the Guru was also by
way of teaching, for Guru means a teacher; and not from
anger, for that would be a bad thing."

DobistatwMaaalnb.
14 gir6n lEge Paiidd kehio, Srff Gur[ tav tarvdr

bhai rEp kalmii abhe, karieh moh udhdr.
Paindi Khan jab din hoe kinas bdk bikhdn
Sri Guru tumre heth ki misri kalm6 jdn-
sunat saneh ride meh 5y6,
pritpEryio purb apnEyio.

Silraj Prakd,sh Rds 8 A{LIA28.
"In this place (Kartarpur) also fighting took place.

And in that battle Mir Badehra and Painda Khan (son of
Fateh Khan Kenda) were killed. And before this and
aftet many strong armies attacked him, but he eseaped

19
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unhurt with the help of God, though he had to leave
behind whatever he possessed.

D ob i st dn-i,- M ozd.hib.
ls Some historians believe, that Baba Tegh Bahddur's neme upto

this time was "Tydg Mal." On seeing his daring feats in the
battle and his heroic exploits which worked havoc in the
enemy ranks, Guru Hargobind named him Tegh Bahadur.
"Hero with the Sword." The meaning of TyEg Mal was,
"The great Renouncer."t6 fateh pElldiSfl hi Guruji ne asbdb ladvd kar Karatpur val

ktrc kar ditd. endh laddlnan vic Gurti Sdhib de iin te mdl
dd nuksEn bahut hoyd par Fateh da dailki Gurtr ii de ndm
par hi hund6 rehid. es karke pher sab dab rahe kise ne sir
na uthEy6;

Gyan Singh: Tawdtikh Guru' Kltilsd' p 244
"In short after the battle of Kartarpur he went to

Phagwara. And as his remaining in places near Lahore
was difficut, he went to Kiratpur which is within the
hilly parts of Punjab.

D ab i std.n-i- M azd,hib.



CHAPTER VM

THE END OF AN EPOCH

IRATPUR is situated in the Bilaspur State,l also known
as Kahlur State. The ruling family of Kahlur claimed

descent from Sisupala, a hero of the Mahabharata, who reigned
in Chanderi to the south of Rajputana. Hence they were
known as Chandel Rajputs also. The kingdom was founded
by Bir Chand, the builder of Nainadevi temple, and while this
ruler was expanding his kingdom, the Raja of Sirmur checked
his expansion. Raja Kahal ChanC, the sixth of the line, built
Kot Kahlur and the State subsequently derived its name from
this ancient citadel.

Kahan Chand, the eleventh Raja, had three sons, Ajit
Chand, Ajai Chand and Tegh Chand. On their father's death
they attacked and dispossessed the neighbouring Brahmin
ruler, Thakur Handu, of his kingdorn. Ajit Chand was
installed in hs place and founded the present ruling dynasty
of Handur, later named Nalagarh after its capital.

The Rajas of this State were rebellious, and generally dis-
regarded the orders of the Delhi rulers. Abhai Chand the
twenty-first Raja (1302-13L7), warded oft the attack of the
Muslim army but was subsequently trapped and murdered
by the generals of a relieving force. His death, however,
was avenged by his son, after a battle lasting several days.
His grandson Ratan Chand had more pleasant connections
with the Delhi court. He received a reward of a lakh and
quarter rupees from the Emperor.

Gyan Chand, the twenty-seventh Raja of the State, quarr-
elled with the Muslim Governor of Sirhind and being defeated
in the battle was forced to embrace Islam. He married the
Governor's daughter, whose descendants were the only
Muslims in the State, when Hargobind went there." Gyan
Chand's tomb can still be seen in Kiratpur. Bikram Chand
(1555-1593 A.D.), his son by his Hindu wife, won his inher-
itance by flghting a battle with his Muslim brothers. He
abdicated during his lifetime in favour of his son Sultan
Chand, who had in his turn to fight for the kingdom with
his own half-brothers.
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Sultan Chand was succeeded by his son Kalyan Chand
who was the ruler when Guru Hargobind arrived there. He
had a very rebellious son Tara Chand, who inspired by the
heroism of Guru Hargobind, developed a deep hatred for the
Mughal rulers, and he made up his mind never to submit to
them.3 Kalyan Chand had some border troubles with tho
Raja of Handur and Suket. He was sure that as soon as Guru
Hargobind came to his State, the threat from the neighbouring
States would disappear, and he need not fear even the
Mughal Emperors, who had interfered considerably with the
independence of the State and the freedom of its people.

The first thing Guru Hargobind did on arrival was to visit
Pir Budhan Shah. He drank milk from his hands and out
of reverence sought blessings for his sons. The Pir blessed
Baba Gurditta, Suraj Mal and Baba Tegh Bahadur. After
grving the overall supervision and control of his Khanqah to
Baba Gurditta and Guru Hargobind he breathed his last. He
was buried according to Muslim rites, and prayers were said
for him by the whole Sangat (congregation).

The people of the State were mostly Hindu idolators,
worshippers of the goddess Durga. Raja Kalyan Chand one
day brought a serious complaint against a disciple, Bhai
Bhairon, that he had broken the nose of the goddess Taradevi.
When the Guru questioned Bhairon he denied it. The servants
of the Raja said: "We recognise him." He replied: "O Raja,
ask the goddess, and if she names me, you may kill me." The
Raja said, "O fool, how can the goddess speak? Bhairon
laughed and said, "It is clear who is the fool. When she can-
not prevent her head being broken and cannot point out the
person who has injured her, why do you worship her as a
divinity? "The Raja remained silent."a The mission of the
Guru spread so fast that soon the majority of the people
accepted the Sikh faith.s Guru Hargobind however gave
strict orders not to hurt the susceptibilities of the idol worship-
pers or believers of other faiths by showing any inconoclastic
zeal.

Whenever the Governor of Sirhind, or the Nawab of
Rupar caused any trouble to Raja Kalyan Chand, Guru Har'
gobind's army rendered him every help to ward off aggression

and punish the aggtessor.6
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Towards the middle of the year L634 A.D. Guru Har-
gobind received the sad news of the death of his friend Wazir
Khan at Agra.7 The services rendered by this great soul to
the cause of the Guru were recalled, and prayers were saiC
for him. Next year, in the year 1635 A.D. he received the
further sad news of the departure of the great Saint, Mian
Mir,8 for his heavenly abode. The Guru spoke with feeling
about tho spiritual greatness of Mian Mir, and his historic asso-
ciations with the House of the Guru. Both Wazir Khan and
Mian Mir were the silver and the golden bonds bridging the
gulf between the aggressive and bigoted forces of Mughal
Imperialism and the progressive and resurgent forces of Sikh
faith. Even when Mughal ImFerialism was at daggers drawn
with the revolutionary ideals of Sikh faith, Wazir Khan,
Mian Mir, Pir Budhan Shah, his disciple Sunder Shah, Rai
Jodh and many other great Muslims established, that there
is an eternal unity and an unbreakable spiritual and cultural
bond between true Sikhism and true fslam, which is bound to
flower into a lasting spiritual co-operation when our political
society becomes more civilised, and the spiritual dialogue
between these two great faiths is not obstructed by bigoted and
narrow-minded leaders of the political world.

Raja Kalyan Chand this year invaded the territory of the
Raja of Suket, whose daughter he had married. Guru Har-
gobind was against this invasion and did not render him any
help. The Raja of Suket fought valiantly and killed Kalyan
Chand. Kalyan Chand was succeeded by Raja Tara Chand
in 1635 A.D. He attempted to avenge his father but with
only partial success.

The shadow of death loomed large on the closing of the
glorious era of Guru Hargobind. In the year 1638 A.D. Baba
Gurditta passed away under mysterious circumstances, similar
to those of the death of Baba Atal.e His death was a great
shock to Baba Tegh Bahadur. Baba Gurditta's death was
deeply mourned by all and his Samadhi was constructed by
the side of the tomb of Pir Budhan Shah. His eldest son,
Dhirmal, who was residing at Kartarpur was asked to come
to perform the last rites of his father, and also to bring the
copy of the Adi Granth which Guru Arjan had prepared.
Dhir Mal was vain and selfish, and being misguided by the
masands, whom he had employed to boost his spirituality, he
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did not come to fiartarpur. His younger brother, Hari Rai,
was quite a contrast to Dhirmal, and he began to receive the
special attention and favours of Guru Hargobind. Bhai Bidhi
Chand, during one of his missionary assignments, had met Pir
Budhan Shah's disciple Pir Sunder Shah at Deonagar in Uttar
Pradesh. A very deep bond of spiritual love was established
between the two. At the death of Pir Budhan Shah, Sunder
Shah had come to Kiratpur to pay homage to his aged Master.
Sunder Shah once more urged Bidhi Chand to accompany him
and there in their forest home they would live, and-even die
together. Bidhi Chand felt that he could not leave the Guru
because he wished to serve him to the last, but he promised
to go a mo.nth before his death to his friend Sunder Shah.
Sunder Shah was very happy and assured him, that they would
leave their earthly vesture together. In September 1638 A.D.
Bidhi Chand felt that his end was near. He placed his son
Lal Chand at the service of the Master, begging him to bestow
the kind of love and affection he had always been receiving,
on his son also. He sought the Guru's leave to go to his
friend Sunder Shah at Deonagar.

Guru Hargobind praised the services of Bidhi Chand. and
told him that he was one of the rarest gems amongst his
disciples. He and his successors would honour his son and
descendants just as he had been honoured and respected. Now
that Bidhi Chand had become a Brahm-Gyani (a perfect God-
illumined saint), he received all the blessings from the Guru.
When he touched the feet of the Master, Guru Hargobind
embraced him and praised him in the congregation'o and
asked the bards to sing his glory. Bidhi Chand went to
Deonagar, and it is said that both he and his Muslim friend
Pir Sunddr Shah sat in meditation and discarded their bodies
at the same time and on the same day. The tomb of Sunder
Shah, side by side with the samadhi of Bidhi Chand, can be

seen at Deonagar to this day."
Two years later, Babak left this ephemeral world. The

melodious voice that had sung the songs of the Gurus for
nearly two decades, the brave bard who had fought in nearly
all the battles of the Guru, and the great musician, who had
taught Baba Tegh Bahadur various musical instruments and
the secrets of the Ragas (the musical modes), was no more.
Before he died, he left his son in the service of the Guru. The



Guru Tegh Bahadur
(a painting of early life, original with the author)
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Guru honoured Babak by personally attending to his last
rites.

Soon after Babak's death, passed away another of Baba
Tegh Bahadur's teachers, Jati Mal, who had taught him all
the skills of warfare. In the battle of Kartarpur he and
Bidhi Chand had kept close to him lest he be caught up in
the thick of the battle. Jati Mal was the son of the brave
Singha who fell a martyr in the first battle, and now after
hearing the last great sermon of Guru Hargobind, he placed
his son Daya Ramlz atthe service of the Master and breathed
his last.

Never in his life did Baba Tegh Bahadur feel the imper-
manence of fleeting mortal life as he did now. One by one
his dearest brothers, his great teachers and friends had passed
away. Guru Hargobind was generally found in such a mood,
as if, he would soon leave the world. He spent more and more
time in silence and meditation, and his talks and sermons
indicated that he would soon choose a successor and leave
for the heavenly abode.

A few days before the Kartik Puranmashi, Guru Hargobind
invited all his masands and kith and kin for an important
announcement.ls Scenting that Guru Hargobind might choose
a successor, Dhirmal also went there. To boost up his im-
portance he had bribed a few masands to do propaganda in
his favour and even to announce to all pilgrims before they
entered the city that Dhirmal was to be the crown prince.
He behaved in such an annoying manner that eminent Sikhs
felt that by every false move he was insulting the Guru. To
crown his folly, early on Puranmashi day, he occupied the
royal seat of the Guru and asked his followers to hoist the
umbrella of sovereignty over his head and sing his praises.
The Sikhs got so annoyed by his insulting behaviour that his
followers were kicked out of the place, and he was asked to
Ieave immediately.ra

Baba Tegh Bahadur was now twenty-three years old. His
mind was turning inwards to probe the neaning of life and
death, to dive deeper into the Light that was shining in his
heart and soul, and to seek strength and power to fulfil his
destiny. Guru Hargobind was himself spending his days in
silence, prayer, and the spiritual healing of the men and
women, who came from far and near. Tegh Bahadur's

85
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innocence, and contemplative silence, were misunderstood,
even by his mother. He cared not for any self-importance.
He cared not to befriend the m"osands and others, who could
recommend him for Guruship. He cared not for offerings;
if any one did offer him anything, he at once gave it away to
the needy. He loved his father deeply. Whenever Guru
Hargobind took his supper, he would sit near him, and would
like to serve him with his own hands.

Guru Hargobind showed exceptional aftection for Baba
Tegh Bahadurrs and Hari Rai. For some time people could
hardly guess who would be the successor. Guru Hargobind
then sent for Bhai Bhana, the High Priest, and Bibi Viro and
her husband. Early in the last week of February 1644 A.D.
when all the disciples were assembled, Guru Hargobind seated
his grandson, Hari Rai, on the Pontific throne, and circum-
ambulating him three times, he placed five pice and a cocoa-
nut, and then bowed before young Hari Rai declaring from
that day onwards, that Hari Rai would be the seventh Guru,
on the spiritual throne of Guru Nanak.ls He then asked his
sons to acknowledge Hari Rai as the Guru, by bowing before
him. Baba Tegh Bahadur was the first to do so, and he was
followed by Suraj Mal.

Holy Mother Nanaki was a little upset, on seeing her noblo
son by-passed. When she complained about it, Guru Har-
gobind counselled patience saying, "He will live long enough
to shoulder his responsibility and do great deeds. For the
present, you had better go to Bakala, and let Tegh Bahadur
pass his time in prayer and meditation as he wants to. There,
he will receive the call."l7 He asked Suraj Mal to stay at
Kiratpur, and help Guru Hari Rai as he was quite young. He
blessed him and assured him that his descendants would long
enjoy the fruits of his services. He then turned to Guru Hari
Rai, and delivered to him his last sermon: "Live in peace, and
as you are quite young, avoid armed clash with the Mughal
armies as far as possible. The Hindu States around this place
keep on quarrelling and fighting. Do not get involved in
their internecine warfare. But as the Mughal rulers are quitc
untrustworthy, be prepared for all eventualities. For any
emergency that may arise, always keep at least 2200 soldiers
fully armed with you. Be not the first to provoke fighting.
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For the sake of protecting the poor, the helpless, and the
oppressed, do not hesitate to use the army."tt

Guru Hargobind had already constructed a small room on
the banks of the Sutlej. He then informed Guru Hari Rai
that he would enter the room on February 28, 1644 A.D.,
and he should keep it so well guarded that no one should be
allowed to enter it. For five days hymns should be sung
outside the room and food and clothing should be distributed
to the poor. Early on the flfth day the doors should be
opened. About two days before he was to enter the newly
built room, "a Yazdani Saint, named Parrai Kaivan, on hear-
ing the great qualities of Guru Hargobind, came to seo him.
The Guru recognised in him the greatness of a seer and mot
him with great respect and reverence. After a long spiritual
discourse, which gladdened his heart and inspired his soul, he
went away."re

Early on 28th February, Guru Hargobind gave audience
and met his dearest and nearest. He blessed Baba Tegh
Bahadur, Bibi Viro, Suraj Mal and the disciples who had
served him long and sincerely. He then entered the room and
the door was closed from outside by Guru Hari Rai and strong
armed guards put all around it.zo For four days the hymns
of praise to God were sung, the free kitchen was kept open
day and night and clothes were distributed to the poor. On
the fifth evening accompanied by Baba Tegh Bahadur, Suraj
Mal, Bhai Bhana, and Bhai Sadhu, Guru Hari Rai opened the
doors of the room. There, sat in samadhi, with his back
rcsting against the wall, Guru Hargobind, his face still glowing
with spiritual fervour. Everyone bowed before the Guru who
seemed to be sitting in meditation. When they went closer,
thcy found that he had left the body for the heavehly abods.al

The body was reverently taken out, bpthed and dressed
in a royal dress. A huge funeral pyre qf sandalwood was
prepared, and the body was placed on it. 'After the prayers,
Guru Hari Rai set fire to it.22 As the flames rose high, a
Rajput named Raja Ram, Raja Ram Partap Singh of Jassel-
merzt) who was his devotee, threw himself into the fire and
taking a few steps in the fire reached the feet of the Guru, and
placing his face on the sole of the Guru's feet did not movo
till he died. After him, the son of a Jat, who was serving the
Guru's son-in-law (Bhai Sadhu Ram), jumped into the fire, and
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after that a large number of people wanted to jump in, but
Guru Hari Rai prevented them."2a Thus ended tha glorious
life of the grandest hero and prophet of India on March 4,
1644 A.D.

During the stormy career of thirty-eight years, he had
carried the message of Guru Nanak from Srinagar to pilibhit
in U.P. ; he had sent missionaries to all the provinces of India,
and even to distant places like Bengal and Ceylon, and ,,he

had also made it clear to the world that worldly pursuits were
quite compatible with the deeper religious spirii and highest
piety, and to bear arms in defence of their homes and heirths
was a paramount duty of .the Sikh faith. The repeated success
of the Guru's army had made the Sikhs realise their own
power and the weaknesses of the Mughal orlpirs."zs He gave
to the Sikhs, for generations to come, freedom from fear, free-
dom from superstitions, freedom from the social and political
burdens of the ages, freedom from the shackles of tyranny and
despotism, freedom from anarchy of thoughts and faiths. He
gave them moral and spiritual courage, to laugh at death, to
spurn tyranny and despotism, and to love and serve humanity
without any prejudices of castes and creeds. He taught them
how to love and respect the true Muslim, the true Hindu and
the true Christian. He also taught them to face and fight the
fanatic, the bigoted, the cruel and the barbaric, be he a
Muslim, a Hindu, or a Christian.

Feeling a deep loneliness within, Baba Tegh Bahadur left
Kiratpur after about a month with his mother Nanaki, his
wife Gujari and his brother-in-law Kirpal, for Bakala a village
in the Amritsar District.

NCITES AND RE'ERENCES.

rBilaspur lies between 30".72'and 31' 85' and ?6'. 26, and ?6.
58. It has an area of 448 square miles. The State was
originally known as Kahlur, and after a fort of that name,
built by Raja Kahal Chand, sixth in line was called Kot
Kahlur. Raja Dip Chand who succeeded to the gaddi about
1953 A.D, founded the Byaspur, the present capital in honour
of Byasji, hence Bilaspur. Bilaspur is situated on both banks
of the Sutlej in a tract where the river breaking away from
the middle ranges of the Himalaya threads its way through
the valleys of the lower Hills.

Puniab State Gazetteer 7970, Vol: VIII
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I I have gleaned the history of the State from various records
and gazetteers of the State.

3In the next chapter it will be noted how he came into conflict
with Shah Jahan and refused to pay him any tribute.

a Dabistdn-i-Mazdhtb.' Mohsan Fani. The writer was a friend
of Guru Hargobind and was present at Kiratpur during the
last days of the Guru.

s "And now the majority of the inhabitants of that country
are followers of the Guru. And in those hills, upto the
boundary of the land of Tiber and Khata there is no trace
of a Mohammedan.

Dabtstdn-t-Mazdhib.
6 Gyan Singh: Tauarikh Guru Khd.lsa p 245
7 The same year (1634 A.D) news arrived from Agra of the

death of Wazir Khan from colic paln. His Majesty expressed
his grief and condoled with the sons of the deceased on the
death of their father 

s. M. Latif : ,,Lahore,, p 56
I The following inscription on Mian Mir's tomb gives the year

of death as 1635 A.D. (or 1045 A.H.).
Mian Mir the Chief of the pious,
The dust of whose portals is envied.
By the stone of the alchemist,
Travelled to the City of Eternity
Being disgusted with the world of sorrow,
Reason said for the years of his death,
Mian Mir has gone to the highest heaven
in the year 1M5 A.H. (1635 A.D.)

e The author of Dabistan gives the following reason :

Nakhora who is one of the Sikhs brought his daughter for
marriage with Babajio (Baba Gurditta). The Baba wanted
to send her to the female apartment, when the mother of
Ifari Rai, owing to the want of attention which Babajio
showed her, wanted that girl for some other man and com-
ing to Hargobind complained. On hearing this Hargobind
said to Babajio: "I have called Nakhora as my son, so his
daughter cannot be married to my son". But Nakhora
would not agree to taking back his daughter and the sedan
chair. And Babajio also did not refuse his wish owing to
his humble request. Ilargobind said "May this tie of wed-
lock and attainment of desire be never consummated and
facilitated." And during those very days, Babajio was
isolated from the body while wearing his bridegroom's robes.
And the daughter.of Nakhora returned home a virgin.

Dabistdn-i, Mazdlib.ro Sri Hargobind geh kar b6hun,
dai dhir, tum s'am im cdhufr,
tor mor mai bhed nE kol
gursikh n6m rahe ab doi
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rrip ek safig mere bheo
gur ghar kdraj bahut taifl kr-o.

Sil,raj Prakdsh Rds 8. Allsu 44
ri Bhai Bidhi Chand ate S6ifl Sunder Shah dE Bhddoi sudi 3

Sarhbat 16!5 ntr Deonagar dehEfit hoyd. dohdfr di sm[dh te
kabar ik thafr dekhi jafidl hal. The Samadhi and the tomb
of both the Saints can still be found in Deonagar.

Kahan Singh: Mahdfi, Koslt
tzDaya Ram fought in the first battle of Guru Gobind Singh

with the Hill Chiefs at Bhangdni: In his autobiography
Guru Gobind Singh describes his heroism thus:

kupio devtesarh Daya Ram judharh,
kio dronkl jiofi mahdfi judh sudhdrh.

Dasm Granth: Aprn Koth6 Chap 8:6rr Sri Guru Har Gobind 6gyd dln
PtiranmdSi meh din tin,
tis din hvai hai daras hamdrE,
itnai karo mangl5c5rd.

SuraX Prakdsh Rds 8 AfLsil, 5lr' Dhlrmal sofl bahur bakhEnd,
je nij bhalE cEhofl caflh jdvo,
natu apmdn kaSt ko pevo;
hukam Gurti ko: thir neh rahio,
ab hi utlh mdrag ko lahiyo.

ibi,i,.15 kab kab Evairi Tegh BahEdur,
kareh sabhan te in bahu 6dar.

ibid. Rds 8 Afisil 4316 tin pardachand phir kar din,
paise paflc naller lln ;

khare hoe dhar bhet agdri
pun s5hib Bhdne kiyd tikEi
kr-nas kul Sodhl mai nikE.
pun sabh sofi, gur kahl sunEi,
mam sam ab j6noh Hari Rai.

ibid: Rds I AfisA b3
"And at the time of abandoniirg his body and setting out
(on the last journey), he (Guru Hargobind) made him to
wear the robes of successorship and ordered all relations
and people of the family to obey him.

Dabistdn-LMazd,hibtt Sil,rai Prakd,sh REs 8 Afisr7 55
lsSain6d dosau doe hazlr

rakho sallg suceto dhEr.
ibid:Riis 8 AfisA b6

1 e D obi,std.n-i-M az dhi,b
20 Ttre following account of the last fiveday NirvInd Sam6dhi

of Guru Hargobind is recorded in many 17th Century and
18th century recensions of Adi Granth, in the memoranda
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appended to them. I have seen it recorded in about sixty
historieal copies lying outside Punjab:

"sat kartd purkh niraflkdr nirvair akilmrirat kartE purkh
SrI Guru Hargobindji smdnd Ifiratpur ke helh th6pal patil
n6u thE kothe vic Fahj deh sdflg hod rdti dvdi samana nadi
ute ddg ditd rEj Kahlur ke vic ; Ege iog Gurt bh6vai gd so
hovai g5, koi jlvai gd so llkhe ga, Gurii ki gal Gurtr jdne."

Sil,rai Prakdsh states that he stayed in Nirvana Samddhi
for seven days which does not appear to be correct in the
face of the more reliable account given above. But the rest
of the historical version of Santokh Singh is the same.21 "tab lau neh samip ko Evai,

Yodh6 gan cauflh dis thir thivai,
nis din r6khen sabh takr6i,
klrtan kareh suireh man l6i,
saptam din ke amrit vele,
tan ko tydg kin suhele,
lae kafldh ke sdth pichdri
baithe rahe prabhu tis bdri,

Sil,rai Prd.kash Rds 8 AfisA 58
22 Dabistdrrt-Mazdhl.b
23Gyani Gyan Singh in his Tawd.nkh Guru Khd.lsd. gives the

name as Raja Ram Partap Singh of Jasselmer.
2a Dabistdn-i-Mazdlnb
asTransformation of Sikhism By: Gokal Chand Narang p 106

ti
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ELECTID SOLHUDE: TWE{TY YEARS 0F
I{MITATION

My father and mother,t
Meditatred on the Incomprehensible ;
They both practised the highest grogo2
Through diverse spiritual efiorts;
Their devout service in the love of God
Pleased the Almighty, and He blessed them.

Bochiter Natur,.q"i?,9"Plifj"Sl 6 : B, 4

D AKALA is a historic village in the Amritsar district,s
l) about two and half miles north of Beas Railway-station.
In the seventeenth century it was a flourishing business centre,
situated at a short distance from the banks of the river Beas,
which has since then changed its course.a

Here in Bakala lived Bhai Hari Chand Lamb and Hardevi,
father and mother of Holy Mother Nanaki. Here also lived
Bhai Mehra, a well-to-do and devout disciple of Guru Har-
gobind. Just before the birth of Baba Tegh Bahadur, Bhai
Mehra had built a beautiful house, and had invited Guru Har-
gobind and his mother, Mata Ganga, to be the first to step into
the house and grace it with their presence. During their stay
of about a week, Mata Ganga breathed her last. The day she
left for her heavenly abode was also the martyrdom day of
her husband, Guru Arjan. According to her last wishes, she
was not cremated, but her body was interred in the flowing
water of the Beas,s in the same way as Guru Arjan's body
was disposed in the river Ravi.

After performing the last rites of his mother Guru Har-
gobind left the place, blessing Mehra, and the house, he had
built. Mehra begged the Guru to make the house his perma-
nent abode. Guru Hargobind appreciated his devotion and
sentiments, and assured him that one of his successors would
come to the place, and stay there for quite a long time.5

It is quite possible, that when Guru Hargobind asked his
son Baba Tegh Bahadur to go and stay at Bakala, he had this
promise to Bhai Mehra in view. But a more obvious reason
was that, for the type of meditative life Baba Tegh Bahadur



Bhora Sahib (Meditation Cell), Bakala



Bhora Sahib, Bakala (outside view)
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wished to lead for some years, Bakala was an ideal place,
where he could live in elected solitude, away from the storm
and stress of political upheavals, under the tender care of his
maternal grandparents, and Bhai Mehra. Another possible

reason for sending him away from Kiratpur was that Guru
Hargobind thought it better that two suns did not shine in
the same place. His deep spirituality, and glowing personality,
backed by his rights of inheritance could attract personal
admirers, and tempt them to create an innergroup which could
be embarrassing to the seventh and eighth Gurus. As Tegh
Bahadur was destined to live longer, he could wait for his turn,
lest the seventh and eighth Gurus, who though younger, were
equally gifted in perfection of spirit, should not miss their
chance of leadership of the Sikh Community.T

For nearly twenty subsequent years, Tegh Bahadur lived
at Bakala in elected silence. He was amply provided by
income from Hargobindpura" and the whole of Amritsar
district was deemed as his diocese. He had a meditation cell
constructed in the house, in which he sat in contemplation and
prayer for most of the day and night, giving a few hours to
sleep and few to work, study, and spiritual'discourses with
special visitors. Now and then, he even went out for hunting.s
In the deep forest, he would spend many hours alone, with
nature, and his God. He avoided crowds, because he shunned

the blare and bluster of publicity. He lived in silent com-
munion with the all pervading Spirit. He had conquered tho
senses in the clear light of insight, and now he entered the
realm of divine knowledge and truth. All his feelings and
emotions were submerged into a vision of reality and experi-

ence of truth.
Yet Baba Tegh Bahadur did not practise any self-morti-

flcation. He did not torture his body and mind with those

cruel austerities, through which Flindu ascetics sought to'pur-
chase birth in heaven, and taste divine tranquillities, before
they are again launched into the dreary sea of mortal.exist-
ence. He did not chastise his body, and embrace a life of
misery, as the price of eternal happiness. He did not despise

life, and show disdain for the decencies of civil society. He
did not execute any monastic penance of the ascetic who goes

to the forest or desert saying, "Full of hindrance is the house-

holder's life."
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He lived in the heart of a city with his family. As his son,
Guru Gobind Singh, later on testifles, Mata Gujari lived the
same life, practised the same meditations, and like him, prayed
for the salvation of humanity, and participated in all his silent
life of devotion to God and His Will. She too achieved the
vision, and received blessings of God, in active spiritual
comradeship of her prophet husband. She showed that
in the Sikh way of life, home ties are never snapped in the
pursuit of spiritual freedom. The ties of true love between
man and wife help them to transcend all bonds, and develop
a spirituality of mind and soul which inspires them to identify
themselves with the well-being of the whole universe. Mar-
riage is an intensely human, and perfectly normal way of
attaining self-fulfi lment.

Baba Tegh Bahadur's solitude was not a state of isolation
which leaves man at the mercy of selfJove and all its miseries.
His life was not that of a walled-in anchorite of romantic
legend. His solitude and quiet meditative life depended not
so much on physical isolation, as on the inner apartness, that
bears witness, even in the busiest setting of social life, to man's
true communion with the divine Spirit.

Through communion with the Perfect Being, Baba Tegh
Bahadur acquired a bond with humanity, which far from being
broken, tended always towards what is the model of true
society: the brotherhood of man in the Spirit of God. Thus
his meditation was not only a perpetual communion with the
Supreme Being, but through the realisation of His all pervad-
ing Spirit; it was communion with all mankind. He and his
devoted wife Mata Gujari prayed and meditated not for them-
selves, but for the whole of humanity. They also sought from
God the knowledge and inspiration, for the task they were
waiting to be assigned to them. They both prayed for strength
and power to fulfil it. They both responded humbly and
sincerely to each inner call.

Baba Tegh Bahadur was intimately in touch with the world
outside him. He was deeply concerned with the fate and
freedom of his country, and watched with keen interest the
social and political changes that were taking place, as an
artist watches a drama in which he is to play a hero's part.
His brother-in-law, Kirpal Chand, who was a soldier in Guru
Hari Rai's army, came twice a year, and informed him of all
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the small and great things that were happening at Kiratpur.
Baba Dwarka Das, the descendant of Guru Amar Das, and
eminent Sikhs of Amritsar district, like Bhai Garhia, Baba
Gurditta, came to pay him homage, and brought with them
the news of Lahore.lo

The people of Punjab were very happy during the Vice-
royalty of Dara Shikoh, the eldest son of Shah Jahan. Dara
Shikoh developed great personal affection and respect for
Guru Hari Rai.l' Young Guru Hari Rai lived the life of a
detached king and prophet, who concerned himself mainly
with the moral and spiritual regeneration of the people.'z He
scrupulously avoided getting involved in the internecine
aggressive wars of the feudal chiefs of the Himalaya range or
the Imperialistic exploits of the Mughal rulers. For his own
defence, he maintained a well-equipped army of 2200
horsemen.

Spectacular and eventful changes took place even in the
Kahlur State, in which Guru Hari Rai was living. "Kalyan
Chand, the Raja of Kah-lur, was killed in 1635 A.D., when he
tried to invade the territory of the Raja of Suket, whose daugh-
ter he had married. His son Tara Chand tried to avenge his
father, but with only partial success."l3

Raja Tara Chand was a rebellious prince, who did not tole-
rate interference in his territory even by the Mughal Emperor.
He refused to pay tribute to Emperor Shah Jahan, who was so
annoyed with his attitude, that in 1645 A.D. he sent Najabat
Khan, son of Mirza Sharuk, to attack his territory. Najabat
Khan mobilised a large army and took Raja Tara Chand
prisoner. Guru Hari Rai was only 14 yeais old at this time.
To keep out of the conflict, he moved his army to Thapal near
Sirhind.la Raja Tara Chand was released, and his kingdom
restored to him when he agreed to pay the tribute.

The ill feeling between Dara Shikoh and Aurangzeb was

so bitter even during the lifetime of Shah Jahan, and had conti-
nued growing bitter for so many years, that it was the talk of
the whole Empire, and peace had been maintained between

them only by keeping Aurangzeb far away from the court.

Shah Jahan had given clear indications that he wished to leave
the crown to Dara, the eldest of the four sons, by the same

mother. In order to train him in the administration of the
Empire and to smoothen the transfer of the supreme authority
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to him, the Emperor had kept Dara by his side for many
years past, and allowed him to govern his Viceroyalties by
deputies.ls He was given the title of Shah Buland Iqbal
"Lord of Exalted Fortune" and invested with a robe of honour,
studded with diamonds and pearls, and a splendid ruby for
his turban. Most significant of all, a golden couch had been
placed for him below the imperial throne, and Dara alone of
all the royal family, was allowed to be seated in the presence
of the King. No clearer sign was needed to show the court
that Shah Jahan intended his eldest son to succeed him.16

Aurangzeb conffived to give a slow poison to Dara, and the
prince became seriously ill. The physicians informed the
Emperor that poison could be removed through chebulic
myrobalan (harad) weighing two ounces and a clove weighing
a few grams, which could be acquired only from Guru Hari
Rai. These things were very rare. The Emperor wrote a
polite letter to Guru Hari Rai expressing his regret at his past
attitude towards the House of the Guru, and requested him
to send the chebulic myrobalan and the clove of the required
weight, and save his son's life.'7 To these articles the Guru
added a pearl, which was to be grounded and used as subsi-
diary remedy. Dara Shikoh was perfectly cured, thereafter,
both he and his father maintained very friendly relations with
the Guru.16 ,

During all these years Baba Tegh Bahadur lived in elected
solitude amid the busy surroundings of Bakala, like a moon
moving among the faint stars. They, who saw him living in
the silence of godly love were deeply impressed by the king-
liness of his manirers. His head was high, and the flame of
God was in his eyes. Self-possessed and serene, he looked a
little sad, but it was the sadness of the prophet, who sought
power and love, to show compassion to those in sorrow and
suffering, and comradeship to the lonely and despised. When
he smiled, in his smile was the knowledge of the universe. It
was like the dust cf the stars falling on the face of beauty.
The pensive smile of Baba Tegh Bahadur was a golden veil
over his flaming soul.

Having power, he kept it under grand self-control. Hav-
ing wisdom, he lived in the silence of innocence. Having
light, he camied it with the humility and poise of a sage.

The more he discovered the secret resources of his own in-
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communicable personality, the more detennined was his pre-
paration to contribute to the redemption of humanity. W[en-
ever he turned his glance inward, he opened the window of his
inner silence on the world. Following the footstep of her
husband on his spiritual ascent, like a shadow, Mata Gujri
rose from contemplation to contemplation, till she stood fuily
enlightened on the Mount of Vision, in the supreme realisation
of Nirvana. Wisdom rose from within her, like a wind of fire,
and burnt away all dross and alloy. She entered the realm
of Truth, perceiving tho Love, in which all love is one. She
held within her heart the treasure of divine wisdom, and the
wondrous knowledge that is Light and peace. Holy Mother
Nanaki silently watched the enlightened life of her son, and
daughter-in-law, who loved and served her with exemplary
filial piety.

"Within the country a profound peace reigned. The
peasantry were carefully cherished; harsh and exacting
governors were in many cases dismissed on complaint of the
people. Wealth and prosperity increased on all hands. The
wealth of Ind under the great Mughal, Shah Jahan, dazzled
the eyes of the foreign visitors. A kind and yet a wise master,
Shah Jahan had gathered round himself a band of very able
officers and made his court the centre of the wit and wisdom
of the land. But, one by one the great ministers and generals,
who had contributed to the glory of the reign, were being
removed by the pitiless hand of death."le

On September 6, 1657 A.D. Shah Jahan fell ill,2o of
strangury and constipation. The malady took such an acute
turn that the daily durbar was stopped. The Emperor ceased
to show his face to the public from the balcony. A fratricidal
struggle for the crown at once began, in which fiumngzeb
took the principal part. Dara Shikoh managed the King's
affairs, and in so doing, he was ryithin his rights, as eldest son
and presumptive heir to the crown of Delhi. But he had to
reckon with three brothers each in command of a province.
Shuja was Governor of Bengal, Aurangzeb was down south
in Deccan, Murad Bakhsh was the Governor of Gujerat.2l

Dara was a loving husband, a doting father, a devoted son,
but he was a vain and injudicious master, and poor judge of
character. "Long continued prosperity had unnerved his
character, and made him incapable of planning wisely, daring
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boldly, and achieving strenuously, or of wresting victory from
the jaws of defeat, by desperate efforts or heroic endurance."22

Aurangzeb was an approved general, a man of trted
courage, and powers of endurance, a prince whose wisdom,
coolness, and resolution had been tested, and acclaimed in
three arduous campaigns. When in midst of a battle with the
Uzbegs, at the hour of evening prayer, Aurangzeb calmly dis"
mounted and performed his religious rites under fire' his men
recognised the mettle of the man. "His decided bent towards
Muslim puritanism was at once his distinction and his ruin."23

Aurangzeb made Murad his ally, and faced Dara's well
equipped army in the battle of Samurgarh. He fought the
frery valour of Dara's division, with cool courage, and a nerve

of steel. "Dile Yatano" "Take heart my friends," he cried,

"Khudahai, Khuda hai" (T\ete is God). He ordered the legs

of his elephant to be chained together to make retreat impos'
sible. fhe mere order was enough to restore the ebbing

courage of the few squadrons, that still stood beside him.
Dara's unlucky destiny turned the balance of fortune against
him. He committed the most fatal error, that an Indian com-

mander could perpetrate. When the day seemed atnost his
own, he dismounted from the elephant. "Where is Dara?"
cried the army? "It was as though the sun had vanished in mid
heaven. "Dara is dead cried one." "We are betrayed", said

another. A blind panic seized upon the all but victorious
army. Tho unlucky prince pricing life more than the hope

of a crown turned and fled.2a To make matters much worse

for him, Raja Jai Singh and Maharaja Jaswant $ingh tendered

their fealty to the victorious power and turned their back on
Dara when he needed them most.

6urangzeb threw his father into prison. He connived at
making his boorish brother Murad disgracefully drunk and

threw him into Gwalior prison. He took possesion of his

entire establishment and property. Three years later he had

him beheaded by two slaves in his prison cell.
- The Punjab was strongly attached to Dara, the province

that had long been under his Viceroyalty' and was now held

by his faithful deputy, Sayyad Ghairat Khan. On the way
to Lahore he stopped at Goindwal, to pay homage to Guru
Hari Rai in the last week of June 1658 A.D., where Guru Hari
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Rai had come on the invitation of Baba Dwarka Das. Sikh
chroniclers have recorded an interesting spiritual discourse
between Guru Hari Rai and Dara Shikoh.2s Guru Hari Rai
talked to him of the Kingdom of the spirit and the transience
of the world. He blessed him with the moral and spiritual
courage which he needed most. It also appears thai Guru
Hari Rai also refused to be drawn into his wii of succession.26

For nearly a month the whole of punjab was under Dara
Shikoh. He stationed an army of 200,000 at Rupar to guard
the ferries over Sutlej. A month later Aurangzeb,s General,
Bahadur Khan attacked Dara's defences and made his army
retreat to the ferry at Goindwal. While Dara,s army wai
fighting at Goindwal, he escaped from Lahore to Muitan.2,

After weary wanderings and bitter bereavements, Dara
took shelter with an Afghan clansman, whose life he had once
saved, when Shah Jahan had ordered him to be trampled to
death by an elephant. During this period his wife OieO ot
hardships and misery. To crown hii misfortune and suffer-
ings, his Afghan host betrayed him 1o 4urnngzeb. On
August 29, Data was seated on an elephant, covered with
dust and dirt, along with his fourteen-year-old son. The pity
of the citizens swept every other feeling away. At nighi h;
was hacked to pieces, and the next day his corpse was lhced
on an elephant and paraded through the city.

There were significant changes in the Kahlur State also.
Twenty-year-old Raja Dip Chand succeeded his father Raja
Tara Chand in 1653 A.D. He was a man of religious ten-
dencies, and so evil were the omens of his succession, that he
removed his capital from Sunhane to a place on the Sutlej,
close to where a shrine of Ranganath Sfiiva, and a .urc of
Byasji was situated. Here he founded the present Capitat
of the state which was first called Byaspur, a name iub-
sequently corrupted as Bilaspur. He assisted the Emperor
Aurangzeb in his military campaigns, and received as a
reward for his services a Khilat of flve lakhs, and a sanad
authorising his suzerainity over no less than 22 hill states,
including Kulu, Kangra, Mandi, Suket, Chamba, etc. But
on his way home from the Imperial auny, he was poisoned
at Nadaun by the Raja of Kangra."28

In the yaar 1657 A.D., Bhai Mai Das, son of Bhai Balu
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Ram came from Alipur near Multan and presented to Guru
Hari Rai his three elder sons: Jetha 0ater Bhai Jetha Singh)

18, Dayal Das 15, and Mani Ram (later Bhai Mani Singh) 13

years old.2e For two years all the three sons served the Guru
with great devotion, and Guru Hari Rai blessed them all.

Mani Ram performed the humblest duties of washing utensils

in the community kitchen (langai.'o After two years Bhai
Mai Das sought the permission of the Guru to go to Alipur
to perform the marriage of Mani Ram, who was now fifteer.rt
Mani Ram's marriage was performed with Sito Bai, daughter
of an eminent Sikh, Lakhi Rai (also known as Lakhi Shah), a

Yadav Kshatriya whose original home was at Khairpur
Syadat, in Tehsil Alipur or Muzaffargarh district.r2 He was

aiso a prominent trader and contractor of the Delhi Court who
providid provisions to the Mughal army' After the marriage,

thc three brothers Dayala, Jetha and Mani Ram, remained

in the service of the Guru.32

During these years Bhai Hira Nand left for his heavenly

abode. Before leaving his body, he sought the Guru's bless-

ings for his two sons: Mati Das and Sati Das. Mati Das and

Saii Das were Persian scholars.ss Guru Hari Rai blessed

them assuring the great warrior Saint Hira Nand' that his

sons would continue to receive the same honour, respect and

love, which he had received. The two brothers took a vow

to lead their lives in complete dedication to the Guru's cause'

Aurangzeb had now crowned himself Emperor. Yhilt
in Punjab, he did not see or hear of any active part that Guru

Hari Rai might have played against him in his war of suc-

cession, but he knew of Guru Hari Rai's personal relations

with Dara Shikoh. Some bigoted Muslims and Hindus re'
ported to the Emperor that the Sikh Scriptures and teachings

were an attempt to corrupt both Hinduism and Islam. But
some of the ciosest aCvisers of Aurangzeb, like Mirza Raja
Jai Singh, spoke highly of the Gurus and their teachingS'

These Rajput princes, like the Sikh Gurus, were descendants

of the Solir dynasty of Ayudhia, and deemed the Gurus as

their kith and kin. Ever since Raja Bhagrvan Das' stay at

Lahore and his personal association with the sikh Gurus, these

princes maintained great respect for the Sikh Gurus and their

icachings. Aurangzeb expressed his desire to meet the Guru'
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Guru Hari Rai did not go personally, but sent his son

Ram Rai, who was about fourteen, to explain Sikh Philosophy
to the Emperor. As heir presumptive to the Guru's throne,r'
he was asked to maintain the integrity and veracity of the faith
of Guru Nanak, whom he was to represent. He was strictly
advised not to be cowed down, or intimidated, but to give
exposition of Sikh Scriptures without fear or guile. He was
asked to be loyal to his ideals, firm in his convictions, frank
and truthful in his exposition. He was given a recently pre
pared copy of the Adi Granth3', in which the proem (Mul-
mantra) had been written by Guru Hari Rai in his own
hanC.'6 Although Ram Rai was quite young, his intellectual
and spiritual training was very nearly complete. His assign-
ment to the Emperor's Court was a test of his ability, his
spirituality, and his veracity.3T

Whenever Aurangzeb wanted to put a non-muslim Saint
to test, he first gave him three days to perform a miracle. If he
failed to perform a miracle, he was asked either to accept
Islam, or face death. In some rare cases he was spared, if he
proved to be politically useful. Ram Rai was an adept ln
occult powers. He showed nearly seventy-two miracles,sa
which impressed the Emperor very much. The Emperor,
himself a gte^t theologian, then discussed Sikh Philosophy and
asked innumerable questions to probe whether there was any
thing un-Islamic in Sikhism. It goes to the credit of Ram
Rai, who was only fourteen years old, that he made a spirited
exposition of Sikhism, and almost convinced the Emperor that
there was nothing un-Islamic or anti-Muslim in Sikh philo-
sophy. It was a universal faith grounded on the experiencc
of Truth and Absolute God. But a courtier, most probably a
Ilindu able to read Sikh Scriptures, mischievously pointed out
two lines from a composition of Guru Nanak, which was
apparently critical of Muslims. The question about this line
came as a surprise to Ram Rai, and when Aurangzeb asked
him to explain the following verse he quailed, fearing that the
literal meaning of the first two lines might annoy the Emperor
and he might refuse to hear the symbolic meaning, and the
philosophical explanation might not be accepted. Anxious
to maintain ttre excellent impression he had already created
on the Emperor, he told a lie: The hymn as read by the
courtier was as follows in English translation: .
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nufr musalmd,n ki pefla:r, pai ghumid.r

The clay of a Muslim's grave,
Falls into the hands of the potter ;

Pots and bricks out of it he makes;
In the fire burns the poor clay.
As it burns it weeps and wails,
Shedding tears of cinders at its fate.
Says Ndnak: God the Creator
Who is the Causer of all the causes,
Knows where departs and what befalls
fire soul of rnan hereafter.

Guru N5nak: Asd-di-Vdr 2:6.

The verse only gives Guru Nanak's theory that the soul
of man leaves the body and does not remain in the grave, as

Semitic faiths believe, till doomsday. The graves of poor
men are often dismantled by the potter who makes pots out
of the clay, while the fate of the soul is known only to God.
Out of cowardice Ram Rai said that the scribe had by mistake
written the word "Musalman" in place of 'beiman' meaning
wicked man.

Ram Rai's cowardice proved suicidal for him. Guru
Hari Rai was seriously disturbed, when he came to know at
what cost of truth and courage, his son had purchased safety.

He loved his young son, but he did not let paternal sentiments
sway his stern disapproval of his son's cowardice, and dis-
loyalty to Guru Nanak's faith and philosophy. He forthwith
disinherited his cowardly son and refused even to see his face.
Ram Rai went to Lahore in the hope of persuading the Guru
to accept him, through the Sodhis and Sangat of Lahore.
Guru Hari Rai sent a Hukamnama to the Sangat of Lahore
to disown Ram Rai and not to make him any offerings. He
could not forgive a son who out of fear of an earthly Emperor,
stooped to such cowardly acts of sacrilege as distorting a

composition of Guru Nanak.3s He was certainly not fit to
carry the burden of spiritual sovereignty of Guru Nanak.'o
About a month later he appointed his second son Hari Krishan
as his successor and passed away on October 6, 1661 A.D.
Hari Krishan, though only a little over five years old, had been
tried and tested as a perfect, fearless and fully illumined soul.

During all these years of silent meditation and prayer,
Baba Tegh Bahadur's life had become a perennial psalm of
God. He was deeply conscious of the political and other
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changes that had taken place. With his mind's eye, he saw
from his retreat his countrymen groaning under oppression
and fear, and sinking in cowardice and hypocricy, even as an
eagle suspended on unmoving pinions, floating in supernal
sunshine,looks down to behold the earth spread like a picture
below him.

The cries of suffering humanity reached his ears. The
Rajput flghters for freedom, and many Hindu and Muslim
divines, had abandoned themselves to greed, court favours
and earthly desires, which like sea water enraged the thirst
they seemed to quench. The whole country wept uncom-
forted. Baba Tegh Bahadur was determined to offer his life-
blood, as unguent to its wound, as soon as he received the
call.

He had spent nearly twenty years in prayer and meditation
to be as perfect as Guru Nanak, to be as self-effacing as his
grandfather, Guru Arjan, to be as bold as his father, Guru
Hargobind, and to fight and resist evil till it was conquered.
He was now fully prepared to awaken his country from the
sleep of ignorance, and abject submission to tyranny. He was
waiting for the final call to go out, holding aloft the torch of
Guru Nanak, to tame the barbaric spirit of rulers, to briag
light to the souls that were plunged in darkness, to transpose
indifference into hope, bitterness into love, and to change the
most hard-hearted into a hymn of praise.

Baba Tegh Bahadur now lived at the transcendent level
of Reality, which we, immersed in the poor life of illusion
cannot conceive. He breathed in an atmosphere of abundant
life, indicating humanity's claim to the poasible and perma-
nent attainment of Reality. His life and achievement testified
to the advent of triumphing spiritual power. The deepest
and richest levels of his personality had now attained to per-
fect light and freedom. He was imbued with divine Light
and consumed with eternal Love.

It was the midnight of March 30,1664. Suddenly a $?at
resplendent Light blazed within him. His face was radiant
with the splendorous beams of illumination. The call had
come. He sought, from the Hidden and the Divine, strength
to face the problems, his agonising country faced, and to bind
the terrors of the time. The perfect and supreme Spirit of
Guru Nanak was ablaze within him. God had crowded him
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with spiritual sovereignty of the world. He had become, the
yet unproclaimed, King of the Kingdom of Spirit. In utter
humility, he maintained a veil of silence over it. Why need
the sun proclaim the advent of its own light ? It will blaze
and shine and announce its dawn on humanity through its
burning silence.

NOIES A1YD N,Er'ENENCES.
I tat m[t mur alakh arddh5

bahu bidh yog sEdhnd sddhi
tin jo kari alakh ki sev6
taite bheo prsan gurdevE

Guru Gobind Singh
Bachite_r Nd.tak: ApnT. kathd. Ch 6:8, 42AoE-sddhnd.' The word gog-sddhnais used here in etymologi-

c-al_ sense, and has special significance in Sikh theol-ogy aidphilosophy. It has nothing to do with hatha-yoga, ,iintrr_
y-oga_ol rija-yoga of Patanjali. Guru Tegh Bahadur practised
the_Sahajya YogE and later in his own writings he &escribes
a Yogi thus:

Know such a one to be Yogi,
Who dwells apart in self-control,
And is indifferent to praise or blame;
To whom cheap iron and glittering gold,
Appear all as one and the same.
I! ioI and sorrow, in mirth and misfortune,
Tranquil and poised he remains.

rAmritsar de zile vic Beas ,r"r8X'l"J"j[ri*,lir1li ik pind,
jis vic Guru Tegh Bahadur apnE Mata Nanaki ji smet cii sik
rahe.

Kahan Singh: Mahd,n Rosh.
'(a) Beas nadi upar the thEoi

BakdlE ate Butdld dohEn de ndori.
Kesar Singh Chiber: Bafisdualindmd.

(b) CoI. A. S. Mann who has studied the topography of this
arda quite well is of the opinion that 

-BakaL 
must-be

about a mile and half away from the river Beas. There
is an indication in Srlraj Prakdsh that it was at some
distance from the bank of Beas. So Kesar Singh

. Chibber's stat_ement {oes not appear to be fiteraiiv
correct.t iim tum piti dagh jal lehio
tatha karo mero saskdro,
Sri Arjan digh prEpat bhai,
Jet Sudi cauth sasvEr
Sri Gangd parlok sidhAr

Gurbild,s pati;dlti cheoifi,.
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6 ham te tritid than gur baise
tilak Bakdle me le aise,
mere rlp bhed neh kol,
tab lau jlwan tere hor.

Gurbilds pdtiahr, cheor,n.
7 I do not agree with those historians who say that Tegh

Bahadur was then ignored because he lvas too unworldly.
How then did he deserve Guruship after his unworldiness
had deepened after twenty years of meditation ?

8 Hargobindpure de zamiridare te vsdr- dmddnl par cahgd
guzdr6 hufrdd rihE, te hor log bhl sevE karde rahe.

Gyan Singh: Taudrikh Guril-khdl.sa. P 264
e Guru Tegh Bahadur ji tahdri base,

rahe gop'alipt atam rat'rg rase,
kahu darsan nahi hoe,
rahe ikat'rt tah5 pahuic na hoe;
jab kab cadh sikar prabh jdvai,
nahi lahai samd kou dar6an pdvai.

Mehm-a Prakdsh.
ioThe family ties with the descendants of Guru Amar Das,

Guru Angad and Bhai Buddha by Holy Mother Ndnakl were
maintained. Prominent Sikhs also came to seek her bless-
ings and pay homage to her son. The political situation
during Baba Tegh Bahadur's period of seclusion can be
divided into three distinct periods: (1) 16tt4'1657 A.D. Shah
Jahan's reign (2) 1657-1661 Usurpation of power by Aurangzeb
and the last years of Guru Hari Rai (3) 1661-1664 A.D. Guru-
ship of Guru Hari Krishan. The first two periods are deli-
neated in this chapter, the third is described in the next
chapter, entitled: "Baba at Bakala".

ri He (Dara Shikoh) was particularly friendly to Hari Rai, the
seventh Sikh Guru and when harassed by his brother
Aurangzeb, the Guru declared himself to be an adherent of
the Prince.

S. M. Latif ; Hr,storg o! Lahore, P M.
12 saptam mehal agam Hari RSyE

jin sun dhyin kar jog kamdyd,
ca{h gagan gufd meh rehio samai,
jeh baith adol sm5dh lagEe,
sabh kald kheic kar guPt rahdyan,
teh Span rtp ko neh dikhl6yin,
iori is prak6r gubdr maceyan
teh dev ans ko bahu camk'yen'Gurdas: 

fivarzz.
13 PunXob Stote Gazetteer YoL. III, Bilaspur, 1910.
l'Guru Hari Rai passed one year in Kiratpur, when in the

year one thousand fifty-five Hijri, Najabat Khan, son of Mirza
Sharukh, under orders from Emperor Shah Jahan mobilised
the army and took possession of the country of Tara Chand
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and took the Raja prisoner, Guru Hari Rai, went to Thapal
which is near one of the possessions of Raja Karam prakash
near Sirhind. The Sikhs call Hari Rai the seventh Mahal.
He is very well known to the author.

Dabistdn-i-Mazdhi,b.
lsJadunath Sarkar. Aurangzeb, p. 45.
t6 S. Lane-poole: Aurangzeb, p 36-3?.
lT "Aurangzeb who was very cunning, clever and ambitious

aimed at succeeding the throne. He administered a tiger's
whiskers to his brother who became dangerously ill. Shah
Jahan humbled himself before the Guru and addressed him
the following letter. "My son Dara Shikoh is now very
ill. His remedy is in thy hands. If thou give the tnAro-
balan and the clove which are in thy store house and add
to them thy prayers, thou wilt confer an abiding favour
on me. The Guru was pleased that the Emperor had such
confidence in him as to write such a friendly letter and
consented to give the articles.
M. A. Macauliffe : The Sikh Reli,gioz, Vol. IV p 2?&9.l8Kavi Santokh Singh: Sil,raj Prakdsh.. REs g, Allstr 2.leJadunath Sarkar. Aurangzeb, p 45.

'zo Ibid, p 47.
2r Lane-pool . Atnangzeb, p 35-36.
22Jadunath Sarkar. Aurangzeb, p 45.
23Lane-pool. Aurangzeb, p t7.
2a Ibid, p 50
2s Kavi Santokh Singh: Silrai Prakash, Rds g, Aisii 16 and 1?.
26 According to Macauliffe and Kavi Santokh Singh : ,,Dara

Shikoh proceeded to Kiratpur in the hope of obtaining the
Guru's assistance, but found him absent. The Prince then
sent him a second letter which reached him in Khadur.
The result was that the Guru and the Prince had an inter-
view on the right banks of Beas" (The Sikh Religion Vol. IV
p. 302).

Teja Singh and Ganda Singh in their "History of the
Sikhs", p 48, say: "Rrrsued by the army of Aurangzeb,
Prince Dara went to Goindwal and asked the Guru to pre-
vent his being captured."

I have not found any historical evidence proving this fact,
nor have the learned writers quoted any. The actual dates
and facts of history and Dara's movements during this period
are as follows: "Dara left Delhi in the second week of June
1658 A.D. and reached Goindwal on July 1, i658 A.D. and
Lahore on July 3, without being immediately pursued by
Aurangzeb who was still consolidating his positions at Delhi
and Agra. Guru Hari Rai was at Goindwal and Khadur
where he had gone on the invitation of the descendants of
Guru Amar Das and Guru Angad. It is quite prob-
able that he met Holy Mother Nanaki and Baba Tegh
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Bahadur on the way to Amritsar.', At this period,
the whole of the Punjab was strongly attached to Dara,
the province had long been his Viceroyalty and was
now held by his faithful deputy Sayyid Ghairat Khan.
Seizing the Imperial treasure at Lahore, Dara assembled an
army of 20,fi)0 men and sent off strong detachments to guard
the ferries of Sutlej at Talwan and Rupar. (J. N. Sarkar,p 76). Guru Hari Rai immediately returned to Kiratpur.
Aurangzeb made no move till he crowned himself on July 21.
Bahadur Khan was the first general of Aurangzeb to attack
Dara's army at Rupar on August 5, full two months after
the meeting between Guru Hari Rai and Dara, at Goindwal.
While Dara's army fell back from Sutlej ferry to Goindwal
ferry, Aurangzeb had reached the Sutlej by this time. It
was now impossible for Guru Hari Rai to send any help to
Dara's army at Goindwal, without coming into conflict with
the huge army of Aurangzeb. What help could Guru Hari
Rai's 2,2fi) horsemen render, when the defence of 20000
strong army collapsed within a matter of days ? Dara fled
from Lahore on August 18 and his dispair of success infected
the army. Aurangzeb occupied Lahore on August 19,
1658 A.D. It is therefore quite clear that Guru Hari Rai did
not give any military or financial assistance to Dara, and as
advised by his farsighted predecessor Guru Hargobind, he
scrupulously kept out of the conflict.

2TJadunath Sarkar: Aurongzeb. P 48.
2E Punjab Gazetteer, Vol. III, Bilaspur, 1910.2e Ayii thi chuteri terEri barakh Manie ki,

MEi DEs gail laike gurii dhig 6e ji
satvefl Guran de tir Kiratpure 'c pahunc
baidai karat sis Mania nivde jI
sundar sariip honh5r dekh Manie ko
Guru Hari Rai kihd mukhori eh alde ji,
iMania eh gunia hovaigd bic jag sire
Seva IIan- sri mukhon kihd sun6e ji.

Seva Singh ShaHrd Bilds: Ed. Garja Singh. P. 55
ro Kiratpur kich kdl jab, Mania reh6 hajfrr

bartan m6nian laflgar ke, man ki mail kar dfrr
bani padai seva karai, hiai harkh badhde
doe barakh kd sam6 im blt geo teh ie.

rbid.

tir Satdrav nadl ke basai Khaipur gdv
Lakhi Rai teh thdn rahe, Y5dav vansi r6v,
iEn utari ditd Edar bhatan gaun sun[e,
khEe piae, suEe, jani tadke lie uthEe,
guni gyani beh mat5 pakdyE phere tat divEe;
seva Hari vi6hi Site, Yddav Lakhi Rai.

Ibid. P: 56.
viSh kare jab Manii, kich kdl rehio apne greh m6h

tt
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JethE, DayEld, ba{o BhEi es thi, gail indn pur-Kirat Ee.

Ibid.
!r Khan Singh : Mahan Kosh, says that Mati Das and Sati Das

were four brothers and all were sons of Bhai Piraga. Later
research and newly found documents, the BhatVan\s, give the
correct chronology as follows: "Mati Das and Sati Das were
sons of Hiranand, grand sons of Lakhi Das and great grand-
sons of Pirag Das. Both of them were executed by Aurang-
zeb along with Guru Tegh Bahadur.

Bhatoahi-Multdnl, Sindhi.
t1 sune putar mai bacan jo kahori,

Dilipat soi jde tum milo;
kich sarik bhai nahi man mo gilo
tumara bacan suphal sabh hoe
tum sman bah- nahi koe; ,jo puche so sat keh dije,
kichu karamdt praga! nahi kljai:

Mehnd Prakdsh.. Sdlchr, 183.
3s Uptil recently this copy of the Adi Granth was found at the

Dehra of Ram Rae at Dehra Dune. For some reasons best
. known to him, the present Mahant has removed it to some

place and does not show it to the visitors. The date of com-
pletion of the copy is given as follows: Sarhbat 1?16 (A.D.
1659) Vais6kh m6h (month of March) Vaisdkh vadi 1 de din
granth likhia. Thus the copy was prepared only about a
year and half before Ram Rai left for Delhi.

36 The letters of the mulntafi,tra arc not joined together. Written
in Guru Hari Rai's own hand, the letters are separate, there-
by disproving the theory that to separate the letters is not
permissible.

37 Had Ram Rai maintained his integrity in the presence of
Aurangzeb and fearlessly explained the eentral thoughts of
Sikh Philosophy he would surely have inherited Guruship.
Cunningham wrongly ascribes Ram Rai's disinherision to his
being born of a maid servant. Ram Rai and Sri Hari
Krishan were the sons of the same mother Sulakhni:

Paba Gurditta pitE, Rdj Kaur m6t
Hdri Rai Sulakhni patai,
Hari Krisha!, Ram Rai tdt'Kavi 

Saundha : Gurprandli
Baba Guruditta pit6, Rdj Kaur mdt
Sulakhnl pat Hari Rai Gur
Hari Krishan Rim Rai t5t.

Mehmd, Prakd,sh.
Guru Hari Rai did not marry any maid servant. "It would be
preposterous for Ram Rai to lay claim to the goddi if he had
been the son of a hand tnaiden" says Dr. Gokal Chand Narang
in this book ?ransformation of 'Sikhism. P. 111 f.n.

38 Similar miracles were shown to Jahangir also by an Oecult
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Mystic and are recorded by the Emperor in his autobio-
graphy. More detailed explanation will be given in the
Chapter on Guru Tegh Bahadur's visit to Assam.

3e ba{ siSvarz her kar PhiilS,
asai satgur ur te bhiil6,
ab hamre mukh l6ge nahlfi,
raho. Sp turke6ar PEhi
ut hI bas kar bais bitEvo,
apradhi Sri Ndnak ker,
ham siofl ner hoe kim Pher,
nij man te ham tYdgan kario,
gurtd pad te so Parhario.

Sil,rai Prakdsh Rds 9 Afrsfl 58'
{o Hari Rai refused to go to Delhi, but sent his eldest son Ram

Rai to represent him there' Ram Rai effected a compromise
with the Emperor and yielded on many points to the advice
of Aurangzeb, with the result that the latter tendered his
political patronage, which was accepted by Ram Rai. 

- 
The

news of the moral weakness of Ram Rai reached the Guru,
who ordered that his son should never come to see him. "Let
him go whither he please," said the Master, "he is not my
son, when he has compromised the Gospel of Guru Nanak'"

Puran Singh : Ten Masters, P 82.

Masiri-i-Atamgiri (Eng. tt: page 200-1) reports a story in
which Aurangzeb quotes quite a difEcult verse of Guru
Nanak from the Adi Grontlt. The eminent linguistic
philosopher Dr. Suniti Kumar Chatterjee has writte-n 

- 
a

fuarned article on it in Indian Li,ngtnstics, Volume 25' 1964.

At the end of the article Dr. S. K. Chatterjee poses a ques-

tion: "Where did Emperor Aurangzeb get this verse -from ?

We find the answer in the historical events of this chapter'
Ram Rai, the elder son of Guru Hari Rai, who was treated as

a saint-theologian of Sikh faith remained associated with
the court of Aurangzeb from October 1661-1664 A.D. The
fact that Aurangzeb bestowed on Ram Rai a iaghit of serren

oillages comprising the present city of Dehradune, and that' 
fre did not impose his will on the succession issue eith6r
before or after the death of Guru Hari Krishen shows that
the Emperor was favourably inclined towards the Sikh
movement upto this Period.



CHAPTER X

THE BABA IS AT BAKALA

DRECOCIOUS genius 3a4 highly efficient intellectual andI spiritual tpining made Hari Krishen a perfect leader,
competent to guide the followers of Gunr Nanak, in one of
the most critical periods of their history. His sweet and
docile spirit, his musical voice, his deep mystic understanding
the scriptures had already secureC him greater respect and
eminence than his elder brother Ram Rai. Once, botn nam
Rai and Hari Krishen recited the tapji (Guru Nanak's Morn-
ing Meditation) in the pre.sence of their father, Guru Hari
Rai. The general impression was that Hari Krishen's recita-
tion could even melt wood and stones. Even the wooden
chair on which he was sitting, say the chroniclers, in their
symbolic description, became so soft, that a pin could be
pierced into it.l

"At this very early age, he was called to lead and teach
the widespread and vigorous Sikh community. He did his
work well. He sent out missionaries to the firthest outposts
of the religion, and himself taught with a[ confidence, ihose
who asked him of truth."2

When Ram Rai came to know that the crown of Guruship
had been bestowed on his six year old younger brother, the
loss of what he thought was his right of inheiitance, became
so distres-sing-and galling to him that he was prepared now
tq 14! for the spiritual-leadership of the SikL c-ommunity,
with all the resources at his commind.. His followers, *no
numbered about a hundred, inflamed his jealousy anO inlurea
vamty. With all his display of miracles, and his influence
in the court, Ram Rai had failed to win over the leading
Sikhs of Delhi and Punjab. Every Sikh knew, that in thI
past also, the Guruship had always been bestowed on the
most-p-erfect and deserving member of the family, and not on
thc eldest son. No one iould assert his right UV ,"aion oi
seniority, lge, political or social influence, nor could any onc
acquiro it by force.

As a last resort, Ram Rai approached Emperor Aurangzeb
to help him to acquire the crown of Guruship. promiient
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Sikhs of Delhi like Lakhi Rai, Kalyan Chand, the priest of
the Delhi Dharamsala, Bhai Gurbakhsh Mal,a the Sikh Missio-
nary posted at Delhi, appealed to Ram Rai to desist from
creating a new crisis by seeking the support of a bigoted
Emperor like Aurangzeb, who had not spared any of his own
kith and kin. Where Prithi Mal and Meharban had failed
to capture the spiritual leadership of the Sikhs from Guru
Arjan and Guru Hargobind respectively, through false pre
paganda and the patronage of the rulers, his chances
were a far cry. But the overweening arrogance of young
Ram Rai, flattered by his much talked about powers of per-
forming miracles, and the Emperor's favourable attitude
towards him, gave him the false hope, that by making a legalis-
tic claim to Guruship, he could acquire it by the armed might
of the Mughal Emperor.

Aurangzeb agreed to summon Hari Krishen to Delhi, to
find out whether he was really superior and more influential
than Ram Rai. Ram Rai expressed the view that Hari
Krishen might not respond to the mere request to come. A
warrant of arrest was the surer way of compelling his younger
brother to come. The Sikhs of Delhi were seriously disturbed
over the situation. Fortunately, both Mirza Raja Jai Singh
and his son Ram Singh were at Delhi at that time. The
Delhi Sikhs approached them to intervene and prevent any
injury to Guru Hari Krishen which the intrigues of Ram Rai
and the fanaticism of Aurangzeb might cause.6

"Inspired by Rajput tradition, Jai Singh had proved him-
self as wildly brave as any of his ancestors. Now at the age
of sixty, the greatest of all feudatory nobles, he ranked imni-
diately after the princes of the blood. The reckless cavalier
had now grown into a shrewd and cautious commander, a wise
counseller and skilful diplomat, employing four languages
with equal case. With the name and prestige of a princily
family, he brought to the Mughal court the subtlety-and ei-
quisite address of an ancient culture."T

"In diplomacy he had attained to a success surpassing
even his victories in the field. Whenever there was a Oimcuft
or delicate work to be done, the Emperor had only to turn to
Jai Singh. His foresight and political cunning, his smooth-
rress of tongue and cool calculating policy, were in striking
contrast with the imFulsive generosity, reckless daring, blunt
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straightforwardness, and impolitic chivalry, which we are apt
to associate with Rajput character."s

Raja Jai Singh took the responsibility of persuading Guru
Hari Krishen to come to Delhi, and also took assurance. from
the Emperor, that as long as the Emperor was not satisfied
about the succession issue, Guru Hari Krishen would stay in
one of his bungalows, as his guest. Aurangzeb readily agreed,
as there was no political issue involved. Raja Jai Singh sent
a courtier, named Diwan Paras Ram, with gifts and presents,

requesting Guru Hari Krishen to come to Delhi.e
For the lole and respect shown by Raja fai Singh, Guru

Hari Krishen left for Delhi. He requested his mother to
accompany him, and she at once agteed. Fearing that the
bigoted Emperor might cause the death of the Child'prophet,
thousands of Sikhs decided to follow him to Delhi and fight
for his physical protection, if necessary. Aurangzeb had only
recently executed two eminent Muslim saints: Sarmad, the
pantheist Sufl saiut of Jewish origin, and Shah Muhammed
Badakhshi, a disciple of Mian Mir, and a facile composer of
mystic poetry.lo

The fearless Guru Hari Krishen strictly ordered his follow-
ers not to follow him in such large numbers,tl He took with
him about twenty to thirty leading Sikhs, chief among
rvhom were : Bhai Dargha Mal, the Diwan; his nephews Bhai
Mati Das, and Bhai Sati Das;11 the three dedicated brothers,

Bhai Jetha (later Jetha Singh), Bhai Dayala (Dayal Das)'
Bhai Mani Ram (later known as Bhai Mani Singh);" Bhai
Gurditta the High Priest, Masand Gurbaksh Mal.13

Guru Hari Krishen was received by Raja Jai Singh and

his son Ram Singh with great courtesy, and was lodged in his

bungalow at Raisina.la This was the area where Raja Jai
Singh's armies were stationed and was known as Jai $ingh-
pu;. The shrervd Rajput prince watched Guru Hari
krishen's personality, character, and influence, closely in order

to give his correct impressions to the Emperor. He w19

touid to be quite a contrast of his brother. He entered Delhi
like a prophet, with an entirely different spirituality, different

outlool, fiom his magician brother. While Ram Rai $'as a

thoroughly human lad, frankly ambitious, earnest, jealous, and

at times, timid to the point of cowardice and sycophancy,

Guru Hari Krishen was gentle but maiestic in manners'
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humble but dignified in demeanour, fearless anci indifferent
towards the sway of worldly rulers, princes and kings. His
wisdom and spirituality silenced the most sceptic pundits, anC
there was not a trace of ill-will, jealousy or bitterness in him.
At his magnetic touch the weak grew strong, and the sick
were made well.

While Ram Rai sought the patronage and favours of the
Emperor and the Nawabs, Guru Hari Krishen not only avoid-
ed meeting the Emperor, but disregarded all suggestions
urging him to meet and impress the Mughal Ruler.rs Ram
Rai's jealousy and vanity blurred his humanity, and he boast-
ed of his influence at the court, while Guru Hari Krishen
moved among the poor, the sick, and the destitute. Cholera
and smallpox were raging in the humbler dwellings of the
city.r6 There, Guru Hari Krishen went every day with food,
clothes, and medicine. Gurbakhsh Mal, Lakhi Rai, and
Diwan Dargah Mal were asked to spend all the offerings
daily made by the people to the Guru, to allay the physical
and mental suftering of the poor. While Ram Rai perform-
ed cheap miracles in the court, Hari Krishen performed the
miracle of healing and giving solace to the sick, and peace
of mind to those living in agony. He took his stand with the
lower classes only. In his search for wealth, power and posi,
tion, Ram Rai was busy all the day increasing his influence
at the court, impressing Ministers with his unusual gifts, and
trying to get Aurangzeb's order to oust Guru Hari Krishen
from the leadership of the Sikhs. The young prophet who
gave food to the hungry, medicine to the sick, clothes to the
naked, homes to the shelterless, peace to the troubled minds,
and light to the thirsting soul, won more adherents than
any religious leader living in Delhi at that time. Storiq of
his healing powers spread throughout the city, and the fact
that whoever met him and saw him, his sufferings and agony
were dispelled, is recorded later in history by Guru Gobind
Singh.

Contemplate the spirit of Hari Krishen,
rhe sieht of whom 

8ti$Eh,;I, JfiTflT li,1,iHJi,lfl:
Hindus and Muslims followed the young prophet as a moth
follows the flame. The informers of Aurangzeb gave very
impressive reports about the unusual powerJ and-magnetic
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persoqality of the young Guru. Raja Jai Singh reported that
he had tested the child's omniscienceinanumberof ways.l"
Raja Jai $ingh was able to persuade the Emperor to leave
the choice of the spiritual leader to the Sikhs, and a deputa'
tion of leading Sikhs made it clear to the Emperor that their
choice was Guru Hari Krishen. Aurangzeb desired to keep
the trump card of Sikh leadership in his own hands, and he
might not have hesitated to impose the leader of his own
choice, as is done by the Delhi rulers up to this day, but the
support of Raja Jai Singh and his son Ram Singh, and the
royal contractors like Lakhi Rai and his son Naghayia, was
so stong and exclusive that Aurangzeb accepted Gunt Hari
Krishen as the unanimous choice of the Sikhsie, and satisfied
Ram Rai by giving him a laghir (a fief without fee) of seven
villages: Khurvadi, Dhamaval, Chamasari, Dhartanwali,
Panditwari,'Mianwal and Rajpura. Here Ram Rai later
built a religious centre of his own, called Ram Rai's Dehra,
and around this Dehra has grown the city of Dehradune.2o

Aurangzeb was, however, anxious to see Guru Hari
Krishen, and Raja Jai Singh promised to flx a meeting. But
the very next day Guru Hari Krishen had fever, and like a
prophet who decided to take the sufiering of the people on his
own person, he showed signs of an attack of smallpox . Many
peoplc had been cured by the tender care he bestowed on
them, but for him the disease was symbolic of his will to
leave the body. Such was the Will of God also. He had
lived with all his superhuman powers in a natural way and
he now wanted to die in a natural way. As soon as the
Emperor learnt that Guru Hari Krishen was suffering from
smallpox, the appointment with him was cancelled. On the
fifth day of his illness Guru Hari Krishen indicated to his
mother2l that his end was near, and he sent for all the promi-
nent Sikhs, and asked for a cocoanut, five pice, a copy of the
Pothi Sahib (Adi Grawhl and a rosary: the articles of Spiri-
tual Regalia.22 Everyone wondered who amongst those
residing in Delhi would be declared successor. So far, Guru
Hari Krishen had not given the slightest indication of any
name, nor was it possible to guess any. While everyone sat
in suspense of the great expectation, Guru Hari Krishen
placed these articles towards the east, bowed before them
towards the east, and said, "Baba Bakale" "The Baba is at
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Bakala".25 When asked to name him, he again said, ,'Baba

Bakale" "The Baba is at Bakala". With his inner eye he could
see the Baba of Bakala with whom he was blending his Light,
the Light of Guru Nanak's eternal Spirit.2a He knew that
the Sangat would find him. Within a month, the young pro
phet scored a moral victory over his brother and his paton
Emperor Aurangzeb.2s Fearlessly he came, fearlessly he
fought for his integrity and ideals and fearlessly he died, ra
maining imperturbable by the turn of events to the last. Fear-
lessly he chose a successor, grving one more chance to his
pretender brother and many like him, to try to replace Truth
with falsehood, the true Prophet by the false prophets. They
had failed now, they were bound to fail in the future. Even
the most shortsighted would be able to differentiate the sun
from the stars with stolen light.26 On the night of March
30,1664 A.D. the Light of Hari Krishen (Nanak VIID blend-
ed with the Light of "The Baba at Bakala,' (Nanak IX).

NOIES AND REFERENCES.
1 Sfi,rai Prokd,sh: R_Es-9 Afistr E8 ; Sikhnfi ifi Bhagat Mdl by

Bhai ManI Singh, Mekmd prdkd.sh
2 D_uncan Gr-eenlees, The GoWet, o! Guru Granth p xci.
3 No sooner had this news reached Ram Rai at D-ethi than ne

was greatly exasperated observing ,,I am the eldest son and
rightful heir, how is it that Harikrishen usurps my place.I am now your servant and hope your Majesty witt issue an
order for Harikrishen to appear before you, when I will
sustain my claim in your presence. The Emperor complied
with the request and issued a mandate for Harikrishen to
repair to Delhi without delay.

Historg oJ Silchs: W. L. McGregor.
a The name of Lakhi Rai as the royal contractor whiprovided

provisions to the Emperor's palace and army is recorded in
Bhat Geneological Records (Vohis). The name of Kalyan
Chand is recorded !n one of Guru Tegh Bahddur's lettlrq
while the name of Gurbakhsh Mal is recorded in Sr7roj
Prakd,sh. This Gurbakhsh was different from the Masand
Gurbakhsh who was a follower of Ram Rai. probably it
was the same Gurbakhsh Uddsi saint, who was left in chirge

_ of Anandpur Sahib, when Guru Gobind Singh left it.
5 Mehma Prakdsh gives quite another version which is not

supported by any other historical record" The author, who
appears to be very sympathetic towards Ram Rai says:
"Sri kartdpurkh Rim Rai ji Delhl the; Sri Harikrishenji-ko
asthdpan sun kar prasan bhae. tab Alamgir BadshEh Sri Ram
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Raja kE pakh kartd tha6. Man me ba{E afsos kla io Guruii
ne aise 6raf k6mal kariimht vall bete ko tilak guridI nahi
dIE; tis par Satguru Hari Krishen iI ko likh bhej6 io ham ko
ip ke diddr kd bafli Sauk hai. . . . . . tab Rim Rai jI lene
Ee.' . C*

The glorious creative Bbing Ram Rai was at Delhi. When
he came to know that Guru llari Krishen had succeeded his
father he was very happy. The Alamgir Emperor (Aurang-
zeb) favoured Ram Rai. He expressed great sorrow to Ram
Rai that a perfect Saint Scholar like him who could work
miracles, had not been given the Guruship. Then the
Emperor wrote to Guru Har Krishan that he was anxious
to meet him so he should come to Delhi. When Guru Hari
Krishen reached Delhi, Ram Rai received him with great
eftection.

6 (a) Sil,roi Prakdsh rRds 10 Aflst 3243.
(b) Mehmd, Prakd'sh.

7 Dennis Kincaid : The Grond' Rebel, p 101.
sJadunath Sarkar: Aurangzeb: P 207.
e Ram Rai nii matsar di aisi ag bhadki, io Delhi vic Aurangzeb

ntr jdke gadi lain vdste fary6d kitl BEdSheh ne Gur Hari-
krishan niilain vdste Rdjd Jai Singh Jaipuri n[ hukam diti.
Raja Jai Singh ne apne DiwEn Paras REm ni asvdrlifr te
nazir bhetd Guru vdste de ke Ekhyd ke Kiratpur vic idke
Guru Sahib nii ba{e adab n6l lai ao ; jad Diw6n ne pEs 6 ke
arj klti tai Guruii ne bacan kltd, asIfl Raja de prem karke
cale h6fr par Badshdh ntr dar6an nanr- devdfl ge.

Gyan Singh z Tawdtik7r. Guril, Khalsa p 261.

1o (i) mdtd ji ko kehte bhae
ham safig tum bhl Dili calo.
yanr- bnt hamri sabh bhalo
bacan mdn Matd ji kahd
SoI sat io tum man cahd

Gulab Singh, A[hoeh te Nautseh Pdtfidh
dd Son\-tifi Prosaftg.

(ii) inai de n6l haz6rSfi Sikh apne apne kharc lai ke, kam
kdr kutafib nu bisdr ke, is irdde ndl tur pae ke aurafrg-
zeb ne Sarmad iehe bade PIr fakir marvi dite han; ie
kar Gurti Sdhlb ntr bhi kuch kahe gE, t6fl asl othe hi apne
prdn de dev6fl ge, par und di eh sl6h Guru ntr pasalld
nE 5i.

Gyan Singh; Tawdrikh Guru Khalsd, p 262.
(iii) "Ttre enforcement of Islamic Orthodoxy gave Aur-ang-' 

zeb an opportunity for punishing liberal holymen of his
creed. One such was Shah Muhammad Badakhshi' a

disciple of Mian Mir and a facile composer o! mystic
poetry. But the most notable victim of this class was
Sarmid, a Sufi of the highest celebritv in India.

J. N. Sarkar: Aurangzeb P 777.
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1r Panjokhre pifid Ambdle pds pahuic ke ik laklr khie ke

\ukary kitd ke jo kol Guru ta Sith es lakh nn t"p k";. ;;Gur[ ka Sikh nahl. eh bacan man ke sabh Sikh ott 
" 

fritf,rOu
rahe. Gur[ Sahib apni matd samet bisku Sikhdfi nU laifie

. . DilI 6ehar Jaipure vic a utre.
Gyan Singh: Taudril<h Guril, Khatscl p 262.t2 Harikrishen tab Gurrl kah6e,

Manla in kI sev kam6e,
jab Satgur bh5nd varteya,
Guru Bak6le madh aldya,
Mani Mat s6-th 1s6 5s.
Guru Bdbe de darSan pe;
Jelhd DayElE in ke BhIr-;
rahe hazur Guru sarnEi.

,lKavi santokh Singh, ff;i B*??;, i#t'rqu"-' 
*'

'oTlr" bungalow was subsequentiy dedieated to the memory of
Guru Harikrishen and is still called Bangla Sahib.rs S6hib Turk de m[nh nd lagan

te Aurfige hoe kheh{e oh nd chadan
Kesar Singh Chhiber: Bansdutindmd.

16Os samai Dili vic haije di bimEri bahut phaili hoi si, Guruke
dilvdli Sikh sidak vale carndmrit laike bahut log rdjl hoe.

Gyaa Singh: Tausdrilch Guril. Khdlsd p 262.17 SrI Hari Krishen dhydiai,
jis dithai sabh dukh jEe.

Guru Gobind Singh : Dosm Granth
When Raja Jai Singh's wife the Rani of Jaipur invited

Guru Har Krishan, she dressed herself as a maidservant,
while another beautiful lady was presented in the dress of a
princess. She wanted to test whether the young Guru finds
out who the real Rani is. It is said that when Guru Hari
Krishan came to the palace he at once recognised the Rani
who then presented to him a salver full of jewels.

le (i) The cause, it is said, terminated in a permission being
granted to the Sikhs to nominate their priest. When
adjusting the contest they elected Hari Krishan.

Forster's Tratsels, p 260.
(ii) fire dispute between his son Hari Krishen and Ram Rai

was referred to Delhi whither both the parties went and
by an Imperial decree of Aurangzeb, the Sikhs were
allowed to elect their own priest. They chose Hari
Krishan.

Malcolm : Sketclt, oJ ,he Silchs p 9.20 The dehrd, round which the city of Dehradune sprang up
is the headquarter of the sect founded by Ram Rai. The
followers are ealled Rd.mrdaid.s and by Guru Ctobind Singh's
injunetions are socially boycotted by baptised Sikhs.

Bakhat Mal: Khdlsdndmd, p 6.
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Also see : UdasiAd.fi. d,i VitJ':tgd: Randhir Singh, p 50721 paflc divas im bitat bhaeyd
tab MatEji ko Satgur kehyd
ab ham param dh5m kojdvain
tEfi taj joti jote samdvai
sun bacan bisam MEta bhai,
Saflgat sagal bulde lai.

Sarup Das Bhalla; Mehmd Ptakd.sh.
22 kis Sgai ham mastak tekaifl,

ko upde6ai das bibekain
piirab rit Guran ki joi
kim kinas kai mithai soi
itedik sun ulh kar baithe:
"Guru Granth hai pritham bakhdn6
Satn5m mehm6 mehydnd
paise paic naler mang6e
geh kar dhar kar sis nivdi,
bole sabhan karyo sunde bisile,
basat BabE bic Bakile.

Santosh Singh: Sil,roi Prakd,sh Rds 10, AfisiZ 55

AIl the earlier Janom SEIchis mention "potlo:r|' (collection of
hymns) and Md.ld. (rosary) as essential articles of Spiritual
Regalia. A sword was added to it later by Guru Hargobind.

r! (i) Guru Harikrishan sitla ndl bim6r ho gae te es samai
1100 rupai da ka{Eh prasad krike valldyE, te ik ndl-tver'
pallj paise g6di ute rakh ke mathd tek ditd te Bhai
Budhe de potre Gurditt6 de hath deke bacan kitE, Bab[
Bak6le, arthit Guru Tegh Bahadur ii Bakale pifrd hain.

Gyan Singh: Tar,drtlch Guril, Khdls6, p 262.

(ii) sun sallgat ke v6k tabe, tin ko pun utar veh diyo
sabh jhuth paddrath hai jag ke veh salltoh jan kinirivo;
Sukh yi jagte bahu bhdfi tahd ieh ianak hai man

moh kiyo
ab Bdbd ji bic Bakdle bhae sabh saflgat dhar

sunai juhiyo.
Gulab Singh: Alhuen Naw.tefv Pd.tslrihi
de sahidi prasailg.

(tii) tab sabh saigat gur bacan bicEr6
jo sun satgur dydl uc5ra
Babn ji ah Bak5le mEah
Sabh safigat sarsan pih

Sarup Das Bhalla : Mehmd. Prokdsh
1lv) vakat calEne sikhdn kiti ardEs,

garib nivEj sailgat chadi kis Pds,
us vakat bacan kitd "Baba Bakile"
6p gae suq)ur deh jalde dhan caftdan ndle.- 

Kesar Siugh Chiber: Botuaolindmi'
(v) also see "Porclidfi, Patshd.hi dosulfi,: Khazaa Singh

Gu.rbilds Patsdlri dawl.ft by Sukha Singh ; &trblld's
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Wtshdhl dastsin by Bhai Mani Singh (actually written
by one of his students).

param jot mil jot meh, jagmag jot sariip,
param tat tateh miliq adbhut athi an[p.

Bhai Gurdas: Kabit Susegd,,2
Sri Tarikrishen kripluidh te pun Tegh Bahadur chab chdi,
ftpak dip siromani sehib adi an6di mahEfi srrkhflei

Sukha Singh: Gu,rbild,s patshfi.lti dosoEz p l0
Hari Krishan bheo a6tam balb-rr5,jin pahufic Dehli tajio sarr=rE,
bEl riip dhariosvEflg rac6e,
tab sehje tan ko chod sidhEe,
ioi Mughlan sio jari bahu chErE
vai khud pat sioll pahufice durb5r5,
Aurafrge eh bEd racEyio
tin apni kul n6s karEyio.

Bhai Gurdas Il, paa{t 22.
siiraj sam neh chapeh kaddl
Sikh Saigat Ie khojai gosEifi.

Santokh Singh : Silrai Prakd,sh 8ds 10 Afilr.r 5b



CHAPTER xI

GIIRU BABA FOUND

A PRIL 1664. All eyes of the Sikh world, from Dacca to

^{1 Kabul, were turned towards Bakala for the self-
revelation of the un-named Master. On March 30, the Baisakhi
(New Year day), when Guru Hari Krishen passed away, he
declared that his successor was to be found at Bakala. On
that day, the only Baba at Bakala was Baba Tegh Bahadur.t
When, Holy Mother Sulakhni, Diwan Dargha Mal, the Guru's
Prime Minister, Bhai Gurditta, the High priest to whom the
articles of Spiritual Regalia were entrusted, Bhai fetha, Bhai
Dayala, Bhai Gurbakhsh Mal, reflected as to who the Baba at
Bakala could be, they all thought of Tegh Bahadur, rvho had
spent two decades in silent nleditation. According to them, he
was the Baba indicated, because he was the only heir apparent
residing at Bakala (all the sons of the Guru were addressed
as Baba) ; he was also the grand-uncle of Hari Krishen, and as

such, was the only one there to be entitled to be calle{ "Baba"
(grand-father), He was the only one who had acquired perfeo
tion, and was entitled to be called Baba,like Baba Farid, :ind
Baba Nanak. Only a Sodhi and a member of the'family
could succeed. This was the rule unwillingly established by
Guru Amar Das, because his daughter asked. for this and

only this boon for her singular services. There was no other
Sodhi Baba, no other scion of the House of the Guru at
Bakala at that time, so they could not think of any one else

who could be the possible successor.2 During the last days

Guru Hari Krishen always remembered Baba Tegh Bahadur
with tender affection.

The body of Guru Hari Krishen was cremated on the banks

of the famuna, which place subsequently became a shrino
known as "Bala Sahib", most probably because, during his
short stay at Delhi, he was addressed by the people as "Bala
Guru" ot "Bala Patshah".s Mkza Raja Jai Singh and his son

Raja Ram Singh were deeply grieved by the circumstances
that led to the death of Guru Hari Krishen. They personally

attended the funeral and deemed it an honour to be called

blessed disciples of the Guru.a
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After performing the last rites of her son, Holy Mother

Sulakhni and all the prominent Sikhs of the Guru's durbar
left for Kiratpur. As soon as they reached Kiratpur, they
learnt that many false pretenders had become self-appointed
successors of Guru Hari Krishen and the problem of finding
the true Baba, which at first seemed simple and logically
conclusive, had now become complicated; and the competi.
tion among the pretenders had caused confusion worst
confounded.

Nearly twenty-two pretenders set themselves up os succos.
sors to Guru Hari Krishen at Bakala.s The Sodhis of Lahore,
the Mina Sodhis of Amritsar, the descendants of Suraj Mal
and many impostor-Sodhis who acquired certificates from
Pandas and Pundits to declare that they were Sodhi Babas,
had bought some houses and set up tents, and employed
agents to do propaganda for them, and win supporters even on
payment. All material means of inducement including bri-
bery and enticement were used by the paid advocates and
propagandists of each impostor guru.6

The most notoriously noisy pretender who pitched his
camp at Bakala and organised a vigorous propaganda to cap-
ture Guruship by pettifogging, chicanery, and imposture was
Dhir Mal,7 the elder son of Baba Gurditta, who had been kept
at a distance by his sensitive father, and driven out of Kiratpur
by his grandfather, Guru Hargobind.

He was at Kartarpur when Guru Hari Krishen died. As
soon as he came to know that the ninth Guru was to reveal
himself at Bakala, he was the first to pitch his camp there.
There were two attractive features of his mendacious claim to
guruship, which misled many people. He claimed to be the
only direct descendant of the eldest son (Crown Prince) Baba
Gurditta, whose son and grandson had so far reigned as seventh
and eighth Guru. A more attractive feature of his claim was
that he possessed the first compiled copy of Adi Granth, pre-
pared by Guru Arjan. To plead his cause he employed an
errant knave and notorious rogue named Shinha.s Ram Rai
wisely kept out of the contest. Having been defeated in his
battle with his younger brother, he knew full rvell that he had
no chances of competing with his grand-uncle, Tegh Bahadur.
From Delhi he went to his newly acquired jaghir in Dehradun."
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Guru Tegh Bahadur lived in the majestic silence of his
inner illumination.ro He had exlrrienced the blending of the
Light of Guru Hari Krishen with the light of his soul. He
had felt the blessing of inner transformation into a new mani'
festation of the eternal Spirit of Guru Nanak. He had intui-
tively received the call from the Indwelling God, to carry the

, torch of Guru Nanak to the farthest corners of the country.
He had been blessed and favoured by God for his tapasya of
love for Him.

His wife Mata Gujari knew, from the spiritual experiences
she shared with her husband, that ho had now received the
Lord's command to shoulder the heavy respnsibilities of
Guruship of Sikh faith. His mother Nanaki knew that the
great day for which she had been waiting had come. She

was happy that she had lived to witness the crowning of her
noble son, for which sho had been waiting, and anticipating
for twenty years. The day of the great expectation had come.

A great wish of the pious mother had been fuIfilled. But her
son, Tegh Bahadur, remained undisturbed and unmoved by the
noise and commotion about "the rwelation of the Guru at
Bakala. He who had been blessed would not reveal himself.
He refused to set up a propaganda booth in the open market
of tho impostors. He refused either to compete or to challengc
the diverse claims of twenty-two rival pretenders. Why should
a prophet of truth go to the vanity fair of preachers of false-

hood ? Why should the sun give up its majestic position of
shining in the solitude of its sovereign splendour, and choose

to twinkle among the fading stars ? Even the blind will be

able to see His Light. Neither tle affectionate entreaties of
his motherlr nor the devout persuasion of his brother'in'law
Kirpal, and other close relatives, and associates, moved Baba
fegn nahadur to come out of his godlike silence oL Nirvana,

and declare himself the successor of Guru Hari Krishen.

Fearing, that out of extreme renunciation, he might surrender

his right, or it might be usurped by some clever impostor like
Dhir Mal, Holy Mother Nanaki wrote to Baba Dwarka Das,

a descendant ol Guru Amar Das, to come to his aid.t' When

the messenger reached Goindwal and gave the letter to Dwarka
Das, he reflected seriously over ttre matter, and immediately

wrote to Bhai Garhia and Bhai Gurditta to come to Bakala

to remove the confusion that had been created by twenty'two
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impostors calling themselves the ninth guru of the Sikhs, while
the real Guru remained hidden from public eye.

At Kiratpur Diwan Dargha Mal, Bhai Gurditta and others
waited for the news about the revelation of the true Guru,
so that they could bestow on him the articles of Spiritual
Regalia. The advocates of all the impostor gurus had arrived
there rvith gifts, presents, and brilliant offers and promises, of
high positions in the Guru's durbar to each one of them.r3
Baba Tegh Bahadur had not sent anyone. The impostor gurus
knew that the final declaration would be made by Bhai
Gurditta and Bhai Dargha Mal, who possessed the articles
of Spiritual Regalia. No one could really establish his claim
till it was confirmed by Bhai Gurditta, the High Priest, and
Diwan Dargha Mal the Prime Minister of the out-going Guru.
The confirmation was to take place in an open ceremony.
So there was hectic activity to canvass the support for various
claimants at Kiratpur also. After receiving the letter of Baba
Dwarka Das they all left for Bakala.l.

Dhirmal not only misunderstood the silence of Baba Tegh
Bahadur, but even tried to take a mean advantage of it. He
was conscious of the fact that Baba Tegh Bahadur was the
only "Baba" at Bakala on the day Guru Hari Krishen died.
He was also aware that spiritually, morally, and in other
qualities of leadership he was no match for Baba Tegh
Bahadur. So he visited Baba Tegh Bahadur now and then
and addressing him, "My dear and honoured uncle," tried to
persuade him not to fight for his claim. Knowing his great
spirit of renunciation, he even tried to persuade him f6 accopt
Dhir Mal as the ninth guru.rs Baba Tegh Bahadur smiled
and maintained a digdfied silence over all these mischievous
suggestions. Holy Mother Nanaki, however, frmly told him:
"The crolvn of spiritual sovereignty will go to him in whom
the perfect Light of Gunr Nanak shines completely. Bhai
Dargha Mal and Baba Gurditta are ssming sootr. They havc
the articles of Spiritual Regalia. He who deserves guruship
will get it." Dhir Mal became nervous and panicky and
ordered his notorious agent Shihan to intensify his pro-
paganda.

As soon as Dwarka Das, the scion of Bhalla family of
Goindwal, received Holy Mother Nanaki's letter, he wrote to
Bhai Garhia, the well known aposfle of Amritsar district to
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accompany him to Bakala. When, after a few days, the two
sages entered the city they were slurounded by boosters and
adulators of various impostors. They offered them sweets,
fruit, and countless precious gifts, which they politely refused.
Some even dared to whisper in their ears offers of large sums
of money, and high positions in the pontificate, if they helped
in the selection cf the pretender they represented.l6 Know-
ing their eminent position in the Sikh community, Dhir Mal
personally went to receive them. He paid them homagc and
invited them to pay homage to the first original compiled
volume of. Adi Granth, which of course they could not refusc.
Dhir Mal then argued that Guru Hari Krishen's last utterance
of the revelation of "Baba at'Bakala" referred to him, say-
ing: "My father, Baba Gurditta, was the eldest Baba, while
Tegh Bahadur, my uncle, is the fifth. I being the eldest son
of Baba Gurditta, am the living embodiment of his spirit.
I am therefore the true Baba, heir apparent. Because I was
at Bakala on that particular day, so the utterance of Guru
Hari Krishen refers to me."17 "Fine logic", remarked Bhai
Garhia, "If no one, not even your father, Baba Gurditta,
declared, or ever admitted that you are the embodiment of his
spirit, how can you do so nearly twenty five years after his
death. Baba Gurditta went to heaven during the lifetime of
his father and is not living norv. The only living Baba in
Bakala on the day of Guru Hari Krishen's death and even now
is Baba Tegh Bahadur. We acknowledge no other."'8 When
Dhir Mal turned to Dwarka Das, the scion of the Bhalla
family of Guru Amar Das, gravely said: "Well Dhir Mal,
have you ever reflected over the following lines of. Iapii :

thdpid na id.e,
kitd, na hoe
dpe dp, nirafi'ian soe
He cannot be installed,
He cannot be created;
He is Self-Existent
He is stainlesslY pure.

Japji, 5

These lines clearly state that neither God nor the Guru can
either be installed, the way these crafty advocates of twenty-
two pretenders are trying to do, nor can the Guru be created
or made the way Kingmakers make leaders through propa'
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ganda. Just wait and you will see the true Guru will reveal
himself, and when his Light shines all these devils of dark-
ness, posing as successors to Guru Hari Krishen, will
disappear."le

Turning down all other offers of hospitality, gifts, and
honour, they moved on to the house of Baba Tegh Bahadur.
Holy Mother Nanaki was very happy that they had come to
reveal the truth to the people. Both of them respectfully
touched her feet in humble adoration.

Bhai Garhia jokingly asked Holy Mother Nanaki, what
she would give in charity to the Sangat, if he persuaded
Baba Tegh Bahadur to reveal himself and end all this confu-
sion. "Ten thousand dinars or more if you wish," she replied
in the same humorous strain. Then they all burst into laugh-
ter. The joke was a humorous reflection on what was hap
pening in Bakala.'o

A disciple then announced the arrival of Diwan Dargah
Mal, Bhai Gurditta, the High Priest, and all the prominent
Sikhs of Guru Hari Krishen's durbar from Kiratpur. They
were respectfully carrying the articles of Spiritual Regalia and
a few personal gifts from Holy Mother Sulakhni. The
persuasion of Dhir Mal, and the propaganda of all other
impostor gurus failed to attract them. They quietly moved
on to the house of Baba Tegh Bahadur and were happy to
find eminent Sikhs of Amritsar district, like Dwarka Das and
Bhai Garhia there. After greeting the Holy Mother and Mata
Gujari they all went into the room in which Baba Tegh
Bahadur was seated. He received each one of the eminont
apostles with gracious affection.

Bhai Gurditta, the High Priest, then spoke with devout
spiritual fervour: "Gurudeva, we who were in the presence of
Guru Hari Krishen when he left for his heavenly abode, and
we who have been entrusted with the task of announcing his
successor, "the Baba at Bakala", and performing the ceremony
of enthronement of the rightful successor, have no doubt that
the Light of Guru Nanak now shinss in your noble soul.
You are the Baba who was at Bakala at the time of the da
cliaration of the successor, and you are the Baba whom the
Hazuri Sangat, headed by the Diwan of Guru Hari:Krishen's
durbar, declares the ninth Guru of the Sikhs, the.ninth
cmbodiment of the eternal Spirit of Guru Nanak."2t Placing.
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the cocoanut and frve pice before Baba Tegb Bahadur everyone
bowed before the new Guru, in respectful submission to
acknowledge him as the ninth Guru. Ths scions of Bhalla
and Trehan families, the descendants of Guru Amar Das and
Guru Angad Dev, all the ominent Sikhs of Guru Hari Krishen's
durbar, like Bhai Dayal Das, Bhai Mati Das, Bhai Sati Das,
Bhai Mani Ram, and others, bowed reverently in humble
adoration. They then sought the permission of Guru Tegh
Bahadur to inform the whole outside world about the final
and irrevocable enthronement of Guru Tegh Bahadur on the
pontific throne of Guru Nanak. They also begged the Guru
to give open audience to the seekers of truth and prevent any
further exploitation by twenty-two impostor gurus.

Guru Tegh Bahadur then delivered what may be termed
his first serrnon to his chosen disciples and leading apostles.
In utter humility he said: "The moral and spiritual respon-
sibilities attached to Guru Nanak's gaddi (throne) are actually
too heavy to be shouldered by a humble servant of God like
me.22 But the call of Almighty God has come as His inex'
orable Will, which cannot be disobeyed. The last wishes of
Guru Hari Krishen also reached me in my silent communion
with the divine Spirit, which has now been confirmed by all
of you, who have had the honour to serve the seventh and
eighth Gurus, and are acknowledged as the most trusted
and enlightened apostles of the Guru's durbar. I have
given my word to serve in this capacity to my God and to
the eternal Spirit of Guru Nanak, who have assured me of
their grace and love. I cannot refuse your request as you

represent the Sangu,' you are the true bearer of Guru Hari
Krishen's last wishes; and you Bhai Gurditta, as the High
Priest and descendant of the great sage, Bhai Buddha, are

entitled to set the seal on the issue of succession. Now that
you have acknowledged me as your Guru, promise me, that
you will obey my first and most important command, which
is, not to set up any camp in the vanity fair outside on my
behalf, and not to declare or announce me as the ninth Guru,
to the crowd that is iudging gurus by material values, and by
the amount of wealth they are able to display. The Sikh Gunts
have never sought such cheap popularity, and they have never
adopted such ignoble methods to assert their wisdom and

light as are being adopted by pretenders outside. Promise
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me, every one of ybu, that you will maintain a dignified
silence, and not drag me inlq sempetition with them. If you
do so you will incur my displeasure."

All bowed down in humble acquiescence, but Bhai Garhia
remained standing eager to say something, which he thought
he must say. With tears in his eyes he said: "Master, wc
dare not disobey any of your commands. Greatly honoured
we all feel, to be the first to receive your blessings and to be
the first to find the "Baba at Bakala," and to be the first to
witness the enthronement of the ninth Guru. But refl@t,
my Lord, how thousands of people are being misled and mis-
guided daily by impostor gurus and how thousands of inno-
cent people are being exploited, and swindled by these
pretenders. This must stop. And it can stop only if they
are told the truth. All we want is to tell them that Baba
Gurditta, the High Priest, and Diwan Dargah Mal, the Prime
Minister of Guru Hari Krishen's durbar, and other leading
aposfles have crowned you as the ninth Guru, and that the
articles of Spiritual Regalia have already been bestowed on
you. Our silence may be misunderstood just as your silenco
has been misunderstood. Permit us, Gurudeva, to go outside
and just declare to the public that you have been enthroned
as the ninth Guru. Many innocent souls will be saved from
the confusion and trouble they are encountering. The ex-
ploitation of the ignorant by the impostor gurus will stop."

To this Holy Mother Nanaki added her own sweet-tongued
plea saying: "My son, thou art the Guru Elect. Without thy
spiritual guidance, darkness and confusion prevails outside.
Go reveal thyself, as these great apostles desire and statiate

the thirst of innumerable seekers of divine wisdom."zr
There was a compassionate smile on the radiant face of

Guru Tegh Bahadur. Then addressing the apostles he said :

"My fiends, my children, my brethrertr why should you fear
that if we live in silence and faith, the torch of Guru Nanak's
ideals may be wrCIted from us by some impostors. Guru
Nanak's eternal light is the indwelling Divinity, which cannot
be acquired the way it is being sought by Dhir Mal and others.
Impootor gurus have tried to wrest guruship from the true
Gtrus in the past and havc failed, They will go on trying
in the future, and will fail. How long cau false prophets
pretend to be the bearer of the Light which they do not havc?
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How long can false minds reflecting a false philosophy con-
tinue to misguide the people? How long can false mysticism
delude the seekers of truth? When Guru Angad hid himself
for many months, to keep away from the din and noise of the
pretenders, did he cease to be the Guru? When Dasu and
Datu kicked and pushed Guru Amar Das into elected silence
and solitude, did the light of Guru Nanak cease to shine in
him, or was any one able to deprive him of the spiritual autho-
rity given him by Guru Angad? How long could the preten-
ders misguide people ? It is the Iaw of life, that Truth and
Light wait patiently to be revealed to the world, through the
silence of the seeker's agony." Everyone was silent. A
light of understanding was shining on the faces of all the
apostles.

There arrived in Bakala a rich trader with a large convoy
of horses, bullocks, camels, and carts, carrying tents and goods,
well guarded by a number of armed men. His tents were
pitched on the outskirts of Bakala, and armed guards posted
around them. People flocked to see this man, whose perso-

nality, entourage, and splendour, surpassed that of all the pre-
tenders to the throne of Guru Nanak. People wondered
whether he was a new pretender guru, who had arrived a bit
late, or was he a masand (bishop) who had come with offerings
and disciples of his diocese, or was he a princely trader carry-
ing provision for the court of Lahore?

It was soon known that the newcomer was a Labana
trader2a of the flourishing Vaniara2s tribe, named Makhan
Shah. Stalwart, brawny, broad shouldered, Makhan Shah
appeared to be a tribal chief from his appearance, and looked
like an aristocrat from his princely robes and dress. He was
a Labana Vaniara, who hailed from the village Tanda'5 in
the Jehlum district. Through land, sea{oast, but mainly
through river routes,27 his convoys and ships provided provi-
sions to the Mughal army, wherever it moved for imperialistic
exploits. Only recently, a ship carrying his goods was caught

up in a storm. His life and goods were in g;rgat danger. So

helpless was he that he knelt down and prayed to God and
Guru Nanak, to'help him to safety. He vowed that if by the
grace of the Guru he landed at the nearest port safely, he
would donate five hundred dinars2s to the Guru for charitable
purposes.
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Makhan Shah's ship steered safely out of the wild storm.
He felt that his life and goods were saved by the grace of the
Guru. Therefore the first thing he did was to fulfil his vow.
He first went to Delhi'e where he learnt the distressing news
that Guru Hari Krishen had passed away. At Delhi he also
came to know that the new Guru was to reveal himself at
Bakala. But, when he reached Bakala, he was surprised to
learn that twenty-two persons were posing as the ninth guru
of the Sikhs. Being a disciple of Guru Hari Rai, well versed in
Sikh traditions, and the history of its leadership, he knew that
only one Guru could succeed Guru Hari Krishen. So he
thought that it would be a serious mistake to treat them all
as the real successor. It would also be improper to treat
them all as impostors, as one of them was mostlikely to be
ultimately declared the rightful successor. How then was
he to know the true from the false prophet? He had not
allowed any one to cheat him all his life. Would he be
cheated by these false prophets and impostor gurus? . No.
He made up his mind to put everyone to test. He decided to
ofter only two dinars to everyone who posed to be Guru
Hari Krishen's successor. The true prophet (Guru) would
ask for the exact amount he had vowed to give as charity for
his cause.3o It would not be possible for the false and impos-
tor gurus to divine the exact purpose of his visit. Thereby
their iguorance, lack of spiritual insight, and character, would
be exposed.

Makhan Shah thus decided, to visit about four or five pre-
tenders every day, make the offering of two dinars, discuss
theological problems, and wait for a sufficient long time for
their response to his secret wish. The true Guru would at
once ask for the full amount of five hundred dinars. He who
heard his prayers from such a distance, and saved him and
all his wealth from the whirlpool of death and destruction,
should not find it difficult to divine the purpose of his visit.
Not only his own confusion, but the uncertiiniy, and perplexity
that prevailed in every one's mind would end. The veil of
obscurity would be torn and the world would see the tnre
Guru.---g"rfy 

next morning Makhan Shah began his search. ..I
am like a man." he reflected, "searching for the true Enlight
ener in the darkness and confusion of moya. Like God Him-
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sclf, the Guru is so near now, and yet so distant. He is here
visiblc to the naked eye, yet unseen." It now became clear to
him that the search for the true Guru is always a difficult task.
It is an inner pilgrimage to the Unknown, that requires dis'
cErning mind, pure heart, and a rcstless search. "I will not
IEst till I find the true Guru, and seek his blessing and light",
he said to himself.

Shihan the masand of Dhir Mal had been knocking his
door louder than anyone else, ever since he arrived. His face

was grim and grave, his eyes were sharp as those of a vulture,
and his tongue was smooth and artful. "You have been
graciously invited," said he, with a sly smile on his face, "by
my numter, Dhir Mal, who is the grandson of Guru Har-
gotind and eldest son of Baba Gurditta. He alone possesses

thp first recension of. Adi Gratuh, compiled by Guru Arjan.
Compared to others his following will show what a large
qqqber of people acknowledge him as the true guru !"
Makhan Shah decided to visit Dhir Mal first.3l

- Under a large canopy sat Dhir Mal on a raised platform,
with the historipal Holy Book on his right side. A disciple
Was waving the chowry over his head, while in front of him
wore disptayed various offerings of the rich and the poor.

Makhan Shah first bowed before the Holy Book, making an

offering of flve dinars to it.32 He secretly prayed in the august
presence of the Holy Book to be guided to the right Guru, and

io be protected from the impostors. Then he bowed before
Dhir Mal, placing before him two dinars. Dhir Mal blessed

hrm and offered him a robe of honour biropal.s3
Makhan Shah then begged Dhir Mal to fulfil his inmost

desiie for which he had travelled a long way. He sought

inner illumination to dispel his confusion and bewilderment,

which he expected the true..Guru to divine' without his telling

him. Dhir Mal acted like an inspired prophet as artfully as

he could. but his talk in his own praise, his abusive reflections

on others, only created contempt in the mind of Makhan
Shah- After s-penOing about three hours with Dhir Mal he

came back disappointed and disgusted,

Every day Matian Shah visited about three or four pre
t6itderS.I He-offered two or three dinars to every one of them

antt dftir spending hours near them, he came back with the

impi4siion inat tti twenty-two pretenders were more worldly
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than any worldly man. They were utterly devoid of the higher
vision of life. His reaction to every one of them was sr.Led
up by the following couplet:

He is ignorant and blind,
He poses as the Guru,
Ah, whom can he show the way?

Guru Amar Das: Guiri, p. 4gl

Neither their talk, nor their behaviour, reflecte.d any spiri-
tuality or enlightenment. None of them could clivine itrai n"
had vowed the offering of five hundred dinars. They were all
satisfied with two dinars, and Makhan shah fett ihat they
were not worth even that. Their hypocrisy, hollow.r.rr, und
charlatanry, was too glaring to be ignored 

-by 
an acute obser-

ver, and a devout Sikh, well disciplined in the true spirit and
traditions of Sikhism.

It was noted by all that Makhan Shah never went twice
to any pretender. It was quite apparent from his plan of
meeting everyone by turn, that he wanted to visit all, and so
find the true Guru. Crowds followed him every day as he
moved from the camp of one guru to another guru.
. On the day he had met the last one of ihe twenty-two
impostors, he was seen in a very sad state of mind. et night
he wondered if the line of the true Guru had ended in a blind
alley. Did Guru Hari Krishen make a mistake in indicating
the advent of the ninth Guru at Bakala ? It was blasphemoui
to think so. A perfect Guru,like the great Guru Harikrishen,
certainly could not make such a declaration, if it was not
true. Only he was not a perfect Sikh, capable of judging
correctly.3a He should stop looking for the Guru among
the impostors. He must search for him elsewhere.

The next morning he woke up worried and perplexe(
not knowing what to do. The agents of all the preienders
and a large crowd, was at the door. Everyone thought that
he who had been visiting every pretender by turn would
declare his final choice that day. Early at dawn, Makhan Shah
had recited the lapji arrd Sakhmani, and vowed after the
prayers that if he did not find the true Guru that day, he
would sit in a day and night vigil like Bhakta Dhanna. with
his offering, and wait for the true Guru to come to him, and
accept it. He would not take any food or drink till the tnrc
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Guru revealed himself. IIe would rather die in the search.
than live without seejng him, or acknowledge an impostor to
be the Guru. He who saved his life in a sea-storm could
certainly save it now by revealing himself, if it was worth
living.35

He came out of the tent and looked at the advocates of
various impostor gurus wih indifference, and turning to the
crowd he asked: "Is there any other Sodhi Baba in Bakala
whom I have not been able to meet as yet ?" The agents
and advocates of the impostor gurus at once replied': "There
is none besides those you have already met. Be graciour
enough to declare your final choice." A shy but shrill voice
of a lad. however, contradicted this assertion and said polite-
ly: " There is one more Baba, Sir, who lives in the silence of
his meditation." "Who is he ?" asked Makhan Shah eagerly;
the boy's information gave him some hope of finding the true
Guru. "He is Baba Tegh Bahadur; people sometimes call
him, Baba Tegha" replied the boy innocently."36

"Ah, who has ever thought of the mad Tegh Bahadur as
the possible successor of Guru Hari Krishen ?" intemrpted
the crafty Shihan, and a number of other agents of the impos-
tors : "he lives in self-intoxication not knowing the right hand
from the left. Go and meet him and he will not even talk
to you. He is mentally unfit to perform any secular duties.
If he were the 'Baba at Bakala', why did he not declare him-
self as such. No one has even given him a manji (pontific
sea0 to sit on. He has not even dared to come out of his
house. Does it not prove that he is not only unwilling, but
is actually unfit to be the Guru Elect ? This boy is mis-
leading you Sir, There is no other claimant to the Guru's
gaddi-"t7

"He is the only Sodhi Baba living in Bakala for the last
many years," said the boy firmly, "All these twenty-two claim-
ants are new comers to Bakala. Baba Tegha is not mad. He
is very much loved and respected for his sainfliness. Many
eminent Sikhs have come from Kiratpur, and are now stay-
ing with him. If you have any doubt, Sir, I can show you
the house, and you can know the truth yourself, Sir."38

Had a grown up man said what the young boy of about
fifteen firmly asserted, Makhan Shah might have taken the
information as another wheedling cajolery by an agent
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of a new impostor. But, coming from an innocent boy of the
village, the information created a sensation in the mind of
Makhan Shah. Advancing towards the boy he said: "Come,
my lad,'show me the house of Baba Tegh Bahadur.ss I can
test and distinguish the true from the false Baba in a matter
of minutes. God has given me the golden key to unravel
this secret."

Makhan Shah followed the boy to the house of Baba Tegh
Sahadur. Just before he reacheC the house, a messenger from
Holy Mother Nanaki met him and advised him to meet the
Guru alone. This was exactly what Makhan Shah wanted.
He wanted to test this Baba without being disturbed by any
disconcerting element near him. So he appealed to the crowd
to remain outside and he entered the house all alone.

When he opened the door he was greeted by Holy Mother
Nanaki. He bowed reverently and touched her feet. She

blessed him and guided him through a large court-yard to Guru
Tegh Bahadur's room. In the court yard Makhan Shah saw
some familiar faces. He recognised Diwan Dargah Mal and
Bhai Gurditta, whom he had met at the court of Guru Hari
Rai. He was impelled to talk to them, but Holy Mother
Nanaki pointed to the room on the right side, wherein sitting
in a meditation cell, he would find Guru Tegh Bahadur. As
he stepped into the room he felt a strange atmosphere of peace

and meaningful silence. The next moment he stood at the
entrance of the meditation cell, wherein he could see Guru
Tegh Bahadur sitting in the resplendent joy of supreme
enlightenment. His face radiated health, vigour, and the glow
of an inspired soul. Deeply moved, but without saying a

word, he stepped down into the cell, and after placing two
dinars before the Guru, he bowed low in humble reverencc.

In the enchanting silence of the meditation cell came thc
soft musical voice of Guru Tegh Bahadur saytng to the eager
but sceptical visitor: "God bless you, my man, but why only
tno dinars after pledging to offer five hundred. The Guiu
is never in need of anything, but a Sikh is expected to keep
his pledge, to the Guru."ao

Like a child who unexpectedly flnds his lost mother, like
a separated lover, who after weary wanderings through a llnaze

of pathless gloomy forests, suddenly encounters his beloved,
Makhan Shah was so over-whetned by this chance discovery
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of the true Guru, that, quite for some time, he could hardly
speak. He placed his head on the feet of the Guru, and wept
like a child. The love and the light of the Guru swept through
his mind, body and soul. The very touch of his hand lighted
all dark crevices of his inner being. He was imbued with the
love and grace of the Guru.1l

"Master, Master," cried Makhan Shah, in a pathetic voice,
"how impure I was in my heart, and how deluded my sceptical
mind is, that I had to knock about so long for a bare glimpse
of your noble personality. While you were here all the time, f,
a miserable creature, did not even know about your existence.
My thirsty soul moved from one dirty pond to another, while
the immortal spring of divine life was in the heart of this city.
I looked for the swan of heaven among the ravens of the pit.
-Not only 500 dinars, but all my wealth, possessions, my body,
mind, and soul are thine, my Gurdeva. Permit me now, most
noble Guru, to bring all the gifts I have brought for thee. I
will go and fetch them just now. But before f go, I have to
make one request, Gurudeva: there are thousands of disciples
who are thirsting for a sight of thee, but even before they are
able to reach thee, they are misguided by the twenty-two
impostors who vie with each other in their claim to be the
true successor of Guru Hari Krishen. Be gracious enough
to reveal thyself. The moment they see thee, they will stop
going astray."

Deeply touched by Makhan Shah's appeal, Guru Tegh
Bahadur replied: "f know what is happening outside, my
dear Makhan Shah. But let me tell you, that now and for
ever in future, sincere seekers will always find the true Guru.
I'he true Guru will always reveal himself to him who has
passed the acid tests of faith. You were testing the Guru,
but actually the Guru was testing your faith. Only when the
foul flavour of falsehood failed to attract you, only when
false prophets failed to misguide you, you saw the tntth.
God Himself guided you to the real House of Nanak. For
ever in future, the path to truth and light is through the gates

of darkness and despair. He who has faith, a pure heart,
and pure aspirations, will reach the goal. No amount of
noisy publicity and propaganda will lead to the true light
of the Guru."

With his eyes bedewed with tears of thankfulness, and his
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heart illuminated, but determined to break the news of his
discovery of the true Guru to the world outside, he sought
Guru Tegh Bahadur's permission to fetch all the gifts he had
brought for him and fulfil his pledge. When he came to the
courtyard he met Diwan Dargah Mal, Bhai Gurditta, the
High Priest, Dwarka Das of Goindwal, and Bhai Dayala. He
also met Mata Gujari and reverenced her by touching her
feet. He saw the unexpressed secret flaming in the eyes of
all the disciples, anC holiness burning on the brow of all. He
was surprised to learn that they had already bestowed the
articles of Spiritual Regalia on Guru Tegh Bahadur, but they
did not dare to make the fact public for fear of earning the
Guru's displeasure. The great truth was a sealed secret and
they had been strictly ordered not to utter a word of it to any
one. It was a revealed fact and bare truth for a select few,
whose discerning eyes made their way to his place; and after
seeing the light of Guru Nanak burning in the living soul of
Guru Tegh Bahadur, they waited there in the silence of the
knowledge that they had found the true Guru. For the rest
of the Sikh community it was an unsolveC mystery.

With a passion mingled with reverence, Makhan Shah,
unable to control his feelings said: "Holy Mothers, and Vene
rable Apostles who have served the two previous Gurus,t
even if the sins of all the world fall on my head, and even
if the Guru curses me for disobeying this strange command,
I am going to declare with the beat of the drum, that Guru
Tegh Bahadur is the real successor, the true Guru, and the
true embodiment of the eternal spirit of Guru Nanak. I
cannot bear to see thousands of people groping in darkness
when the lamp of life is so close to them. I cannot tolerate
so many impostors exploiting, cheating, and misleading
thousands of innocent pilgrims and seekers of the tnre Guru."

So saying he rushed towards the stairs leading to the
top of the house. From there he cried in ecstasy: "Guru
ladho re: Guru ladho re "'a2 "I have found the Gunr, I have
found the true Guru; come ones come all: the true Guru
is here; I have found the Guru, I have found the Guru.
Turn your back on impostors. The true Guru resides here.
Come here, seekers all, come here: I have found the true
Guru, I have found the true Guru."

He then came down, and asked the surging crowd to wait
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for the dmsan (holy sight) of the true Guru, till he could bring
the gifts he had brought for him, and till he succeeded in
persuading the true Guru to reveal himself. He would not
let him remain in hiding while the impostors go on exploit-
ing sincere Sikhs. He asked two of his men to announce by
the beat of the drum that the true Guru was Guru Tegh
Bahadur, and none else, none else. He asked his attendants
to bring all the gifts respectfully to the Guru's house, while
he himself carried a robe of honour, specially prepared for
the Guru.'r

He then approached Guru Tegh Bahadur in his cell, and
prostrating himself before him, begged him to forgive his
impertinence, and tearfully appealed to him to give auCience,
and let the people see the true Guru. With a compassionate
smile on his face, Guru Tegh Bahadur said: "So you could
not resist the temptation of shouting and proclaiming your
discovery from house-tops."44 "Yes Gurudeva," said Makhan
Shah, "I just could not resist the temptation. Thou, who
forgivest so many 3ins, even without asking, will certainly
forgive me this transgression. I am a crusader for truth, my
Master. How can I see hypocricy and deception practised
so unashamedly ? Please come out and let the congregation
(Sangatl have a sight of thee. T.he congregation $anga't
begs thee to come out and bestow thy grace and blessings on
it."

"Ah, who can refuse the Sangat (congregation) anything ?

I am servant of the Sangat, I will come out and gireet the '

Sangat." said Guru Tegh Bahadur in utter humility.
In the court-yard a manii (a divan serving the purpose of

the throne) was placed. On it came and sat Guru Tegh
Bahadur amid shouts of "Glory, glory unto the tnre Guru;
Glory, glory unto the true Guru !" The High Priest Bhai
Gurditta placed the articles of Spiritual Regalia before him,
and explained how he had brought them from Delhi under
the care of the Diwan and other Ministers of Guru Har
Krishen, and how and why they had already been bestowed
on Guru Tegh Bahadur.

Makhan Shah then explained how after a painful search
he had found the true Guru, and how the impostors failed to
respond to the test he applied to each one of ttrem. Hc
placed the five hundred dinars before the Guru, and also
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offered special robes and gifts to Guru Tegh Bahadur.
All the rich and poor who had come. then, made their offer-
ings, and met the Guru one by one. The Guru blessed them
all. Bhai Gurditta then begged the Guru to deliver his ser-
mon. In accompaniment to the musical instruments, Guru
Tegh Bahadur sang the following Song in Rag Sorath:

He who grieves not in grief,
From avarice, pleasures, and fear is free,
And considers gold as good as dust;
Who indulges not in slander or flattery,
And is immune to greed, attachment, and vanity;
Who in happiness, and sorfow, self-poised remains,
And is indifferent to all praise, or blame;
Who discards all hopes, and desires;
Who lives detached from the world,
And is not affected by lust, or wrath;
In such a one shines the Light of God.
The man who receives the Guru's grace,
Discovers this secret of spiritual life;
Sayeth Nanak: The soul of such a man .blends
With God. as water rningles with water.o"' I;f L',*xu.$;rorh, p 633.

The divine song of Guru Tegh Bahadur had a magical
cffect on the listeners. It summed up the Guru's personat
philosophy and ideals. The use of the word "Nanak" as his
spiritual nom4e-plume set the seal on the finality of his suc-
cession. Who could compose such a hymn except the real
and true Guru ? Who could radiate such resplendent peace
and wisdom in his sermon except the true Guru ? Guru tegh
Bahadur was enthroned as the ninth Nanak, the ninth Gunr
of the Sikhs.

Guru Tegh Bahadur then asked Bhai Gurditta, the High
Priest, to distribute all the offerings among the people,.s and
to use the money for the free kitchen and other charitable
purposes. He then asked Diwan Dargah Mal to continue
as the Diwan of his durbar and serve the cause of Gunr
Nanak as he haddone under Guru Hari Rai and llari Krishen.
He oftered him a robe of honour, and asked him to select
other Ministers of the Guru's durbar according to his choice,
because he was the best judge of everyone's ability.

With folded hands the aged Diwan Dargah Mal stood
bcfore the Guru and said humbly: "Gracious Master, whilc

r37
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my mind, body, and soul are dedicated to the cause of Guru
Nanak, I feel I am too old to carry the heavy responsibilities
of this august post now. My son Dharam Chand is unfortu-
nately too young. I appeal to thee, Gurudeva, to accept my
nephews, Mati Das and Sati Das as Diwan and Minister of
your durbar.'6 They are learned, experienced, and efficient
sons of my brother Hira Nand. I also recommend Bhai Dayal
Das, the grandson of Bhai Ballu Rao, who fell a martyr in
Guru Hargobind's battle of Amritsar along with my dear
grand father Pirag Das, to be appointed the Household
Minister (Gharbarll of the Guru's Darbar. He is present here
with his brothers, Bhai Jetha, and Bhai Mani Ram.

Thus, when Guru Tegh Bahadur was installed as the legiti-
mate and rightful successor of Guru Hari Krishen, the dim
and false light of the false gurus began to fade.aT Some of
them packed up and went away with their loot. Some conti-
nued to misguide newcomers with the help of their few adhe
rents. But the whole souirming motley crew of Dhir Mal,
with their cutthroat eyes ablaze at the sudden turn of events
against them, were determined to snatch the Guruship by
force. They felt that the peace-loving pacifism of Guru Tegh
Bahadur was no match for their armed might and money
power. While Guru Tegh Bahadur and his disciples spent the
night in blissful rest, and thanksgiving prayers, Dhir Mal
and his notorious gang kept awake scheming and planning
for a big battle.

NCIIES AND N,EFENENCES.

ab kahifi jot pargat dharo dije dar3dn bhev
sun binti satgur bhae dayEIS,
kahE sri mukh bacan bisili;
ab jde daras tum karo Bak5le
tahEfi rahe Bebeji din day6ld,
im bacan kahi pun lagi samddh.

Mehmd, Prakdsh.

"eh khyil karni ke Guru Harkrishen ji ne io vdk kahe
han oh iniscit han; sdf nam kioil nE kihE, thft nahi;
Bakdle vic tadofr koi hor Sodhi nahi san rehllde; Ar koi
aisd sarhbaf,dhi Guru Harkrishen ji dE nahi si rehfiCd,
jo riSte vic un6 de Baba 6 ,flhuke; iko Sri Guru Tegh
Bahddur ji un6ll de Bdbe Sri Gurditta ji de bhirdo vasde
san ; eh vdk sunke 22 maijiafr 16ke Sodhi othe Kartarpur
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Kothai 6di thavafl tofi magrofl jE bathe san; jis vele Ep
ne vdk kahe san, us vele othe Sri Guru Tegh Bahadur ji
undi ton Baba kehlSn de adhikari vasde san. hor koi
SodhI aisd nahl si vasd6.

Bhai Vir Singh : Footnote to Sil,raj Prakd"sh
Rds l0.AflsiZ'42.

3 This historical place is near. Nizam-uddin Railway station.
Guru Gobind Singh's wife Mata Sundari and Holy Mother
of the Khalsa, Mata Sahib Devi were also cremated here.

a Kavi Santokh Singh even says that Raja Jai Singh became a
baptised Sikh though he confuses Mirza Raja Jai Singh with
his grandson Raja Jai Singh Sawai. It is doubtful whether
he became a baptised Sikh, but Raja Ram Singh's faith in
the Guru was deep and profound, as will be seen when he
requested Guru Tegh Bahddur later to accompany him in his
Assam campaign. Shortly. after the death of Guru Hari
Krishen both Raja Jai Singh and Ram Singh were assigned
the most difficult campaigns which made Hindu loyalists
fight a great and far sighted Hindu rebel Ehivaji. Raja Jai
Singh was made the Viceroy of Central India with complete
civil and military powers. It is a credit to the administrative
genius of Jai Singh, that a bigoted Emperor like Aurangzeb
gave him such authority as had never been given to any
Mughal general before.

s Karam Singh, historian in his Gurprub nirnai,, sgys that the
number of impostor gurus given as 22 is much too exaggerated.
According to him Dhir Mal and Ram Rai wer"e the only Sodhis
contesting the guruship. Karam Singh however does not
give any historical proof in support of his contention. His
conclusions are based on partisan logic. There is abundant
historical evidence in support of the fact that 22 impostors
set themselves up as real successors to Gurir Hari Krishen.
Gyan Singh makes it clear that out of the 22 impostors, 11
belonged to Sodhi families of Lahore, Amritsar aiid Kirat-
pur. fire other ten were well known mosofids (bishops) who
were probably related to Sodhi families and posed as Sodhis
although they were not Sodhis. The descendonts of these
Sodhis, who assumed the title at Bakala and maintained it
thereafter, because it was highly respected, still live in Puniab
and they frankly admit that their anc0stors were,impostor
Sodhis.

aur Sodhian bhi.sun pai,
Ee manjidfr tahEll lagEin,
Sodhi sahibzdde tabhl- .

. hutai gfardll jag mai sabhlu-,
bdki bakhsill ke jan de,
thire manjldll b6i alie.
Gyan Singh : Pofi,th Prokd,sh p 110 (Litho copy)

Other hictorical references in support of the fact that there
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wete 22 impostors are given in the footnote below. (No. 6)
5 (1) agoll Suni6 bii mailji5fl

gurfi ban baithe han bahutere.
Kesar Singh Chiber: BansdoalindmL.

(2) sarab Gurii nij ko kehvEi
b[i bailh mafijian ldi
sikh sikhii je ko cal Svai
bii lhavar su bhet ca{hivai.

(3) other 0,","","?lYfi:.th, ffi:il'#;l;,'li,', tl;",,
are: Sarup Das Bhalla : Mehmd. Prakd,sh Vartak ; Kavi
Santosh Singh: Sil,raj Prokdsh; Khazan Singh: Parciilt
potid,hi ilomifi, Gulab Singh: Shahldi oth,oefi, te nouoefi
patflflhi; etc. No historical record to my knowledge says
that only Dhir Mal and Ram Rai were contesting, Guru-
shiP.7 Dhir Mal pragat tahEll rahe
baitha singEhsan puj5 lahe.

Mehmd Prakd,sh.I Shillhe ndm tisi ko lahe
gur sofl droh karat bahu rahe
lobhi kutil kathor mah6ni
duSt mtflh subh pafrtha aj5ni.

Sil,rai Prakd,sh Ros 11 AdLs, 11e Bakht Mal: Khalsonnmd, p 10
10 Guru Tegh Bahadur ji tahEn basai,

rahe gop alipt dtam saig rase,
kdhtrn darSan nahi hoe,
rahe ik5llt tahin pahuic n6 hoe,

Mehmd, Prokdsh.
apni mauj bic hI rahai,
bole kabh0 na maun ko gahe

Gulab Singh: Salidi patshdhi nauoifi..
nanr-i dpanpo kare lakhde
ghar antar thir rahe gosdin.

Silraj Prokdsh Rds 10: Afi.sd b6.

rr tab MEti Nanaki ati ukldnl,' mukh mist benti aisi kahi
he sut tum jag gur avtirE
mai tum jdnat hoil nirdhdrd,
tum dar6an bin jagat maii
agy5n timar rahio chEe.
bailh singh5san dyil hoe sabh safigat daras dikhEe,
Sri Mete ji jab yeh mukh Skhd
prabh kia pranEm kuch mukholl na bhEkhE.

Mahemd Pralcdsh.
he sut tum jag gur avtdrE,
mai j6nat nike nirdhEri,
sam siiraj tum darfan bind
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sabh mai safise tam bhd ghanE.
Sil,rai Prolcdsh Rds ll Afisil 2.12 sabh mai mukhya Dwarka Das

IIn patrikE hamdre pds,
likhit su Tegh Bahidur m6td
tum upk6ri sabh sukhd6t6
ap 6e kar sakal nih6ro,
ridai anucitai ucit biciro
Bhai Gadhia Sikh purStan
J6nat gur ghar kI sabh bdtan
teh ko le kar safrg sidhEe.

Sil,roj Prakdsh Rds 11 Afisi 2.13 sabhn6 hai vakil pathEyd
Tegh Bahadur dd nahi dyE.

Kesar Singh Chibber : Bofiscolwtdrnd.11 Diwan Dargha Mal vic sad bahEyE,
kaho jo vakil haifl sabhnd dd dyd,
as5ll durbir vadd jdn kithe j5lai,
tusill ho vade jithe 6kho jde sis nivdlai
Diwan Dargh6 Mal kehi6;
vad6 durbar hai Tegh Bahadur di
jo BabE bailhd saldmat hezar,
vic BakEle jis dd Darbdr
sabha cal kariai othe z6har.

Kesar Singh Chibber: Bansdolintund
15 Dhir Mal ji dukh sariki dd lage karan

nile cdcd c6ci kar sir carn5 te dharn.
ibid.

16 vakil sabhni de
n6le Dhir Mal de jde pahuce,
sabho Epo Spne val sadan
sabho dp nt gur[ kar sadan
sabhe sodhi sabhe s5hibzEde.

ibid.
jo manji vaE jis tEilt
dei maSafid ko risvat j6e
so masafrd nij saigat l6i ke
bhet dilivat tahEn jhukdike
andhi nii boli gha{ise,
nd oh sunai nd usiu disai.

Gyan Singh : Pofi,th Prolcrish, p 10.

tabai sodhian yeh bidh kini,
lobh lehar masaridan dlni
hamre dhig safigat sabh lydvo.
y6ke bic na bilam lagdvo

Gulab Singh: Srlahidi nau:ifr patshdhi,
'r7 Dhir Mal kehi6 guriyii, hai asdd

Hari Krishen jo kehi6, Bnbn BakEle,
asii tsabe hai edl, Babe Gurditte dI ul6d

l4t
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Tegh Bahadur pafljvin jag6 asin Babe h5i Idi,
itni samajh nA man mai di,
Baba Bakale jo un kehla,
so jivdd ke moyd beh rehyd.

Kesar Singh Chibber : Bansdrslindmd.rE Baba Gurditta t6fi g'ye svarg sidh6re.
baithd saldmat BabE Tegh Bahadur Ee.

ibln.
r e kisu vast kI ginat nd karioh

Jap maih likhio so ridai bicErio,
"thapia nE jie kiti ni hoe
6pe 5p niralljan soe.
Tegh Bahadur Gur hai s6co
kaun hatEe sakai teh kEco
kisi te thEpio jde nd soe,
5pe ap kare so hoe.

S{trai Prakd,sh, ftas ll, Afrsli- 2.to Ga{hie kinas bdk bilds
je Gur pragteh tumeh av6s
satsafigat dhan ketak deho
jananl ko sun man harkhind
das haz6r devan ko mdn6.

ibNil.
2rBaisdkh, 1721 B.S. vic en6h nii gadl ute baithi ke jehd5

guriSi di tilak arthat pallj paise, ik nalier, Gurri Hari
Krishen ji ne bhejyi sI oho Babe Budhe de padote ne age
rakh ke alhvefl Gpru dl,,larfofl mathd tekakar tilak kar
dita.

Gyan Singh: Towdrikh Gur{t, Khdlso, p 265.
Kavi Santokh Singh in his Surd,j Prakdsh says that it is
Dwarka Das who performed this ceremony. Ttris is not pos
sible as the ceremony could be performed only by the High
Priest Baba Gurditta, the scion of Bhai Buddha's family. The
geneology of Bhai Buddha's descendents who had-acted as
High Priests is as follows:

Bhai Buddha (1563-1688 B.S.)
Bhai Bhana (159&.1?1 B.S.)
Bhai Sarwan (1617-1708 B.S.)
Bhai Jhanda (1637-1718 B.S.)
Bhai Gurditta (1682-1?32 B.S.)

Bhai Guditta was about 39 years old at this time.
zzKhazan Singh: i'pot gauri hai, mere cukan ki nahl".

P or chidfi pdtghdlfi d,a.wiil.
23 tum darSan bin jagat mai agydn timar rehio ch6e,

bailh singh6san dy5l hoe sat sallgat:daras dikhde.-

2'Without giving any concrete historical evide..!ce, Kagam Singh
historian has argued that Labdnes Wefe Bevef ttaders or
Vanidras. They were only ggricultural labo-urirs. The
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scholars who have done detailed ethnic research on Indian
tribes, unanimously state that the Labdnds were traders and
the Punjab Labinds lived mainly at the village Tanda and
neighbouring villages. A number of Western sr.holars and
Sikh historical records quoted in footnotes beluw clearly
state the correct position and prove the arguments and con-
tentions of Karam Singh to be incorrect. Flom the negative
argument, that Makhan Shah was not a trader, faiam -S"if,

. draws, another conclusion, that Makhan Shah must have
been a masafid (bishop) who had brought the tithes of his
diocese. The masafids generally brought tithes to the Guru
either on Bsisakli do,y or on Diusali dog. When a new Guru
was installed, they waited for the robe of honour from the
Guru and then sent some gifts to the Guru's durbar. Had
Makhan Shah been a masafid of Gujrat he would have cer-
tainly waited till the dispute was settled. Sewa Das in his
Pa.rchiafi calls him both a Laband trader and mnsafid, which
may be possible.

2sJ. H. Hutton in his Tribes ond Castes of N.W.Izdio (1896)
defines Banidrd, as "a term applied to traders and cattle
herders, more or less nomadic. Also known as ,Vanjdrd,
or 'Lombadi', (p 276"). Associated like the Bhils with
Western India and with Rajputana and with central India
is the caste known as Banjara, or Lambadi or Labana; a
nomad caste of traders and cattle herdsmen with criminal
propensities. Their former occupatioqs consisted largely in
supplying grain for campaigning armies. Ttrey moved
about as many of them still do, using their oxen as pack
animals for transporting grain and living in camps. Their
wornen are noted for their good looks, domestic freedom and
remarkable head-dress. (p 21)

16W. Crooke in his book "?ribes and Castes of N. W. India
(VoI. I p 154) basing his account on many authorities gives
the following account of LabEnds (Banj6r6s) : ,'Banjdrds
acknowledge one God and look on Guru Nanak as the
Supreme Teacher. Persian origin of the word is rice
carrier, while the Hindi origin is Forest burner." Sir H. M.
Elliot divides the Banjards into flve tribes, three prominent
among them are : '(1) TurkyiE Banj6rd : mostly Muslims,
36 gotras near Muradabad and Bilaspur; (2) Baid BanjErE
'eleven gotras, mostly physicians and weavers of Pilibhit;
{3) The Lobd.ni. Banjdrds have eleven gotras. They state
that they are descendents of Gaur Brahmins and came in
Aurangzeb's time from Rintambur.

llThese men (LabEnds) are generally assosiated with
Banjeras. firey are the carriers and hawkers in the hills

, flrrd. are merely the Punjab .representatiyes of that class of
. Banj-ir6q who inhabit the plains.l' Ibbetson : Puniab
Ethnography p 297
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"The. Labdnds are also a peculiar people. Tlreir status
amongst the Sikhs is much the same as that of the Mahatmas.
They eorrespond to the BanjErds of Hindustan carriing an
extensive trade by means of large herds of laden'bu[ock.
Latterly they have taken to agriculture as an additional
means of livelihood and not as substitute for trade. Ttrey
are generally fine and substantially well built people. ttrey
also possess much_spiri!. Their strength and lpiiit of pro-
gress is considerable. This tribe (Labdn6s) of Binjaras take
their name,from their business of carrying salt (lavan).,,

Captain Mackenzie, quoted by W. Crooke in ?ribes
ond CostepN. W.Inclia, p l*4.

26 Their prin-ciple village is Tanda (which means, a large
ciravan of loaded bullocks).

rbid.
"Makhan Shah bilEh Jehlum, TEndd pifid dE vanjdri Sikh
si das hazEr bail te kai befle us de vap6r vic calde san.

Gyan Singh : Tawdr*h Guru Khdtsd, p 265.

ik Makhan Shah Labana dhe,
cit partit premi rah6
veh kare tajErat bhare jah6z.
tis pa{e'bhld gur pire kEj.

Mehmd Prdkdsh.
ayo ik Sikh bahu gund
Makhan Shah tas ko namd
dachan ke tandd ko ndyak
lach bail jeh cal6 sahdik
banaj bapEr bic brit l6ga.

Sukha Singh : Gurbilds pdtshdhi dasolrt, p ll.
27 Ain4-Akbari furnishes very interesting details about water

borne traffic in the Mughal period. We are told that there
was a separate Admirality department which had to perform
the following duties. (1) to see to the supply of ships and
boats for the purpose of navigation and to supervise the
building. (2) to see to the supply of men, efficient and
experienced mariners for the ships and boats. (B) to watch
the rivers and to regulate traf,Ec at ferries. For further
details see : Eodg lndian searnen bg R. P. Chando; The
Corrurmerce of India by Irving;" The Lonit of fiite rilserc by
David Ross; A hisWU of Indian Shipping and mariti,me
achvttg.

2E Some historians say the amount was one thousand dinars,
while the majority of them say the amount vowed was b00
dinars. Mehmd, Prdkdsh says it was only lfl) mohars. Ac-' cording to him he o{fers 5 mohars to each. That means to
22 pretenders he had to offer much more than he vowed.
So there is a contradiction. Gyan Singh and Gulab Singh
say that he had vowed 1000 dinars while all other historical
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records say he had vowed 500 dinars. Both are quite
probable.

All records are unanimous in saying that he got into
difficulty while engaged in water trade. His ship wis 

"b;;;to sink in a storm:
tis bharl ndv ik mal bafldar kr dai calae
jae pqr jal bhavar mo dag mag dub n6 jae
tab Makhan Shah Satguru citErd
tis badr praut i6t gur py5r5.

Meluna Prakdsh.2e so dar6an sahib ke Eyio
Ege Dihli yofi sun pdyo
tab tike man mai im dr
calo Bakale madh su dh6l.

Sukh Singh : Gurbilas patshahi 10, p 11.50 (i) gur ser mukh m6fig jo iijai,
ndtar jan kEhufi neh dehofl;
do do rajat bhet sabh karhofi
aur lajae sabhan ghar dharhofl

Gulab Singh : Shahtd"l, pdtshaht nautsifi,.(ii) Stam darsi gur jo hoe
mdfig lei go mukh. te soe.

Sukha Singh : Gurbilas patshahi 10, p 11.
All other historical records state the same fict. The
only differenee is that some say he offered two and
others say he oftered five gold coins.

pritham Dhir Mal ji ke gae,
Mehma Prakash

pritham Graflth Sahib dhig ae,
Dhir MaI ke hute jo pds,
kharo karae tah5fi ardds,
pafic asrafi de nij hath
ride arddheh satgur nath;
puneh Dhir Mal ke dhig ae
doe asrafi dhari bane,
Baith gayo dono kar jore.

Silrai prakash Rds lL, Ansu 5.
tab hi siropao bahu mole
dlnas an mevfle bole.

ibid,.
le puja khu6r sikh ko kInI
siropao pagdl tis dini.' Mehmd. Prakash.
Sri Hari Krishen bdk hoe sdca
mai prafitii sikhi mai kacd;

Silraj Prakdsh Rds ll, Aisu 7.rs yEfite khdn pan taj karkai,
mai baithon satgur simar kai
nij swaml ko darSan pdvofl

51
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nahi ta apne prdn nasevon.
ibid.

pun bElak bhakhe im bain
Baba Teghd hai ik ain
logan kaha maflji pat nahi
baitha afldar sanjh sabh6hi

Sukha Singh : Gurbild.s pqtshehi 10, p 12.

sdhibzddd hai kou aure
logain kehiS ahai ik gaurai
Tegh Bah6dur mast vicdrd.

Gyan Singh : Pafi,th Prakdsh.
tum ko ucit neh tin peh j5io
jeh subhd parmat mahEno
veheh tumeh kai mil hai n6hi
laghu ko6 mai parlo rahdhl,
gurta rlt nahi kich jdnai,
guru hon tau kahd pach6ne.

Sil,rai Prakosh Rds LL, Afisil.7.
b6lak pun logan yufl kahi
cal teh sadan dikhavot'r sahi
tavne {hdvar sarab cal g6e.

Sukh Singh : Gurbi.ld,s patshd,ht dast:l.ir,, p 12.

cahit dekhbe saflse hEnI,
le kar safig naran kI bhir,
calio parasbe Guru galhbhrlr'

Surai Prakdsh, Ras 11, Afr'su 7.

kiofr neh det su kyd man heri
sun gurvak pratlt su aI,
bhet su plran deI cadhai.

Gulab Singh: Shahidi Ptasafig
sau mohar ham dljai PYEre,
jo mansd dhar tum kdj savdre
gurbacan sunat Makhan magndfle.

Mehma Prakdsh
mohar paflc sau paflc jo manat hamErl deh.
jo kich ghani iu lor hai, hamri kar fir leh.

Sukha Singh : Gurbilds pdtshdsh'i 10, p 15'

satgur sfiraj dar6an jovd,
rid arbifld Prafulat hov6,
sddhan s6dhit sidh lai jaise'

dhar anafid ko baithio taise'
S7rai Prakdsh: Rds 11, Ahsil' 8.

(i) ca{ flce mafldir ter sunEYi
avo gursikho mai satgur ladhi
jdkl mehmd agam agddhd

Mehmd. Prakd.sh.

(ii) trce cad sikh karl Pukdri
payo hai gur sirjanhdrd
bhuli saflgat kahE ghire ho,

41

42
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ae guru ka dar6an le ho
mafljl greh greh bic lagdi
aise guru nd j6no bh6i
gur hai so jo ur ki. j6[ai
jan apnai ko sabh bhram bhdnai

Gulab Singh : Shahid.r, prasofig.
ca,{h flce nij mahal nIhaEnE
adhik bol eh bacan bakhdna
ladhE Guru safigat ji torl

Sukh Singh : Gurbild.s patshahi 10, p 16.43 meve anik prakEr pav6e,
nij dE6an te lle uthEe,
mohar paflc sai gin ke lin,jo gur ke hit safican kin,
pun uthvde pus6k navln,
Makhan Shdh mahE prabln,
subhatan bhlr safig lai callo
satgur caran prem mai dhalio.

S&rai Prakdsh Rds 71, Afi,sil, B.
44 Makhan dikh mukh Guru ucario

pragat karan te neh tu tario.
Sil,rai Prakdsh Rds 17, Afi,sil g.

Bakht Mal in his Tausarikh-i-Sdrhnfr gives the whole story as
follows:
"While he (Guru Harikrishen) lay dying, his disciples asked
him whom they should declare as his successor as he left
no one of his race. He said: "Take the Baba of Bakala.
Ba\ala is a village near the Bari Doab. His disciples who
had been set a riddle by the Guru about the successor began
to search him. The village o,f Bakala included many sonJ of
the race of the Guru. They began to ask each other; ,,I'he
Guru appointed the Baba as the successor. There ars many
Babas here. Whom shall we elect as our Guru. One of
them said: "I have vowed 500 mohars to the Guru. Whom-
ever among those descendents of the Guru would demand
this sum of me would be the person fitted to adorn the seat
of the Guru. AII agreeing a day was fixed. All the descen-
dents of the Guru were summoned and presents were offered
to them. When the turn of the man who had made the
vow came, Guru Tegh Bahadur who was present among
those receiving the offerings, caught hold of his hand and
demanded to know why after promising a larger amount
he was paying less. The disciples thereupon called all of them
together and told them he had discovered the man whom
they had been looking for. Here was the Baba of Bakala.
He paid Guru Tegh Bahadur the promised amount and with
the consent of all seated him on the seat of the Guru.

(Prof. S. R. Sharma's translation)
as He (Guru Tegh Bahadur) was however very independently
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inclined. Whatever his disciples brought him, he spent and
kept nothing for himself.

Bakht Mal: TwatTklt-i-Silclfifi,.
Diw6n Dargha Mal Brahmin Chibber,
so carni 5e lag6, taj man kibber
siropEe Diwani dd Tegh Bah6dur tisnii dite
tisd6 sarlr hai si vadd
usne kam vic dono bhatiie kha{e h-te
Sati Das, Mati Das eh dono Bhai
Guru de ghar di kam tehal eni sabh ulh5i
Dhargha Mal dE betd Dharam Challd rahil
so aha nikde, kam guru ka bhiri uth6yE nd jir,

Kesar Singh Chibter : BansoroErfrmfr
tab manji sabh hi chip gai
tej taran te jioll nis 8ai,
yoi pragte Gur Tegh Bahddur
jan apne ki ramr- cddar.

Gulab Singh: Sh,ohidi Prawfig.



CHAPT E R )OI

FORGIVING BLOOD-THM,STY CONSPIRATORS

THE eternal tragedy of fanatics and despots is that theyI continue to fear the persons, who are neither afraid of
anyone, nor ever think of striking fear in any one, even after
they have been disarmed and gagged. The very fact that the
adversary says nothing, and refuses to be involved in any battle
for power or position, makes his continued existence a source
of irritation.

As long as Guru Tegh Bahadur remained hidden from the
public eye, Dhir Mal had managed to acquire more importance
and following than other impostors. Now he felt that, but
for the mischievous trick played by the clever trader Makhan
Shah and his henchmen, he would have won over the majority
of the Sikhs, and in due course, successfully established hii
temporal and spiritual authority over the whole Sikh commu-
nity. He and his men reviled Makhan Shah as a thief, a
rascal, and blasphemer.r His savage outbursts against Makhan
Shah and Guru Tegh Bahadur became more and more scur-
rilous. Almost all the prominent disciples of Guru Tegh
Bahadur were such tolerant persons that Dhir Mal's hatred
could not poison their mind, nor could any baseness on the
part of Dhir Mal render them base. A distinguished calm
breathed in the durbar of Guru Tegh Bahadur.

The companions of Makhan Shah took care to inform all
new comers that Guru Tegh Bahadur had finally been declared
the ninth Guru of the Sikhs. The discerning adherents of
most of the impostors including Dhir Mal turned their back
on the pretenders and took refuge in the holy presence of
Guru Tegh Bahadur. One impostor after another started
leaving Bakala, fearing that the unmasking of their pretensions
mlght lead to a bitter reaction among their adherents, and
they might even lose what they had fraudulently collected.

Dhir Mal himself feared that his growing unpopularity at
Bakala might reduce even his earlier influence and popularity
which he had managed to gain during his stay at Kartarpur
during the last twenty years. While the sixth, seventh and
eighth Gurus stayed at Kiratpur, he was free to extend his
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influence in the Jullundur and Amritsar district. Now that
Guru Tegh Bahadur had been declared Guru in the heart of
this region, he felt his very survival was at stake. He had been
calling himself Guru within this region for the last twenty
years. Now he had suffered a terrible defeat in his bid to
become the acknowledged ninth Guru of the whole Sikh com-
munity. If Guru Tegh Bahadur extended his influence to
Kartarpur, the home town of his wife Mata Gujari, he might
completely be uprooted and eliminated.

Shihan, the master conspirator, and shameless rogue,
started pulling his wires skilfully to prepare Dhir Mal's mind
for an all out attack on Guru Tegh Bahadur to wrest guruship
from him by force. Where moral and spiritual influence had
failed, properly planned violence was bound to succeed, he
thought. What could not be attained through right could be
easily acquired through might. Unrestrained boldness, and
brutal decisions do, as a rule, in temporal matters, appear to
bring advantage.rather than disadvantage to the doers. This
was the way of the world. The sly and smooth tongue of
Shihan convinced the timid Dhir Mal that this was the only
way open to him.

Dhir Mal was so demoralised by his growing unpopularity
that, for a moment, he thought that any cudgel would do to
win the guruship. At first, however, he shrank from the idea
of stooping to violence against his uncle who was the embodi.
ment of renunciation, tolerance, irnd compassion. But
Shihan pointed out that the tenderness and paciflsm of Guru
Tegh Bahadur would make his victory easier and almost
certain. These were the virtues of Guru Tegh Bahadur which
had tempted him to plan an armed attack on him. "Our
campaign" remarked Shihan "is a campaign of annihilation.
Destroy the rival, and you are left as the sole authority."2

There can be no clarity in a mind clouded by hate. Dhir
Mal agreed to the simple plan of assassinating his uncle. The
conspiracy hatched by Shihan captured his imagination. After
the murder of Guru Tegh Bahadur he would be.the senior-
most Sodhi to claim and acquire the Guruship of the Sikh
community. Ram Rai was not in the field. He had already
kept out of the contest.

However simple and easy the plot appeared to be, both
Dhir Mal and Shihan realised that as long as Makhan Shah
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and warriors like Kirpal Chand (brother-inJaw of Guru Tegh
Bahadur), Bhai Jetha, and Bhai Dayala, were near the Guru,
they could not succeed in either ki[ing the Guru, or looting
his durbar. So the plot was to be well timed and skilfully
contrived and executed.

Makhan Shah and other prominent Sikhs of Guru Tegh
Bahadur's durbar noticed a marked change in the attitude of
Dhir Mal and his henchmen. They suddenly stopped fulmi-
nating from the pulpit. They stopped spouting threats and
hatred. A distinct change was noticed in their outward atti-
tude. Many of his men started coming to Guru Tegh Baha-
dur's durbar and they stayed there as devout visitors for a long
time every day. The sudden calm in Dhir Mal's camp, and
swift movements of his masands between Kartarpur and
Bakala gave everybody the impression that Dhir Mal might
leave Bakala in peace. No one in the least suspected that it
was the lull before a storm.

Within a week, Dhir Mal collected weapons including
matchlocks, spears, swords, bows and arrows. Shihan
engaged for him a band of ruffians, who pledged themselves
to do the evil work. On the fateful day, the conspirators
were ready and well equipped for the dastardly deed. Every-
one was however surprised to see that Dhir Mal had not made
the usual public appearance that morning.

Early in the morning, Dhfu Mal sent a number of spies, who
were asked to give him hourly report about everything that
was happening in the durbar of Guru Tegh Bahadur.s At
noon the spies reported that Makhan Shah and his men had
left the durbar for meals and siesta, and Guru Tegh Bahadur
was receiving the last batch of visitors. Most of the senior
ministers had also gone, and Guru Tegh Bahadur was left
only with a few personal attendants and members of the
household.a

The conspirators were waiting for this moment. They
were now gleefully poised for the assassination of Guru Tegh
Bahadur, and the destruction and pillage of his durbar. The
qualms of conscience once more shook the mind of the timid
Dhir Mal. Prudence or fear made him think of the adverse
consequences of his diabolic plot. He cautioned Shihan and
asked him not to go to such an extreme as might send him to
rack and ruin for ever.s Shihan brushed aside these nervous
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misgivings of his Master, saying: "The camp of Makhan Shah
is far away. Even before he gets the news we will finish our
job. There is no one else to help Guru Tegh Bahadur. I take
complete responsibility for the success and the consequences
of this campaign. If I win, the fruits of victory are yours.
If I lose, I will accept the chastisement. You can stay back
if you like. You can direct the operation from the rear if
you so choose to do."6

Things were now beyond Dhir Mal's control. With about
a hundred fully armed men, Shihan rushed out of the house
commanding all other men of his gang to follow him. Dhir
Mal followed them in the rear to watch and direct the opera-
tions, if possible. As the conspirators entered the open doors
of Guru Tegh Bahadur's durbar, every one was startled by
this bolt out of the blue.7 The raiders pounced upon every-
one they met. Some of the trained warriors like Kirpal Chand
(brother-in-law of Guru Tegh Bahadur), Bhai Jetha, and Bhai
Dayala put up a stout defence, with whatever stick or staff
they could get to hold off. When Guru Tegh Bahadur saw
Dhir Mal in the rear, he said sadly; "You, Dhir Mal, my
nephew doing all this ? God bless your soul ! You, son of
my noble brother Baba Gurditta doing this ? God bless your
soul ! "8

The next moment Shihan aimed a bullet at Guru Tegh
Bahadur and fired point-blank. The bullet scratched the
surface of his shoulder without iausing any serious wound.e
Guru Tegh Bahadur stood calm and composed as if nothing
had happened and as if he were unhurt. Diwan Dargha Mal,
Bhai Mati Das and Bhai Dayal Das and Kirpal Chand gave

complete physical covering to the person of Guru Tegh Baha'
dur, fiercely hitting any one that came near them. Before
Shihan could load another bullet, Kirpal attacked him, and
wrenched the matchlock Qufang) from Shihan's hand, and
hit him so hard that he went staggering on the ground. Fear'
ing that Makhan Shah's men might soon arrive, Dhir Mal
ordered his men to run back with the loot and plunder'
Everything they saw, and everything they could get hold of,
was ransacked and pillaged. The marauders carried away
everything they could get hold of.

Kirpal Chand and Bhai Jetha asked all men to get their
arms and be prepared to punish the bandits and redeem the
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stolen goods. A messenger was immediately sent to Makhan
Shah and other prominent disciples who had left for midday
meals and siesta. While Guru Tegh Bahadur was urging
everyone not to be upset by the material losses, Holy Mother
Nanaki saw some blood on her son's shoulder. "Alas, alas"
she cried, "you have been wounded by the bullet, my son, an6
you are sitting here, as if nothing has happened."lo Everyone
was seriously upset and dismayed at the sight of the wound,
but said Guru Tegh Bahadur calmly : "God has mercifully
protected me from the assassin's bullet. It is only a scratch.
I will take care of it. Attend to the injured and wounded
disciples first." The sorrow and distress of the warrior Sikhs
like Kirpal, Jetha, Mati Das. Sati Das, and Mani Ram changed
to stormy indignation, and they made up their mind not to
rest till they had punished Dhir Mal and his masands.

Guru Tegh Bahadur was taken inside after the slight wound
had been bandaged. Diwan Dargha Mal, Baba Gurditta,
Bhai Dayala attended to the wounded and injured disciples.
"Forgive and forget, my children"-said Guru Tegh Bahadur.
They coveted the wealth of the durbar and now that they have
looted it, they may rest in peace. With uncontrolled feelings
Bhai Jetha said: "Gurudev, they came to annihilate us by
assassinating thee. They came to destroy us completely by
showing their superior strength and power. We will not let
go these assassins and bandits unpunished. If only two or
three of us had our weapons with us, we would have trounced
and castigated them here and now."

Soon Makhan Shah arrived with his men. Everyone was
armed to the teeth. Makhan Shah was shocked at the
damage the marauders had done to the durbar, and the injuries
suffered by the Sikhs. When he learnt about the bullet wound
sufiered by Guru Tegh Bahadur from the assassin Shihan's
bullet, Makhan Shah's blood boiled with justified wrath. In
a sweep, all marched towards Dhir Mal's house.

Dhir Mal's spies had already informed him that he was
about to be attacked. There was not sufficient time to pack
up, load the horses and escape to Kartarpur. So he boltcd
the doors from insido and Shihan took the reiponsibility to
defend the house. The next moment Kirpal and Makhan
Shah were at the door, loudly asking Dhir Mal to surrendcr
all stolen property immediately, or be prepared for dire conse'
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quences. Shihan, the evil genius of Dhir Mal's gang hurled
abuses at them, and threatened to exterminate them if they
dared to enter their house, which he felt had now become im-
pregnable. The next moment Makhan Shah and Kirpal
ordered their men to storm Dhir Mal's housell, and punish
every one who resisted but to avoid killing anyone. After a
tough scufle, everyone of Dhir Mal's masands and hired ban-
dits was arrested and dragged to the presence of Guru Tegh
Bahadur: Dhir Mal and Shihan were handcuffed and brought
to the presence of the Guru. Addressing Dhir Mal, Makhan
Shah said, "f have spared.your life just because you are
Guru Tegh Bahadur's nephew. Otherwise I would not have
hesitated to dcstroy a cowardly killer like you."

Dhir Mal and his masands knew that Guru Tegh Bahadur
was extremely tender hearted, compassionate, and forgiving.
So they were down on their knees begging the Guru to pardon
their oftences. Deeply moved by their tears of repentance,
Guru Tegh Bahadur not only ordered their immediate release,

but even resented the treatmeflt accorded to them. When
they were gone, he told Makhan Shah and Kirpal Chand that
it was not proper for them to stoop to the very type of battle
for wealth, power, and superiority, to which Dhir Mal and
his masands had abandoned themselves, in utter ignorance
and madness. Has not Sheikh Farid said :12

Return good for every vrrong you suffer,
In your mind no wrath entertain;
Free from agony will be your vesture
All blessins" ot 

"t"fluqxnT'ir,tu'i'' r,o*" rr.
Explaining his action Makhan Shah said: "Gurudeva, if

we allowed ourselves to be robbed and plundered the way
Dhir Mal and his masands have done, we might be completely
annihilated. When evil mongers go so far, they have to be
punished. We had to take our things back. We will never
allow ourselves to be plundered and attacked like that. How
could we tolerate their dastardly attempt to murder thce,
Master ? Imagine our sorrow and plight, if they had suc-
ceeded in killing thee."

Then all the things reclaimed and acquired from Dhir
Mal's house were brought into the presence of Guru Tegh
Bahadur. The Guru easily noticed that there were a number
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of things which had not been seen by him in his durbar.
"Stop," he said, "to whom do those things belong? Bhai
Dayala must have a record of all the offerings. Tell me who
brought those offerings ? I doubt if they belong to our
durbar."

"These are the things which should have come to our
durbar Gurudeva," explained Makhan Shah "but the lies of
Dhir Mal and the evil tongue of his masands misguided
innocent disciples, and they offered them to Dhir Mal. We
brought them because they belong to the true successor of
Guru Hari Krishen." Refusing to accept Makhan Shah's
arguments, Guru Tegh Bahadur firmly said : "No Makhan
Shah, I am not going to accept any such logic, or reasoning
inspired by greed and lust for wealth. Why should a Sikh of
your position and eminence try to rationalise a theft ? This
is stolerr property. You should not even have brought by
force what Dhir Mal took by force from here. A11 these

things should be immediately returned to Dhir Mal. This is
not my wealth. I do not rely on such wealth."ts When
Holy Mother Nanaki pleaded that what belonged to his
durbar should be retained, Guru Tegh Bahadur burst into
the following song :

O Mother, I have acquired the wealth of His Name,r.
My mind no more suffers in passion's flame;
It has found peace and self-restraint;
All desires of the senses have ebbed away,
The light of pure Wisdom is my mainstay.
From lust and greed, the mind is detached,
To the love of God it is deeply attached.
When the precious pearl of divine Name, I availed,
All darkness and delusion of the past is unveiled;
lhe flames of desire are in the mind no more,
Peace and happiness reside in my soul.
He who is blessed by the merciful Lord,
Sings the songs of glory of God.
Sayeth Nanak, this is the precious wealth I cherish,
Only few enlightened seers aspire after it.

Guru Tegh Bahadur : Rag Basafi,t, p 1168.

Everyone was silent. One by one all the thin$ belonging
to Dhir Mal were returned, The essential property of the
durbar and the special ofierings of the Sangat were retained.
Determined to prevent any such occumence in fufure Makhan
Shah flrmly told Dhfu Mal that he must leave Bakala as sootr
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as possible, in his own interest. Dhir Mal then reprimanded
Shihan for misguiding him and pushing him into the pit of
utter humiliation and destruction. The next day he left for
Kartarpur.ls

But the next morning even Guru Tegh Bahadur was not
to be found at home. Every one was stunned by his sudden
and mysterious disappearance. Some of the prominent
Sikhs felt that they had made a great mistake by attacking
Dhir Mal, without the permission and knowledge of Guru
Tegh Bahadur. Mata Gujari, the Guru's wife, knew that he
had gone into elected silence once more, and it might take
time to persuade him to forgive all transgressors who had
hurt him. A day earlier Guru Tegh Bahadur had promised
Baba Dwarka Das and Bhai Garhia that he would pay a
visit to his ancestral place, Goindwal, and his birth place,
Amritsar, the overall management of which had gone into
the hands of Harji Mina, the descendant of Prithi Mal. Bhai
Garhia was of the opinion that Guru Tegh Bahadur's presence
there would restore it to the Sikh Sangols. But now Guru
Tegh Bahadur was not to be found. Parties were sent to the
forests, where he generally went for hunting. Prominent
Sikhs of the neighbouring villages were asked if they had met
or seen the Guru anywhere. Everyone knew about the sud-
den disappearance of the Guru, and everyone was searching
for him.

Four days passed without any knowledge about the
whereabouts of Guru Tegh Bahadur. Mata Gujari refused
to take even a morsel of food, till her Lord, who she felt was
sitting somewhere in meditation, without any food or drink,
came back home. On the fifth morning, as a farmer was

driving his cattle into a thick grassy grove, his cattle stopped
short and would not enter it. Something startled the cattle
and they ran away. Curious to know what it was he went
inside and found Guru Tegh Bahadur sitting in samadhi.
Mad with joy at the discovery, he ran out to the village
Bakala, and gave the news to all, that he had found the Guru
in the grassy grove.rs

For five days Guru Tegh Bahadur had been sitting there
in silent meditation, without having taken any food or water.tT
Holy Mother Nanaki, Mata Gujari, Bhai Gurditta, and Diwan
Dargha Mal took some food, water, and fruit and hurried to
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thc place. They were followed by Makhan Shah and other
disciples. Bhai Gurditta was the first to approach Guru
Tegh Bahadur barefoot, and after prostrating himself in
humble salutation he said : "My holy ancestor, Baba Bud-
dha dared to intrude upon the elected silence of Guru Angad,
and Guru Amar Das. With the permission of the Sangat,
which has spent five days in utter bewilderment, and agony
of separation from thy divine presence, I take the liberty to
intrude upon thy chosen solitude. Forgive my transgression.
Forgive us all if we have disobeyed thee, or annoyed thee.
Inscrutable are thy ways, O Lord. Teach us to live in thy
Spirit, give us light to be guideC by thy wisdom. Come
home, Master, thy disciples are in deep agony. They are like
fish out of water without thy presence and benediction."

The whole atmosphere was lit with the joy of the redis-
covery of Guru Tegh Bahadur. All opposition or even
possibilities of opposition had vanished. His presence was
a continuous inspiration. Now the stream of his inspiration
surged in all directions like a calm shoreless expanding sea.

NO(IES AND REFER,ENCES

Makhan sikh badesr hoe,
is mehma ko lakhe na soe;
nij mat te kar Guru bandva
kim teh hon deh ham d6v5.

Suraj Prakash Ras 11 Aflsu 11.
jeh bal te kdraj sar jae,
tahd kare neh der lagAi,
bal aur budh dono tum mdhi,
des kdl lakh hoe ut6ahi.

ibid.
nit ki kalh6 deh mitae,
bahur nd bai.the do pujEe;
ik mar gae sarb bhal pdvairi,
pun saigat tumre dhig avairi.

ibiit.
rAkho tahdfi jastrs lagde,'
jab Makhan teh te uth jie,
tat chin jah tahdi bhat s6re
leh acdnak dhan vath bhEre.

ibiit.
dust masafld hakdr kar drlr brit citvio pEp
gur dhig l6e jasis ko sthit tydr hoe 6p.

ibid Ros Ll Afisil. 12
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a sane sane pun safrgat s5ri
le le khu6i sartrp nihEri,j5t bhae nij deran m5h,
satgur stiit badan te prEh.

s maran mantar i3l1, ,T':#' 
ArLsil t3'

mujh ko nlko lageh na kehi,
pitE bhr6t hamro so Ehai,
Tegh Bahddur akhy5e kahai,
dosh nahi kich tis ne klni
mast subhd bihdr bahin6
bho masaf,d tis hatne ker5
neh ut65h hot hai merE.

ibiil : Bds 11, Afi,stt" tt.6 sun masafid Shr-han ris karke,
Dhir Mal siofr kehat ucErkq
Guru ban6van jo is k5l
halh masafidan ke su bisdl.
jisko gadi deh bafhde,
sikhan te tis leh pujde.

tbid,: ftds 11, Afi,su 12.
tum niscifit bai{h rauh dere,
sakal bh5r eh hai sir mere,
kiraj sudhre tau hoe teri,
bigrai ham marhairi tis berd.

ibid: Rds 11, Afi,stt 13.
7 satgur ke ghar pahufice j6e,

ekai bir pare ari rEe
ketik hute ju mdnas p5s
'kyd hai, ky6 hai,' kareh avds,
mEr mdr kar dn pare hairi.
aucak paur majh6r bare hairi.
hatho hathi geh linas kei
raur macio dono dis tei.

ibid, : Rds 11, Afrsu L3.
I bhale Dhir Mal bhale ji, bhale Dhi Mal dhlr,

bahut bdr bole badan, sri prabhrl guni gahlr.
ibid,: Rds 11, Afisil 12.

e The author of Sil,raj Prakdsh says that the bullet caused
injury to the head. Gyan Singh in his Taud.rikh Guru.
Khnlsa says that the bullet did not cause any injury to the
Guru but killed a disciple of Guru Tegh Bahadur who was
standing behind him. Other historical records say the bullet
caused some injury to the shoulder, around which story there
Iater developed a legend that this injury was caused by Guru
Tegh Bahadur's attempt to save Makhan Shah's ship from
sinking. I'his legend was probably invented by those who
wished to divert the blame of causing injury from Dhir Mal
and his masafids to some supernatural cause. It appears that
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the bullet caused siight injury to the shouider. After a week
Guruji left for Amritsar. A day after the attack Guru Tegh
Bahadur went into hiding. All these incidents show that
either the Guru did not suffer any injury or it was very
slight.10 jekar moh putar ke bhEl,

gulkd lSgat marat tatkal,
tab ko hovat hdl tumdro
klo kukaram mahd hatydro.
itedik keh bdran bdri,
Mdt NanakI dukhit pukIrl

Surai Prdleash, Ras LL, Afi,sil" !3.
SrI gur kehio, Mdt dhlr dhlr,
dekh anucit naru- kar plr,
jabrl karat garab dhar joe,
tin par har prabh krudhit hoe.

rbid: Rds 11, Afrs1/, 14.
11 sagal ko cit guru yofl phir5i,

kari ardds tin laro Mal DhIr sofi
karl vadhrk in suno bhdl;
safit anaird val priran purakh hain
kariofl in jor nij hik dikhai
ais bicdr kai ca{hr sabh safigatan
llo teh loot te fateh p6i.

Sukha Singh: Gurbild.s patshahi, 10 p 1?
ik ik ko das das nar dhde,
geh geh sabh ke Sastar chin6e
h6th jor sabh nai hoe din,
im katur kar kar taj din
antar jde pravess sdre,
badan praspar karat nih6re.
tajr surtd dare bisEld
neh kich hoe sakio teh kdl5.
sabh ke sa6tar chin kar l-rn;
ek thdn bafidhEvdn kln
pune vast sagrl su sambhdii
satgur ke ghar kI jo nihdrl
bahuro darab sarab kadhvdyo
tinhfl ke nar sir ucvdio
pun tin dere kI vath sdri
bairdh bhar kar sakal sarhbhdri.

Sil.rai Prakdsh REs 11 Aflsu 16

l2According to Sil,raj Prd.kdsh, the Sikh Saflgats attacked Dhir
Mal before he left for Kartarpur. According to Gyan Singh
he had already left for Kartarpur and was over taken by a

hot chase: "ep Dhir Mai ne Guru Sahlb par bandiik sar
klti, jo pds baiihe ik Sikh nii mdr gai, bEkI de pafrj sat ddmi
jo Guru jI pds se oh bhi nalh gae; te sabh samdn pujd adik
Guru ghar dd lut ke Dhir Mai Kartarpur nii lai gayd;
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eh beadbi sun ke Sikhan tofl sahl nE gai; jadpi Guriiji rok
!!i r{g prafittr sabh saigat nii ndl lai t<e,'wtakhan Stratr-ne
Dhir Mal ute hamld kar ditd, te raste vic hi j6 gheria. dohill
tarfdfi toli chokhi UL goli cal pai, sat attr- mtre gae, kai
zakhmi hoe ; akhar Dhir Mal nath turyE, te sabti s6m6ngrafith sdhib samet Sikh lut lyEe. Guru 

-SaniU 
Uanut naia-

dil se; ond ne eh khydl karke: bure dd bhald kar gusi man
na handde; usdd grafith usdd rozgdr samajh ke os nU bheiia.

Gyan Singh : Tausarikh Gurfi, Khdlsd, p ZOiZeO.
bolke ke sangti Sikh Sardar kau

. krip5 ke siidhu tab yon ucdri
kari tum jald yeh kavan ke hukam so;
nahi muh kahl lutoh sudhdrl-
Sikh pun sihibzEde jau m5rat ko cadat
kalalik eh sls bhari.

Sukha Singh : Gu.rbitds rr,tshdhi LO.13 kaha pun bhae io lai gaeo ca,{at,
veh neh kich ciflt ham ko surdi;
darb ke k5j kachu Guru Mahar5j nEi
nahl eh baith dukdn p5i.

ibid p 17
Guru Tegh Bahadur said: Forgiveness is the greatest
charity. It is the greatest tapasgd (austerity) and the
path of union with God. So forgive Dhir Mat and forgive
everyone else:
karni chim6 maha tap jdn,
chimi kEran hI daibo d6n
chimd sakal Urath i6nin,
chimd karat nar kI kaldydn.

Sil,rai Prdkdsh : Rds 11, Afist 18.
fero vastu jitak tin keri,
nij dhdn ko bhl dlje ferl.

ibid.: Rds 11, Afisr7 19.

f 'Bhai Vir Singh thinks that this Sabad, (hymn) was sung at
this moment. Quoted in footnote to SrTroj Prdlcdsh : Rds 11,
AfLStL 17.

gram Bakdle ke bikhe hoi jabeh parbhdt
Dhir Mal ko sivar pikh paryo chfrch, ga gdt
sabhin pokhio uth so geo
neh reh saklo khot jin kio
nij prinam mai sanse jSnE
jis ne krfrr karam it thin6.

SuraX Prdkash : Rds Ll, AfLsfr 2L.

ketak divas jabai bit gae,
tab satgur yeh karat subhde
greh te nikse bapu ju chupEl,
khoi bic luke prabha jdi
pallc divas khoi mai rahe
gun prabh ke kich jdt na kahe

t5

l6
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ayo pasii ik khetvdr ko
khoi karne ahEr ko.

Gulab Singh: Shahid,i Piltshd.hi Nauaifi^
t7 uth kar khetvdr tab Eyo

at C*a bapu darSan Dayo '"1

khetvir tab ic pukdrE
liuo khoi mai lukai mur6rE
pafi.e divas pras6d na p6ni
tum bin bite kalba samEni

, sog bheo hamre ur bhdri'
nyt jEnE keh gae:nur5ri.



CHAPTER XM

THE PRIMTS ANID THE WOMEN OF AMRITSAR

6 N November 22, 1664 A.D. Guru Tegh Bahadur left for
\-, his bfuth place, Amritsar,l in response to the invitation
of Dwarka Das and Bhai Garhia. Guru Tegh Bahadur rode a
horse, Holy Mother Nanaki and Mata Gujari were seated in a
chariot (ruh). Makhan Shah's convoy carried provisions.
Prominent disciples remained close to Guru Tegh Bahadur
on horseback. Most of the people followed them on foot.
The news about the Guru's visit to Amritsar had already
spread in the whole of. Majha. People from neighbouring
villages waited on the highway for a glimpse and benedictions
of the Guru.

Guru Tegh Bahadur had a deep affection for the simple
village folks. Their simplicity, unsophisticated manners, pure
devotion, and innocent approach to religion, impressed him
very much. Wherever he saw a group of villagers he got
down from the horse, and moved freely among them, talking
in parables and maxims to all who approached him for grace
and blessings. They found solace, peace, and exaltation in
his words. Many of them followed him to Amritsar, as it
was not far away.

It was just past noon when they reached the holy city.
They went straight to the Harimandir (Golden temple) to pay
homage to the sacred place. But as soon as they reached
the precincts of the historic temple, they found the doors of
the entrance closed to them. The Kirtan (chanting of the
sacred hymns) which was supposed to go on all day, suddenly
stopped. The priests who were expected to be on duty
hid themselves within the temple. Guru Tegh Bahadur was
shocked to find the doors of the temple closed. This was the
temple built by his grandfather, the daily services of which
were set and regularised by his father. This was the city
where he was born, and this was the temple where he was
initiated, and where he learnt the most precious lessons of his
life from his beloved father, and his great teachers, Bhai
Buddha, and Bhai Gurdas, the first and second High Priests
of the Harimandir (Golden temple). Now the priests had
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closed the doors of the temple even to him. To prevent his
entry they had even stopped the regular services and prayers.2

The absence of the sixth, seventh, and eighth Gurus from
this region of the Punjab had given an opportunity to the selfish
anC greedy masands of Amritsar to shift their loyalty to Prithi
Mal's descendants. They acknowledged Guru Arjun as the
fifth Guru after his martyrdom, but they dubbed Prithi Mal
as the sixth Guru, and Meharban his son became the seventh
Guru. After the death of Meharban on January 18, 1640
A.D., his son Harji Mina was installed as the eighth Guru.3

The Minas had installed their own copy of Granth, in
which not only had they corrupted the compositions of earlier
Gurus but also included their own. The daily prayers were
recited as in the earlier period. The changes made were'so
subtle that the common visitor could not easily discern the
difference.a So, while the priests believed that their eighth
Guru, Harj\ Mina, was living in Amritsar, ever since he had
been installed guru by his father, Meharban, just before his
death, they were surprised to learn that the ninth Guru of the
Sikhs had arrived in the person of Guru Tegh Bahadur.

The whole of Amritsar was now under the control of
Hafii Mina. He had even occupied the house in which Guru
Hargobind lived, and in which Guru Tegh Bahadur was born.
Harji Mina avoided meeting Guru Tegh Bahadur, and it was
most probably under his instructions, the priests who were
appointed by him, and paid by him, closed the doors of the
temple to Guru Tegh Bahadur's entry. These people knew
that Dhir Mal had been ousted from Bakala in his bid
to become the successor of Guru Hari Krishen. Harji Mina
himself had tried to be one of the claimants to succession,
but had quietly withdrawn when the people acknowledged
Guru Tegh Bahadur as the true successor. Now the Minas
feared that once Guru Tegh Bahadur and his disciples entered
the Golden temple they would never leave it. They might
drive out the priests of the Mina gurus just as they had
driven out Dhir Mal from Bakala.

Guru Tegh Bahadur waited for a few hours under a tree
close to the Akal Takhat, only a hundred yards away from
the main entrance to the Golden temple. The place iq now
called Tham Sahib: the Pillar of Patience.5
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- Extremely annoyed at the behaviour of the mnsands,
Makhan Shah said to the Guru: "Master, here is a temple
built by your grandfather, as a universal shrine open to all.
These wicked priests do not even allow the grandson of ttre
founder Guru to enter the temple. How dare they do that?
I will not let them treat us like this. Permit mi Master, to
compel them to open the doors. They must be taught a
lesson otherwise they will continue to corrupt and corrodo
into the body and soul of the Sikh Church."?
. "No, Makhan Shah," said Guru Tegh Bahadur calmly,
i'wg wilt never use force. Wherever the light of Guru Nanak
shines, that place becomes a sanctified temple of God. These
ignorant priests think that they are the virtual owners of the
Harimandir. By closing the doors and stopping the Kirtan,
'they have sinned against the highest ideals of Sikh faith.
They have not insulted me, but they have insulted Guru
Nanak; they have insulted the Sangat; they have insulted
the very founder of this gleat temple: Now they consider
themselves to be the sole privileged dwellers of Amritsar:
"the Lake of Immortality". Actually they live and burn iu
the flames of greed and lust for wealth. In these flames they
will be scorched and extinguished.s These masands werc
appointed as missionaries of Sikh faith. They have become
the priests of evil spirits. They have become the agents of
the false prophets. Their days are numbered. Their mis-
deeds will bring their fall.e I would rather live in a poor
man's hut than compromise with these selfish and greedy
people, utterly devoid of humanity, culture, and the spirit of
Sikhism. A day. will come when they will reap what they
are sowing now. No Sikh will allow them to enter the doors
of his house."ro

Just then, a peasant woman, named Hariyanlr of a nearby
village Walla, stepped forwatd and begged the Guru to spend
the night in her humble dwelling. She offered to place all
she had at the disposal of the Guru and the congregation.
Guru Tegh Bahadur was delighted with the sincerity of Mata
Hariyan's offer. He at once agreed to spend the night at
Walla,tz as her guest. A few hours before sunset Guru Tegh
Bahadur left for Walla.
' - Makhan Shah knew that as soon as the Guru left, the wily
priests would open the temple doors, and come out of their
hide outs. So he stayed back to meet them and bring home
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to them the seriousness of their shameful misconduct. Word
went round the whole city that Guru Tegh Bahadur had
dubbed the Amritsar people as dwellers in scorching flames
of greed and lust for wealth, in which they would continue
to burn till they were consumed. Harji Mina had been exer-
cising religious authority in Amritsar for the last many years
and the masands were completely under his control. Tho
menfolk of the city stood speechless when Guru Tegh Baha-
dur was not permitted to enter the temple. They feared that
they might lose the favours of Harji Mina and the priests may
refuse to perform formal prayers for them. So out of sheer
cowardice, they did not protest against the high handed
treatment of the priests.

Thanks to the social philosophy of Guru Nanak, which
from its very inception had given complete freedom of
thought and action to women in every sphere of social and
religious life. Even in the dark period of Indian history,
when the veil, and their inferior position in other sections of
society, prevented women from expressing their views and
fighting for righteous causes, Sikh women never hesitated
from taking up cudgels against the follies of men, and correit-
ing their blunders. At home, and in soci6ty, in the city, or
the temples, they freely and frankly asserted their views, and
did not rest till their battle for noble causes was won.

Many women knew Guru Tegh Bahadur from tho days
of his early stay at Amritsai. They had deep reverence and
love for him and his elder brother Baba Atal. The memory
of their glorious and impressive childhood was still fresh in the
minds of many devout women of Amritsar. They were
shocked to learn that Guru Tegh Bahadur had been treated
in this shameful way by the wicked priests in the city that
was proud of being his birthplace. They went en masse'to
the Hari Mandir (Golden temple) and forced the priests to
open the doors. Unfortunately the Guru had Ieft for flie
village Walla by then.

Malfian Shah now found an opportunity to enter the
temple and pay his homage to the sacred shrine. He thdn
denounced and admonished the priests in the presence of the
women who had cpme there to question them. When the
priests came to know that the man addressing them was
Makhan Shah who had severely punished Dhir Mal, they
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became cautious not to annoy or contradict him.r3 Trembl-
ing in fear of being driven out they started making all sorts
of excuses. The first excuse they cooked up was that as Guru
Tegh Bahadur's father, Guru Hargobind, had fought against
the Mughals they feared that if they allowed Guru Tegh
Bahadur who was equally revolutionary, and had fought in
the battle of Kartarpur, the rulers might get annoyed and
they might attack them a$ain ; for this they were not prepared.
The second excuse was that there was still some confusion
about the true successor of Guru Hari Krishen. Up to the
time, the whole community acknowledged one true successor
it was impolitic for them to accept Guru Tegh Bahadur as
the legitimate sucaessor. Very few masands had so far
acknowledged Guru Tegh Bahadur as the ninth Guru of the
Sikhs. So they had no other alternative except to close the
doors of the temple and prevent the battle of succession being
fought in Amritsar."r'

Makhan Shah reproached them for their wicked beha-
viour, and took them to task for finding lame excuses. He
then explained how he had tested all the impostors, anC how
Guru Tegh Bahadur had been acknowledged as the rightful
successor to Guru Hari Krishen, and how the articles of Spiri-
tual Regalia had been bestowed on him by the official High
Priest Bhai Gurditta. He further told them that if they did
not mend their ways they would have to repent bitterly all
their lives. "f would have taught you a lesson here and now",
he added, "but my hands are tied by the ever compassionate
and forgiving Guru Tegh Bahadur. He has ordered me to
be tolerant towards even notorious people like you."'s

The women of Amritsar were gravely upset at the foolish
behaviour of the priests. They trounced ths priests and
derided them for their outrageous insult of such a great
personality as Guru Tegh Bahadur. Determined to atone
for the folly of the priests, and the cowardice of the menfolk
of Amritsar, they collected food and gifts for the whole
congtegation of the Guru and went singing songs seeking
forgiveness and blessings, to the village Walla. With tears in
their eyes they begged the Guru to forgive the transgressions
of the people of Amritsar for timidly permitting the priests
to insult the Guru and the Sangat. Highly pleased at the
moral courage and sincere devotion of the women of Amritsar,
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Guru Tegh Bahadur said: "Ever blessed by God be tho
women of Amritsar."r6

The next day Guru Tegh Bahadur thanked Mata Ilariyani
for her hospitality and came to Amritsar, where the priests

tendered a formal apology. After paying homage to the
sacred shrine Guru Tegh Bahadur went to Goindwal, his
ancestral home, to fulfil his promise to Baba Dwarka Das.
On the way he stopped at Khadur to meet the grandson of
Datu. At Amritsar Guru Tegh Bahadur's sister Bibi Viro had
joined him, along with her five brave sons: Sango Shah, Gulab
Chand, Jit Mal, Ganga Ram, Mahri Chand, and her husband
Sadhu Ram. As the Guru did not have time to go to their
village Malla, they agreed, on the request of Holy Mother
Nanaki, to accompany the Guru first to Bakala and thence
to Kiratpur.

Guru Tegh Bahadur and his entourage trekked their way
to Bakala, stopping for an hour or so in villages where large
crowds waited to see the Guru on his return journey. There
was great rejoicing at Bakala when the Guru returned. Fress-
ing invitations had now come from Mata Sulakhni, mother of
Guru Hari Krishen, and Baba Dip Chand, son of Suraj Mal.
Kiratpur had been the Vatican city of the Sikh faith for over
thirty eight years. It was now essential that Guru Tegh
Bahadur should visit the place and take over all the personnel

and things belonging to the Guru's durbar such as the army,
horses, and articles of historical interest belonging to the
earlier Gurus, which only the true successor was entitled to
keep. The Guru's Diwan announced that on the third day
Guru Tegh Bahadur and the officials of his durbar would be
leaving for Kiratpur.

NOTES IIND BEFEBENCES.

'Guru Hargobind ji de b6d ndvefi pEts6h Guru Tegh Bahddur
Ji maghar sudi prlranmdSi sarhbat l?21 B.S. (22 November,
1664 A.D.) nii pariv6r samet Sri Amritsar de dar6anE nfr 6e.
agoll Sodhi Harji de karilldidt ne Durbar Sahib de darvdie
bafid kar lae.

ShohTd biUis : Sewa Singh Ed : Garja Singh, p 29.

Magh sambat 1721 B.S. nti Sri Amritsar ji de didir nii ie;
Jehde masaid Darbir Harimafidir vic puiEri san ondh ne

it
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' eh khydl karke jo cithe malik nd ban baifhan, dar3anl darvaje
nr1 jandd le dite.

Gyan Singh: Tanarikh Guru Khdlsa p 266z Sri Harimandlr carofl dv6r
kare asalijat sabhan kivdr,
huto darSani paur baderd
de kap6t taro pun bher5,
SrI Gur Tegh Bah6dur Swami

. lakh masafid bidh afltarjdmi;
bhin bhin hoe chape sthdn
neh 5e karbe sanmdn
Sri Gur mafidir ke darvaje

.' bher gae neh b6jat b5je,
Sabad Krlrtan suniat ndhi. kinas kahdi maha lab mdhi.

3 Sodhr Meharban "*H";i#H1"*i:'"1'd,fit6r";r apne
putar Harji nO gaddl de ke parlok gaman kar gae, te inhEll
dd takilban'sEr6 samd Sri Amritsar vic batit hoyd. Harji di
mritu 20 VaisEkh vadi 11 sambat 1753 B.S. (17 April 1696

. A.D.) ntr hoi.

tPrtthi, Chand Guraansarsli and the'writings of Harji Mina
'and Meharban clearly indicate that they had a complete
control over the Hari Mandir and the people of Arnritsar.
Even the author of. Dabiston-i-Mazahr,b first came into con-
tact with Meharban before he met Guru Hargobind and
Guru Hari Rai. Dabistanis account of the early life of Guru
Ndnak is entirely based on the Meharban's version which
makes Guru Ndnak an avatar of Janak, a theory which was
condemned by Guru Arjan and Bhai Gurdas.s Hargobind gur ke eh nafidan,

ddva rEkhat flpar masafidan;
in so milan na ab ban de,
nahl kathor kahe bac j5e.

Sil,rai Prakqsh : rRds ll, Aftsil, 21.
6 Jehfla hun Guru Tegh Bahadur jI dd tha{d ma6ahtr hai
ethe berl de brich heth do pehar tak bailh rahe, Ekhar
amritsarie afldar sa,flie srdp de kar rdt Walle pifrd 3 kos par
ja rahe.

Gyan Singh : Tand.rilch Grnu Khdlso, p 266.

The seat of the Master and the disciples, as we said had
shifted to Kiratpur, and Amritsar was already in the hands
of impostors, and priests who were interested only in the
money to be got by priestcraft at Hari Mandir. When the
Guru had gone towards the hills, the disciples also departed

^ 
thither and only the priests remained behind. Since the time
of Guru Arjan there had sprung a kind of civie administra-
tion which collected the offerings of the people at large for
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' the upkeep of the Sikh cities, temples and tanks. Often the

administration got into the hands of the people other than
the disciples, though everyone was eager to call himself a
Sikh in those halcyon days.

For some time the administration worked well but later
the surrounding enemies of the House of the Masters came
in and eulisted as znosofids and collectors of offerings and
made the whole administration inimical to the disciples.
They affiicted the two disciples in many ways and the disciples
endured without a sigh or murmur all that came from Masands
in the name of their Beloved.

The signs of tyranny became visible when Tegh Bahadur
paid a visit to Hari Mandir. The priests shut the temple
doors against the Master and he said: "T'he priests of
Amritsar are men of blind heart that burn in their own lust
of greed".

Puran Singh : Ten Masters, p 88.7 sun Makhan bolio Gur safig,
farmavan mujh karo nisaflg,
in ke karofi Dhir Mal jaise,
dafld ucit durjan hoe aise,
tumro vastu darb samudee,
karefl curdvan mad upj5e.

Silraj Prdkdsh : Rds 11, Afi,su 21.a im bicdr jag gur sabh swamf
bacan bakhdnyo afitaryEmi,
neh masafld tum amritsarfye,
trishndgan te afltar sarfue ;
jas khote mag kin dlarhbh
tas phal prdpat kaSt kadarhb.

e inoh sajde den f3'fil#*ut' ' 
Ros 11' AflLS." 22'

upjehgo ik purakh ag6rl
kareh tadnd prdnan hdne
jaron ukhEreh koik m6neh.

ibrn.
ro karyo kirt ko tab phal p6vai

gursikh apne mukh neh ldvai.

lt Tlre seventh generation of this pious lady Hangd,n stlll lives
at Walla.

12 The village is about four miles from Amritsar. There are two
shrines commemorating the visit of Guru Tegh Bahadur one
on the outskirts of the village and one inside the village.
The descendants of Hariyan and other old people informed
me that there was a stone inscription with some historical
record on it. When the engineers of the S.G.P.C. started
building a temple on the site of the inscription, they built
the plinth of the floor so high that the stone inscription lies
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buried in the centre of the hall. All attempts to get the
stone inscription unearthed have failed. It could give a
correct clue about the date of Guru Tegh Bahadur's visit.It sun masaf,d bole dhar trEs,

bho Makhan sun keh tuj pds.
eh partdp guran ko sdra
sabhan par tis ko upkdri

Silrai Prdkd.sh : Rds 11, Aflsr7-23.
14 sun kar je malech samudde,

de bigEr karen is th5e,

eh aU tau Uiru C,rtu na n*e
sakal masafrdan kio na thike.
ar saflse me sdri safigat
ni6ce kio nd sikhyan pafigat
nahi upden kit ki ei
kirat kite nahi bith5ri
jab ik 6n hoe sabh j6n
ham bhi d6s leh man m6n.

ibid : Rds 11, 4fi,sil, 22.
,s ab bhi jdh jdcnd karo

ride du6tatd sagrl haro
gai bit par tau sambhdro
kar joro ar binai ucdro

i- .rn *ii" *rr"ni'ui.ar"
Makhan ko nd bak trisklreh
mat eh bigar pare ham saflg
Dhir Mal sam kare na dhaig.

ibid.
t6 jad eh khabar Amritsar vic ghar hoi, ta sabh mdiai ne apni

apnl kadar de anusar nazar bheta laike guru de caran id
phade; ond di bhdvnd dekh ke Gurrljl ne bacan kitd Amritsar
diafr maiari blbran n[ gurrl parmeSwar di bhagti shradh6
sevd n6m d6n hameshd prdpat rahe g5.

The control of the Golden Temple (Harimandir) was left to
Harji Mind. After Harii's death in 1696 A.D. the Minds were
divided into three groups under Har Gopal, Kanwal Nain and
Niranjan Rai respectively. The administration of the Min5s
shocked the people Guru Gobind Singh sent Bhai Mani
Singh in 1699 A.D. to take over the control of Harimandir. He
was accompanied by Bhupat Singh, Gulzar Singh, Koer Singh,
Dan Singh and Kirat Singh. The Adi Granth was installed
by him on Guru Arian's martyrdom day'



CIIAPTER XW

MAKHOWAL: NANAKI CHAK (ANANDPTIB)

II/HILE preparations to leave for Kiratpur were afoot,
YY Guru Tegh Bahadur's newly appointed ministers,

Diwan Mati Das, Sati Das, and Dayal Das, suggested that
robes of honour should be sent to all masandsl (bishops) of
distant districts, before Dhir Mal contacted them, and through
them, all the Sikhs of those regions. Guru Tegh Bahadur
agreed to this proposal, and immediately wrote Hukamrwma
(personal letters) to all the masands to come to Kiratpur with
tithes, and novices of their dioceses, desiring to receive ordina-
tion and admission to the Sikh Faith, on the annual function
of the forthcoming Baisakhi (New Year day), which fell
on March 30,'z 1665 A.D. These Hukamnamas and siropaos
(robes of honour) were sent to all the major centres in the
Punjab and to distant places like Delhi, Lucknow, Allahabad,
Patna, Dacca, Peshawar, Kabul, Srinagar. Dhir Mal also did
not lose time in sending siropaos and gifts to the masands of
all these important places.s

The masands of many places had already come to know
that Guru Hargobind's youngest son, Guru Tegh Bahadur
had been acknowledged and installed as the rightful successor
to Guru Hari Krishen. So they refused to accept the siropao
of Dhir Mal, but accepted the robe of honour sent by Gum
Tegh Bahadur's durbar, and sent in return the tithes collected
so far, and many other gifts and presents like cloth, horses,

carpets, coStly vessels, and other articles. There were some

rnasands who were attracted by the material rewards offered
by Dhir Mal. They did not accept the siropaos of Guru
Tegh Bahadur. Holy Mother Nanaki suggested that some

action should be taken against thqe masands.a She com-
plained that they had collected money from thousands of
people, and they neither spent it for the beneflt of the poor
and the neody in their own area, nor did they send the tithes to
the Guru for the national funds. "What do we lose Mother
dear, thereby? OnIy money and the patronage of selfish
and greedy masands.s Are they worth having if they can be
wotr over, the way Dhir Mal is winning them over ? said the
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Guru "God has given us innumerable devout disciples, and
their moral and spiritual labour will help us more in national
reconstruction than the ill-gotten money of these masands.
If these masands misuse the money collected frorm inhocent
disciples for charitable purposes, they will be working up
their own ruin and moral death. \Mhe,n money collected for
religious and charitable purposes is used to amass personal
fortunes it brings in its trail caldmity and woes of untold
magnitude. I am not interested in, either the money, or the
faith of these wolves in sheep's clothing, who cease to havc
even the basic qualities of an ordinary Sikh."

Many far-sighted rnasaruls consulted the Sanga (congre
gation) of their dioceses and devised ingenious methods of
testing the grace and spiritual powers of Guru Tegh Bahadur
and his last rival Dhir Mal before making a choice between
them. Sikh chroniclers have recorded an interesting anecdote
of the way this was done by the masands, Gonda and Cheto
of Kabul.6

It so happened that the envoys of Gunr Tegh Bahadur
and Dhir Mal reached Kabul on the same day. Both of
them pleaded the cases of their respective Master so strongly
that it became difficult for masands Gonda and Cheto to
know who was speaking the truth, and whose Master was
the true successor of Guru Hari Krishen. Cheto and Gonda
held many meetings with prominent Sikhs of Kabul to solve
this riddle and many proposals were made to put them to test.
At last it was decided that both the siropaos should be weigh-
ed and the one which was heavier should bo accepted. When
the envoys presented the siropaos in the presence of a gather-
ing of distinguished Sikhs, it was noticed that Dhir Mal's
siropaos contained robes and a turban made of brocade and
other rich gifts, while the siropao of Guru Tegh Bahadur con-
sisted of robes and turbans of simple cloth.' To all observers
present, the siropao of Dhir Mal definitely appeared to be the
heavier one. Yet the Sangat (the congregation) believed that
if Guru Tegh Bahadur was the true succqssor, the scale.s

would turn in his favour. A congregational prayer was held
and the masands invoked God to gUide them by the test
they had unanimously adopted. The scales gave a miracu-
lous surprise to all observers when contrary to everyone's
expectations they showed Guru Tegh Bahadur's siropao to
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be rnuch heavier than that of Dhir Mal. Guru Tegh Baha-
dur was acknowledged as the true su@essor of Guru Hari
Krishen and Dhir Mal's siropao was courteously returned.E

At Bakala, Guru Tegh Bahadur was ready to leave for
Kiratpur. While those who had come from Kiratpur with
invitation from Mata Sulakhni were very happy that the Guru
was leaving for the Vatican city, Holy Mother Nanaki felt
very sad,s because she was leaving for ever the place where she

had been born, brought up, married, and where, for the last
twenty years, she had watched her son performing tapmya
(enlightened selfdiscipline), with a singlemindedness and
patience, which have few parallels in history. Bhai Gurditta,
the High Priest, was sent a few days earlier to make amang&
ments for Guru Tegh Bahadur's reception and stay at
Kiratpur.

Guru Tegh Bahadur, Makhan Shah, Mati Das and Dayal
Das rode on horseback ahead of everybody. Under the
supervision of Kirpal Chand followed a large convoy of
chariots, bullocks, horses, camels and carts. When Guru
Tegh Bahadur reached the Beas ferry the boats were on the
other side of the river bank. While they were waiting for
the boats the Guru's entourage arrived.lo Guruji saw some

persons carrying something in a small palanquin. His curio-
sity was aroused, so he asked them what they were carrying.
One of the men replied : "It is the flrst compiled volume of
Adi Granth (Pothi Sahibl."'1

Guru Tegh Bahadur was taken aback by the information
and he felt pained to see that his order to return what belong'
ed to Dhir Mal was riot obeyed. The grim silence and pen-

sive mood on his calm face showed his exfeme displeasure
at what had been done without his knowl@e. In a solemn
and sad voice he asked: "May I know who countermanded
my orders, anC directed you to keep this Holy Scripture in our
durbar ? Why was it not returned to Dhir Mal from whom
it was taken by force?"'z

Makhan Shah and the ministers of the Guru's durbar now
realised that Guru Tegh Bahadur felt deeply hurt by what they
had done. With eyes lowered they stood speechless and sad at
having earned the Guru's displeasure. Kirpal was the first
to realise that a frank confession and unfeigned explanation
alone could ease the situation. He stepped forward and bow'
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ing in reverence said: "Exalted One, it was the pious wish
of Holy Mother and Makhan Shah that this historical recen-
sion of the Adi Granth compiled by your revered grandfather.
Guru Arjan, should not be returned. When your noble father,
the great Guru Hargobind, moved from Kartarpur to Kiratpur,
Dhir Mal deceptively purloined it from his durbar and did not
give it to Guru Hargobind even when he asked for it. It
was retained by us because it actually belongs to the true
successors of your grandfather, Guru Arjan, who compiled it.
No impostor, much less a thief, a plunderer, and heartless
assassin, has the right to keep."t"

"If Dhk Mal purloined it, as you say," said Guru Tegh
Bahadur "you have plundered it and taken it by force from
his house. Even if it is the most sacred thing and of great
historical importance, it is stolen property, and must be re-
turned to him. We have other correct copies of the Adi
Granth which serve our purpose. There is no need to deify
this particular volume and make a cult out of it. In times
to come enlightened Sikhs will respect the copies prepared
subsequently equally well. Return this Holy Book to Dhir
Mal at once." Guruji refused to listen to the pathetic senti-
mental pleadings and arguments of Holy Mother Nanaki.'a
When Kirpal again argued that the surrender of the Holy
Granth might jeopardize the sanctity of the Sacred Book, as

Dhir Mal might make changes to suit his own ends, Guru
Tegh Bahadur replied: "It was the veracity and the int+
grity of the true incumbent of Guru Nanak's gaddi that was
at stake; it was the honour and ethical code of the Sikh faith
which would be endangered if it were not returned. I would
never allow any Sikh of my durbar to steal holy scriptures
and relics to enrich the durbar. It is immoral to keep any-
thing that has been acquired by force."

Guru Tegh Bahadur then asked if any one of his disciples
would volunteer to take it back to Dhir Mal. No one came

forward to carry it back to Dhir Mal. On behalf of the
Sangat, a prominent Sikh apologetically explained that Dhir
Mal's recent deeds had created such a contempt for him in
their minds that no one was even prepared to see his face.rt
Whoever went to him might have to listen to insulting and
abusive words flung at the perfect personality of the Guru, and
an altercation was bound to arise. Soon the ferry boats
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arrived and Guru Tegh Bahadur ordered that the Holy Book
should be carried in a boat to the other bank of the river.ro

Everyone crossed the river on rafts and boats. On the
other bank a large number of villagers were waiting for a
sight of the Guru. Guru Tegh Bahadur found that a num-
ber of villagers had come from Kartarpur. He asked them
if any one could take a message to Dhir Mal. A peasant
from Kartarpur volunteered to convey the Guru's message
to Dhir Mal. Addressing him, Guru Tegh Bahadur said :

"Tell Dhir Mal, that I am burying the Holy Book on the bank
of the river in this place. He should come and take it as
quickly as possible. You can show him the exact place
where I am hiding it."'t The ferryman was asked to keep
watch over it and not permit anyone else to take it. After
securely depositing the Holy Book in a deeply dug hole on
the bank of river Beas, the Guru moved on.

The same evening Guru Tegh Bahadur arrived at Hazata,
a village not far from Kartarpur. Here the Guru spent the
night. A shrine was subsequently built in commemoration
of the Guru's visit. From Hazara Guru Tegh Bahadur's
entourage went to Phagwara, where after a night's stay they
moved on to a village Dur_ea, near Nawashahar.ls Here also
a temple was erected in his honour. The people of Doaba
rushed to the highway leading to Kiratpur to have a glimpse
of the forty-three-year-old ninth Guru of the Sikhs. The
dignity of his serene presence, the bliss of his sad and sweet
songs, the wisdom of his illuminating sermons, attracted
hundreds of people in every city, and in every village on the
high road. The rich and the poor, the high and the low,
flocked to see the new prophet.ls Some of them followed him
to Kiratpur which was not far off.

When Dhir Mal was informed by the peasant that the
Holy Book had been deposited on the banks of Beas river
he was very happy. But Shihan suspected that it was only
a trap to fool him. He made fun of the information that had
been sent to Dhir Mal, saying: "Now after so many days
they have suddenly decided to return the Holy Book to us.
How has this pious wish suddenly dawned on them just on
the day of their departure? They are camping now closer
to Kartarpur than before. They want us to go there alone so
that we may become victims of their revenge and they may
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easily take over Kartarpur from us." Fear overpowered
both of them, and they did not take the information
seriously.2o

In his quiet moments Dhir Mal knew that Guru Tegh
Bahadur could never tell a lie. Nor could he ever lay such
a trap for him. In his innermost mind he had a deep seated
faith in the veracity and integrity of Guru Tegh Bahadur,
though he did not dare to confess it to his overbearing
masands. He again sent for the peasant who had brought
the message from Guru Tegh Bahadur, and asked him
whether the Guru gave the message personally, or it was deli-
vered on his behalf by someone else. The peasant told him on
oath that the Guru personally asked him to convey the mes-

sage. His disciples had refused to come and even see Dhir
Mal. "Do you know the exact place where it is buried ?"
Dhir Mal asked. "The river is in tide, sir, for the last few
days and the banks 3re overflowing. If it is not under water
I can point out the'exact place. If it is under water I can
show you where it can be possibly searched for, and found:
The more you delay the greater is the risk of not recovering
it at all." Shihan once more tried to prevent Dhir Mal from
venturing to find it. He showed him the rising tide of the
river which must have swept it and destroyed it even if it had
been kept there. "'Was a river bank the proper place for keep'
ing the Holy Book" ? he asked.2l

Now that Guru Tegh Bahadur and his followers had reach-

ed Kiratpur, there was no fear of being molested by Makhan
Shah and his men., Dhir Mal went to tho river bank and

after a patient search found the Holy Book, which was slight'
ly wet but not damaged.'2 Having acquired the Holy Book.
Dhir Mat immediately dispatched secret agents to Kiratpur
to contact Mata Sulakhni, and High Priest Bhai Gurditta' and
acquire from them the royal diamond studded uest (kalgi),

and the hawk at any price.2S He offered them fabulous sums

to get possession of these things, which he thought would
help him in regaining the lost ground in his bid to qstablish

himself as parallel ninth guru, possessing rare relics and the

Holy Book of his predecessors. But Bhai Gurditta and Mata

Sulakhni asked Dhir Mal's agents to leave Kiratpur imme

diately.
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Gryu Tegh Bahadur reached Kiratpur via Rupar. A few

days after his arrival, a durbar was held at Kiratpur and Bhai
Gurditta formally presented to the Guru, the royal crest
(kalgil, the hawk, the sword, the army commanders, and their
regiments, and all other paraphernalia of his predecessor.2.
Guru Tegh Bahadur requested Mata Sulakhni to keep all the
personal belongings of Guru Hari Krishen. Dip Chand,
son of Suraj Mal, bowed before Guru Tegh Bahadur reverent-
ly acknowledgrng him as the ninth Guru. He showed no
rivalry and antagonism even towards his nephew, Guru Hari
Krishen, and allowed him to exercise his spiritual sovereignty
in Kiratpur. There is hardly any ground to believe that he
showed any rivalry and ill-will towards Guru Tegh Bahadur,
who was his uncle, and held an exalted position by reason of
his age and pre-eminence in spiritual powers.28

Among the distinguished visitors who came to pay
homage to the Master was Rani Jalal Devi, wife of the late
Raja Dip Chand of Bilaspur. Her husband had been poison-
ed by the Raja of Kangra. Her son, Bhim Chand, was too
young to rule. Bhim Chand's uncle Manak Chand was the
chief wazir who had become so overbearing that Queen
Mother, Jalal Devi, suspected that he was trying to capture
the throne with the help of the Mians, the descendants of
Gyan Chand, the 27th Raja of the state who under coercion
had accepted Islam.26

Blessed and encouraged by the Master, and Holy Mother
Nanaki, to herself watch the interests of her son, she offered
substantial amount of money and land to build a new city
for their residence. Guru Tegh Bahadur refused to accept
the land as gift but agreed to buy it on reasonable payment
in the vicinity of Kiratpur. An old historical village named
Makhowal frve miles away from Kiratpur was selected as the
site for the new Vatican city, which was named Nanaki
Chak.qT When Guru Tegh Bahadur returned from his
missionary tours the city was further extended and named
Anandpur: the city of Joy. The two portions of the city
were until recently marked as Nanaki Chak and Anandpur
in revenue papers.28

The masands from various regions started coming for the
Baisakhi2e (New Year festival). From Dacca came Bulaki
Das and Hulas Chand; Bhai Darbari and Chain Sukh came
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from Patna; Bhai Kalyan Chand' and Bhai Lakhi Rai, the
palace contractor, with his sons Nagahyia, Hema and others
from Delhi; Bhai Javehar Mal and Bhai Sambhu from
Benaras;lo and leading masonds from Kashmir, Lucknow,
Ayudhia and other places. They all brought tithes, special

ofierings of disciples, rare articles like muslin, bro.cade, caq)ets,

silk, gold, silver, precious stones, horses and swords. Many
of thim offered copies of tapii, Sukhmani and other Sikh
Scripture. Guru Tegh Bahadur blessed them all and gave

robos of honour to all.
The foundation stone of Nanaki Chak was laid at Makhe

wal village, thc whole of which, along with considerable ad-

ioining land, was bought by Guru Tegh Bahadur, after p?yl-ng

i subitantiat amount to Jalal Devi, Queen Mother of the
Bilaspur State.lr According to another historical rocord
threCvillages Makhowal, Mathaur and Lodhipur founded by
two Muslim brothers Makhe Khan and Mate Khan wero

bought by the Guru. A legend was subsequently constructed

aiound Makhe, who is pictured as a titan. Early Muslim
conquerors were generally dubbed as titans.

A well planned city started being constructed. The con'
struction of three major buildings was first simultaneously
started: the temple, the rest house and the Guru's resi'
dence.z2 All ministers and prominent disciples were given

land free, and money enough to construct houses for them'
selves according to their requirements. Land was also given

free to all traders, and shop keepers, for starting business

centres, but they were to complete their buildings at their own

cost. Land for tilling was given free to peasants who came to
settle there, on the coudition that they gave a portion of their
produce for the common kitchen.

Iust before leaving Kiratpur the masands from Dacca and

Patna begged the Guru to come to the East, as no Guru after

Guru Nanak had been able to visit these places. Thcy beg'
ged the Guru to come with his family, and major portion of
the durbar, so that he may never be in hurry to rush back'

They undertook to bear all the expenses of his journey'

Guru Tegh Bahadur at once agreed.

A Muslim saint of Rupar stopped at Anandpur on his

way to the capital of the State. When hc saw a wholo city
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uRder conskuction, he asked an architect working at the pro
ject. "What is the name of the prince who is building the
city?" The architect replied: "Our prophet anC world-
teacher, Guru Tegh Bahadur is building the city as his reli'
gious capital."$ "Good God, what type of a prophet and

Plr is he who is building such large mansions for himself in
this transient world? If he is so sadly immersed in amassing

wealth and property how can he liberate his disciples from
worldly desires, and how can he help them to cross this fear-
some ocean of life?!' Will you please ask him on my behalf,
what kind of religion and holiness is this which is busy build'
ing earthly mansions?" I will wait for the reply till to
morrow."

The next day the architect informed the Muslim Saint
that the Guru had invited him to the durbar, where he would
like to answer his question directly to him. "The saint went
to the Guru's durbar and after respectful salutation, he sat

down on a seat given to him close by." "Welcorne Pirii,May
I know to what school of thought you belong, and what are

you interested to know about our faith?" Guru Tegh Baha-
dur asked him. The Pir respectfully said : "I am a Sufi

Sayyed of Rupar where I have my Khanqah. You are the
spiritual leader of a well known faith but, Sir, how do you

reconcile the love of God and spiritual life with building such

costly earthly mansions, and wasting your time in secular

interests and pursuits? Do you not believe that the world is
transient, and a saint should not divert his attention to such

useless thingB as building cities, mansions, and :acquiring

chariots, horses, and other worldly goods."

"Noble pli," replied Guru Tegh Bahadur, "the world is
transient and that indeed is the first lesson I teach. No one

should live in the world thinking it to be lasting and perma-

nent. Only foolish and ignorant people let their heart and

soul sink into lust for wealth, power, and pleasures of the

senses. But this very world and human society are the abodo

of truth. In human society abides and shines the lig[t ol
God, and no one who runs aways from society can truly
know God and participate in His Divine play. The essence

of all faiths leading to God and Truth is, "charity and huma'

nity," which can be.st be practised only in tho social life of a
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householder. There is a legend which illustrates my point
wcll. There was once a tiger who after having his fill found
three holy men rcsting in his den. There was hailstorm and
rain outside, and the tiger knew that as soou as he went in,
they might run out, and in the bitter cold night they were
bound to face death. Out of charity and compassion for
them he waiteC all night outside, not allowing other tigers to
come near. Early in the morning the three men found the
tiger dead.3? They felt that the tiger had sacrificed his own
life to save theirs from rain and frost. They prayed to God
to bless the tiger for the charity and self-sacriflce he had
shown. As a reward, it is said, he acquired a place in the
highest spiritual reatn. Thus humanity and charity are the
moral and spiritual essence of true religion. All else is vanity.
Why should man become a recluse and go to the forests to
search for God ? The all-pervading God resides in you, and
in everyone. He is ever so closo to you. Whether you know
it or not, it is within you like the fragrance in the flower, like
the image in the mirror. Search for Him within your own self;
search for Him and know Him in the heart of humanity and
world existence. Know Him to be within you and outside
you. The world is transient, but not the sustaining and all
pervading spirit of the world and human society. Without
this knowledge, the pain of delusion and spiritual ignorance
can never depart. This knowledge can best be attained in the
healthy, social, and cultural life of a householder. All these
mahsions I am building are not mine. They are being built
with the money of the people, by the labour of love of the
people. They are being built for saints and noble seekers of
truth like you. They are as much yours as they are mine.
I do not deem anything as my personal property, nor am I
attached to any. For centuries to come these mansions shall
continue to be the temple of God, the home and hearth of
God-loving hnmanity, and the abode of peace and joy.,'

Tears rolled down the eyes of the pir, u he listened to the
impassioned discourse of Guru Tegh Bahadur. ..Blessed 

be
thy noble mission, blessed be thy ideals, anC blessed be thy
mansions, Exalted One, in which the barriers between the
Hindus and Muslims have fallen, the divisions between castes
and creeds have been erased."
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NO(IES AND EEFERENCES.

Sati DIs MatI DEs Guru Tegh Bahadur n[ kehl6,ji musadldf, masafrddll n[ siropio bhejo jithe kol rehid.
Kesar Singh Chibber : Bansdulinrtmd..

Safigat hai masafidan de havdle,
Saflgat ate golak mele vasdkh de lai 6van ndle.

ibid.
sabhni jaghifi siropdo masalldEri nii pathie
jithe jithe masalld ahe othe hi thehrEe
Dhir Mal de bhi eh gal lage karan.

ibid.
Mdtd mafltri kehat sunae,
yeh masafld tumre jo kahEvai,
saflgat te dhan bahu bidh lyEven.
neh devat kich tumeh khazind,
greh apne meh rdkhat Ene;
tabe utar Gur yahi suniiyE
Gur ke kdm nahi kich mEy5,
Mdtd sacav pun kehat pukeri
masafid td{an laik bh5ri.

Gulab Singh Shohldi pdt: nau:ift.
tab Gur utar yehi pathdy6
Gur ke k5m nahi kich m6y6.

ibiit.
Kdbul bhi siropEo path[e
Cheto ate Gonda masalld ahe.

Kesar Singh Chibber: Bafi,saulinfimd.
Guru ke s6d mur6de
Dhir Mal jari de banEe.

ibid.
cit mai citvan dhari aise, ljo gur hoe jan[vo taise;
nij azrnat ko moh jandvo
d6s jan ab caran lagivo
im ur dhar takri par toll
bhai Dhir Mal ki tab hauli
Sikh Saflgat teh keh samudde
Dhan Gurtr bole harkh5e.

Suroi Prakdsh Bds ll Aflsfi, 27

MEt N6naki lakh sabh bdt
neh rehbe ki marzi tdt
ghar kI vast sarab sathbhvai
ciraflkdl ki basat jo hai,
neh cit cehat ty5gbe gr6mtr
pat pdche basi kar dh5mfl
tau jan sabh rlt lacdri
vast sarhbhdr drig jal d5ri.

ibid : Rds 11, Ailsil 2, .

t81
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to uth Sri Guru Tegh Bahddur Rdi
le Makhan ko apne sallg
caflhe turallgan par subh raflg
pdche Makhan caflh kar pyEni
saltg kitak aswEr sujdnS.

1!

tt

naukE nahi nikEt ko 6i
im bilok thaltde tis thEi,
s6th pachlo Evat cElE
karat bilokan khare kripEl6.

ibid : Rds 11, A4sil,23.
Tegh Bahddur Guru bakhdnyo
kaun grallth s5hib eh dnyo
kit lai j6e ahe kit pEs,
bujho isko karoh prakiS.

ibtn.
hamre sallg kaun bidh retu-o
kin eh r5kh sdth nij Snyo
pheran ketrio, nahi so mdnyo

ibrd.
tabe Krip6l sunEvan kin
Makhan aur M6td. neh din,
huto pit5me rdvar keri
jinoh Grallth ii kin baderd
yillte vastfr ap ki ahai
io gur gaddi par so lahai
im bicdr dio nE mEt
ucit bicdr leh sukh dat6r.

SrTroi Prdkd,sh: Ras tL, Afisfi 24'
he sut kyolt hath karo bader
durlabh vasttr ipan badan ki
bahur ni prdpat anik jatan ki

hamre safig nd rEkhan karo
srf kartarpur Ie dharo

ibid.
sun sikhian sabh iori hath
hoe nimar bole gur hilh ;

Dhir MaI tan man te khotE
tis te dekhan te bahu totS'
ham tis ki dii mukh neh kareh
milbe ki baltcnE neh dhareh.

ibiil.
Guru Graf,th ko tari majhir,
subh thdl Pikh kar dharYo majhir'
karandhar tab Preran kari
nir gambhir slgh6r cal tari
parle Ur gai tatkild
irtar pare satgurii kirPdl6.-- - -- ibid.

!2

rt

t1

r5
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t7 ik nar Sri Kart6rpir ko
utryo gur kai safig ur ko
bujhan kino tdih bikh5nd
mai tis nagar bikhai cal jdni.
satgur kehio kdj ham kijai
ek sande6 Dhir MaI dlje
Guru Grafrth jo tum te leyo
so daryao bikhe dhar deo
6p jae kar leo nikEs
pun sadiv tum rakho pds

ibid.
rs "Meanwhile the Guru pursuing his journey arrived at the

village of Hazra situated not far from Kartarpur, where a
memorial Sikh Church was subsequently built in commemo-
ration of his visit. Ttre next day he reached Durga near
Nawashahar where also an edifice was erected in his honour.

M. A. Macauliffe: ?he Si,kh Religiott, Vol. IV, p 3[]7

ts iahdfi des Dodbe parai der di,
mile des esan bafli bhet lyEi,
kripd silldh tiran hazuran bakhinai
baso nEth ihdfi nijath dhdm jinai.
tinai sudh budarh prabhfl vori driSdvai
iap satnarh kukarrh taj6vai
karo sait sevan subhevai liiai
ba{e bh6g 6chai p0ran ke sunhoi
pare ndth derE vahen j6e joi.
kare kiic kflcan sitdban sidhdyo
tabai madha dund basai sukh PEYo.

Sukha Singh: Gurbil,Es patsdhr- 1O p 19

2o Shihan dust masafrd hatdvai
Gur mai augan kalp sun6vai.

Sil,roi Prokd,sh Rds 11 altsfl 26

2't sun masalld Shilren bac kehio
b6tan te anaid kim lehio
tero hai sarik st bhirii
subh gunvaiti iisai bic5rd
hasi kari toh sallg aise
jag mai hauri hoe haill jaise,
khojaill jabhi jie bipdsi

ibid
22 niksio Granth bilokYo tabai

upar j6l sioll bhiiio tabai
khol bilokio sabh bismai
upar te bhieio sabh th6e
jeh tag akhar hai bic likhai
pahuncio nir na tin ko bikhai.
sakal susak jiofl ke tioll ahe

dekhat ridai acambh6 lahe
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jab ko dhario divas tab gine
trodas bite tis nar bhane.

ibid
kadh ke Grallth ji nir ke myafr te lyo jab Mal ii sukh pie,
ek teh nir ki bulld parsi nahi nirkh diddr aise alde

Sukha Singh: GurbilEs pdt 10

At Lachmipur in Bihar I saw an old recension of Adi Granth
which suffered much worst fate. Ttre Sikhs carried it in a
boat along the bank of Brahmaputra when a swift tide sank
the boat and the men on board escaped with difficulty. After
six months the copy of the Adi Gronth was found intact when
the water of the river receded. Only the margin of thd pages
became slightly wet.

Guru Tegh Bahadur wanted the Holy Book to be safely
delivered to Dhir Mal; so those writers who have tried to
make of a simple story a miraculous legend, have gone to
the length of saying that Guru Tegh Bahadur threw it in the
middle of the river from where it was miraculously re-
covered. To destroy it was a greater sin than keeping it
under the circumstances in which it had been brought' Kavi
Santokh Singh also tries to make it slightly miraculous
by sayrng that it had to be fished out of water and Dhir Mal
succeeded in doing so only when he prayed with a pure heart
he however makes the following facts clear (1) Guru Tegh
Bahadur wanted it to go back to Dhir Mal (2) He took it
across the river to the bank which was on the side of Kartar-
pur (3) He buried it in a secure place (4) He sent a message
to Dhir Mal to come and take it (5) Dhir Mal found that the
place was now under water but when he took out the Holy
Book he found it intact. Only the margins of the pages were
slightly wet.

Two factors have given rise to the belief in meny quarters
that the Holy Book that is shown at Kartarpur by Dhir
Mal's descendents is not genuine. (1) The heirs of Dhir
MaI have never allowed scholars to study the Holy Book in
detail. Whenever they give a little time to look at !t ,super-
ficially their eye catc[eJ the apocrvphal element added to it
by Dhir Mal's successors. Most of these scholars have written
aLout what they should not have found there, but no scholar
has given a positive study of what is there' (2) Those who
poss"rs it have themselves never tried to clear the misunder-
itanding that has been created by many well meaning
scholars, though what has been written about it by lgnostic
and wilfully [armful writers like G. B. Singh (see Prdchin
BidAil without even seeing the Holy Book is not worth any
reasonable man's notice. (3) Still more confusion has been
created by a few half-baked scholars of Chief-Khalsa Diwan
who tried to use the Holy Book as a proof in suppor! of
naimala and their theory of Manglacharan, although their
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eeually sentimental opponents have used this very recension
to prove just the opposite. The heated controversy has led
both the groups away from the Kartarpur recension to an
alleEedly genuine Damdama version. I am happy however
that scholars, historians and theologians who- really are
competent to study these old recensions wisely kept out of
this controversy. If half the money spent by politicians on
these absurd controversies had been spent on scientific
research on these issues, something positive could have been
achieved and the truth about the historicity of Kartarpur
reeension and the Damdama recension might have been
established. Having studied all the statements made by a
number of scholars about the Kartarpur recension, I feel
constrained to say that the bland conelusions drawn from
such superficial study should not be taken as final or correct.23 Dhir Mal kar eintE manai

bridh kul nikat palhdi nar ghanai,
Kalgi bej bhet mujh dijai
jitau cahai dhan tum ab lijai
anik updvan ko kar hira
tinoh nahi mani ik barE.

Sil,rai Prokdsh Rds 71 Afrsil 27
2.ibid Rds 1l Afis&2?.
25 I have found no historical evidence to show that Suraj Mal's

descendent Dip Chand ever showed any ill will or rivalry
either towards Guru Hari Rai, or Guru Hari Krishenii or
Guru Tegh Bahadur. Had he done so Guru Tegh Bahadur
might not have come to Kiratpur at all and he would not
have established his centre so close to Kiratpur. Immediately
after the death of Guru Tegh Bahadur even the descendants
of Suraj Mal shifted to Anandpur and later entered the
Khalsa Holy Order of Guru Gobind Singh. Nor is there any

. ground to believe that Dhir Mal and Ram Rai jointly made
a representation against Guru Tegh Bahadur to Aurangzeb
for having usurped the Guruship but the Emperor refused
to listen to them.

Many non-Sikh historians have confused the rivalrry
between Guru Har Krishen and Ram Rai and that between
Dhir MaI and Guru Tegh Bahadur. Dhir Mal did not play
any part in the first battli of succession while Ram Rai did
not take part in the second. The first took place in February
1664 4.D., the second took place in April and May the same
year. As Guru Ilarkrishen was less known to nonSikh
historians they have blamed Ram Rai for fighting against
Guru Tegh Bahadur, in which Raja Jai Singh helped Guru
Tegh Bahadur. Even some Sikh historians have uncritically
accepted this confusion. As a matter of fact Raja Jai Singh
and Raja Ram Singh were in South India at the time when
Guru Tegh Bahadur was declared Guru. Ttre interventiou of
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Jai Singh and Ram Singh took place in Rarn Rai'g battle o-f

successi-on with Guru Hari Krishen'and not with Guru Tegh
Bahadur.

26 "Bhim Chand was only a child. Manak Chand his uncle was
appointed wazir who was $rrannical. Jalal Devi the Queen

Mothen expelled him."
Hutdhison and Vogel: Hi.stotu of Pu,niab IIiII States

"The Mians whose influence on subseguent history of the
states has been at times troublesome, seem first to have
arisen to power during the reign of Pip Chand' On-his
death ther claimed the throne for one of their own number,
Manak Chand and with the help of Raja of Kangra attacked
ihe richtful heir, Bhim Chand, then a bov of fourte-er'"

Punjab State Gazetteers Vol. III 1910:
Simla Hills: Bilaspur.

27 Krcsar singh chibber and a few other reeords state thet
E"r, i"it Bahadur bouglrt three vrllages: Makhowal,
l,f"ifrrur -and Lodhipur, ori-ginally founded by tw9 Plth"+
il;iil; Makhe Khan and Mate Khan, remembered in local
f"gunas as titans who subdued this peaceful territory -and
wf,ose souts were still believed to be haunting the place'

rvratrrowa vilage wds select€d as the actual site of the Guru',s
i"-.pi., i"sdenle and the rest house. It was named Nanaki
Ctrai, and the name of this portion of the city has come

down in revenue records as-Nanaki Chak' When Guru
Gobind Singh was brought from Patna, the city was further

";t.;d.d. 
th" hor." wtrictr Guru Tegh Bahadur bgilt 

. for
fri, r*ia"""" is calied Guru ke Mahal. 

-It has the meditation
;;li ;i Guru Tegh Bahadur also. Ttre portion -of the 

- 
citv

*fri.f, *". extendletl towards south east was named Anandpur'
;ii-i;; bt cuiu Tegh Bahadur or bv Guru Gobind Singh'

2a satreir sai nau bis mai chetar m5s pachdn
C"gfr-eahaaur Guru dhig, Chg.!.Ndnakl mdhi
Uaii padhai bdni sunai, b5ni likhaj likhah

Sewa Singh: SnonZd Bil'ds P 59'

2e janio tab masafrd samudii,
le le brilld Padirath 6e,
bhae dln Pad sis nivae.

Sfi,rai Prakdsh Rds 11 Afl"siln
30 The names of these masafids are recorded in the letters of

d;-i&h Bahadur *tti.f, are -quotei! 
in detail along with

il;;.t";;;pi"" in .t 
"pi"is 

on Guru Tegh Bahadur's travels
in the East.

!1 zar kharid ke pate likh5e
le satgur nii nikat rakEe.

S&roi Prokdsh Rds 11 Afisfi 28'

an basaio chak tab Anandpur ki jie
zar kharid jagd le iEnE
nagar racro dcho sukhddnd
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Meteji ke ism nidhdn
Sukha Singh : Gurbilds patshdhr, 70.

tab gur zar kharid kar dharti
gr6m basdyo nadi tat jarU.

Gyan Singh, Ponth Prakdsh.
"Makhowal usually called Anandpur is situated on the ieft
bank of Satlej in Talika Jandbari. Tegh Bah5dur having
left Bakala in the Amritsar district came to these parts and
purchased land from the Raia of Bilaspur.

Hoshiarpur Dist. Gazetteer : 1883 p 154

Teja Singh and Ganda Singh in their "A Short Sikh Histora
of the Silchs", page 52, say that Guru Tegh Bahadur paid
Rs. 500 for the land acquired by him to the Raia of Kahlur.
They have however not given the source of their information.
The amount appears to be a bit too little for so much land.
It is quite possible that Queen Mother Jalal Devi who struck
the deal and was prepared to give the whole land free,
accepted only a nominal amount.rz pun satgur nij dhdman keri

nivi nlv khud6i ghaneri

iii ar,"r"*.al badi uanai,
jis meh safigat utreh 5i,

i."t"t .it 
"f, 

cinaveh t<ei,
le kutarhb base teh tel
clni dukEn bazdr bandyo
le vastan bivhdr calSyo.

Suraj Prakdsh Rds 11 Afisu 28
53 sunat sildpyan ut6r dio,

Sri Hargobind kul caftd,
tin ke Tegh Bahddur nafrd,
tineh kardyo eh bar mafidlr.

ibid Ros 11 Ansu 30
3'' im parvirt mahe ridd tumdro

gan sevak kim Pdr ut5ro
ev prasan kar utar lijo
hat avon mai tab tum dijo.

Lbiil
13 jhukio saldm kin bh5 kharo

kharo bhde antar ur bh6ro.
ibiit.

36 kaun aho tum kah6n basafito kya p[chat ho kah6o matafito ?

Ui a"yo pit ne Sayyed-mai hoh, Rupar nagar bikhai basdi hofl'
ibiit.

!7 The legend is given by Santokh Singh in the form of a drama-

iic stoiv. To relate legendary stories in Aesop fashion to
iif"rtt"t. ethical and spiritual truths was one wqy of 

-c9n:;;ilil-ddp truths adopted bv Buddha, Christ and the Sikh
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Gurus. Legendary stories were found to be far more harrnless
than the historieal ones which could eause ofrence to historicat
figures.



CHAPTBR XV

THE CALL FROM THE EAST

F OR many Tonths Makhan Shah dominated the stagc ofI eventful Sikh history, as defender of faith, champiJn of
truth, revealer of the ninth Guru, a terror to impostori and a
relentless fighter against falsehood in all spheres of life.
Penetrating and passionate rather than geniil and urbane,
and consumed with religious enthusiasm in the literal sense
of the word, Makhan Shah was a practical soul, powerful and
imposing in action, capable of laborious orginisation and
always impatiently patient in upholding and revealing the
glory and greatness of his beloved Maiter. His faultJ and
virtues were near allied and mutually indispensable. Impe-
tuous and courageous, Makhan Shah was decisive and un-
compromising in his conviction, domineering and energetic
in the execution of his plan. He was inspirid and creitive
in his vision, ambitious and proud before man, submissive
and humble before his God and Guru.

In his six months of quest for the true Guru and his grace,
he had made history. The more he lived in communis[ .16
association with Guru Tegh Bahadur, the more God-intoxi,
cated he became. The charity and humanity radiated by the
Master absorbed all his attention. He spent all his iime,
mgley and energy in the labour of love, which under the
egiQncg and inspiration oI the Guru sought to remove ttre
physical, mental and spiritual hungers of the toiling and
suffering humanity. One day, one of his men remindei t;-
that the rainy season was over and it was high time to attend
to his trade commitment. with a heavy hJart he asked his
men to get ready to depart.

He first met Holy Mother Nanaki and sought her bless-ings: "Makhan, my dear child,', said the Hol! Mother, the
servrces you have rendered will be remembered for all time
to come. To me you shall always be as dear as my son and
wherever you go and wherever you are, my bless-ings shall
always be with you. Makhan was speechless. He w-ept like
a child, as he touched the Holy Mother,s feet in humble
adoratlon. He then bowec in devout reverence to divine
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Mother Gujari who affectionately said: "Would you leave us
so soon Brother Makhan ? What will be the Guru's
durbar without you?" "There are such great souls in the
Guru's durbar, Mataji," said Makhan Shah, "that I am not
worth the dust of their shoes. Remember this humble
creature and pray for me always. Thy blessings are my
salvation divine Mother."

Makhan Shah then went to the Guru's durbar to bid
farewell to the Master. He was happy to see Gunt Tegh
Bahadur in resplendent glory but he was'sad at the thought
that he might never get an opportunity to see him again.
The sight of thousands of disciples cominB from far off places

to acknowledge him as the Guru gave great joy to Makhan.l
With folded hands Makhan Shah stood before Guru Tegh

Bahadur who bestowed on him very costly robes of honour
and blessed him with a godly grace.z He and his men were
glven precious gifts which a king only could bestow on a
prince and his entourage. Overwhelmed by the love aud
respect shown 1e him by Guruji, Makhan Shal said: "Forget
me never, Gurudeva, forget me never. Ever remember this
humble creature with compassion and mercy. Protect me
ever, O Redeemer, with thy saving grace. Keep me ever

close to thy lotus feet. Separation from thee will be un'
bearable."s

Blessing Makhan Shah with tender affection, Guru Tegh
Bahadur said: "You are the most sincere devotee of Guru
Nanak. All your bonds of birth and death are broken. You
have taken refuge in Truth. Ever contemplate the divine
Word which shines like a diamond in your soul and ever live
in the peace of your spiritual enlightment. How can you ever

be separated from me dear Makhan? You are the noblest ex-

ample of a Sikh, and like a true Sikh you live in unbroken
spiritual communion with the Guru. When you are so

deeply and eternally united with me in the life of the spirit,
the temporary separation in the physical world is no separa'

tion. You have achieved the perfect self-illumination of
Nirvana in the light and wisdom of which neither joy nor
sorrow, neither pleasure nor pain will ever disturb your peace'

You are a iivan mukta, "the liberated in life."a
Mute in the joy of blessings and love, Makhan Shah

bowed low and placed his head on the lotus feet of Guru
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Tegh Bahadur. The Master's hands blessed him with tender
affection and urged him not to make the parting so painful.
But Makhan Shah would not leave his affectionate hold of the
Master's feet, which he adored in complete selfconsecration.
His heart heaved with the poignant thought of parting from
the Guru, and his soul trembled in a thousanC reveries. He
could not control his tears. His whole life throbbed on the
lotus feet of the Guru. Under the persuasion of the Master
he got up, but he bowed in utter dedication and love once
again.s The will of the Guru to him was the Will of God.
Without turning his back to the Guru, he came out of the
durbar. All the Ministers came to bid him farewell. Again
and again he looked back to have a last look at the glorious
durbar of the Guru6 Then greeting all the Ministers with
folded hands, he rode away at full speed.

In the fust decade of the sixteenth century, Guru Nanak
set out on the mission of sowing the seeds of his new religion
of Love (Gurmat Maragl in the old places of pilgrimage and
centres of faith. By visiting every Hindu sacred place,
Buddhist shrine, Muslim centre and other holy places, Guru
Nanak not only established a bond between them in the light
of his philosophy but his spiritual dialogue with them gave
a new outlook and evoked a new vision of unity and ce
operation in the religious firmament of Asia.? The very spot
in these places of pilgximage where he sat and delivered his
message to Sufi pirs, Buddhist Bhikkus, Hindu pundits, yogis
and sannyasins, became a place of worship and centre of
Guru Nanak's faith known as the Sangat.s Thus all the
places of pilgrimage which were sasred to Muslims, Hindus,
fains, Buddhists also became sacred places of pilgrimage and
historical shrines for the Sikbs.

In all these places Guru Amar Das established remark
able missionary centres under the leadership of inspired and
thoroughly trained men and women, who kept the light of
faith blazing in full splendour upto the time of Guru Har.
gobind. The Heads of thesc missionary cenfies visited the
Guru in the Punjab once a year either at Diwali or at Baisakhi.
But for over a ce,ntury no successor of Guru Nanak was able
to visit these places beyond Benaras to illuminc them witb
his Presence and reorganise &em according to tho changing
needs and times.
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Guru Nanak had undertaken these missionary journeys
after spending many years in elected silence at Rori Sahib
and his first journey was to the East.s Guru Tegh Bahadur
likewise, after many years of 'topasya (concentrated commu-
nion with God), deemed it his first and foremost task to put
in new life, new spirit and new activity into these places of
pilgrimage. His aim was pooitive and not negative, as some

lynical historians seeking pessimism in everything Guru Tegh
Bahadur did, assert by saying without any evidence that he
wanted to avoid conflict with his close rivals at Kiratpur.
When he had already established an independent religious
capital where was the question of rivalry? Why did he
then come back to the place, when conditions were favourable
for the rivals and quite unfavourable for him ? If his aim
w-as just to escape trouble, why did he not quiefly rest in one
place, and why did he go to those regions of- the country
which were a terror even to daring travellers and conquerors ?
Guru Tegh Bahadur did not run away from the Punjab but he
felt that the Sikh mission was for the whole country, for the
whole world, and the provincial boundaries should be broken
again and again. The country divided by languages, narrow
provincial loyalties and political barriers should be united in
spirit, in peace and the love of God.

' 
"Then my father went to the East.
He visited various places of pilgrimags.,,ro

Guru Gobind Singh: Bathilor Natok: Apni Kotha.

Elaborate plans and arrangements were made as Guru
Tegh Bahadur had decided to take his wife and mother with
hfuir.'l His wife had participated in his tapasya (Life of
Elected Silence) and now she must participate in his prophetic
mission. A true prophet is not an unsocial lonely recluse.
He is a symbol of a living existential world and not the world
of men only. Woman the mother, and woman the partner
in life must share the burden and the responsibilities as well as
the fruit and glory of creative life. All activities of Guru
Tegh Bahadur were unthinkable without his mother, his wife
and his enlightened men and women disciples by his side.

Bhai Dayal Das, as the House Hold Minister, was to look
after the comforts and requirements of the ladies in the
moving camp of Guru Tegh Bahadur.li His second brother
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Bhai Jetha remained at Anandpur to look after the compla
tion of the city under construction. His third brother Bhai
Mani Ram (Mani Sing$ left for his home town Khairpur
(Alipur) near Multan.lz Diwan Mati Das, the Guru's Prime
Minister was in overall command of the moving durbar. His
brother Sati Das was the chief scribe and interpreter. Being
a great Persian scholar, he translated the sermons and hymns
of Guru Tegh Bahadur for the benefit of those Muslim visitors
who could not properly understand Punjabi or Hindi.ll
Kirpal Chand was the treasurer anC camp organiser. There
were about twenty more excellent administrators assigned
different duties. The whole tour was flnanced by the Sangat
of Allahabad (Prayag), Benaras, Patna and Dacca. Dacca
being the richest centre made the largest contribution. A
representative from each major centre was with the Guru's
camp.

Guru Tegh Bahadur left Anandpur near about August
1665 A.D.'4 About ten prominent Sikhs were left in charge
of Anandpur. Guru Tegh Bahadur and his ministers moved
on horseback, the ladies in chariots, the luggage on bullocks
and carts. Well equipped tents were a part of the camp
equipment and throughout the journey Guruji and his entour-
age generally rested in their own camps and not in way side
inns or rest houses.ls

The first camp was pitched at a village three miles from
Kiratpur.l6 Guru Tegh Bahadur was deeply moved by the
pitiable plight of a deserted village near his camp. There
was great scarcity of drinking water. Rains had destroyed
the crops and mud houses of many people. The poor
villagers, though so hard working and virtuous were on the
verge of starvation. Guru Tegh Bahadur immedlately
ordered his treasurer to give all the money he had to relieve
the suffering of the people.rT He asked one of his trusted
disciples to undertake the resettlement of tho destitute and to
reconstruct the whole village. His fust and foremost task
was to build a well and to give money to the homeless to
build their houses.rE A frec kitchen was started, in which
people of all castes and creeds could take their meals. He
further gave hope and courage to the hardworking people of
this village saying: "Whoever causes any trouble to you
will perish.'e

There was a very large gathuing of mcn and womcn
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from the neighbouring villages. Sikh chroniclers have
recorded the following sermon delivered by the Master when
someone asked: "Irrd, what shall we do to overcome temp-
tations and walk in the ways of God ? What penance should
we perform to break through the barriers of desires ?"
Spoke Guru Tegh Bahadur : "Listen my disciples, human
existence is a precious pearl of life. All efiorts should be
made to preserve its purity and its inherent glory, Never
lead a life of purely ,uls6alistic pursuits. For the sake of
the healthy living and welfare of your family, work honestly
qnd earn your b.read by the sweat of your brow. In all your
work and professional labour be sinless and pure. Remem-
ber God every moment of your life.2o This is not an age
for self-irortfiing penances to seek personal occult powerc.
Service of humanity is the higfoest austerity and the noblest
penance. Selfless service is the essence of religion. It is the
nature of man's mind to wander away like flowing water ano
be out of control. The mind should be steadily and patiently
curbed and controlled. Accept sorrow and joy as the will
of God, and never blame God for your suffering. Accept
everything with calm'forbearance. By accepting everything
as the will of God we negate our ego and fix our mind in the
divine Ground. Desire nothing but union with God and in
this spiritual effort you will find once for all the eflorescence
of love. This is the essence of Sikhism. This is the path
of trutb '2t

Guru Tegh Bahadur passed through Rupar and camped
in a large garden at Saifabad," a crtry founded by Nawab
Saifuddin, said to be holding a mansab of 5000 rank. Both
the Nawab and his Begum were known to be religious, devout,
liberal and extremely charitable. As soon as they came to
know that Guru Hargobind's son Guru Tegh Bahadur had
camped in their garden, their joy knew no bounds. The
Nawab came to the Guru with gifts, dry fruit and other ofter-
ings and bowing reverentially said: "Blessed is my garden

Master, blessed is the city and blessed am I that thou hast
been gracious enough to come here and sanctify the place
with thy presence." "We have come here friend Saifuddin,
because your pure and'noble soul attractcd us. It is joy to
rest in the garden of a pure souled man of God. You enter-
tain the love and fear of 'God in your heart. God's grace



Saif-ud-din's Garden at Saifabad



Saif-ud-din's Mosque and fort
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shall be on thee and thy descendants." Said Guru Tegh
Bahadur.23

"Not in the garden, Master not in the garden Eust thou
spend the night," said Saifuddin in utter humility and love,
"My house, my mansions are thine; everything in them is
thine. Honour me by sojourning in my humble dwelling.2'
The Begum Sahiba would be most happy to entertain divine
Mother. Deeply moved by the sincerity and devotion of
Saifuddin, the Guru readily agreed. \Mhen Guruji mounted
his horse, Saifuddin himself held the reins, as a mark of
profound respect and reverence for the Guru. While the
Guru was riding the horse, he walked on foot, as an act of
piety, and conducted the Guru to his palatial mansion which
was not far away from the garden. Similar courtesy was
shown to Mata Gujari, and Mata Nanaki, who were carried in
palinquins (palkisl.'s When Guru Tegh Bahadur entered the
gate, a peace shedding mansion attracted his attention, and
he moved towards it. "That is the House of God (mosqael
Guruji," said Saifuddin, "Your place is on this side."26 "This
House of God," said Guru Tegh Bahadur, "is as beautiful
and enchanting as the Man of God who built it."

Saifuddin conducted Guruji inside his newly built
mansion, and after seating him on a specially prepaled couctr,
he offered gold coins, and some precious articles, and bowed
in reverence. Guru Tegh Bahadur gave him a siropao (robe
of honour). Saifuddin's wife received Holy Mother Nanaki
and Mata Gujari with profound respect and oftered them
brocade, gold ornaments, and jewels.27 Guru Tegh Bahadur
asked Saifuddin, what made hin build his new house in the
form of a fortress. Saifuddin explained, "I one day saw
a wolf attacking a sheep which was trying to protect her
young lambs, in this place. The sheep heroically fought the
wolf, and compelled it to flee. I had the impression that this
place was unconquerable. So I built a housc lqoking liko
a foftress.28

Such was the devotion of Saifuddin that Guru Tegh
Bahadur stayed with him for nearly a fortnigh. As he had
to undertake a long iourney, he explained to Saifuddin, that
as the rains had ended, he must depart, as many people were
expecting him in other large cities of the country. Saifuddin
offered to the Guru a fine horse, which he wanted the Guru to
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ride himself, costly utensils for the langar (free kitchen), excel-
lent tents, a chariot for Mata Gujari, and camels for carrying
loads of the convoy.2e Deeply touched by his spirit of dedica-
tion Guru Tegh Bahadur embracsd him, and blessed him. It
was the embrace of Sikhism and Islam at its best, symbolising,
that whenever and wherever both these virile faiths shine, in
their pristine purity and glory, they will be interlocked in an
embrace of love, co-operation, and unity; and they will feel
and inspire the essential unity of mankind in the Spirit of
one God. With tears in his eyes Saifuddin asked: "Lord
of both the worlds, when shall I see thee again? Every day
and every moment of my life I shall be waiting for that blessed
hour, when I may again feel the presence of a prophet in my
home, and within myself?"So "In life and death we shall be
never separated spiritually. But even on the earthly plane,
your sincere love and noble soul will impel me to come again
and again,"3t said Guru Tegh Bahadur.

Guru Tegh Bahadur had planned to visit the places of
pilgrimage. The first place of pilgrimage he aimed at making
was to Kurukshetra, where a large gathering was expected on
the day of a solar eclipse.!2 On the way to Kurulshetra he
stopped at Kainthal. He camped outside the city, where a
poor carpcnter who had been anxiously waiting for the Guru
met him, and invited him to his humble dwelling. He
informed him that there were only three Sikhs in the city;
two others besides him were Banyas (shopkeepers).3r As the
high way robbers looted everyone, there was fear of attack by
some gangsters. So he begged the Guru to spend the night
in his house. Guru Tegh Bahadur calmly said, that he was
not afraid of any robbers and decoits. He would spend the
night there, and visit the carpenter's house the next day."n
The carpenter then askeC Guru Tegh Bahadur:ll "What are
the moit auspicious days which the Sikhs should specially
celebrate?" Guru Tegh Bahadur replied: "The days of
worshipping and paying homage to the eternal Guru are as

follows: fvstly Baisakhi, th Neew Year day i secondly
Diwali, (the festival of illumination) ; thirdly the Sankranti of
the month Magh. There are two auspicious days connected
with the life of Guru Nanak: his birthday which falls on
Kartik Puranmashi (October-November), and his ascension

<Iay, which falls on Asu Vadi 10. But remember whenever
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and wheroyer the sadh sangat meets and prays together, it is
an auspicious day. The Guru and the 

-Saigot ire one in
spiril."rs

The carpenter then informed thc Guru that the next day
was the ascension day of Guru Nanak, and he desired tht
Guru and the sangat to celebrate it at his residence in Kain-
!hgl. Guru Tegh Bahadur readily accepted the invitation.
Mata Gujari was received by the ca4tenter's wifc. The
carpenter spent all his fortune in entertaining the sangat.
Bhai Gurditta, the High Priest performed the congregatiJnal
prayer!: The_carpenter then oftered the little moiey-he had
to the Guru. Guru Tegh Bahadur blessed the carpent6r ruviog,
"Your devotion reflects the true spirit of Sikhism. iori,
home will be the temple of God in future. The seekers of
God will chant His praise here.', The carpenter,s house
became a temple of God, and it still is.rr

From Kainthal the Guru's camp moved on to pehowa,
Barna and Karan Kheda by stages till it reached rhanesar
(Kurukshetra). At Pehowa he visited the shrines built by
the Sikhs, to commemorate the visits of Guru Nanak, Gurir
Hargobind and Guru Hari Rai. At Barna, a Sikh p."r"ri
serving the Guru said, "Sir, the Revenue Officer has come 6
measrue land and fix the taxes? May I please be permitted
!o go and get some concession in taxes." Curu fegn
Bahadur assured him that God wilt help him and because ie
was selflessly serving the people, the assessment of the taxes
on his land would be quite adequate.,,

When later tle Revenue Officer reachcd Barna hc asked
the Sikh peasant how much land he had. The peasant
frankly stated he had 125 bighas of land. ..But overy time
I measured the land, said the Revenue Officer, ..I found
i! to be, orily 25 bisha^r. My assessment is on 25 bighas only.,'
Wha.t is this strange rhing that has happened?" The Sikh
peasant tlen told him that tle Guru had assured him that the
assessment would be adequate. The Revenue Officer met the
Guru and asked him the explanation of this mysterious
happening. Guru Tegh Bahadur said: .,The letters on the
seal are inverted, but when you fix the seal with the help
of ink, the letters appear straight Similarly, a Sikh who
bows and dedicates himself to the Gunr, finds himsclf pro
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tccted by the unseen Hand of God from exploitation, error'

and harm."r7

"Give me instruction, my Lord," said the Officer, so that

I and my family may live in peace and prosperity. 'lGiv9 up

smoking and the use of tobacco" said the Guru. Leiid an

honest and charitable life. Share whatever you have with

those who are in need. Serve the saints and learn humility
and imbibe the devotion to God from them.r8 For some

generations this man's Cescendants led a pigyl life but.towards
ihe end of the eighteenth century they fell into evil ways,

and started smoking and drinking. Kavi Santokh Singh, the

eminont historian, guided them to the right path and under

his moral and spiritual influence the wholc family was

baptised into the Khalsa Holy Order.rr

Guru Tegh Bahadur's camp then moved on to Kuru'
kshetra, whEre there were already three Sikh shrines

commemorating the visits to the historic city of Guru Nanak,

Guru Amar Das and Guru Har Gobind. The city was full
of monks, yogis, Brahmins, hermits, and anchorites. Devotees

from all pirts of India had come to seek solace and enlighten-

ment. Thc Hindu conception of a prophet had now come

down to be a man who had no family ties with the world

and who begged his food. But into the historic city of
Kuruksheta stepped a strange prophet, who was riding a

white horse, wearing a sword, carrying bow and arrows, and

had been hunting wild animals even on his journey to Kuru'
kshetra.le He was married, and moved about with his family

and disciples. ffts $rafomins were upset, but his sermons

of illuminating wisdom silenced them, and awakened them

to the light of ruth. The yogri'were frdgety, but his discourses

on the Sahaiya yoga ot Sikhism, and the philosophy of the

divine Word opened a new vista for their spiritual vision.

For three days a free kirchen remained open for all. What'
ever was offered to tle Guru by the devotees was distributed
among the needy. Guru Tegh Bahadur then paid homage

to the shrines of Guru Nanak, Guru Amar Das, and Gur-u

Hargobind. Food and clothes were distributed in all these

threi places. The Brahmins, says a chronicler, asked for a
special gift. Guru Tegh Bahadur gave them a Hukamnamn
(a letter of blessing),engraved on a copper plate.ao

After leaving Kurukshetra Guru Tegh Bahadur camped
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at a place now known as Banibadalpur. There was a
cluster of trees under which the Guru's entourage pitched their
camp. A peasant from this place complained that there was
great scarcity of water, and he had very little land. Finding
him very hardworking and pious, Guru Tegh Bahadur gave
him a bag full of money ftnown in old Funjabi as badar)
with which the farmer bought land and constructed a well,
and built a temple to commemorate the visit of the Guru.
The place was known as Banipur. After the Guru's gift
of a bag full of money to develop that area, it came to bc
known as Banibadarpur.tt

From here Guru Tegh Bahadur went to a place named
Sudhail, on the banks of the Jamuna. From here he moved
on to Kadamanakpur. In this place lived a very pious
Vaishnava, named Maluk Das.az At first, Maluk Das was
very anxious to meet the successor of Guru Nanak, but when
he came to know that Guru Tegh Bahadur wore arms, and
indulged in such sports as hunting, and allowed his disciples
to take meat, his vegetarian tendencies, and strong Vaishnava
sentiments created some doubt about the holiness and
spirituality of the Gunr. In his subconscious mind he felt
impelled to go. But the thought of a prophet with a sword,
bow and arrow, and holy men eating meat was too repulsive
to his Vaishnava sentiments. Against the temptation of being
impelled to go, he closed the doors, and started repeating
the name of Lord Krishna, in front of the idol of his god.
As he concentrated on the image of Lord Krishna, he reflected
on the historical Krishna also. The image of Krishna, thc
Flute player, at once .changed into Krishna, the warrior
prophet, standing with a bow and arrows, and a sword in his
hand. So the thought came to him that Guru Tegh Bahdur
could also be a Saviour with the sword.at He had concen-
trated too much on the romantic image of Krishna. After
his prayers he made a formal offering of food to his god.
It was pure vegetarian food, the only food fit for gods and
saints. He kept it covered with a piece of cloth before the
idol, a ceremonial way of offering food. When he uncovered
the food, he saw to his dismay and shocking surprise a dish
of meat among other dishes." Was it a vision or a dream?
He could not understand it. Do ttre gods accept meat also?
Is it a food suitable for holy men ? Thc thought of Gunr
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Tegh Bahadur came to him again and he reflected "If he is
as grcat as Krishna let him divine my inner desire to see him.
Krishna is said to bave gone to his devotees wherever he was
remembered. Cannot Guru Tegh Bahadur come to me, when
he is already in the city?" Such werc the confuseC thoughts
of Maluk Das when there was a knock at the door. When
he opened the door he saw Guru Tegh Bahadur standing
there. "Forgive me Master, how greatly I have sinned in my
vanity of vegetarianism. And yet, O Saviour thou hast for-
given me, and come all the way to save me from getting lost
in darkness. Inscrutable are thy ways, Lord. Forgive me all
the sinftrl thoughts I have been having in my troubled soul.
How could a petty creaturg like me unCerstand thee?"'s Ac-
cording to one historical record Maluk Das was over a
hundred years old and Guru Tegh Bahadur sent a palanquin
Qalktl for him to be brought to his Campdurbar with res-
pect and due reverencc.'6 Maluk Das begged the Guru to
leave his wooden slippers with him as a gift which could re-
mind him every moment of his lotus feet. Guru Tegh Baha-
dur gave him a Book of Hymns and wooden slippers which
have been preserved in the historical temple.'7

Camping after cvcry twelve to fifteen miles journey, Guru
Tegh Bahadur reached Delhi.l8 He was received with great
enthusiasm by the Sikhs of Delhi, the leading among whom
was Iakhi Rai, a Yadav Kshatrtya of the Badhtiya clan.
With him were his eight brave sons: Naghayia, Hema, Hadi,
Situ, Pundara, Bakhshi, BaIa and Jawahar.'e Lakhi Rai's
wife, Paran Devi, received Holy Mother Nanaki and Mata
Gujari. The wives of Raia Ram Singh and Raja Jai Singh
came to pay homage to the Guru and Mataji. Here Guru
Tegh Bahadur received the news that the brave Shivaji had
surrendered to Raja ;ai $ingh, who was persuading him to go
to Agra and makc peace with Aurangzeb. No freedom-
loving person was happy at the turn of events. Aurangzeb
was at this time at Agra.s

After a very bricf stay, Guru Tegh Bahadur left Delhi for
Mathura, where during two days' sojourn he paid a visit to
Vrindaban also. As he did not stop at Vrindaban, there is
no historical place oommemorating his visit. From Mathura
Guruji went to Agta,where there was already a very important
Sikh centre built in memory of Guru Nanak's visit to the
place. Guru Ram Das and Bhai Gurdas had stayed in Agra
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when they wcre assieined important missions to represent
Sikhism in Akbar's court. A devout lady invited Guru Tegh
Bahadur to her house where the Guru spent a day or two.
TraCition gives the name of this lady as Mai Jassi. Her,
house became a shrine and is now known as Lrtai Than
Gurdwara.

From thcrc the Guru and his entourage moved on to
Etawah, Kanpur, Fatehpur, and reached Allahabad early in
January 1966 A.D. Neither history, nor tradition has preserved
any anecdote relating to these places, but the places where
Guru Tegh Bahadur camped are still preserved as shrines.
The historical temples in these large cities, where there are
thousands of Sikhs now a days, being located in old localities,
are in a very miserable condition. While Sikhs have built
imposing new Gurdwaras, and even some saints have erected
Iarge Gurdwaras of their own in these cities, not a penny is
being spent to maintain these historical shrines. A large
section of the public does not even know about their
existence.

Allahabad Pryag) is the place where the Ganges, the
famuna, and the fabled subtcrranean Saraswati unite, thereby
gving it the name Triveni,'the triple braid'. It has always
been a celebrated place of pilgrimage. There was a suicide
ffee here, to jump from which and die, was considered an act
of piety. Many ignorant people gave their belongings to the
Pandas and Brahmins and committed suicide in the hope of
juinping down to heaven. Jahangir had this tree uprooted.
and wisely put a stop to this folly. G.uru Tegh Bahadur
camped in a place now called Ahiyapur.

Guru Tegh Bahadur was known for his benevolence and
charity. The pooa the needy, and the destitute gathered
around him for food, clothing, and other gifts, which he
freely gave. In the building, which the disciples had prepared
for his residence, there was a room set apart for his medita.
tions also, and its sanctity is preserved to this day. Here a
grcat and joyful thing happened which created a stir and
thill in the knowledgeable spheres. Here the Spirit and
Light of Guru Gobind Singh descended, and manifest
ed itself by the Will of God, in his mother's womb.
The divinc Mother Gujari conceived the Son of God.
an event which Guru Gobind Singh himself describes thus
in his Work "Apni Katlaz (Autobiography), which forms the
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first Book of his great historical work: "the Bachiter Notok."
Says Guru Gobind Singh: l'God brought me into the world
as I was doing austerities on the Sapat-sring mountain which
is near Hemkunt, where I performed such penance that my
soul blended with the Supreme Spirit. My father and mother
meditated on the Incomprehensible. They both practised the
highest Yoga through diverse spiritual efforts. Their devout
service in the love of God pleased the Almighty. Then God
commanded me to take human form in this world. I was
then born into this dark age. My mind was fixed on the
lotus feet of God. I did not like to come; God sent me into
the world with a mandate saying, I cherished thee as my Son,
and send thee to establish tle path of Truth. Go into the
world, establish virtue and keep tho people from evil.
When my father came to Triveni (Allahaba0 he daily devoted
himself to boundless charity, and humanitarian acts of piety.
There, at Allahabad, my Light first manifested in human
form. (i.e. my Spirit descended into my mother's womb).st

The conception of the Son of God was a great event which
thrilled everyone. Guru Tegh Bahadur was forty-five, whilo
Mata Gujari was about forty-three years old. They were going
to have their first son, a prophet of God, born for saving
humanity in answer to decades of prayer, service and medita-
tion, on the Supreme Being. After a stay of one month s2 at
Allahabad, Guru Tegh Bahadur moved on the old Grand
Trunk road along the southern bank of the Ganges. The
place where Guru Tegh Bahadur stayed is known as
Gurdwara Pukka Sangat.

The next important place where Guru Tegh Bahadur
camped was Mirzapur, where there was a small temple com-
memorating the visit of Guru Nanak. Four prominent Sikhs,
Bhai Bal Chand, Bhai Hari I(rishen, Bhai ChatarBhoj, Bhai
Lalu were the missionaries stationed here, who worked under
the masand of Benares. Guru Tegh Bahadur rested in a
garden belonging to a local zamindar, who later on dedicated
the whole garden, and all the land attached to it, to the cause
of the Guru. Unfortunately, the shrines of Guru Nanak, and
Guru Tegh Bahadur have disappeared. Either they were
desecrated during some political upheaval, or the buildings
collapsed, and were never rebuilt. The place where Guru
Tegh Bahadur sat is still clearly marked. The descendant
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of the masands of this place have become the owners of the
garden worth two lakhs. The man who claims to be the
direct descendant of the masands possesses a copy of. Adi
Granthwhich is quite old. The people of all the neighbouring
villages come to pay homage to the place, where Guru Tegh
Bahadur pitched his camp. Married couples, and the newly
born children are brought here for blessings and grace. After
three days stay here, Guru Tegh Bahadur moved on to
Benares.

There was already a large religious centre under the
masand Jawehri Mal commemorating the memory of Guru
Nanak's visit to the holy city. A new one had now been
built for Guru Tegh Bahadur in the heart of the city. In the
labyrinth of streets which link temple to temple, and which
in themselves are strewn with shrines, and altars, with
different gods, and goddesses in every temple, the Sikh shrines
known as the Sangats were the only ones where there were no
idols and no images. As a matter of fact, Guru Nanak's
disciples were vigorous preachers against idolatry, without
of course offending any god or goddess. Bhai Gurdas had
spent nearly two years in Benares, during which he had
written about six hundred poems in high Hindi on Sikh
mysticism containing about a hundred poems strongly criticis-
ing idolatry. In every verse he presents the worship of gods
and goddesses in the light of the true worship of one God.
While he deems the life of a worshipper of the One God as

ethically pure, as that of a loyal wife loving only her husband,
he considers the fife of worshippers of many gods and god-
desses as immoral, hopelcss, and miserable, like that of
prostitutes.

Into this city Guru Tegh Bahadur entered on his white
horse named Sri Dhar, a gift of his friend Saiffudin. He was
wearing a dark brown dress of Rajput style'5r still preserved
in the holy shrine at Benares. A number of letters of Guru
Tegh Bahadur written in his own artistic hand from Patna,
Monghyr and Dacca reveal the names of the following
prominent Sikhs of Benares; which unfortunately no other
available historical document has recorded:-Bhai fawehri
Mal (the Head of the Centre), Bhai Kalyan Mal, Bhai Kirpal
Das, Bhai Babu Rai, Bhai Bhikhari, Bhai Maharaj, Bhai
Ram Mal,'Bhai Bhati Seth, Bhai Jati Mal, Bhai Babu Muni,

,

,;
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Bhai Man Singh, Maharaj Rama Joydyosi; Bhai Koka Mana,
Bhai Bal Krishan, Bhai Sukhdev, Bhai phagu Shah, Bhai
Chatak Mal, Bhai Durga Das, Bhai Ganga Ram, Bhai Raghu-
nathpBhai Mohan Das, Bhai Dalpat Das, Bhai Sadanand,
Bhai Jai Ram Das and Bhai Ramanand.

yith the coming of Guru Tegh Bahadur into the holy city
of Benares the whole atmosphere seemed to have 

-been

qiur-n"ly inspired. The devotees from all parts of the country
flocked to have a elimpse of the Gur,l. The pundits ani
scholars came to know the depth of the Guru,J knowledge
and spirituality. Benares, as it is even now, was overflowiig
with the discased and the infirm. No wonder, a glezit number
9! lhe pilgrims came here to die on the banls of the Ganges.
"f have indeed," says Count Hermann Keyserling,..se€n more
of that which induced Prince Siddhartha once upon a time
to leave this world, than ever before.,, Guru Tegh Bahadur
told the Pundits that wasteful logic chopping, and intellectual
Iegerdemain, concerned with the conundrums of narrow
metaphysical ideas, quite unrelated to life and the spirit of
ruth, amounts to ignorance of truth and of God. They
should not make religion and philosophy a recondite idiosyn-
cracy, but bring into it the much neeCed human interest. To
the sick and infirm, who came to die, he explained, that
human life was precious to the last day. The only death a
man must die, is the death in life which gives spiritual
rebirth. A free kitchen (langarl was opened foi all. elothes
were distributed to the naked. Early in the morning one day
Jawehri Mal got up and informed the Guru that he was going
to bathe in the Ganges, which was about half a mile from
there. With a smile on his beaming radiant face, Guru Tegh
Bahadur said: "Why should my disciple go to the Ganges,
the Ganges should come to this place. Dig any where in this
room, and you will find the clear water of the Ganges." For
1ls $ikh, the word of the Guru was the law of God. There
lingered one fear in the disciple's mind, that he might have
to dig very deep as thc wells in the neighbouring buildings
were quite deep. But to his surprise he had bardly dug one
foot when the crystal clear water of the Ganges emerged out
of the square hole. The Ganges came to this disciple. To
this day this strange phenomenon can be witnessed. Guru
Tegh Bahadur also perhaps wished to symbolically teach his



Guru Tegh Bahadur's Letter to Benaras Sangat, asking them
to look after his ailing horse, Sri Dhar
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disciples, that the water in any place where the praise of God
is sung is as holy as that of the Ganges.

Guru Tegh Bahadur camped at Benares for about a fort-
night: His horse Sri Dhar fell ill. He had to leave it under
the care of his disciples. The first letter he wrote from Patna
was about his concern about the health of Sri Dhar and the
medicine that was to be given to it." "Send Sri Dhar to
Patna," he wrote, "as soon as he r@overs."sa

From Benares Guru Tegh Bahadur moved on to Sasaram
where there was an important missionary centre under a
romantic rnasand, who was addressed by every one as Uncle
Phagu Shah. Uncle Phagu Shah had built a very beautiful
mansion, with a stately portico, and a large entrance hall.
People wondered why he had built such a large building and
such a large entrance chamber. He said that he was expect-
ing the Guru to come on horseback, with a large Sangaf (con-

gregation), and when he came, he should not have the touble
of alighting from his horse, but could enter the mansion on
horseback. He had been saying this for many years, and yet
the Guru did not come. Now when the news of Guru Tegh
Bahadur's arrival at Benares reached Sasaram, everyone felt
that the prophetic expectations of Uncle Phagu Shah had come
true.ss Guru Tegh Bahadur stayed with Phagu Shah for a
fortnight, and blessed him for his devotion and service.

From Sasaram Guru Tegh Bahadur went to Buddha4aya,
the holy site of Buddhism which had by then been ever-
powered by sharp witted intolerant Brahmanism. Yet, in the
shadow of the 'Tree of Revelation' reflected the peace and
nobility of the great Buddha. There was some affinity between
the spirit of the Buddha and that of Guru Tegh Bahadur.
They were not what people call born prophets. They became
gods among men by their strenuous spiritual effort. They
were both born in similar atmosphere; both brooded on the
suffering of humanity; and both of them spread the gospel

of truth by travelling far and wide. Both had a dcvoted wife
and son. Both taught -tho people of India the unity of
humanity, compassion and charity. But for Buddha, and the
SiL:h Gurus, Indian culture might not have made such a leap
forward during the two critical periods of its history, a fuct,
which narrow-minded Brahmanism refuses to recognise to
this day. Guru Tegh Bahadur paid homage to the shrine
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built in memory of Guru Nanak in the place where along
with his Muslim rebeck player Mardana he sang for a week
or more the songs of the eternal path to Truth, the songs of
Nirvana. The place where Guru Tegh Bahadur spent a week
aud silenced the Brahmins, who, in pride of their wisdom,
thoirght that their high birth, external piety, knowledge of
the Vedas, could everawe this strange visitor, whom the people
called the new prophet has also, become a historical shrine.
These actors of wisdom soon realisod, that they were face to
face with another living Buddha, with a difference. Lor<t
Buddha haC moved from kingliness to renunciation, while
Guru Tegh Bahadur had noved from renunciation to kingli-
ness. The superhuman creative energy, and inspiration
emanating from both manifestations of the most exalted con-
dition of the spirit of man was the same. India falls into the
pit of darkness, corrupt life, and mental slavery, when its
masses and political leaCers fail to recognise this central fact
of our history and culture

From Buddha-Gaya Guru Tegh Bahadur followed the age
old route of Buddhist pilgrims to Patna, camping for a day
near the ruins of Nalanda, and for three days at Rajgriha.
At Raj$iha we have, till this day, two Sangats (shrines), one
commemorating the visit of Guru Nanak, and the other that
of Guru Tegh Bahadur. Towards the end of May 1666 A.D.
Guru Tegh Bahadur reached Patna.

NOIES AND EEFEEE{CES.
t Jab satgur thirtd gahi aiSvarz bheo bisEl,

Makhan ridai analld hovai pujai gurii krip6l.
St7rc,j Pralcdsh: Rds 11, AficiL n.2 bahut mol ko bar siropdi

karuni sahit gurfr ,. ,Ui;r.
3 neh bisro urbar ko dijai

eh sevak par karunE kijai
he prabh mujh ko ieh bisdro
sevak jEn sadE sarirbh6ro.

a janam maran t"ro r"t s'ebjd'
SrI Ninak ko sevak bheo
Satn6m simro din rdti
Gurbar pad hovaill cit sEllti
man siofi milai sadi mil rahai
pun biyog sioll kabhuh nE lahe.

iud..
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s caran kamal saflg liptio tabai
tajai na jdh sis dhar herio
hathan sath palosat gehio
kitak bar mai guru chudae;
prem basl drig jal dhur 5e
bar bdr kar bafrdan bh6le
bide bheo cit cdhit na cdle.

ibid.
5 murmur herat nl[h calailta.

ibid.
7 Babe 6yE tirthih, Urath purab sabhe phir dekhai
ptrab dharam bahu karam kar bhdu bhagat bin kite nd lekhe
ohekhlfr prabhrl nd palal 6p gavde rup na rekhai
gurmukh varn avarn hoe niv calai Gursikh visekhai.

Bhai Gurdas: Var 7, p 25

I jithai Bdbi pair dharai puja asan thdpan soa.
ibid Vdr 1, paudl 27.

s pehlsh Babe pdyd Bakhsh dar pichon de phir ghal kamdt
ret ak ahdr kar ro{dfi ki gur karl vichdi
bh5rr- kari tapasya bade bhag har sloi ban 5I;
Bdba paidha sac khafld nau nidh n6m garibi pEI.

Bhai Gurdas Vor 1, paudl 24.

God said to Guru Nanak:
Thou My Son art the Enlightner (Guru)
Go reveal My Lieht to the world.
Guru Nanak meekly rePlied:
I am Thy slave, Thy humblest servant, Lord ;
I am the dust of all TttY ereatures.
God repeated His blessings:
Thou art the Guru of aII the worlds;
I am in Thee, My Spirit is thy soul and being;
My \trill is thy will, Mv Light is thv torch;
Thou knowest My Law and Justice.
Be the singer of My Love and Power,
He who understands thy greatness My Son
And learns from thee My glory and Wisdom
I will reveal Myself to him.
This is my abiding promise to thee.

Bhai Nand Lld: Gafiinamd.
ro mur pit6 pirab kiyas pydnd

bhafit bhaltt ke urath nand.
Guru Gobind Singh: Bachitet Natak 7./L

Din bandhu dydl sdhib khng bahddur Rdi
tdme sansEr sdgar klas upae ;

n5m lekar tirath6n ko cale pfirab dhde.
Sukha Singh : Gurbi,ld.s Pat: 10

Guru Tegh Bahadur safis6r sdgar ke tSrbe ko ramat kid.
jo jo Sikh Sddhu premi ar6d de the tin6 ki bhavni pflri
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karne ko bahEnd tirthEn kE kar earan padhdre.
Sdkld pothi: Travels of Guru tegh Bahadur.

11 This is guite clear from Guru Tegh Bahadur,s letters written
in his own hand unearthed during the course of research
work on this biography. A number of these letters will be
quoted in subsequent chapters.12 Manid, Tulsi Sri Chaid, Nalhia Chaidan REi

Uda edik mil sabhi pahuhce Alipur Ee,
kachuk kEl rehio Mani Singh pur AII grEm bulaid
Vaisdkhi ke divas pai pahufrce puri aqaltd.

Seva Siagb: Shohid Bilds, p 58.1r BEni io Sahib karan ucEr
so Sati Das nit kare farsi akhrEil me utEr.
nis deh Sahib bdni uc6rde jinE
ate Sati Das likh likh rakhan.

Kesar Singh Chiber: Batlstuilindmd,,14 Unfortunatetf Guru Tegh Bahadur's letters do no bear
dates, though we have the dates on the letters of Guru Gobind
Singh. But the historical records give us two dates to be
quoted in this chapter (see f.n. 35) from which this month
is concluded.rsfiris is quite clear from: (1) the letters of Guru Tegh
Bahadur, (2) tne places where Guru Tegh Bahadur camped
in each city is not only distinct from the sites of the highway
inns but also from the shrines marking the camping places
of Guru Nanak. Almost in every city we have two So.ngats
known as Bafli Sallgat and Choti Saflgat, which are the places
where Guru Nanak and Guru Tegh Bahadur camped and
preached their sermons.:5 maid mafld gamne Gurswami

sakal ghatdll ke afltar j6mi
pritham sivar doe kos lagiyo
nar samudle milan ko dyo.

Sinsi Prokdsh: Rds 11, AfisA $.17 ietak darab ko3 meh jdn[
ko6pati saig bik bakhdnE.
ek das ko pur meh tyigA,
ais man rehllo badbhdgA,
sagro dhan tis ko t.O *-l*;.

kehio gurti lakh kharac prabini.
krip lagivo sadan banEvo
kharco pur ke het basEvo.

ibid Rds 11, AflsA $.
pur ko khed deh neh koi
je ko deh rahe neh koi.

ibid.
bho sikho rat tan eh r6tan
jim saflai tin h-jai jdtan

t8

19
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iag dhafide me phas na betEvoh
het jlvka hoe nispas
karo kdr ko har har jap..
man meh simran ki liv rEkho
sds na birtha jdi im karikho.

ibid.21 ab tap karbe ko neh kdi
jis te upjat sakal bisdl
jo satsafigat sev kamavai
ydnte j5no sevd sar
fure sadE man thir na rahafida
sane sane tis ko atkde
jal prav6h sam man ko ahAi
jite kare tit hi nit bahai
dukh jab dn kI apdi parai
prabh[ bhano lakh sir par dharei
jan karam phal tarak na thdne
neh l6var par dosl bakhdnai.

ibid.
22 kflfiey ke kinare paflcbati sman asthdn dekhd tithe hi derE

krd. tis kasbe ka mdlak Sarf Din th6. bad6 nek mard haisl;
dit dA saf haisl; tis ne bhi suny5 jo Tegh Bahddur Sdhib
Bdgh bic utre haifi. ba{d khus hoyd, b6ge bic mEvai n6tri;
usi vakht lai karke mevioi kI d6lian, lafigar nii rast mafigvdi
6p Gurrljl nrf ae matha tekiS; kehan lag6: Guruji aj mer6
janam safla huE.

Sakhi Pothi: Travels of Guru Tegh Bahadur
and Gobind Singh, p 2.

23 Guriijl bacan le-td : tusdfl sdhib ko cit klta hai, tusEde iki
kuiEfi kE janam safal kid.

ibid.' p 3
2abacan kaha "Gurfrjl, dp afldar caran p6vo, dhEm pavitar karo"

ibid.
2s Gurtiji tis kE prem dekh ke ca{he ghofle par, Sarafdn

(Saifuddin) ne rakdb lai; mEtdjl dole bic baifhe, Saraf Din
(Saifuddin) pairifl caly6 Gurlji de piche piche.

ibid.
26 darvdje va{didll Gurtrji ne mehjat dekiu-; tau Saraf Din kaha

"Gur[ji 5p kE aslhdn dge hai; eh Khudd ka ghar hai."
ibid.

27 Gurtrji afrdar 6n bailhe ; Saraf Din muhrEil bheta an dharidfi,
po65k rakhi mathl teky6, tis kI SamEni ne Matd Gujriji
ko math6 teky6, bhtrkhan bartar dle anik prakEr ke.

ibid.
28 ethe ik bhed prastrtr-, tis no doe bhagy5d pEe maran, tis

mEr na khddi, h6r ke chad gEe, mai is karke sarae pei jo
ajit jagd j6nke.

ibid.
2e Gurtrjl ke lafigar ko bhEfide dle, tambfl chayivdn di6 ; bhEr
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brddri ko sa6tar die asvdrl
Meteji kI asvdri ko rath di6.

ko vadd umda ghoda dia,

ibid p r!'5s ji garlb niv6j ji, Ep ki asv6ri ki hamdre ko zihar hovai,
Garibnivij ji pher darSan dend.

ibid.
tt ep ke rehane kar mainii vadi analld si; Gurtrji bacan kit6 ;

S6hib ntr r.*ardam y6d rakhnd, sEidh fakirdll, ki sevE, handgl
karni man nlvall rakhn6, tusant sadE analld raheg5.

ibiit.
Guru Tegh Bahadur met Saifuddin about four times.

This was the first meeting. His second meeting took place
wben he returned from the East. His third meeting took
place when he went for his Malwa tour. His fourth and last
meeting took place when he went to Delhi for Martyrdom.
Sokhi Pothi has recorded the first meeting, while Sfrrci
Pralcish has recorded the last one. Saiffuddin continued to
exchange letters with Guru Tegh Bahddur even when he
was on Far Eastern tour.

32 Silra1 Prakdsh, and other historians who have followed it
uncritically, have been tempted to place the Malwa tour of
Guru Tegh Bahddur, just before he left for Patna and Dacca.
This'has been done under the impression that during the
Malwa tour Guru Tegh Bahddur visited only about five or
six places. My researches have shown that Guru Tegh
Bahddur visited nearly ninety far flung places in the forest
regions of Malwa a part of which was known as Bangar
desh. This error was first created by the Sakh,i Poth,i.. But
even in the SoJchi Potltt it is quite clear that Mata Gujari
accompanied Guruji to ihose places which falI on his way
to Kuiukshetra, the first important place of pilgrimage, while
Gurujl is alone with a few disciples during his Malwa tour-
The Malwa tour would have taken at least six months and
it in inconceivable that Guru Tegh Bahadur took Mata Gujari
and Holy Mother Nanaki to the forest regions of Malwa.
Guru Gobind Singh clearly states that Guru Tegh Bahadur
went to the Eastern places of pilgrimages first. Ttrere was
no place of pilgrimage in Malwa and even Guru Nanak had
not visited thii region. Guru Tegh Bahadur was the first
Guru to visit most of the places in this backward area.

33 Kaillthal mai Sikh ke ghar tin,
ik tikhdn hai hmari idt'
do ghar bafikan ke bikhYdt.

Sil,rai Prokdsh Rds tL AfLstL 43

!. talt ik Sikh takhnetE thi, on 5khy6: Gurtji mere ghar

calo, bdhar dhadef, pailtdydn han ; Gurflii bacan xr-tE,
sEntr nahi Pain gidfr.

Slihi Pittf,i: Travels of Guru Tegh Bahadur.
3s beneti xr-rti; "ji garib nivdi, Guru kd purb kehdd hai ji ?
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Gurujl kehyd: prithmai ta Baisaktfi, Gurt ptrji kE din hai.
dfijd Diwd1i GurE ptja ka din hail; Sangrafid MEgh dI;
P_urnirmi,, daw,fi, Guru N6nak ji ka puib hai; j'ls diri
Sdh Saflga! kE jod mel hovai, os din sadrtv hi gurpurb hai,
Gur[ te sallgat ek riip hai, ot pot kuch bhednE]ri.

This historical record Sdkhi, rrriltl"'#* olden than
lflraj Prokd,sh, and Mehmfr, Prakd,sh and many copies of the
Jonam SdlchIs. It clearly states two facts: (1) Cuiu Nanak,s
birthday is on Kdrtik Pilranm.dslti and not Baisikh Sudi B;
(2) Gurpurbs, or the Birthday of Guru Nanak and other
auspicious days were celebrated by the community even dur-
ing the life time of the Gurus. Karam Singh historian and a
few others who uncritically accepted his views have been
loudly saying for the past few decades that Gurpurbs, parti-
cularly Guru Nanak's Birthday was never celebrated on
KArfik Pilranmd,shi,. Ttrey have even concocted a story that
Guru Nanak's birthday began to be celebrated on Kdrtlk
Pilronmdslti only by the Singh Sabha. Ihis historical record
proves this assertion to be incorrect.

16 Guriiji kehyd : dhan Sikhi, ethe Sikhi da nivEs hoq KathE
Kirtan hou sadE.

Sakhi Poth,i,: Travels of Guru Tegh Bahadur, p 34.s7 mohar de akhar puthe hofide hain, jadofi kodi karke ldi-
di hai, sidhe hoe jEide hain; tisi tardi Sikh jadoi Guru
nE mathE tekd6 hai, us dd bnr- bheg ughad aulldii hai.

Sdkhi Pothi: ibid. p 37r. gafrdddhtrm bais te tyEgo
ati gilEn is te dhar bh6go;
sikh safltan sevd mai ldgo,
dcoh vafld kar krit anurdgo
duh lokan mai Gurii sahdi
dukh te de kar h6th bacdi.

,s. khaflde ko amrit nuuf#"' 
Prolcd'sh Rds 11 Afisu 6

pun kich jdnyo gayo nE soe.
ibtn.te mrigan bihailgan ke gan mEre

de khelat paith sik6re,
amikh kar kat sabh lin
nij beii safig baidhan kln
im bahu subhat sallg Gur calat
karat akher mrigan ko bhElat.

ibid, y',f,rsu 47.o prithmai Sidh Bati mathii tekyE Gurtr NEnakji ke asthEn;
pher Gurfi Hargobindji ke asthEn mathE teky6, pher sarbat
nii pars5d chakEy6; Brahmind ne EkhyE : Maharaij-r, aisE
dEn devo sddi put pota bhi kh6e: Gurtrjl ne Hukamndma
ditii tdme de patar ute lakhdeke.

SAkhi Pothi: Travels of Guru Tegh Bahadur.
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.t zil6 Karndl, Tehsil Thanesar, Thdnd LddvE vic is nam de
do pifidnede han; indfi de vickir Gur[ Tegh Bah6durji
virEje; pehlEfi is di ndm BanI si ate Ik zamilldar ntr dh6n
dn (badr6: thailE) deke khEh ate b6g 16on dE hukam ditd.

Kahan Singh: Mahdn Kosh.
lhe place is fifteen miles from Kurukshetra.

ih6ll brich ar ktip lagEvo
sadd bart chudtin mukh pEvo
karo nE lobh khacadeh sSro
tum sukh pEvo ianam sudhiro.

42 SEdhtr Maliik ,u" i-rjxlg 
Prakdsh Rds 11 Ansu' 45'

baseh tahdll srf Baisno dhArm
kart sad6 lu- ache karm.

Sitroi Prakdsh Rds Ll Afi.s,t" 47
.r pun Sri Krishan bh6e avtEr

lild kinas anik prakdr.
yafite lakhyEt hai eh 6di
bir saStar dhar ki su marydd
nai anlt na kInI koe, mai mtirakh hoe tarki joe.

ibid.
4t thdkur rtip su nmikh kh6t

tinoh bhog 6mikh ko ldyo
man mere ko bharam mr-t6yo.

ibtd.
4s mtrlka pdpi pedhko bhagat naianl toh

bhagat tikhl thi avar ko prabh dhokhe de moh.
ibid.

45 bheo aru{h PalkI mdh
kuch cele le kar saig v6h
anafid magan sehat badY6i
de nikat utryo sehsdi.

ibid.
1'7 pher Kademdnlkpur Jamuna tire jE lhehre; ethe ik

Malnk Dis bairagi s6dhtr ne yog6bhyas de bal ndl deflh
sau baras di deh Gur[ ke darSan vdste raknr- hoi si
Gurls5hib tofl updeS lai ke jiwan mukt hoyd. Guru
Sahib de pauey (khaddvafi) te ik pothi darsan puja v6ste
nis6nl rakh lai sI jo hun tak othe hai.

Gyan Singh : Tawd,nkh Guru Khilsd' p 269
48 d6s ikdas kai dwEdas kos

derd karat jdt hati dos.
Sil,rai Prakdsh Rds 11 Afisfi 46

4s dhan PdrEfl Dei, put janmyd Nagnhyld' a{hoil bete ak6the hoe kEj karan ki bdr6
NaghdiyS, IIemS Hadi de, dyi SIttr te Punddra
Bakhshi BEIE, Jawdhdr 6e, baltdh barch kamar katErd.

Bhat Keso Dutt: Bhat Vaht Jailo bafi'sl Baflhttdn ki.
so On 11 June at I O'clock in the morning (1665 A.D.) while
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Jai Singh was holding his court in his tent at the foot of
Purandar, Shivaji came to him and was welcomea. tipt"
midnight the two sides higgled for terms of a permanini
peace.

Sir Jadunath Sarkar: Aurangzeb p 211sr jab hi j6t tribeni bhae
pun ddn din karat bitae,
tahr-n prak5S ham6rE bheo.

Guru Gobind Singh:
Bochiter Ndtak, Aprfr Katha, Chap: 7:2,8.sz ik mahind othe rahe; derd Sehar vic rakhye, jittre truir

Gurdward Palu- Safigat bani hoi hai.
Gyan Singh z Tausdrikh, Guru Khalsd, p 269.tt !!r. dress is still preserved at Benaras. Its colour is-brown.

The measurements of the dress indicate that Guru Tegh
Bahadur was of rniddle height, and had a wiry, srnart bodi.

sa "Gurii Sat: Bhai Jawehri ;
sarbat saigat Guru rakhe gE; Sri Dhar ki Sallgat sevE
karnl; ahlfd SrI Dhar n[ dend ; Sri Dhar jit vela cafiga
hove gd tEfi Patne pahuficde dend. safigat kd bhald hogE.

Guru Tegh Bahadur's Letter to Benaras Safigat-.
ss Sr7ral' Prakdsh Rds 11, Afisil b5.



CHAPTER XI/I

PATNA TO DACCA

ING Ajatasutra's capital was Rajgnha, which did
not serve as an efficient base of operation against his

enemy, the Lachchavi Republic. He had to construct a new

base, a fort at a convenient site on ttre river, and thus was

laid the foundation of the new capital, which was first named

Kustruipura, or Kusumvaya, and then named Pataliputra.
The Greels calld it Palibothra. It is now known as Patna.r

The crty was first contructed under the supervision of
Aiatasutra's Chief Mnisters named, Sunidha, and Vassakara.
Wheu tle construction of this city, built mainly for war and

aggresive designs on neighbours was complete, the two
minislers invited the prophet of peace and non-violence, Lord
Buddha, for dinner so that the great Master might be the first
to step into it. They named the gate, through which thrc

Buddha went out of the city, as the Gotama'gate, and the
ghat (landng), from which he was ferried across the Ganges'

was commemorated as the Gotama'ghat It was on this

unique occasion that the Buddha is said to have made his

pregnant prophecy that Patilputra would one day grow to be

the-chief iity of Aryan descent, and the ceotre of trade and

economic prosperity."
Pataliputra Patna) was also the capital of Chandragupta's

vast empire. Megasthenes, the Greek ambassador in
Chandragupta's court, reports that the city w1s pui{ at th-e

confluence of the two rivers, the Ganges, and the Son. It
was nineand'half miles long and a mils116'3-5alf broad'
protected by. a moat, and further protected by a massive

ii-Ue* patsade. It had 64 gates, 570 towers, and as protection

against- floods, the whole city was built of wood. From
the ancient times to the seventeenth century, Patna was famous

for art treasures, courtesans, goldsmiths, terra+otta and

artistic pottery.s
The-city io this day has the unique distinction of being

honoured by the holy presence and foot'prints of the Buddha,

Guru Nanak, and Guru Tegh Bahadur, and of being the

birthplace of Guru Gobind Singh. When Guru Tegh Bahadur



Guru Gobind Singh at the age of 10

(Original painting with the author)



Takhat Harimandir, Patna Sahib; Birth Place of Guru
Gobind Singh
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arrived, the East and West had already started mingling in
Patna, and other large cities. The Holland company had a
house, by reason of their trade in Saltpetre. Tavernier, the
famous European traveller, haC just passed through patna on
his way to Dacca.. English factories had also been already
established at Lahore, Hoshiarpur, Patna and Dacca.

It was at Patna that Guru Tegh Bahadur received the
news of some of the major political happenings in the country.
Shah Jahan was dead. A treaty of peace had been sigued
at Purandar in June 1665 A.D., according to which Shivaji
agreed to hand over twenty-three of his forts, and to write a
letter to the Emperor, pleading for his favour. By the sarhe
postal messenger Jai Singh had sent a secret letter to
Aurangzeb, suggesting a cordial reply to Shivaji's letter. Such
chivalry was not however, native to Aurangzeb. Frigidly he
replied to Shivaji "Your letter couched in humble strain has
been received by Us. It is agreeable to note that you crave
for pardon for your conduct, and that you repent for your
past deeds. Our reply is that your behaviour has been so
base that it deserves no forgiveness. Nevertheless, at Raja
Jai Singh's intercession, We extend to you a general pardon."
It was hardly a tone to turn a defeated opponent into an
enthusiastic supporter. However Shivaji carried out the terms
of the treaty with Jai Singh.a Most probably at the sugges-
tion of Raja Jai Singh again, Aurangzeb wrote another letter,
phrased in a very different language. "You are at present
serving in our Imperial Camp. In recognition of your services
a handsome dress, and a pretty jewelled sword are sent to you
herewith. We have a hlgh opinion of you. Therefore We
desire ybu to come here quiCkly and without loss of time.
When We grant you audience We shall receive you with
great hospitalrty and soon grant you leave to return."t

In this letter the shrewd Shivaji scented a tiger's caress.
Shivaji diffidently suggested that perhaps the invitation was
a trap. Jai Singh at once offered his own son, Rim Singh,
who had shyly admired the Maratha ever since his arrival in
the Imperial Camp; he supported his father's offer, delighted
at the prospect of close companionship with Shivaii. Shivaji
began his journey to North India on March 5,1666 A.D., and
had reached the outskirts of Agra on 9th May, where the
Enperor was holding Court.6
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The visit was not a success. Aurangzeb clearly did not
understand the man he was to deal with, and showed a
curious lack of political sagacity in his reception of the
Maratha. No prince or General in all India could render the
Emperor such aid in his designs against the Deccan kingdom
as the rude highlander who had at last come to his feet. A
good many points might well be stretched to secure so valu-
able an ally. But Aurangzeb was a bigot inclined to be
fastidous in somethings. He could not forget that Shivaji
was according to him. a fanatical Hindu, and a vulgar
brigand to boot. He set himself the task of showing the
Maratha his real place, and far from recognising him as a
Viceroy of the Deccan. let him stand unnoticed among third
rank officers in the splendid assembly, that daily gatheped
before the tlrone in the great Audience Hall. Deeply
affronted, pale and sick. with shame. and fury, Shivaji quitted
the presence without taking ceremonial leave.T According to
another account Shivaji fell down in a swoon. There was a
stir among the courtiers. The Emperor asked what the
matter was. Ram Singh diplomatically replied : "The tiger
is a wild beast of the forest. He feels oppressed by the heat
in a place like this, and has been taken i11". He also
apologised for the Raja's rude conduct saying that he was
a Deccani unfamiliar with courts, and polished manners.8
Raja Ram Singh was ordered to lodge him in the Jaipur
House, outside the city walls. and be responsible for his
custody. Jai Singh was placed in a dilemma by this
unexpected result of Shivaji's visit to the court. He continu-
ed to write to Ram Singh, to see to it that Shivaji's life was
safe, and the solemn assurances of the Rajput father anC son
remained inviolate.s

On August 19, 1666 A.D. Shivaji escaped. Two months
after Guru Tegh Bahadur left Patna he was at Rajgriha. It
was Ram Singh who broke the news to Aurangazeb. The
Emperor suspected that Shivaji had fled with the connivance
of Ram Singh. The Rajput prince was punished, flrst by
being forbidden entry into the court, and then by being
deprived of his rank and pay.to

The news of Shivaji's escape delighted everyone. The
news of Raja Ram Singh's disgrace and arrest was deeply
felt in the Guru's household. The kindness and support of
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Raja Jai Singh and Raja Ram Singh to the cause of Guru
Hari Krishen had not been forgotten. Many ministers of
Guru Tegh Bahadur like Bhai Mati Das, Bhai Sati Das, and
Bhai Gurditta, the High Priest. knew the Rajput Rajas
personally.tl.

Ever since Guru Nanak's visit to Patna and about four
months stay there, the light of the Sikh faith had been kept
burning by a successive band of missionaries. The heads of
the diocese which was also the capital of the Szba (State),

were masand Ram Rai and Bhai Durbari. They made an
excellent arrangement for the stay of Guru Tegh Bahadur
anC his family. A devout lady, who is addressed as Bebe
Paidi Bai in Guru Tegh Bahadur's letters looked after Holy
Mother Nanaki, Mata Gujari who was expecting a child. The
names of other prominent disciples who wholeheartedly
served the Guru are : Raja Fateh Chand Maini, Bhai Chain
Sukh, Bhai Mehar Chand, Bhai Subha Chand, Bhai Jeth Mal,
Bhai Dedh Mal, Bhai Nand Kumar, Bhai Din Dayal, Bhai
Mehar Chand, Bhai Pran Nath, Bhai Hira Nand, Bhai Gayo
Das, Bhai Prehlad Das, Bhai Bansidhar, Bhai Murlidhar,
Bhai Mohan Das, Bhai Nain Sukh, Bhai Harikes, Bhai
Chabil Das, Bhai Bhagwan Das, Bhai Gujar Mal, Bhai
Sadanand, Bhai Ghanishyam, Bhai Kawal Nain, Bhai Ram
Rai, Bhai Murli Dhar, Bhai Kishen Das, Bhai Singha, Bhai
Sangat Das, Bhai Baij Nath, Bhai Sukh Deo, Bhai Jhabar
Singh, Bhai Jagman, Bhai Rupa, Bhai Lal Man, Bhai
Anant Das, Bhai Amlia Keskar, Bhai Sufer Chand, Bhai Nain
Sukh, Bhai Gulal Chand, Bhai Bal Gobind, Bhai Bhagta,
Bhai Bindraban, Bhai Pala Govardan Das, Pala Pheru, Bhai
Bansidhar, Fisherman Sukhdeo, Bhai Suja Ram, Bhai
Hira Nand, Bhai Paras Ram, Bhai Bhag Mal, Bhai Hirdai
Ram, Bhai Mitter Sain, Bhai Gaj Mal, Bhai Jagdeo, Bhai
Dalpat, Bhai Mul Dasi, Bhai Achetan, Bhai Bala Mula, Bhai
Lachua, Bhai Raghunath, Bhai Dina Nath, Bhai Pran Nath,
Bhai Subha Chand, Bhai Nand Lal, Bhai Pritam Das, Bhai
Bhoj Rai and others.

Guru Tegh Bahadur had now decided to spend the early
months of the rainy season (known as the Chumasa) at Patna.
During this period the whole missionary work in this region
was reorganised. As the Dacca Sangat also known as
Hazuri Sangat, was anxiously waiting for Guruji, it was
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docided that his family should stay at patna while he went
to Bengal and Kamarup to meet and bress those brave sikhs
tho hgd been keeping the torch of Sikh faith brr"t g i,
thor:_fg_flung areas for over a century.

Bhai Dayal Das was appointed tle Suba 0it Governor
peaning_Archbishop) over all the missionary centres in East
Bengal, Bihar, Uttar pradesh, and other neighbouring *r.ri"
Guru Tegh Bahadur- gave him complete a-utlority -or"i tt,
YS*! of these regions. Every lettei vnitten by Guruii from
Bengal to the Sangats of these areas bears d,itness io the
M"tt"rlr pr-o.found confidence in this noble soul. Again and
again Gurujiinstruct! the sangasto consider Bhai Diyai Das
an embodiment of his own Spirit, and respect him as f,is own
fiving image. His command was to be a-ccepted as Guruji,s
command.ls His exalted character, dedicated soul organisa-
tional ability, tireless spirit of seryice, and unstinted dJvotion
to the cause of his faith, made him the most outstanding Silfi,
deserving such a high and responsible post. Out of pJrsonal
love and affection for this scion of Bhai Mai Das'- family,
every one of whose ten sons fell a martyr to the cause of
Sikhism, Guru Tegh Bahadur addressed him as Bheiya ji
(Respected Brother). As long as Bhai Dayal Das was ihere
at Patna he was no longer worried about the welfare of his
family. He knew that they would be looked after, with as
much care and affection as he could personally bestow on
them.

Some Sikhs complained to the Guru that Bhai Jaith Mal
(whose name is often given incorrecfly as Bhai faita), was very
dirty in his habit because he never took a bath, never wore
clean clothes, never said his prayers regutarly and did not
visit the temple as frequently as a Sikh should. Guru Tegh
Bahadur smiled and asked two of his disciples to find out the
truth. To the Guru, Bhai Jaith Mal appeared to be as devout
a Sikh as aoyone else. These two disciples disguised them-
selves as travellers and sought Bhai Jaith Mal's hospitality,
which was freely granted. At night they keenly watched
Bhai laith Mal. To their surprise he quietly got up at 2 A.M.
took his bath and after putting on very clean clothes sat in
his meditations and prayers for nearly four hours. At day-
break he wore the same dirty clothes which he generally wore
while working outside, and attended to his gucsts. Guru Teeh



Guru Tegh Bahadur's Letter to Benaras Sangat asking them
to give the tithes to Bhai Jawehri Mal, who should send them

to Bhai Dayal Das at Patna
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Guru Tegh Bahadur's Letter to Benaras Sangat to accept the
requests of Bhai Dayal Das as the Guru's command
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Bahadur was happy to learn about the silent devotion of
Bhai Jaith Mal for God, and blessed him.r.

Elaborate preparations were made for the journey to
Dacca and Kamarup. Bhai Bulaki Das from Dacca and Raja
Ram Rai of some state in I(amarup,rs personally came with
gifts, money, and plans for the journey. Raja Fateh Chand
Maini, arid mtsand Ram Rai, the Head of the Patna diocese,
took responsibility for arranging a still better accommodation
for Guruji's family. Holy Mother Nanaki wanted Guru
Tegh Bahadur to stay on for a few months more at Patna
and wait for the birth of his child some time in December.
But to the detached spirit of Guru Tegh Bahadur, his respon-
sibility to fulfil the wishes of his disciples thirsting for his
illuminating presence was dearer than any family affair. He
left Patna sometime in August 1666 A.D. along with his
prominent disciples Diwan Mati Das. Bhai Sati Das, Bhai
Gurditta and others. Covering about thirty miles a day Guru
Tegh Bahadur reached Monghyr, a flourishing town on the
banks of the Ganges. Here Guruji stopped for nearly a month
and wrote letters to the Sangats of Allahabad, Beqares, lvhrza-
pnr, and Patna. To Patna Sangat and Bhai Dayal Das, he
wrote : "The wishes of the disciples and the whole Sangat
shall be fulfilled by the Guru. \Me have camped at Monghyr.
It is the time now for the Sangat to serve. Bhaiji, bring all
the masands working under you and also the Sangat to Mon-
ghyr for dmshan (personal blessings of the Guru). Whoever
comes shall abide in prosperity. This is the opportunity to
serve the cause of the Sikhism. Whatever Bhai Dayal Das says

should be accepted by the Sangat as the command of the
Guru. The Guru will fulfil the desires of such disciples.
There is one more thing, respected Brother. We are think-
ing of acquiring some tents for our dera (convoyl from Shah-

zadpur. I leave it to you. You can send any order to the
Sanga and make them comply with your commands. Pleasc

send forty Bihari firrbans; also send twenty turbans worth
forty rupees. The Sanga shall flourish in prosperity."te

To the Benares Sanga he wrote : "All the tithes and
offerinp should be given to Bhai Dayal Das. It will reach
the Gnru's presence. A\e Sangd shall be blessed. We havc
camped at Monghyr. Whoever comes here to receive thc
Guru's blessings shall receive hls divine favour. His desires
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shall be fulfilled."l7 Similar letters were written to all the
dioceses.

Most of the letters of Guru Tegh Bahadur indicate that
some Raja was with him in his itinerary and he accompanied
him back to Anandpur. Neither Raja Ram Singh nor any
other General of the Mughal Army was with him during his
journey from Patna to Dacca. No Mughal General sent with
an army on a military expeCition, according to the rules,
could stop at Monghyr for more than two days. But Guru
Tegh Bahadur camped here for nearly a month, and invited
his disciples of Allahabad, Mirzapur, Benares to come and
meet him. He would certainly not have written to these
Sangats to send such small amounts of money as eighty to
hundred rupees, and such articles as turbans, and tents, if
Raja Ram Singh who went to Dacca much later with a huge
army had been with him. Some of the costly turbans he was
acquiring were to be given as robes of honours to visitors and
dignitaries, who met him on the way to Dacca, such as pirs,
saintly scholars, devout chiefs and masands. During his stay
at Monghyr and other places where he camped, Kirtan was
performed by his bards and musicians, sermons were deli
vered, and elevating and sweet Songs of Nirvana fthe Padavli\
were composed by Guru Tegh Bahadur and recorded by Bhai
Sati Das. Says an Assamese chronicler about Guru Tegh
Bahadur : "He became the Guru of a Iarge number of
Brahmins and Kshatriyas. He would not take the name of
Rama and Krishna, nor of any god or goddess. On meeting a
disciple of his own faith he would simply say : "VahGuru,
Vah-Guru" and nothing else.16' People came from great
distances to have a glimpse of the Guru. He was the second
Guru of the Sikh faith to come so far, and revive the seeds

of faith sown by Guru Nanak.
From Monghyr Guru Tegh Bahadur went to Bhagalpur,

and from there to Colgong, Sahibganj and Kantnagar. Thk
village, Kantnagar, was subsequently wiped out by the floods,
and the inhabitants moved to a new site towards the north,
now known as Lachmipur. A number of villages in these areas
of Bihar are still predominantly Sikh villages. Although their
dress is Bihari, and the language is Maithili, they retain Sikh
traCitions and practices in much purer form than we find them
in the Punjab. When Patna Sahib was raised to the status
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Guru Tegh Bahadur's Letter written from Monghyr to Bhai Dayal
Das and the Patna Sangat, asking them to come and meet him and

bring some tents and 40 turbans



Guru Tegh Bahadur's Letter to Benaras Sangat, informing
them that he has camped at Monghyr, and asking them to

come for darshan
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of a Takhar after the abolition of the masands, an army was

stationed there. This Khalsa army was such a powerful force
that the Mughals and Assamese continued to seek their sup-

port in their military campaigns up to the time of the British
invasion. The memory of the Guru's visit is still fresh in the

minds of the people, and the presence of Guru Tegh Bahadur
is still felt in the wonderful legends told and retold by the
devoui Bihari and Bengali Sikhs of these areas. From Kant-
nagar Guru Tegh BahaCur went to Raj Mahal, where he

stopped for three days. From here he moved on to the great

Sufi centre Malda, known for its Pirs and Fakirs. Here the

Sufl Pirs gathered around him and discussed many religious
problems. They were deeply impressed by the magnetic
personality of the Guru and the active associations of the

Sikh faith rvith the major Sufi Schools of thought, like the
Chistis and the Qaidriyas.

From Malda he went to Godagari, Gopalpur and, passing

through Pabna, he reached Dacca by the middle or the end of
October 1664 A.D. Here he met a reception befitting kings

and emperors. The nrusands, the disciples, and innumerable
Rajas who were Ministers and Army Generals under the

ViCeroy of Dacca came to pay homage to Guru Tegh
Bahadur.
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r r They accompanied Guru Hari Krishen to Delhi and stayed
with the Guru in Jaipur House. Raia Jai Singh and Raja
Ram Singh kept Guru Hari Krishen in his protective custody
till the dispute of succession was settled to the satisfaction
of the Sikhs. Malcolm: The Sikhs.

12The names of all the disciples of Patna are recorded in the
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letters of Guru Tegh Bahadur. These letters make it clear
that Bhai Dayala was made the Subo of patna and ihe
Missionary centre of Benarag Allahabad, Mirzapur, and
other neighbouring regions were placed uriaer Uiri. Ttrese

_ _ .letters are quoted in this chapter, and subsequent chapters.[ "Daydl Dis kahe so slflgat mande rehn5, sikhall da bhalf hoj,
Guru Tegh Bahadur Letter trom Monqhur to Bmar&.

"Bhai DayEI Dis kahai, safigat Guru kE hukim kar manariE.,i
Saltgat kd Guru rujgEr kare ge."

Guruji'rLetter trurn MoWhar to potrut.
1a Sfr,roi Prako,sh Rds 11, AfLsil 5I.rsThe letters indicate that One Raja accompanied Guru Tegh

Bahadur in his Bengal tours and back to Anandpur. nanaf,ir
Singh's assertion that it was Raja Ram Singh Amber son of
Mirza Jai Singh is fantastic in view of two glaring facts:
(1_) At_this period Raja Ram Singh was in disgrace. (2)
When Ram Singh was sent to Assam he eontinuEd to stai
there till after the martyrdom of Guru Tegh Bahadur. 11
was impossible for him to follow Guru Tegh Bahadur, as
Randhir Singh suggests from Dhubri to Jaganath puri and
back to Patna and Delhi

G. B. Singh suggest that it was Raja Sabal Singh Sasodia
who accompanied Guru Tegh Bahadur from patni to Dacca
(Dacca Review 1915). But Raja Sabal Singh Sasodia had
reached Dacca a year earlier and accompanied Shaista Khan,s
sons in their conquest of Chittagaon and Sondip. So the
Raja who accompanied Guru Tegh Bahadur from patna to
Assam and back to Anandpur was neither Raja Ram Singh
Amber nor Raja Sabal Singh Sasodia. There are two othir
Rajas who were connected with Guru Tegh Bahadur whose
names are known to us through historical records. (1) Raja
Fateh Chand Maini's name is found in the letters of Guru
Tegh Bahadur written from Dacca which clearly suggests
that he did not accompany the Guru on his Bengal and
Assam tours. (2) Raja Ram Rai actually belonged to some
state in Kamarup which does not exist any more. As soon as
Guru Tegh Bahadur reached Dacca he is said to have sought
blessings for the birth of a son. A son was born to him
while Guru Tegh Bahadur was yet in Bengal and Assam.
It is most probably this Raja who out of extreme devotion
accompanied Guru Tegh Bahadur back to Anandpur. Later
his sou Rattan Rai paid homage to Guru Gobind Sineh by
coming all the way from Kamarup with an offering of white
elephant and many precious gifts. As the name of the Raja
is not given it is difficult to be absolutely certain.

Gyani Gyan Singh gives the name of Raja Ram Rai as
Ram Deo. He also says that Raja Ram Deo's grandmother's
name was Gaurjan was met Guru Nanak a century and a half
earlier, when Guru Nanak visited Kamarup.

Tawdrilch Guru Klfrlfi, p 87.
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t6 sarbat safigat sikhdn ke manoralh Gurtr piire g6; Bhaiji asdfi Monghyr ch6vni rr-ti hai; safigat ki sevE ka velE

hai; BhaIjI pare ke jo tum6re sube ke masafid haifi,
sarbat safigat pare kf hi ke dar6an SvnE; jo sikh avega
tisk6 ruzgdr hog safrgat ki sevd ki velE hai; Bhai Daydl
Dds kahai Saflgat Guru ka hukam kar manariS ; Safigat
kE Gurrf rujgdr kare gd; aur Bhaiji Sahj6dpur ko Dere
ke kheme ke vdste likhyd cdhte hai. Jiofr tum keh bhejo
tioll hukam manaid; sallgat ko likho. do kofliEfr pag5n
Bihdr ki bhejni, ek kofli pag6 ki calis rup5e ki bhejni,
Sallgat kd ruzgdr hog.

Guru Tegh Bahadur's Letter trom Monghgr to Patna.17 kdr bdr hovai Saflgat ne Bhai Daya1 DEs p5s pahfincEvni
hazur pahuflce gi. Sallgat kd bhal6 hog, Monghyr chdvni
hoi hai; jo Sikh dar6an ko Svai gd tis ko manorath Gurtr
pure kare g5.

Guru Tegh Bahadur's
Letter fruru Mmghar to Berwras Songat.

These letters from Monghyr clearly show that Guru Tegh
Bahadur camped on the way to Bengal at various places for
over a month, which was not possible for him to do if he
accompanied Rajd Ram Singh. Here he waited for the
disciples of Benaras and Patna to come and meet him. He
also expresses his requirement of tents and turbans. IIad he
been accompanying Raja Ram Singh at this stage it is incon-
ceivable that he would be requiring tents. Raja Ram Singh's
army consisted of 21 Rajput chiefs, 30,000 infantry and 18,000
Trtkish cavalry. If Guru Tegh Bahadur was with him, it is
unbelievable that the Guru would stop at Monghyr and ask
his disciples to send a few tents from Patna. These letters
strongly indicate that Raja Ram Singh was not with Guruji
on his journey from Patna to Dacca. He was most probably
accompanied by Raja Ram Bai of some state in Kamarup.
Raja Ram Singh Amber met Guru Tegh Bahadur two years
later at Dacca and it is from Dacca that Guru Tegh Bahadur
accompanied Raja Ram Singh Amber to Dhubri.



CHAPTER XVII

GURU TEGH BAHADUR IN BENGAL

THP-origin 9f th! city of Dacca is shrouded in mystery.I Various theories have been propounded to explain the
derivation of the name Dacca. According to the mosi popular
opinion, the word "Dhaka or Dacca,, is derived froi 6hak,
the name of a tree, Butea Frondos which bears red blossoms
and is plentiful here.l Sayid Aulad Hasan gives a tradition
according to which Dhaka is derived from the Bengali word
Dhak meaning drum.2 Vikramaditya is said to have visited
this region and his capital Bikrampur still survives.

European travellers identified Dacca with Bangala. Dacca
consisted of. 52 bazars and 53 streets, and from the circum-
stances it obtained the name of "Bauna Bazar and Tippan
Galli." One of these the, Bangalla bazar, still exists.
Bangalla is one of the older names of Dacca referred to by
Rennel. It is not improbable that"Baunoo bazar and Tippai
Gallt'' was the city here alluded to, and the name of nang;lta
by which one of its many bazars was known was applied by
Europeans to the whole town, from the circumstance perhapi
of this bazar being the place in which tracie was chiefly
carried on with foreigners. What tends to confirm this opinion
of the identity of Dacca and Bangalla is the circumstance that
only one of them is ever mentioned by the same traveller.3

Bengal was known as a country of hellish paradise.
Bernier, the French traveller and physician, who visited Bengal
in 1665 A.D. very aptly observed that Bangala has a hundied
gates open for entrance but not one for departure. Its wealth
and goods attracted all travellers while its climate was killing.
The Chinese travellers call it pang Kola (Bangala). Abdul
Fazal mentions that Kamarup originally extended to Dacca
and a considerable part of the present East Bengal.

Guru Nanak visited this place on his way from Dhubri
in Assam to Jagannah Puri in the beginning of 16th century.
The place was famous for the Dhakeswari temple, a place of
pilgrimage. This part of the country was then divided into
a number of petty states which were dignified with the title
of kingdoms. There appeared to be considerable scarcity of
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Sangat Tola Gurdwara, Dacca (Pakistan)
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clrinking water. During his short stay Guru Nanak had a well

consiructed here and a temple and tank were built by some

local Raja to commemorate the Guru's visit' In the month

of March (Chaitra) people of all faiths used to gather in wor'
ship and prayer to keep the memory of Guru Nanak's visit
alive. The water of the well was believed to possess

miraculous pov/ers. Hindus, Muslims, and Sikhs came to
drink the wish-futfilling waters of this historic well until
recent times.a

A greater miracle was performed by Guru Nanak by leav'

ing the light of his faith burning intensely in the soul of the

BJngalis of Dacca and other places visited by him. Gulu
Amir Das was the first to send missionaries to this region who

organised the sangat'here and informed the Bengali Sikhs that

Baisakhi (New Year Day) had been fixed as the national
gathering day, when Sikhs of distant places were expected to

come aod meet the living Guru. History has preserved the

name of Bhai Mohan of Dacca, who visited Punjab during

the time of Guru Hargobind.s
Shortly after Bhai Mohan's visit to Punjab Baba Gurditta

eldest brother of Guru Tegh Bahadur reorganised the Udasi

missionaries of Guru Nanak's son, Sri Chand, and appointed

Almast the chief missionary over all the centres in Bengal,

Bihar and Orissa. Almast5 visited all these areas with a band

of inspired Sikhs and appointed them masands (bishops) at

Patna, Rajmahal, Dacca, Calcutta and Jagannath Puri.
Almasi appointed Bhai Natha as the Head of the Bengal

Missionary Centre, while Bulaki Das was the masand who

assisted him in the work. As the city grew, it was felt that

a temple should be built in the centre of the city. Bhai

Natha, though of a very caustic temper and flaming tongue

was very much respected for his piety and philanlnropJtV;

With til help of donations freely given by Bengali Sikhs, Bhai

Natha built a beautiful temple on the right side of the road

which now goes from Ramana race course towards Nilket'
It is just behind the newly built Public Library. Bhai Natha

aho 6uilt a well, which was repaired later and a stone inscrip

tion was fixed which reacls: "In the name of the True God,

the Creator, and of Guru Nanak (attached to) the Guru Sadd'i

at Nanakmata of Almastrai. Baba Natha Sahib's Sangat at

Shujatpur. Mahant Premdas. Well repaired- in 1890 B'S'
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1833 A.D. Another Bengali inscription is fixed on the top
of the well.7

"The Sikh organisation is located in a big compound, which
can be entered through an arched gateway from the northern
by-Iane. The interior falls into two parts, the templerum-
residential complex on the east, and the western half contain-
ing a masonry tank, a well, and other samodhis (death
memorials). The eastern half consists of a rectangular court,
on the northern and southern sides of which range residential
roorns, while its western side is &eupied by thJ temple. In
the court is a vedi (raisod seat) on which is set a black stone
661@ining footprints ,(probably of some Guru). The temple
consists of multiple rooms arranged around a central square
room,-four rooms on its four sides and other four at the
corners, in all nine. All these are interconnected by arched
doorways. The roof is a flat vault resting on coping arches
at the sides. In the central room is a small platform on which
is still kept the Guru Granth. The ground plan of this temple
exactly follows the arrangement of rooms in Bibi Pari's tomb.!
(Bibi Pari, or Lady Fairy, better named Iran Dukht was
daughter of Nawab Shaista Khan who died in 1684 A.D.)

Nawab Islam Khan (1606-1613 A.D.) named Da@a,
Jahangirnagar, and sffied the capital to this city from
Rajmahal, which then lost its strategic importance.e Shah
Jahan visited it in 1624 A.D. Sultan Mohammed Shuja
temporarily transferred the capital to Rajmahal for his self.
defence, but six years before Guru Tegh Bahadur arrived Mir
Jumla again transferred it to Dacca. In 1664 A.D. Shaista
Khan nephew of the beautiful Empress Nurjahan and brother
of the Lady who sleeps in Taj Mahal was appointed Viceroy
of Bengal.

Shaista Khan was the noblest ruler that India was
fortunate to have, after Akbar. He ruled Bengal with great
compassion, and noble concern for all communities. While
Aurangzeb had started eliminating Hindu and non-Muslim
officials, the key posts in his administration were held by the
Hindus. Even- his Prime Minister (Diwan) was a Hindu.
Rankin in his Dacca Diaries (1668 A.D.) states that the fol.
lowing were the principal non-Muslim Officials : Diwarc:
Raja Bhagwant Dasro, Rai Nand Lall. Peshdast of Diwan:
Keshi Dasi House Diwan: Murlidhar ; Muttshiz Parbal Das,
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Guru Tegh Bahadur's Letter to Patna Sangat asking them to
acquire an excellent house, (aval haveli) for his family
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Chief Mutsady: Manohar Das; Mutsady: Shib Ram;
Superintendent of Finances and Ships: Kishor Das. Com-
mander of 15,000: Raja Subal Singh Sisodia.'t Out of these,
Raja Bhagwant Das who was the Diwan at the time of Guru
Tegh Bahadur's arrival, is said to be a Nanak Panthi.

From Rajmahal to Dacca Guru Tegh Bahadur and his
entourage covered the journey in about nine days. A royal
reception was awaiting them at Dacca. The Dacca Sangat
had built a house specially for Guru Tegh Bahadur's stay,
which is now known as Guru Tegh Bahadtfs Sangar and is
situated in the Sangat Tola lane. The mohalla is also called
Sangat Tola.r2 The rich and the poor, the high and the low,
men, \ryomen, and children flocked to see the prophet from
the Punjab, the eighth successor of Guru Nanak. Dacca was
the most prosperous place in India. Wealth and gold were
in abundance. The Portuguese Missionary Sebastian Man-
rique writes in 1640 A.D., "Money is so plentiful in Dacca
that it is seldom counted but always weighed. The vastness
of wealth in the city is stupefying."l3

Daily Kirtan was held, sermons were delivered, visitors
were received, and the number of those who received the light
of Guru's faith, and became his ordained disciples also
swelled. He won the admiration of Shaista Khan and his
nobles. The locality in which Guru Tegh Bahadur was lodged
was mainly reserved for foreigners. Close by, was the
Christian Mission under Father Bernard de Jesus. Vicar
General of Bengal. In the Feringi Bazar lived the Portu-
guese and Englishmen who had already established a colony.

At Patna Guru Gobind Singh was born on December
2e,1666 A.D. (Posh Sudi 7, 1723 B.S.).1' There was illumi-
nation and great rejoicing at the birth of the Guru's son who
was named Gobind Das.ls Later Guru Gobind was frequenfly
addressed as Gobind Rai. \{fhen he ordained the Holy Order
of the Khalsa and adCed the suffix "Singh: Lion," to the name
of all his disciples, he added it to his own name also. He is
therefore known in history as Gobind Singh.'"

Bhai Dayal Das immediately dispatched a letter to Dacca
giving the happy news which was carried post haste to Dacca
by Bhai Mehar Chand and Bhai Kalyan Chand. There was
great rejoicing at Dacca. Recitation of the Scriptures, Kirtan
(hymn singing), and illumination were held. Food and clothes
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were distributed to the poor. Guru Tegh Bahadur imme-
diately wrote the following reply to Bhai bayal Das and the
Patna Sangat: "My blessings on the Sanga tf patna and all
the Sangat who contemplate the Divine Name ;,,Vah-Guru,' ;
God will fuIfil their desires. The Sangat of Fatna has spent
money to celebrate the birth of Gobind Das. All the offerings
made on the occasion shall be accepted and shall receiie
divine favour in the Dargah (Heavenly Court) of God. A
rupee (silver coin) shall be accepted in His presence as a
mohar (gold coin). All other services rendered on the occa-
sion $hall be accepted, and blessed by God. He who renders
seryice tc, Gobind Das in future shall be blessed, and shall
receive the favour of God. Everyone of you will flourish
in prosperity and receive the bounties of God. I am sending
a robe of honour to you respected Brother (Dayal Das).
Patna is the Home of the Guru. May the Sangat of. patna
live in prosperity.rT

Guru Tegh Bahadur now wished to visit other areas in
Bengal. The sensitive soul of the Bengali people had res-
ponded so enthusiastically to his call for spiritual life that
invitations from all regions of Bengal were pburing in. Guru
Tegh Bahadur was anxious to establish religious centres of
his faith in all major towns. Raja .Ram Rai, who accom-
panied him on this itinerary, probably belonged to one of
these regions. Between Chittagong and Sylhet there were
many small independent kingdoms which accepted the suzer-
ainty of the Mughals. Raja Ram Rai was the ruler of one
of these states, most probably some state of the Jantia Hills
near Sylhet,'8 known for its white elephants, and other rare
products, and included in the boundaries of old Kamarup.

The journey through these regions was hazardous and
requireC special camp equipage and preparations. Raja Ram
Rai had sought one favour from the Guru. Now that a son
had been born to the Guru he begged the Guru to pray for
him so that he mlght also be blessed with a noble son who
would serve Gobind Das with the same pride and devotion
with which he was serving him. Guru Tegh Bahadur granted
his request. Preparations were now underway to go first to
the Jantia Hills, Sylhet, and ftom there go south to Chittagong,
and Sondip, and then come back to Dacca within a year or
so. In connection with this journey Guru Tegh Bahadur



Guru Tegh Bahadur's Letter written from Dacca to Patna
Sangat, on hearing about the birth of his son, Gobind Das,

in which he sends his benediction: Gobind Dos ki vadhai



Guru Tegh Bahadur's Letter to Patna Sangat blessing them
for looking after Gobind Das with devoted care
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wrote another letter to Patna Sangat saying : ..The Guru's
grace r,vill redeem the Sangat of Patna; repeat the divine
Name and ever remember the Guru. Sikhs who contemplate
the divine Name, VahGuru,le shall be blessed by the Guru
and their wishes shall be fulfilled. Patna is the Home of the
Guru. The Sangat of Patna is devoutly serving Govind Das.
The service of Gobind Das and of the Guru shall be accepted
in the dargah of God. May the Sangd ever live in pros-
perity. If Bhai Raja has sent the tents from the other side,
(some city west of Patna), then please send them. Our
requirements are as follows : One special tent (suhelal, tlree
awnings, (qanatsl, one peshkharu (daplicate tent)2o and one
kitchen tent, a five yard ravti. Send some enclosure tents,
and the awnings necessary for that also. All these things may
be sent with Bhai Mallu Mehra. The Guru wilt bless the
Sangat. Patna is the Home of the Guru."zr

Accompanied by his disciple Raja Ram Rai, Guru Tegh
Bahadur left for Jantia Hills and Sylhet. He felt that the
house in which his family was lodged was not spacious enough
for the upbringing of his son, who would soon require a play-
ground, a garden, rooms for his governesses, and other
attendants to look after him, and train him in the best possible
manner. So he wrote the following letter to Bhai Dayal Das
and the Patna Sangat : "The Sikhs who contemplate the
divine Name, VahGuru, shall be redeemed by the Gunr.
We are now going beyond (Dacca) with RaJaji. I have left
the family at Patna; devout Sikhs who remember God are
expected to look after them and serve them. A penny in
service will bear the merit of gold coin in the presence of
God. This is the opportunity for the Sangat of Patna to
render service. Whoever renders any service shall be blessed,
and his offerings in the name of the Guru shall bear fruit.
Now is the golden opportunity to render service to the cause
of the Guru. Find a first class, large, and spacious house
bval haveli hovai, badi hava{l and lodge my family in it".

It was probably in response to this request that Raja
Fateh Chand Maini of Patna built a large house which was
completed and dedicated to the Guru's family on Guru
Nanak's ascension day, Assu Vadi l0 in the year 1725 B.S.,
1668 A.D.22 The Child, Gobind 
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personal affection for the wives of Raja Fateh Chand, named
Kishori Devi and Visambhara Devi.

_ Syllet at this period was divided into three principal states
Laur, Gaur, and Jaintia, and it is highly probible that Raja
Ram Rai was the ruler of one of these siates. These three
states covered Sunamganj, Khasia Hills, Habiganj, Amirganj,
Nabiganj, Sankarpasah, Jaintia Hills and the present town ot
Sylhet. The place became famous for Sufii and eunuchs.
The first Sufi Khanqah was established by Shah Jalal who
game to this pJace with three hundred disciples and settled
here. Shah Jalal was a contemporary of Shaikh Farid and
Nizamudin Auliya. His spiritual and cultural influence on
Bengal was tremendous. Guru Tegh Bahadur visited early
in the year 1667 A.D. Here he also established a missionary
centre known as the Sylhet Sangat, under which there were
minor Sangats of the neighbouring area. The Sufis of Sylhet,
though far more bigoted than the Sufis of the punjab, patna,
Delhi and Malda, were impressed by the mystic light which
the Guru and his disciples radiated. To Guru Tegh Bahadur,s
son Gobind Singh later on Sylhet provided war elephants.2r

_ After spending the rainy season at Sylhet Curu tegh
Bahadur moved South towards Chittagong, and Sondip. He
passed through Shaistaganj, and stopped at Agartala, the
capital of independent Tripura State.2a From Agartala he
moved on to Commilla, Laksam, Daulatganj, Sitakund, and
Hathazan. From here he went to Chittagong where he
stayed towards the end of the year 1667 A.D. During his
stay at Chittagong he established a large religious centre of
his faith, and even went to Sondip Island, and established a
Sangat there. We have the letters of Guru Gobind Singh
addressed to the Chittagong and Sondip Sangats, which show
that these dioceses, founded by Guru Tegh Bahadur, must
have made tremendous progress because less than thirty years
after the death of Guru Tegh Bahadur the Sondip Island
sangat and the chittagong sangat were prosperous enough
to provide weapons, and war material for the freedom fight
of Guru Gobind Singh.za

Guru Tegh Bahadur stayed for a few weeks at Dohazari
also. Here it is believed a dog belonging to the Guru was
seized by a crocodile. The local Mohammadan Zamindar
had an *,;p$of Guru Tegh Bahadur which was pre'
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Guru Tegh Bahadur's Letter written from Dacca to Patna
Sangat asking for camp equipment. It also asks Bhai Dayal

Das to come for darshan to Dacca



Guru Tegh Bahadur's Letter
and Bhai Kalyan Das had

Patna

stating that Bhai Mehar Chand
brought camp equipment from
to Dacca
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served till the other day, with a reverence due to a valued
family heirloom, and holy relic. The paper may yet be
found in the court of wards."zs The priest at Banskhali
informed the author that inspired by the visit of Guru Tegh
Bahadur, and the places where he camped, and delivered his
melodious sermons, Sangats, (dioceses) were also established
at Agartala, Jorarganj, Feni, Mirsarai Sitakund, Kursira,
Bhatian, Comilla, Kulgaon, Hathazari, Rangunia and Kan-
channagar. It is this chain of religious centres which clearly
indicate that Guru Tegh Bahadur came from Sylhet to
Chittagong. Kumira and Kanchannagar had two Sangats.
The Sangat at Banskhali survives to this day. A jaghir of.
Rs. 1,000 is still attached to it. The Sikhs in a subsequent
period acquired so much importance in Bengal and Assam
that their help was always acquired by the authorities to repel
Portuguese and Arakanese attacks, and also for the freedom
battles of the Asamese. The Takha Patna maintained a
standing army under the Jathedars of Patna Sahib. Because
of such help rendered by the Khalsa Army of Patna, a learned
Sikh, Sardar Mohan Singh was appointed Governor of
Chittagong. 26

Passing through Noakhali, Chandpur and Narayanganj
Guru Tegh Bahadur reached Dacca early in the year 1668
A.D. As soon as he arrived, he received happy news about his
son Gobind Das and his family. Though Patna Sangu and his
family was eagerly waiting for him, he had put his heart and
soul into the great work of the moral and spiritual regenera-
tion of his country. He was also determined to revive aH

the old religious centres established by Guru Nanak in
Assam. Had he waited for another three months at Patna
he would have seen and blessed his new born son. Gobind
Das. Had he sparod just one month, he could have easily
gone to Patna, met his family and come back. But to the
detachad'spirit of Guru Tegh Bahadur nothing was dearer
and more important than the awakening of his country to
the grim realities of the impending cloudy future. Unfortu-
nately history has not preserved his beautiful sermons deli'
vered to the people of Bengal for whom he developed a deep
and tender affection. Bengal and the Bongalis have not for-
gotten the Guru's affection for them, and ever sincc then they
have been looking West towards the Punjab, the home of
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Sikh faith for renewed inspiration of the Guru, but have been
seriously disappointed by the Punjabi Sikhs and leaders of
today, who have never even thought of maintaining the
spiritual, and cultural contacts, and ties, deeply established
by the Gurus between Bengal, the Punjab and Assam, because
of their useless preoccupations.2T

In December 1667 A.D., Aurangzeb received intelligence
of the capture of Gauhati by the Ahoms, and he at once
resolved to despatch a strong army to re-establish Mughal
prestige in the North East Frontier. He selected Raja Ram
Singh, son of Raja Mirza fai Singh, partly on account of his
able generalship, and partly as a punishment for his alleged
connivance at the escape of Shivaji. Ever since ttre escape
of Shivaji he was in disgrace and under house-amest. His
father was dead, though Ram Singh was upto this time
ignorant of the fact that he had been poisoned by the con-
nivance of the wily Emperor.2s Ram Singh was taken back
into the Emperor's favour, and created Charhazari and then
dispatched to Assam, which was regarded in Mughal tradi-
tion as the grave of the generals. On December 27, 1667
A.D. Ram Singh was presented by the Emperor with a Khilat
consisting of a gilded saddle, and a dagger with a belt adorned
with pearls. On January 6, 1668, he received formal orders
from the Emperor appointing him commander of the Assam
expedition.zs. The Emperor informed Ram Singh that he
had issued orders to his Prime Minister, Jafar Khan Umdat-
ul-Mulk for the supply of provisions for the troops, and
directed the Raja to get possession of Gauhati fort after the
rainy season was over, promising to send more troops to him.3o
The suspicious Emperor appointed several Muslim Ofrcers:
Mir Said Saif Dewan, Mir Raji Dewan, Behlol Khan Daroga,
Sultan Ali Daroga, Mir Gazar Beg and Hazi Waqyanavis, to
watch and report on the actions of the Hindu Raja lest he
should enter into collusion with the King and officers of
Assam.ri

On the way to Dacca Raja Ram Singh stopped for about
a week at Patna in a garden founded by his father, Mirza
Raja Jai Singh. He met the Holy Mother, Mata Gujari and
Bhai Dayal Das from whom he came to know that Guru Tegh
Bahadur was already in Bengal, and was planning to go to
Assam. The news delighted him. He knew that Assam
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was a land where witchcraft had done as much damage to
the Imperial armies as the climate. To protect himself from
the evil effects of witchcraft, he had alreidy decided to take
some religious divines with him. He stopped at Malda, and
requested five leading Muslim pirs to accompany him and
remain with him throughout the campaign, to ward off the
evil effects of the witchcraft of the Assamese. He was not
quite sure whether Guru Tegh Bahadur would be able to
accompany him, and even if he accompanied him he could
not compel him to stay on till the end of hostilities. The
Sikh Gurus were known to him to be extremely independent-
minded and he had seen how Guru Hari Krishen, the Child-
prophet, refused even to meet Emperor Aurangzeb. So to
arm himself against the demoralising effects of the witchcraft,
real or imaginary, he took with him five pirs of Malda, who
were given a permanent residence at Dhubri in Assam.32

On hearing of the approach of the Raja, Shaista Khan
welcomed him with great cordiality and splendour. The two
Diwans, Raja Nand Lal, and Rai Muraridhar, escorted the
Raja on elephants and horses marching to the notes of five
musical instruments. The path lying on the march was
splashed with water by a host of. chikabardars, and the roofs
of the houses in the bazaar through which the Raja passed
were covered with golden and silver cloth. The Raja
approached the Nawab, and addressing him as uncle (chachal
saluted the latter by touching his feet. Shaista Khan clasped
Ram Singh to his bosom by twining him by the neck and
kissed the Raja's head. The Nawab presented to Ram Singh
precious elephants and horses and a sword named Khanja
whose price amounted to Rs. 25,000. Nawab Shaista
Khan then imparted the following instructions to Ram Singh:
"Act in such a way that you may remain in the good graces
of the Emperor. Aurangzeb Padshah is a shrewd diplomat.
Shujanagar (Hazo in Assam) is an unhealthy place, its hills
are covered with forests, and poisonous waters flow in its
stream during the two months of Baisakh and Jaistha. The
air that blows is also iufected with poison. You should live
very carefully. Do not drink any water but that of Lauhitya
or Brahmaputra. Do not admit the women of that place into
your palace; they are wicked and treacherous." Ram Singh
became extremely delighted with the reception given to him,
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and said to the Nawab: "The advice which you have given
to me such as is generally imparted by a father to his son.,,B3

Raja Ram Singh then met Guru Tegh Bahadur with great
reverence. The Guru had already completed his tour of
Bengal, and now he wished to revive the religious centres built
by Sikh Missionaries to commemorate the visit of Guru Nanak
at Dhubri and Kamakhya. By a happy coincidence he was
now able to accept Raja Ram Singh's request to accompany
him, though the Raja knew that the Guru could not afford
to stay for more than six to nine months in Assam.

The personal ties of Raja Ram Singh with Shaista Khan
bro'rgh1 the Sikh Sangats in greater respectful favour of the
peace and harmony loving Governor than ever before. It was
at this period that an extensive portion of the modern Dacca
was given as jaghir to the Nanak Panthi Akhara and Sangat
Tola Gwdwara. Some years ago land for the Dacca Univer-
sity, the Dacca Medical Collegelnd Hospital, and the public
Library was all acquired fromrthe Mahants of these Gur-
dwaras.3a All this land and much more comprising nearly
onethird of present Dacca was sanctioned as iaghir by Shaista
Khan.

It was at about this time that a son was born to Raja
Ram Rai, whom he named Rattan Rai. According to a local
tradition his name is also said to be Anup Rai. .But the
historical records are almost unanimous about his uairre being
Rattan Rai.3s Guru Tegh Bahadur and his ministers were
very happy that God had fulfilled the wishes of his devout
disciple, who had accompanied him on his Bengal tour and
was now ready to accompany him on his Assam tour also.

Guru Tegh Bahadur and his ministers left Dacca along
with Raja Ram Singh. Both Raja Ram Singh and Guru
Tegh Bahadur marched a litfle ahead of the army with a few
chosen attendants. Raja Ram Singh and the Guru left Dacca
some time in the middle of December 1668 A.D. and reached
Assam in February 1669 A.D. The total distance of about
two hundred.miles was covered in about forty days.36 Ram
Singh's army consisted of 21 Rajput Chiefs, 4000 troopers
in his own pay, 1,500 hundred gentlemen troopers, and
500 artillerymen, and with his reinforcements from Bengal
his total army swelled up to 30,000 infantry, 18,000 Turkish
cavalry, and 15,000 Koch archers.rT While Guru Tegh
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Bahadur camped at Guru Nanak's shrine at Dhubri, Raja
Ram Singh camped at Rangamati about fifteen miles from
Dhubri.

NOIES AND REFERENCES.

I James Taylor : Topography and Statistics of Dacca 1840, p g1.
2 Aulad Hasan : Notes on the antiquities of Dacca p l, 2.
s James Taylor : Topography and Statistics of Dacca, p 92.
a "Beyond the Idgah further away from the city lay another

centre of interest. Out in the waste half-hidden in bramble
growth a well and a broken arch are the only visible signs
of a Sikh monastery that once flourished here. The well is
known as Guru Nanak's well after Guru Nanak, the founder
of Sikh Religion. There is a local tradition that the great
teacher once visited Dacca and drank from the water of the
well, to the waters of which miraculous properties have
ever since been attributed.

Bradley Birt: The Romance of tlte Eastern Capital: p g
"Some three hundred yards to the east of Dara Begum,s

mausoleum there is a large deep masonry well after Guru
Nanak the founder of Sikh Religion. Tradition says that
during his visit to Dacca the Guru once drank the water of
the well. Since then the water is supposed to possess the
properties of curing diseases. There was a monastry close
by, one arch of it alone is standing now.

Sayid Aulad Hasan:
Notes on, the Antiqulti,es of Dacca, p 2

Also see Ahmed Hasan Dani ; Dacca p 126-7 ; Dacca Reuieu,
VoI.V1915,p226.
At present the well and the building is being used by a
Government servant as living quarter.

s Bhai Mani Singh : Slkh,air, dl. Bhago.tmdl.
Dhdke Mohan seo kamini,; Bhai Gurdas: Var 11 paud,x 3L.

6 Almast, son of a Kashmlri Brahmin named Har Datt was
bo,rn at Srinagar. He came into contact with Sri Chand and
became one of his most trusted missionaries. When Sri Chand
handed over his spiritual authority to Baba Gurditta, Almast
was made one of the four Cardinals of Udasi ideals of Guru
Nanak. He was posted at Nanakmata which remained his
headquarters. Later he was asked to revive and reorganise
the religious centres established by Guru Nanak in Bihar,
Bengal and Orissa which he did with remarkable missionary
zeal.

7In the Ramana field to the west of the race course, close to
the walls of the Shah Bagh garden of Nawab Abdul Gunny
there is a Sikh temple called the Nanak Panthi Akhara. It
is now in a dilapidated condition. It has a big well in it the
water whereof is very sweet. Two or three Nanak Panthi
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Sadhus live_there quietly and there is nothing to be observed

Ahm-ad- Hasan Dani: Dacca paee l2Z_l2ZI N9a{y the whole of thg temple is now oc"upied Uy unautt o_ris-ed occupants. Ttrev have +morislea trre'sczroainil-;i;i;
saints who served this t*npte_as priests ana are k;Ai;; it r" ,very dirty condition. . Iilhen I brlught this to tG;;tG ;f li;Martial Law Administ-rator Majsf6[rru"ar umrao Kfi -il;
assured me that he would get thJtemple vacated. Sif<fr feaaers
9-end prlgrims and visitorJ to West pikistan Shrines t*i;;;;thrice_every year but they have never 

""ot 
,oy pilgrims ;;ii;sacred shrines in Daeca to visit which ttre pafdil-i#;;:

ment is.not_likely to have any objection. U"f;tr";i"ty;;;;
the Indian Government has never taken up tfris quesiicri, seri-
.ouslv with the Pakistan Government. wt u" sr.-[-rli"r"", L\[est Pakistan are fairly wer preserved, it 

"r" 
i, ui-rip"t].i"r,,particularly the Nanakpanthi Akhara are Ueing aesecr;teiand their prope_rty is being misappropriated. U""fo"t""rilii\reneral Umrao l(han was soon transferred and no one broughtthe grievous deseeration of this tempre- to the notice oi-it ehigher authority so that o$clal steps iould UJtrt"n i" p"t"""

end to the desecration of this temple. Ttre M&nil; iGw;;
Dacca dated 23 January lg5g published my Interview iriitr irr"
General and his assurance to look into the matter as follows:

'.A Sikh Writer, Dr. Trilochan Singh, now on 
" vi"it to

East Pakistan called on the Maior4eneral Mohammad
Umrao Khan and discussed wiitr him ttre possifitities
of greater co-operation between the writers and artists
of Pakistan and Bharat.

Dr. Trilochan Singh at present in Dacca is on a
three week tour of the province during which he has
been collecting material on Sikh Shrines.

fn course of his talks with the General, the Sikh
Writer acclaimed the policy of the new regime towards
religious institutions of the minorities andlaid that the
Government had taken all possible care to maintain
their sanctity.

He however mentioned that some ,,irresponsible"
persons had oceupied ,,the Nanak Shahi,, temple just
behind the Public Library and were keeping tlie piace
in an improper manner. The Generat aisuiea thit tre
would look iato the matter and do the needful.

Dr. Trilochan_ Singh presented some books by
Tagore and Dr. Radhakrishnan to the General as igift. In return the Marshal Law Administrator pre-
sented to the Sikh Writer his personal copy of Allama
Yousuf Ali's Commentary on the Hok 6ur-a-n.

'The Mmning Neusd,, Dacca,23 Jan. 19b9.
Two years after I left, this irresponsible element has

filled the historieal well with earth, destroyed all Samadhis,
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a fact which has been brought to the notice of the Pakistan
Government by various Sikh Organizations.

e Formerly the Governors of Bangla resided here (Rajmahal) ;

it being an excellent country for hunting ; besides that it was
a place of great trade. But now the river having taken
another course, above a good half-league from the city, as
well for that reason, as to keep in awe the King of Aracan
and several Portuguese bandits, who are retired to the mouth
of the Ganges, both the Governor and the merchants have
removed themselves to Dacca, which is at present a large
city and a town of great trade.

'Tavernier's Trouels p 100
roWhen Shaista Khan first came to Bengal Raja Bhagwant Das

was his Diwan.
Sayed Muhammed Taifoor: Glimpses of Old, Dlwka

rl Rankin : Dacco Diaries (1668 A.D.), p 102
12 When Shah Jahan came to Dacca it took him nine days to

reach Dacca from Raj Mahal. Mirza Nathan writes: "On
the sixth day after the departure from Akbarnagar alias
Rajmahal, the Royal camp was pitched at YusuI Shahi alias
Shahzadpur (in Pabna district). "From here on the fourth
day, i.e. nine days after departure from Akbarnagar (the
prince arrived) in safety and happiness at Jahangirnagar
(Dacca).

Baluristan, Vol. II, pp 70&9
It Sabastian Manrique (1640) quoted by S. M. Taifoor in

Glrmpses of old Dhalco.
ralrvine places the birth of Guru Gobind Singh in 1660 A.D.

J.R.AS.B. (189a); Cunningham fixes November 1661 .dD.;
Buteh Shah on the authority of Shanker Jyotish puts it Magh
13, 1718 B.S. (1662 A.D.) ; Randhir Singh on the basis of an
alleged Jonom Potri recorded in a copy of Dosrn Gronth says
it is Sambat 1726 B.S. (18th December 1669) which makes the
Guru only 2 years old at the time of departure from Patna
and about 5 years old at the time of Guru Tegh Bahadur's
martyrdom, which is difrcult to ?ccept in view of Guru
Gobind Singh's own statement that at the time of his fathbr's
martyrdom he was fully trained and educated for ilharma and
kanno responsibilities of Guruship. I have examined the
alleged Oosrn kontn. The copyist has tried to copy some
older record of Guru Gobind Singh's birthday which was
probably written in the Old style Puniabi Script and which we
generally see in the Hukamnamas of the Guru. In copying
three sentences he has made about half a dozen mistakes,
and he has copied some words without being able to read
them. Ttre fieure 3 in the year of the birth has been written
in such a crude manner that one can either read it as 6 or 3.

In So,u Sdlchl (translated into English by Attar Sinsh)
a prophecy is given that Guru Gobind Singh would pass away
in- hii forty third year. Ttrat brings the normally accepted
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date of the year 1666 AD. Almost all important historicalrecords and Gurpranilis give posh sudhi ?, 1?rt B.S.-;
December 22, 1666 A.D. as the correct date.ls rn two letters written immediately after the birth of Guru
Gobind Singh to Patna Suflgat by G,r.,, fegh Sa-hadu;;h;
name _is clearly given as Gobind Das. Both- the letters are

_- quoted and their photostat copies given.16fn a composition which he completed in June 16gg A.D. about
nine months before he assumed the name of Cobind Si"gh
when the Khalsa was ordained in March 169A A.D., he fi;given his name as Gobind Das though the word Das is inter_
pretes by some as servant. fn my opinion it is a part of the
name.

sagal dudr ko ch6d kai gehio tuh6ro du6r,
bEfih gahai lil l5j as CoAUa Das tuh6r.

Dasrn Gronth.. Ramavtar g641' sarbat Sallgat Patne ki jin VEh-Gurii kii hai tis ke
manorath ptire hoveh ge. Gobifid DEs ki vadhEi upar
Sallgat kharac lda, Gqrrl ki dargEh thde pEyi; ru;yie-ki
mohar thde pa{i; pichb sev6 klti so th5e pai, ag" jo seva
karo ge tiska bhale-hog sabh ke rojgir mo bait<ai troga.
Bh,ai ji Siropdo bhejy6 hai ; patn6 Gurrf kar ghar hfi;
Sallgat kE bhald hogE.

Guru Tegh Bahadur's Letter uritten from
Dacca to Patna.

18T have checked_up the family geneologies of all the Hill
Chlefs living near about Dhubri who ire mosily the kith
and kin of Cooch Bihar family. The name of Raitan Rai is
not to be found in them. Gouripur state was formed much
Iater and their history begins after Aurangzeb. The
names of the Princes of Sylhet and Jantia region end
with the word Rai. It is from this region Guru Gobind
Singh latq acquired war elephants. So it is more probable
that this Raja known as Ram Rai father of Rattan Rai was
connected with Jaintia Hitl Chiefs and not with the Cooch
Bihar Princes. He accompanied the Guru to Dhubri and back
to Patna and Anandpur.

ts yslt{rllru.' is the divine name of God which was first intro-
duced by Guru Nanak. In the Gurtt Granth all allusions
qrqh q* Sotnim (True Name), gurmakh Ndrz (Divine Name),
Sobad, (Word), mthfunolltar (Supreme Mystic Word), gur-
mafrtar (Ihe Guru's trfiystic Word) refer to this mystic Word :
Vdlqwu, which literally means "'lMonderful Light that dispels
darkness". Ttris Word is a doctrinal affirmation of Sikh Faith
and its significance can be understood only when it becomes
an inner spiritual exercise in daily meditation. Then it
begins to confer light and grace on the person who comtem-
plates it er opere op*oto.20 The Emperor and the great nobles were provided with
tents in duplicate, one set being sent on to the next camping
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ground while the other set was in use (Bernier 359). The tents
thus sent on were known as the peshkhana (literally) advance
tents.

William lroine:
"The Army of Tlrc Indian Moghals", p 195

21 Patne kI Safigat Gurrf rakhe gd; Gurii Gur[ japnd; janam
saurega, Safigat kd bhala hovai; jin Sikh Vah-Gurrl klya hai
sabhna ke manorath Gurr"r pure kare g5; Patna Gurrl ka ghar
hai, Safigat ki bahudr hog; Safrgat sevd Gobind Dds ki karti
hai, tumari seva Sangat kr- Guru ki Dargah thde pade gI,
Safigat kE bhala hog, je pare te Bhdi Raja de pas te dera
ayd hovai tafi bhejnd; ik suhela, Un kanata, ik peshkh6na,
khase dere nu bhejnS, tln kanatd, ik kalandri. panjgazi hor
bhejna ; andar dE dera kan6td hor sai Bhai Mul Mehre havale
karna. Guru Saigat kI bahu{I kare ga; Patna Gurrf ka
ghar hai.

Guru Tegh Bahadur's-Letter written from
Dqcca to Patna Saitgat.22 The following inscription is found engraved on two main

entrance doors of the building which is now known as Maini
Safigat :

"Ik Orhkdr satnam kartdpurkh, nirbhau nirvair akal
murat ajuni saibharh gurparsad: Sarhbat 1?25 Asu.
Vadi 10."

23 A letter of Guru Gobind Singh written to Dacca, Sylhet,
Chittagong and Sondip Sangat reads as follows:

"Sri Gur[ jio di Sgya hai. Bhai HuI6s Chafld
Bakhshish Chand sarbat Dhake kI, Safigat
Chitganv kI, Saflgat Sondit ki, Safrgat Sylhet ki.
Sarbat Safigat Guru rakhegd, hachd h6thi jangi
bhejn6 aval, Safigat nihdl hoi,"

Guru Gobind Singh's-Letter wntten Jrom Anandpur.
24 The places visited by the Guru during this tour and their

record preserved by history and tradition clearly indicate
that Guru Tegh Bahadur came from Sylhet to Chittagong
by this route. If Guru Tegh Bahadur visited Chittagong first
then he rnust have gone north by this very route to Sylhet.
We have letters of Guru Gobind Singh not only asking the
Bengali Sikhs to send money and weapons but also to parti-
cipate in the freedom fight.

2s Dacca Review January 1916, p 321
25 Diwan Mohan Singh was no less a pious Sikh than a brave

soldier and an able administrator. He made good his
opportunity and established more than a dozen Sangats
within his jurisdiction and attached jagirs to one and all
of them.

G. B. Singh, Dacca Reuiew, Nov. 1915
27 A remarkable revival of these relations is now actively taken

up by the Sikh Cultural Centre, Calcutta, publishers of the
well-known magazine Sikh Review and their activities are
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extended to villages also. Literature on Sikhism sells much
better amongst the non-Sikhs of Bengal than among the non-
Sikhs of Punjab.

" !"j, Jai Singh was poisoned by his own younger son on the
insligation of Aurangzeb in the hope of g;ttin; the rulershi!
of Jaipur but was given only a village as jaeir.

2e At this time it was learnt from the news ieports of Bengal
that the wretched Assamese had attacked Gauhati on i'h"
loundary of Bengal, with a vast army and a large flotilla and
that as reinforcement had not reached Sayyid Firuz Khan,
the enemy had conquered Gauhati and the aforesaid Khan
had bravely sacrificed his life with many of his comrades.
fip Emperor decided that one of the great and eminent nobles
of the court should be deputed to Bengal. Ttrerefore Raja
Ram Singh was appointed to perform this e:<ploit. G
Friday, the 27th December, 1667 (21st Rajab) he was sent ofr
with a robe, a horse with gold trappings, and a jewelled
dagger with pearly strap. Nasiri Mairtia, Brahmdeo Sisodea
and many other nobles and mansabdars, 1,800 ahadis and 500
barqandazes were appointed under him.

Saqi Mustad Khan: Maosir4-Alamgiri
Bibliotheca edition: p 48

30 Memorandum containing an account of Raja Ram Singh,s
campaigns in Assam. Jaipur State Records.

31S. K. Bhuyan z Anna.ls of Delhi Badshahate.
32 The names of these five Pirs were : Shah Akbar, Shah

Bagmar, Shah Saran, Shah Safi and Shah Kamal. There is
a Muslim shrine still at Dhubri, known as Panchpirar Dar-
gah, where the remains of Shah Akbar are buried.

S. K. Bhuyan: New Lights on Mogal lndio lrort
Asso,mese Sources : Islanvic Culture for July 1928
pp 38$386.

33 S. K. Bhuyan : Annals of the Delhi Badshahate: (Padshnh
Burafijl), p 166.

3rThis is quite evident from the copies of the Judicial records
in the possession of the author.

ss The generally accepted name is Rattan Rai. Some new
historical record supports the theory that his name was
Anup Rai. The presence of this name in Guru Gobind Singh's
letters to Dacca and neighbouring Saflgats would further sup-
port the theory that Raja Ram Rai belonged to nothern Bengal
and not to Dhubri area of Assam. This area was also known
to the Punjabis as Kamarup.

Major Arjun Singh Mann in his pamphlet Guru Tegh
Bahadur and, Assam Prodesh, suggests that this Rattan Rai
was the same as Raja Rattan Manikya of Tripura State. Ttre
suggestion can hardly be accepted for the following two
Teasons:
1. Rattan Rai Guru Gobind Singh's disciple rvas the only

son of his father Ram Rai while Ram Manikya of Tripura
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had four sons: Ratna Manikya, by his principal wife and
Durjai Singh, Ghanssyam and Chandermani by his three
unmarried consorts.

2. The date of Raja Ratna Manikya as given in Tripura
Barunji is 1698-1712 A.D. Even if we take the date
1698 A.D. as the year of his becoming the ruler, his date of
birth would then be 1691 A.D. because his father died
when he was only 1. But Rattan-Rai, disciple of Guru
Gobind Singh, was born some time in the year 1667 A.D.
being only a year younger than Guru Gobind Singh
himself, and he met Guru Gobind Singh at Anandpur with
gifts of a white elephant, a five in one weapon (still
preserved in Baroda Museum) long before 1691, i.e., the
birth of Rattan Manikya.

s6 The minimum distance which the Mughal army covered in a
day was F6 miles. The total distance of about 200 miles
might easily have been covered during this period as there
was no major halting place on the way from Dacca to
Dhubri.

37 Jadunath Sarkar : Historg of Aurongzeb III, p 213; JA.S.B.
1872, p 97; H. C. Goswami: Purani Buranii, pp. 13&139.



CHAPTER 
'(VItr

KAMARUP: TIIE LAND OF MAGIC AND BEAUTY
PEACE THROUGH CGEXISTENCE

THE country known as Pragjyotisha (the land of eastern
I astrology) in ancient times, and as Kamarupa (the land

of Cupidt) in the medieval period, came to be known as
Ahom (Assam), when in the thirteenth century the country
wis over-run by a band of hardy hill tribe called Ahom, an
offshoot of the great Tai (Thai) or Shan race of Burma.z Even
the records of this intensely historyconscious tribe reveals a
profound philosophy of God and His creation resembling, the
Nasadiya hymn of Rig Veda and the Creation hymn of
Guru Nanak: "In the beginning, it is said, there were
neither gods nor men, animals nor living things. There was
no earth, no air, no sun, no moon, no stars, but water only.
There was a Supreme Being called Pha, from whom great
Light emanated, but he had no corporal existence."r

This region came to be known as Kamarupa during the
Puranic times based on the legend that Kamadeva, the god
of love was desffoyed by the fircry glance of Shiva but returned
to life in this country. Poet Kali Das refers to this region
in his dramas as Kamarupa, and the Chinese Pilgrim Yuan
Chwang (7th Century) calls it Kamalupo.'. The Sikh lonarn
Sakhis call it Kamrup or Kaurodesh.

It was during the reign of Ahom King Suhungmung, who,
under the influence of Brahmins, assumed the Hindu tifle
Svarga Narayan, that Guru Nanak visited this land of magic
and beauty. On the way of Kamakhya, Guru Nanak stopped
at Dhubri and it was during this itinerary that Guru Nanak
met the great Vaishnava saint, Sankaradeva. So strong was
the influence of Guru Nanak on Sankaradeva that upto this
day this Vaishnava sect shows contempt for idolatry, and
caste pride, and like the Sikhs worships the Holy Book. The
meeting between Guru Nanak and Sankaradeva is accepted
as a historical fact by all biographers of the great Saint.s The
Muslim chronicler Mohammed Kazim writes: o'There is
another chain of hills inhabited by a tribe called Nanak, who
pay no taxes and revenue to the Raja but profess allegiance
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The Mound of Peace, Dhubri (Assam) sanctified by the visits
of Guru Nanak and Guru Tegh Bahadur
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to him and obey a few of his orders.6 It is quite possible
that this tribe was the Sikh community of Assam, that is stifl
found in many isolated villages, and is proud of its Assamese
nationality and culture. They have preserved the Sikh
traditions in an absolutely pure form.

Tantric religion and occultism were so deep rooted in
Kamarup that it influenced both Vaishnavism and Buddhism
and gave rise to what later came to be known as Tantric
Vaishnavism and Tantric Buddhism. Charms and witchcraft
have their roots in Vedic Religion. "In the Rig Veda we
come across strange utterances of incantations, and spells,
charms, and witchcrafts, hymns to inanimate things, devils
and demons. Though sorcery and magic prevailed in the
times of the Rig Vedic seers, they did not encourage or
recognise them."7 The science of demonolory has existed

ever since then, and has been developed into a highly
elaborate study, full of philosophy and sorcery, by various
Tantric Schools. Kamarup and a good portion of Bengal
became the storm centre of its theory and practice.

"The people of the rest of India", says a Muslim chroni'
cler, "consider the natives of Kamarup as wizards and
magicians. They believe that every person who sets his foot
there is under the influence of witchcraft and cannot find the
road to return."E Shihabudin Talish, who visited Assam only
about five years before Guru Tegh Bahadur went there,

writes : "Narrow are the gates by which outsiders can enter,
or issue from this country, and lame are the feet on which
its natives can go to other countries. Every anny that entered

the limits of this country, made its exist from the realm of life ;
every caravan that set foot on this land, deposited its baggage

of residence in the halting place of death. And as no one

who entered this country, like visitors to the reatn of death,
ever returneC, and the manners of its natives were never
made known to any outsider, the people of Hindustan used to
call the inhabitants of Assam sorcerers and magicians.
They say that whoever visits this country is over'
come by charms, and never comes out of it. In the former
times, whenever an army turned towards this country for raids
and conquest, as soon as it reached the frontier, tle wretches
(Ahoms) made night attacks, and if night attacks failed they
destroyed everything, and left not a man to inhabit a house,
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or kinfllg a fire in the tract. Then the wretches descending
from hill tops like the flood, infested the army on all sides . . .
large armies have been drowned in this terrible eddy and
shoreless whirlpool."e

"The beauty of the women of this place is very great;
their magic, enchantment, and use of spells and jugglery are
greater than one can imagine. By the use of magic, they
build houses of which the pillars and ceilings are made of
men. These men remain alive but do not have the power of
$ssathing and moving. By the power of magic, they also
turned men into quadrupeds and birds, so that these men get
tails and ears like those of beasts. They conquer the hearts
of whomever they like. Cutting open the womb of a woman
of full pregnancy, they take out the child, and read its
future."to ,if ili{[

The Ahom ruler Jayadhraj Singh died in 1653 A.D.- Hd
was succeeded by a new monarch Supungmung who assumed
the Hindu name Chakradhwaj Singh.ll He had a wise Prime
Minister, Atan Buragohai and an able commander-in-Chief,
I"achit Barpukhan, whose father rose from the position of a
peasant to the Lord Chief Justice of the land. King
Chakradhwaj Singh made extensive preparations to recover
Gauhati from the Mughals. For him it was a fight against
the Muslim foreigners for the protection of the Brahmin and
the cow, symbolising Hinduism.r2 There were very few
Muslims, and they were not allowed to say their prayers in
public or call the name of God aloud from the minaret. Even
Bengalis were looked on with suspicion.l3 At midnight, on
Thursday, Kartik 17, 1589 Saka, or November 2, 1667 or near
about, the contiguous Mughal gamison of Gauhati fell into
the hands of the Ahoms. On receiving the news of his victory
the Ahom King Chakradhwaj Singh cried out: "It is now
that I can eat my morsel of food witlr ease and pleasure!"

It was to reconquer Gauhati and the old frontiers that
Raja Ram Singh was sent.l4 From Malda he brought with
him flve Sufi Pirs, Shah Akbar, Shah Bagmar, Shah Saran,
Shah Safl and Shah Kamal. At Dacca, he had requested
Guru Tegh Bahadur to accompany him, who readily agreed
because after completing his Bengal Missionary tour, he
wished to go to Assam to revive the religious centre built
to commemorate the visit of Guru Nanak to this land of
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magic and beauty. Together Raja Ram Singh and Guru
Tegh Bahadur marched along the river llnhmaputra and
reached Dhubri early in February 1669 A.D.ls Guru Tegh
Bahadur camped at Dhubri while Raja Ram Singh camped
at Rangamati.

The Imperial Army was confident of its strength, but was
not as yet sure whether the holy men with them would be
able to destroy the evil effects of magic, and witchcraft. The
Ahoms were unnerved by the superior strength of the Imperial
army, but they were confident that the supernatural powers
of their magicians backed by tactful resistance would keep
the enemy away. Gauhati was the bone of contention. For
the Ahoms it was the seat of their faith and culture, the city
of the gteat Kamakhya temple, the soul of their dharma and
very existence. They offered sacrifices at the Kamakhya
temple, and prayed to the deity : "O Mother, eat up the
foreigners, and protect all our people".'6 Lachit Barpukhan,
the Commander-in-Chief, consulted two astrologers, Chura-
mani and Sarbar, about the future of their struggle, and the
appropriate time for attack.l7 The magic women, expert in
witchcraft were collected under the leadership of a washer-
woman (only low caste women practised magD," and sent
to Goalpara to do all in their power to frighten and scare not
only the Imperial army but also the holy men accompanying
them. The magic woman pitched her camp just opposite
Guru Tegh Bahadur's camp at Dhubri. Only the waters of
the river separated them. According to some accounts she

was far off at a ggeater distance. She sat there with her
Tantric paraphernalia and began reciting the mantras of des-

truction. At flrst she raised fire and storm, as did the Yogis of
Achal Batala to frighten Guru Nanak, but like Guru Nanak,
Guru Tegh Bahadur remained undisturbed.ls He asked eYery-

one to keep thinking of God and no harm would come to any
one. The demonic powers dare not come near men armed
with the wisdom and light of God. The five Pirs prayed side

by side with the disciples of Guru Tegh Bahadur. The magic
lvomen were too confident about their powers over natural
forces and their ability to destroy any human being. Across
the river they hurled a 26 feet long stone, the four sides of
whose girt measured 36 inches x 28 inches x 28 inches x
33 inches. The stone came swinging across the sky



like a missile, and stnrck the ground near Guru Tegh
Bahadur's camp so hard, that nearly half of it went
into the ground, and the other half, about 13 feet,
remained sticking out of the ground, at an angle of about
50 degrees. It can still be seen in the same position today.
Even the present day officials say, that when so-me British
officials tied to destroy it, blood oozed out of it. It has

therefore been left unmolested under official instructions.2o
Then the miracle woman flung a tree, which fell very close

to Guru Tegh Bahadur's camp without causing iniury to any
one. The roots of the tree are still shown to be lying mostly
outside the ground, while it took new roots in the place where
it struck.2t Guru Tegh Bahadur took a bow and arrow and
aimed an arrow at the altar of magic. There ended all their
magic and sorcery. Some superior power appeared to have
completely deprived them of their strength, and will-power.
They were unnerved. Their leader, the washerwoman, now
wanted to see the holy Man who was so powerful as to undo
her magic without showing any magical miracle. She came
to the Guru, and begged forgiveness for having oftended him.
She was only fighting the foreigner, she said, with the only
weapon at her command, of which her people were proud.
She begged the Guru not to destroy the monuments of her
miracles; the stone and the tree. Guru Tegh Bahadur then
asked her to gxve up her Tantric exploits of wasting her vital
energy in destructive forces. He assured her that he would
try to bring about peace between Raja Ram Singh and the
Ahom King, for which a change of heart was necessary on
both sides. He also promised her that 1s $ikh would ever
destroy the monuments of her miracle. This was the end of
the Ahom threats of magic and miracle. Guru Tegh Bahadur
advised Raja Ram Singh to try to achieve his end through
negotiation, and peace, and not to fight unless he were
provoked to do it.

The Ahom chief was the first to send a conciliatory
message, though he did so only to postpone an immediate
encounter for which he was not ftrlly prepared. Pressed by
Guru Tegh Bahadur, Raja Ram Singh asked the Ahoms to
honour the treaty which they had signed with Allah Yar
Khan and to evacuate Gauhati. Thereafter he would not
harm them, nor wrest any more of their territory. The Ahom
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General refusing to hand over Gauhati at any cost, said: "War
is not the only method of settling the issue. We have four
avenues mentioned in the scriptures: conciliation, gifts,

dissension and open rupture." At this point the wily Brahmin
astrologers misguided them by giving exact dates of their
fight and subsoquently victory, and the Assamese intensified
their preparations.z

Dispelling all fear of magic and miracles, Guru Tegh
Bahadur moved to various places preaching his faith in the
love of One God, pure living and the transience of earthly
glory. The rulers of Cooch Bihar were the kith and kin of
Ram Singh, so they treated Guru Tegh Bahadur with the same
profound respect with which he was admired and worshipped
by the Amber princes. While both the armies were preparing
for a flght against his advice, he moved on to Cooch Bihar,
Chanderbhanga, Kishenganj and Purnea. There is definite
local historical evidence about Guru Tegh Bahadur's visit to
these places. Some families whose ancestors recoived the
Guru are still to be found in Purnea and Kishengarh, but I
did not get any historical evidence of the Guru's visit to
Katihar, although according to local tradition, there is a belief
that he visited Katihar, and some more neighbouring places."

In March 1669, the Emperor on the occasion of his birth-
day raised the rank of Ram Singh to that of. Panj Hazari.
On Chaitra 2l,l59O Saka or near about April 3, 1669 Ram
Singh marched up to Agiathuti on the river bank. Rashid
Khan pitched his tent facing the Ahom fort at Sarai or Amin-
gaon. The guns on both sides bogan to discharge their
contents. Ram Singh's nephew was killsdl by an arrow; and
a cannon-shot made a breach in the tent of the Raiput
general. The battle ended without any decisive result. "Ram
Singh invited Rashid to his tent to confer on the situation.
Rashid Khan was enjoying a musical soiree with dancing and
high revelry. He refused to obey his Chief's command; and
on the other hand dispatched a friendly letter to the Ahom
commander, Miri Sandhikai. Ram Singh could not brook
this growing impertinence of Rashid Khan. He cut off the
ropes of his tent and asked him to leave at once."zr

"The rainy season drew near. The Assadese found
themselves in their own element, and there was marked change
in their favour. Though they had Bcored a few victories they
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resolutely stuck to their strongholds of Agiathuti, Srighat and
Pandu in the face of protracted seige by the Mughals; the
balance of fighting for the three months preceding the rains
was distinctly in their favour. The Mughals had triumphantly
marched to the borders of Kamarup and had confined the
Assamese to a few strongholds around Gauhati, the fall of
which soon appeared to be imminent. Ram Singh withdrew
with his main army to Hajo."zr

As soon as the rains ended the Assamese resorted to night
attacks which annoyed Ram Singh so much that he wrotJto
Lachit Barapukhan; "Being unable to match with us you
are adopting tricls employed only by thieves, just as jackals
conEive the death of wild elephants. No honour accrues in
fighting with such dotards. So I am not going to fight any
longer."zs

The Assamese commanders gradually realised that their
guerilla attacks, and spoliation, could not achieve any definite
result beyond harassing the enemy. They avoided land fights
as far as possible and, were specially shy before cavilry
charges. They believed that one fully armed horse-soldier of
the Mughals could easily disperse, and rout an Assamese
force of one hundred men. They greatly dreaded the pros-
pect of land-fights, but they kept their fears to themselvei.',26

Guru Tegh Bahadur returned from his tour of Cooch
Bihar and northern Bihar. Raja Ram Singh and other
generals were delighted to see the Guru back amongst them.
Guru Tegh Bahadur had about fifty Sikhs with him most of
whom were well trained warriors. Yet Guru Tegh Bahadur
did not allow any one of his men to flght on either side. He
stood for peace, and settlement through negotiations. To
prevent bloodshed Raja Ram Singh challenged the Ahom
King, Chakradhwaj Singh, to fight a duel in the presence of
the two hostile armies. The Ahom King dismissed the inso
lent challenge by simply saying, "Ram Singh is a mere servant
and he has no umbrella over his head. So I do not like to
fight a duel with such a mar."27

At this stage, Ram Singh received a very depressing news,
which made him reflect seriously over the policy and character
of his treacherously cruel master, Aurangzeb. When he left
Delhi the Emperor had kept his son, Krishen Singh, as host-
age at his court. He now received a letter from his widowed
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mother saying : "The Patshah contrived the death of
Krishen Singh by making him wrestle with tigers. Such is his
friendship for us. We have obtained sufficient fame and reli-
gious merit by subjugating other countries, and making them
accept the domination of the Patshah. Never think that the

subjugation of the eastern kingdom (Assam) will add to our
longevity and prosper ity."za

The reverses which the Ahom King had suffered had toned
down their zeal for further warfare. The letter from his
mother had damped the enthusiasm of Raja Ram Singh also.
At this opportune time, Guru Tegh Bahadur, who was equally
respected by the Mughal Generals and the Ahom Kings, sent

his envoy to negotiate peace on honourable terms. Guru Tegh
Bahadur was known to be a prophet who was independent
minded. It was also well known that his father had defeated
the Mughal forces in the heart of Punjab four times. A nego
tiated settlement was reached in which Raja Ram Singh no
longer pressed his demand for Guhati. Guru Tegh Bahadur
was asked to mark the new boundary line between the two
forces. Both the Mughals and the Assamese agreed to co
exist without interfering in each other's temitory. The happy
occasion of the peace settlement was celebrated by a joint
homage to the Shrine of Guru Nanak, by both the Mughal and
the Ahom armies. The Mound of Peace at Dhubri was

erected with the red earth brought by the soldiers of both
the armes on their shields. This permanent monument to
Guru Tegh Bahadur's successful peace eftorts stands at Dhubri
to this day. The very earth of this mound shows that it is
not to be found anywhere near Dhubri. It was brought by
the Hindu and Muslim soldiers of the Mughal and Assamese
armies from Rangamati and ot[er adjoiaing areas.2e .

The Ahom King invited Guru Tegh Bahadur to the Kpma.-

khya shrine. A fragurent of the historical record describing
Guru Tegh Bahadur's visit to the Ahom kingdom survives to
this day in the Kamakhya temple and is preserved by a Panda,
who claims that his ancestors came from Amritsar. A large
portion of this document was destroyed by a flre that raged
in the Kamakhya temple some years ago. The fragment
preserved reads as follows:

"Now I relate the story of the glorious life of the true

ltru : People in the distant East were longing and eagerly
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waiting for a glimpse of the true Guru. Seeing their great
devotion, the Guru came to the east to fuIfil their desires.
It is this story of his'visit to the distant land of Assam, I
describe in this narrative."

"Inscrutable are the ways of the merciful Guru; it is
impossible to describe his wonderful life story. He is a god
in human flesh, and yet he has not the slightest attachment.
With a calm courage and a sun-like splendour, his heart
ever resti in Sunya, the silencd of self-reaiisation. On seeing
hiin the strength of his enemy and opponents failed. Pure
like the holy Ganges, he lives in the joy of divine contempla-
tion. From outside he appears to be a King indutging in all
the luxury and ioy of princely life. At heart he is detached,
exalted in spirit, firm in his concentration of mind like, the
Yogrs. He performs all the worldly duties like a worldly
nian. Within his heart his mind remains poised on thoughts of
God. The seekers of Truth, who were eager to meet the Pro-
phet of Light, now had their desires fulfilled. He travelled into
the most difficult regions, suffered the hardship of strenuous
journey in far flung regions of the East, just to meet the
humble and patient seekers of Truth. Somehow or the other
he reached these far flung regions. and fulfilled the eternal
promise of God, proclaiming that the prophet will knock at
the door of every seeker of truth. Everywhere devotees sing
his praises. Whoever remembers the merciful Enlightener,
Guru Tegh Bahadur, finds that he is there with him, ever
present. T\e Sangats of the East were craving for a glimpse of
the Guru. Now Guru Tegh Bahadur has crossed mountains,
rivers, and undergone gteat physical strain to reach his
devotees of the East and blcss them. In every region of the
East, every home, every seeker of truth was devoutly mlking
preparations at home, in the hope that the Guru would divine
their secret wish to meet him, and come to them. Day and
night people prayed in every region of the East that Guru
Tegh Bahadur might come to their homes and bless them."3o

This rare document (see photostat copy) gives clearly the
purpose of Guru Tegh Bahadur's visit to Bengal and Assam.3t

Unfortunately this fragment of a larger document is only the

introductory portion of a bigger work giving the details of
his visit to Assam. The family tradition of the man who has
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preserved it says that it was written by a disciple who accom-
panied Guru Tegh Bahadur and was posted as a missionary
in the Ahom Kingdom with his headquarters at the Kama-
khya temple. The man belonged to Amritsar district.

Guru Tegh Bahadur came back to Dhubri to bid farewell
to his friend Raja Ram Singh. The Guru gave gifts to all
the Rajput and Mughal Officers personally known to him.
Along with the siropao, the robe of honour, he gave special
and rare swords to Raja Ram Singh and a few of his promi-
nent generals. One of these has fortunately been preserved

in the Baroda Museum.32 A great feast was held at the part-
ing to which Guru Tegh Bahadur invited all the soldiers.
Each soldier made some offering to Guru Tegh Bahadur. The
total amount of money offered by the Mughal soldiers
amounted to about seven lakhs, according to one historical
record.3' The Guru did not keep the money with him except
only the amount that was absolutely necessary for his travel
expenses. He spent all he had, and all that had been offered
to him for the wlelfare of the people. Dhubri the resting piace
of Guru Nanak, also became the resting place of Guru Tegh
Bahadur, and it was better known to the Assamese historians
as Damdama. The Sikhs of Dhubri were known as

Damdamyas and their help was sought in all freedom fights
of the Assamese against aggxessors. Even during the Anglo
Assamese War the Damilarnya Sikhs of Dhubri played a signi-
ficant role by fighting for the Assamese.s'

Guru Tegh Bahadur left Assam early in the year

670 A.D., about three months before the death of Raja
Chakardhwaj Sineh which took place in April 1670 A.D.'u

NOIES AND AEFEBE{CES.

I K. L. Barua z Earlg Hirtoru of Kilmqrwo p, 1, 9, 11
2 Etlward Gait : "A Histfrig at Assom p 7G71
r ibid
4K. L. Barua: An Eo'rlu Historu of Kdmoru.pa p. 9, 11
sLife of Sanku Deoaby S. K. De
6Mohammed Kazim: A Descr:toliorr, of Asscno.' Aeiotic

Reseorches Vol II, p 181
7 Radhakrishnan : hdlian Plil'osqhu Vol I, p 118
sMohamraed Kazim z A ilescriptiore of Assatn: Asiltic Re'

sea.rches Vol II, p 181
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e Shihabuddin Talish : Fathiyh-i.-ibralsh J. B. O. S. S. 1915,

194
ro Sujan P"ai : Khuld,sat-ul-Tawdnkh
It Edward Gait : A HistorE ol Assanr, p 181rzThe Brahmin being the repository of Hinduism, and the cow

being sacred to the Hindus, the words Cow and Brahmin, ortilak (frontal marks) and the sacred thread (Xanetr,) .r" ,y*-
bols of Hinduism, without rvhich it was deemed that Hinduism
could not survive.

13 The Mohamedans who had come from the Islamic lands
gnqaqe_d in the performance of prayer and fasting, but were
forbidden to chant the call to prayer or publical!'recite the
word of God. They shave their hair, bread and moustaches.
If any of the natives acts country to this practice in the leastparticular, they say he has adopted the manners of the
Bengalis and they cut his head 0ff.

Shihabuddin Talish : FatiEah-i-ibrigah
raAs a further piece of revenge for the flight of Shivaji Aurang-

zeb ordered Ram Singh, the Baja,s oldest son, to pro.ued
up-on tle conquest of Assam, simply in the hope of getting
1id of him, knowing what had happened there to thJ great
Mir Jumla.

Niccolao Manucci : Storio de Moghol Vol. II, p 1bBr6Guru TyEg Mal kayEm mukdm Guru N6nak,'dar Assdm
harrdh baikuhthgahr- Maharaja Ram Singh jio bud.

Guru Tyag Mal successor of Guru Nanak was with the
late Maharaja Ram Singh in Assam.

Akhbardt Dqrbal Maula (Bd-ehid Bahadur Shah)tuq, K. Bhuyan : Lachit Barapukan and His Times p. 87 ; A.ssam
Barunxi, MSS 12

tbid17

lE sunat jokhta hovai kar tyar,
6po apne mafitar smbhdr
dhoban kumhrerl, camreri,
itadik jatan ki cerl
nrip ke kahe sakal cal ai
kinhfl ca{h kar bhit dhvai.' kitak bhyanak r[p dikhdvaii
ko suider ban thdn kar Evaiir
cdli de sabh bic akds
laSkar ko upavai tras.

Stt"rai Prdkdsh: Ros 12, AitsuT.
le "At one period of his (Guru Nanak's) career when he visited

Watalah the Jogiswaras, who were recluses, that by means
of corporeal mortifications were supposed to have acquired

command over the powers of nature, were so enraged againsi
him that they strove to terrify him by their enchantments
assuming the shapes of tigers and serpents, but they could
not succeed, for Nanak appears to have been a real philo-
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sopher who taught pure theism and inculcated universal
peace and toleration."

Catherine Corvai : Ni,ght Side of Nature p 269
rup vatdy6 jogyiafi singh bdgh bahu calit dikhei,
ik par karke udran pailkhfi jivaifi rahe lildi,
ik n6g hoe pavan chod iknd varkhd agan vasdi
tdre to{e bhangarndth ik ud mirg5nl jal tar j6i

sidh taniar mafrtar kar ihJ pae Sabad Gurrl 
'ke 

kalS
chipdi Bhai Gurdas Var I paudi 41, 42

This was exactly the attitude taken by Guru Tegh Bahadur.
The illusionary magic of the Women Tantrics fell flat before
the light of reality and truth which Guru Tegh Bahadur's
mind and soul radiated.

20 About 13 feet and 3 inches length of the stone, with a girth :

36 x 28 x 28" x 33" is outside the ground. About this much is
within the ground. (See photostat copy). It is the existence
of this stone which is a convincing proof evidence of this
historical fact.

zl The tree is there. It is like any other tree. There is no con-
crete evidence about its being a magical tree. There is how-
ever a very strong evidence about its being planted when the
Mound of Peace was built.

22 S. K. Bhuyan : Lochi,t Barphukan And His Times and Assam
Barunii MSS 122t ibid 6224 ibi.d p 52 Assam Barunii S.M. p 372s ibid p 5826 ibid p 6327 Golap Chandra Barua: Assam Barunli p 208'209

28 Letter of Raja Jai Singh's widow quoted by Dr. S. K. Bhuyar
in his book Lochit Barphukan p 11&117

2s At the instance of Tegh Bahadur the soldiers raised a mound
on the top of a hillok situated on the bank of Brahmaputra,
each man putting in five shields of earth. A pavilion was
also erected on the mound. This place has now become the
famous Gurudwara Damdama at Dhubri and is visited by
numerous pilgrims. Crowds came long distances to have the
darshans of the Guru and to obtain from him blessings for
the fulfilment of their desires. Ttre Guru was held in very
great veneration throughout the .o*r1rr.

The Kamrup King tried various means of magical powers
but all failed. He also gathered round him all the women of
the Kingdom but their witchcraft also failed. He was then
convinced that there must be some great man in the army
for whom all his powers failed. He then went to the Kama-
khya temple and offered prayers. One night in dream, god-
dess Kamakhya told the royal mother that the ninth Guru
of the Sikhq the incarnation of God had come with Raia Ram
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Singh. So the King of Kamrup should go to him and ask for
his forgiveness. The King did accordingly.

At the invitation of the King of Kamrup the Guru arrived
in the capital of the kingdom in the company of Raja Ram
Singh. There, at the instance of the Guru, peace was made
between Ram Singh and the King of Kamrup and as a mark
of friendship they exchanged their turbans. The King then
implored the Guru to leave behind some permanent sign of
his august visit. fire Guru shot an arrow at a banyan tree
and the arrow pierced the tree. In the capital of Kamrup.
Dhubri, Gurudev told Ram Singh's officers that as the place
was sanctified by the visit of Guru Nauak every soldier
should bring five basket full of earth and erect a memorial
to perpetuate the visit of Guru Nanak. Soon the task was
accomplished. Some of the Gurudev's disciples stayed behind
in Kamrup and their descendents are still in Dhubri and
Chololo.

Dr. Banikanto Kakut\: Pwdni Kamrupdr Dlwrrn
Dltd.rd. Ch: :r:r:ri.

Guriiji farm6ya jithe asii baithe hEi, ethe Gurtr NEnakji
kise samai bailhe se, so ik ik dhAl miti dr- sabh ehai pEo tdn
unih dd damdamd ban jde.

Tandtikh Gtru Khdlsd,, p 270.
30 ik Orirk6r satgurpra65d

Ege Sakhi satgurt ke param calitar ki jo ptrrab des mo
satgur kd dhyEn kar darSan b5chE karte the, ba{o bado prem
so safljog dh5r tin ko dar6an dene kd safijog kare ge so kath6
niriipan hoe gi:. ilohrd,

abigat lile kI kautak lakhe na j6e
manukh bekh t6n dhar prabht tan te pare rahdh

chanpai,
bir bekh tej tEp bh5n6
hirdai sunyd akdS amdn6
dekhat satrt tej bdl bhafrgd
afrtar..... mino ... Gang6
disat rdj s6j ras bhogi
antar vairEg tyag rid jogi
parvirt bivh6r kar sabh kartd
antdr akriv clllt britn dharti
jo sikh sartrp gur sevan kare
Gur dar6au kI abhildkhE dharejit kit bidh tis daras dikhdvai
hoe bikham bEt tahEi dp cal jdvai
paritpdlan bird dharan sabh jiinai
sikh prdtkal mukh sujas bakhine
din day6l Gur Tegh BahEdur

- jeh simrai teh hEzar n5zar
d,ohra

- purab des Sarigat sakal man dar6an abhilakhE:.- dur des durgam sthdn jdn pratagy6 rdkhd.
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choupoi
jo io sikh satgflr ke pyEre
tin prem jugat prtagyd dhdre
kinhrl singhdsan gureh sije
ave satgiir is par raje
dhtrp dip puja nij kare
satgrlr dydl caran ihifl dhare
bahu bh5ilt prem kar nr-s din sevai
hoe day5l Gur darSan devai.

see photostat copy.
sl The imefutable fact that Guru Tegh Bahadur accompanied

Raja Ram Singh to Assam from Dacca has been interpreted
one or two centuries afterwards in a fantastic way. Some
non-Sikh historians could not distinguish Guru Hari Krishen
from Guru Tegh Bahadur. Probably they did not hear about
the former. Aurangzeb's summon and arrest of Guru Hari
Krishen and Raja Jai Singh and Raja Ram Singh's interven-
tion are attributed to Guru Tegh Bahadur. The author of
Padshnh Bor&fi,ii, writes about a Nanak Panthi Guru who
took up arms against the Mughals which refers to Guru Tegh
Bahadur's father and not to him. No Guru escaped from
Aurangzeb's prison. The Badhshah Buaranji does not men-
tion the name of Guru Tegh Bahadur. His summary of fifty
years of Sikh history in about 15 lines without mentioning
name of any Guru or any date, is extremely misleading.

Guru Tegh Bahadur and his Sikhs did not participate in
the battle. Assamese records are very clear about it. After
negotiating peace Guru Tegh Bahadur came back to Dacca
early in the year 1670 AD. The assertion that he was fight-
ing for Ram Singh or was employed by him is pure fiction.
Guru Tegh Bahadur's own letters give us clue about his
movements.

32 This gift of a sword to a military commander who accom-
panied Raja Ram Singh shows that Guru Tegh Bahadur was
highly revered by all the generals. Ttre Baroda Musbum
records about this sword clearly indicate superior and inde-
pendent position of Guru Tegh Bahadur from which he bes-
towed honours and gifts on leading generals and refutes the
theory that he was in the protective custody of Ram Singh.

33 ethoi cal ke KumikyE Devi dE malldir te lokEn di maryidE
dekh ke Brahmputar daryE de kiniire Dhobri bandEr ja utre.
Ram REi Raje ne Guru jI mdrfat sulhE karke tabed6rl manlSi;
Raje de samet sabh no ik pahEdi jaisi usEri kar diti, jo hun
cdr kos toi dikhEi deidi hai. fauj ne Gurtr ji age bahut
bhet6 ai te sari fauj ne daswafrdh dite . . sat lakh de lag bhag
rupyd maharaj p5s ho gdy6. Gyan Singh: Tausdrikh Guru
Klwlsa, p 270.

34S. K. Bhuyan: Anglo-Assomese Relatiuns
3sS. K- Bhuyan: I,achit Bar Phukan and lns Tim,es, p 74.



CHAPTBR XI'(

FROM ASSAM TO ORISSA AND BACK TO PATNA

(a URU Tegh Bahadur and bb entourage reached Dacca\-, some time in April or May 1670 A.D. The people of
Dacca gave him a royal reception. Messages were sentlo al
the Sangats of Bengal to come to Dacca for the darshoa
(reverence to the Guru) before he left for puri. Guru Tegh
Bahadur was now planning to go to Jagannath puri in Orissa
via Calcutta. He wrote a letter to Bhai Dayal Das asking
him to send a 1sw things and come and meet him before hi
left Dacca in September. He wrote: ',The Guru will fulfil
the desires of the whole Sangat. We are leaving this place
in the month of Asvin (September-October). I have written
for goods worth seventy rupees for the camp equipage. Send
them as soon as you see the order. Send them immediately
as preparations for the journey are to be made soon. Res-
pected Brother (Dayal Das), come here to meet me and bring
along with you some Sangd, Come soon. The Guru will
bless the Sangat with prosperity in their earnings. Patna is
the Home of the Guru."r

A month later, Bhai Dayal Das came with a large
Sangat, and brought with him all the things required by the
Guru. Guru Tegh Bahadur received the happy news about
the inspiring pranks of his son Gobind Das. The Sangat trom
Sylhet, Chittagong, Sondip and other places also came there
to have the last darshaw of the Guru. A number of Sangats
arose in Dacca. As late as 1840 A.D. there werc 12 Sangats
in Dacca alone.2 Bhai Natha was appointed the chief
missionary of Bengal while Bulaki Das was appointed the
masand of the Dacca region. People lodged a serious com-
plaint against Bhai Natha, saying that he used extremely bad
language while addressing people, although, no one doubted
his scholarship and spiritual eminence. Guru Tegh Bahadur
asked Bhai Natha whether this allegation was true. True to
his habit, Bhai Natha said : "Who is the bastard, who says
I use bad language while speaking ?"3 Everyone burst into
laughter. Guru Tegh Bahadur asked the Sangat not to be
disturbed by the harsh or even unpleasant language of Bhai
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Natha. He was a profound scholar and a great missionary
concerned with the welfare of the people. He had done more
for the poor and the suffering than anyone else. Besides,
he was extremely selfless, and wholeheartedly devoted to the
Guru's cause.

Bulaki Das' mother, a devout lady wanted to have a
portrait of the Guru. A court artist was immediately engaged
and a lifelike portrait of the Guru was painted in the Mughal
stylea (see frontispiece). The painting has been preserved
to this day in the Sangat Tola Gurdwara, Dacca. Even the
takhat (royal seat) which was used by Guru Tegh Bahadur
was preserved, but now it is lying in such a dilapidated con-
dition, that I doubt if it is the original one. Bhai Dayal Das
left for Patna with innumerable gifts for Gobind Das, and the
Holy Mother.

As soon as the rains ended Guru Tegh Bahadur left for
Calcutta. He bade farewell to Shaista Khan and his Ministers,
who had developed a profound respect for him, because of
the tremendous influence he exercised on Raja Ram Singh and
other Rajput princes, and because of the homage the Hindus
and Muslims of Bengal paid to him wherever he went.

On the way to Calcutta Guru Tegh Bahadur camped at
Pabna, Chaudanga, Darsana, Banpur, Bagula, Ranaghat,
Madanpur, Kanchrapara, Naihati, Barrackpore and reached
Calcutta which had already been visited by Guru Nanak when
it consisted of only three small villages : Chuttanatty, Khal.
Kutta and Gobindpur. Hooghly was known by the same
name.s It was at Hoogily that Guru Nanak had stopped for
a few days along with his rebeck player Mardana,-and his
peasant disciple Bala. The population of the whole Hooghly
area did not exceed two hundred people at that time. Guru
Nanak selected a place close to the Ganges, now known as
Badi Sangaf, and sang such soul stining songs, that the place
became a shrine, which was later organised into a bigger mis-
sionary centre by apostle Almast. The Guru and his disciples
established a monastery here, probably because they divined
the future greatness of the city. The English and the Dutch
had started pouring into Hooghly area as they found it to be
the safest place of landing on northern Indian territory.

Guru Tegh Bahadur camped in a place now known as
Cltuti Sangat, a shrine better built, and having many ancient
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rccords and recensions of the Adi Granth and Dasrn Granth.
It is a strange thing that the Sikhs of Calcutta who have built
some more temples and rebuilt Badi Sangat Gurdwara know
very little about the historicity of this place. The ruler of
Burdwan then invited Guru Tegh Bahadur for a short stay
in his capital, before he left for lagannuh Puri. He became
a devout disciple of the Guru, and ever since then the rulers
of Burdwan were known in history as Sikhs or the Khalsa
disciples of the Gurus.?

From here Guru Tegh Bahadur moved on by stages to
faleswar, Rupsa, Balasore, Cuttack, Bhubaneswar and
reachel Puri sometime by Novembet 1670 A.D. Guru
Nanak had visited Puri about the year 1508 A.D.
at the time of the Chariot (rar&) festival. Fortunately Sri
Chaitanya Mahaprabhu was there and a near contemporary
Bengali historical document, Chaitanya Bhagvat by Ishvar
Das, states : "Sri Chaitanya the divine Lord, joined it kirtan
(congregational singing) with Nanak, who was accompanied
by his disciple Sarang. With them were Rup and Sanatan,
and the two brothers Jagai and Madhai. They all performed
Kirtan and divine dance."! In the congregational singing,
0ed by Sri Chaitanya and Guru Nanak) Nagar Purshotam
was also there. Two women disciples, Jangli and Nandni also
joined them. With them was also Gopal Guru for whom
Guru Nanak developed deep personal affection. With them
was also Nityananda Prabhu supposed to be an avatar of
Balarama. They all performed kirtan at lagan Nath Puri."'
ln another reference in chapter 47 of the same record, it is
stated, "that Udyata, the disciple of Sri Chaitanya, was parti'
cularly instructed by his Master to look after the personal
comforts of Guru Nanak," which indicates that Guru Nanak
probably stayed at Puri as the guest of Sri Chaitanya for some
days.

Later Almast came here and re-organised the Sikh Church
which is just opposite the historical shrine of Jagan Nath. It
is said that Guru Nanak saw the pandas performing the Ardi
(worship of the god with lamps). When questioned for not
participating in the prayer and homage to the historic idol'
Guru Nanak sang the following Arati (song with the lamps)
to thc One Supreme Being :
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In the salver of the firmament
Ttre sun and moon strine as lamps;
Ttre stars are like pearls for offering i
The fragrance of sandal trees is incense,
fire breeze blows as Thy royal fan;
AII the forests ofier their flowers to Thee O eternal Light.
Thousands are Thine eyes,
And yet Thou hast no eyes;
Thousand are Thy forms,
And yet Ttrou hast no form;
Ttrousands are Ttry spotless feet,
And yet Ttrou hast not one foot;
Thousands are Thy noses,
And yet Ttrou hast no nose;
This wondrous play bewitches me,
In every heart is the same Light;
It is the light of God,
Which illumines ever5r soul,
And gives light and life to everyone,
Through the Guru's word,
This Light is revealed within the soul.
What pleaseth the Ircrd,
Is the best Arcti: worship with the lamps.to

Guru Nanak: Sohila-Arati.
When apostle Almast came to Puri he was also put to con-

siderable difrculties,. because he refused to bow before the
idol, but his deep spirituality and knowledge won him many
supporters, and he was able to establish the importance and
truth of Sikh faith. Guru Tegh Bahadur had met Almast
during his early years, and he now came to revive and
reinspire this centre.il
. Guru Tegh Bahadur set up his camp close to the sea-shore,
where there is a shrine now badly maintaineC by a sadhu.
During Guru Tegh Bahadur's stay a well was constructed, and
a free kitchen was opened for pilgrims-of all faiths castes and
creeds. The Pundits came to Guruji to discuss many theolo
gical problems and for clearing their doubts. The learned
Guru gave a clear exposition of other systems of Indian
thought, as well as his own. He then explained to them Gtrnr
Nanak's approach to religion and society which discouraged
the cult of becoming sannyasins, and going for begging food;
and'articles of daily necesity to the doors of their disciples.
If they were real sannyasins.and saints they should never go

to the houses of their disciples and dancc and sing at their
doors to beg their food and clothiug.
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Here Guru Tegh Bahadur received the news of the terro

rism let loose by Aurangzeb, to physically exterminate the
Hindus and to destroy their temples. The original
plan of Guru Tegh Bahadur was to complete a mis-
sionary tour of all those areas which Guru Nanak had
visited down South. From Jagannath Puri he was planning
to go to Madras and from there to Ceylon. The Sikh centres
of these regions had maintained bontacts with his predecessors
and were now anxiously waiting for the \irsit of the ninth
Guru. But Guru Tegh Bahadur had to cut short his tour
to South India dnd rush back to Patna. From Jagannath
Puri he sent a letter post-haste to Bulaki Das, to send imme-
diately to Patna a Palkt (palanquin) for his son Gobind Das,
in which the Child could be taken to the Punjab.

After a stay of about a fortnight at Puri, Guru Tegh
Bahadur left for Patna. On the way he halted at Midnapore,
Vishnupur, Bankura, Gomoh and Gaya. At Midnapore there
survive the descendants of the family that maintained the
temple, now destroyed by repeated floods in this area. The
family has an old recension of. Adi Grafih written in beauti-
ful old Punjabi. At Vishnupur there exists a temple on the
site where Guru Tegh Bahadur rested. The temple is named
Yah-Guru temple and the area is named Tapoban. The site
of the temple was discovered in a miraculous way by a great
Yogi named Moni Baba Sri Haribhajan Swami in the middle
of the last century. The Moni Baba came from South India,
where while he was performing Yoga, a mystic flgure in his
vision guided him to go to Vishnupur and preach the message
of Guru Nanak at the site where Guru Tegh Bahadur once
rested and delivered some sermons. Here the Yogi came at
the age of eighteen and not only built a beautiful temple
which he named VahGuru temple on the historic placewhere
Guru Tegh Bahadur halted, but also wrote half a dozen inter-
esting books on Sikh theology in Bengat.tl

The news of Guru Tegh Bahadur's return to Patna after
an absence of four years thrilled the people of Patna. Great
was the delight of Holy Mother Nanaki and Mata Gujari.
Ilappiest of all was the four year old Gobind Das, who was to
meet his father for the first time. His playful Krishnalike
pranks and precocious ability had already given to the people
the impression that a new prophet was born. Guru Tegh



The Garden of the Muslim Nawab at Patna, where Guru Tegh Bahadur
met his son, Gobind Das for the first time



The Wooden Slippers of Guru Tegh Bahadur and Guru Gobind Singh,
preserved as sacred relics at Patna Sahib
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Bahadur had repeatedly sent messages from Bengal that no
one should interfere with the likes and dislikes of couina
Das; and no one should interfere with the freedom of this
new prophet of freedom.

Gobind Das was now carried in a palki (palanquin) to meet
pury Tegh Bahadur wh]le the prominenf Oisciptes led by
Bhai Dayal Das followed him chanting hymns tiom the .lit
Granth. Guru Tegh Bahadur alighted frbm his horse while
Gobind Das came out of the palki. He went to his father,
bowed low and touched his feet in respectful reverence.
Guru Tegh Bahadur embraced him and kissed him. The Guru
was delighted to see his son about whom strange stories had
reached him. He oftered him the numerous preJents and gifts
which he had brought from Bengal. Bhai Dlyal Das was-the
first to go forward and touch the Guru's feit. Guru Tegh
Bahadur honoured him with a siropao and blessea aiA
thanked him and the Sangat that looked after his family so
well. The place where Guru Gobind singh first met his father
has been preserved as a garden which originally belonged to
the Nawab of Patna.

NOIES AIIID BEI|.EEENCES.

I Sarbat Sallgat Guru m-anorath plre karegE; Asii no ktrc har,
Satrill rupey6 Lr- vast likhi hai dere ke vdstg hukam dethdd
!i-vas! bhejni sitdbi sith derE tyEr honE hai; Sallgat sarUai
laike Bhayi6 ji tum dar6an kar .jdnE, sitEb Evnd; Saftgat
kE Gurtr luzgdr mo barkat kare gii. patnE Gur[ kE ghar h-ai.

_ Guru Tegh Bahadur's Letter written lrom Dacca tn patna
2 "There are 52 Akhdr5s, bE KilibErr-s and 12 Sallgats',

Jqmes Taylor: Topgraphg anil Statistias o! Dacca
1&10 A.D.3 sun BhEi Nathe biic bole:

eh dhi ke lauf,e mat haule,
Maifi in ko kab dai na gEn-
sun Satgur bahu bigsio
bailhe hute sakal muskEe.

Sil,rdj Prdkdsh: Riis LZ, Alt"sti,5.
. The painting is still preserved in t,Le Sangat Tola Gurdwara
It is in Mughal Style. A photostat eopy-of the painting is
given as fronticepiece.

sun ur harklu- turt sidhEi
jae catere ko lai aI,
bahu dhan de kar kehat sun6e,
jatha jog pikh likho banEe
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catirr citera kar cit canr
" bath nikat bandit dhar bhau' .ang su bastar saie hain iaise

dhar prem ko likh kar taise'
Siraj Prdkdsh: REs 12, Altsil t.

sBreas'ied ; Colantta Past.dnil Present, p ?n

iob Charirock, Chief of the Enelish fact'ory at Patna was the
' first Englishman to establistr himself in Chuttunattee near
., about this period (1670).

See detailed account t E.osterrlnt'erhd'e by B' Pearson,
p1T30. ..^- .

6 eh Calcutta udodl Ka[ghet dq plq ka:ke chotii -jais6 pifid s:
iit 

"n 
aa iaia grh"l l0ratri haziirl Silh si; Osne do m"!lln9

. duioii nu bahut prem ndl rakhvE te bahut kich nazar bhet
kite.

, - fiiit place Calcutta was then known as Kalighat' -]t wag-a

s-Ji-"itt"ge under a Kshvatrvia Eaia of tbe Behal Clan- H9
t en-te*aineJ Gu"u Nanak ior nearly two months and offered

him many gifts' 
Totodrilch Gu,ru"k:,hd,ttsd', p 2!7,

? The temple still has many old reqeisioqs 9f {di Granthtnd
DiU; Eiantrr. Ii is siiuated about a furlting from- Bafli
S"il;i in iullapatti, on what is now lnown as'Cotton Street;

c"r."uti.- There is a shrine commemorating the visit of Guru
Nanak at Burdwan.

a srinivds5 je bisalhbhar,
sr-ftan matlhYd bihEr
Ndnak S5rallg eh doi
Rup Sanatan do bhEi
rn-r tan karafrti eilritY6.

Ishvar p"tt Ctolton'ao Bhdgoot Adhaaao 6L

MaS .opy p'ut"t"ed-in Prachi Samati (Oriental

SocietY) Cuttack.
e N6gar Purshotam DEs

Jangli Natdru- ti PEs,
Ndnak sehat gehan

Sallgat mat Balrdm ' :

gihi" Nilgi"i aha*
ibid. atlhYaYa O[

,,,,tl't*o'hP":st.si;rxf 't"r";;3*rrt6r"kgtrx-
Sometime later a discipf of Sri C]raitanya ryrilin{ a 

-eom-

-""i""v o" Dasm 3i6;dl ototut Guru Nanak in the Invo-

cation 
THX"tEH*6nak Gurui; sattra boclha Gur[ Gurail'

to Josanlv;h;'L;td ;ilil;;d" ifter whidr the citv is named
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is a particular form of Krishna. He is worshipped in other
p-arts of-India, but Puri in Orissa is the great seat of his wor-
ship and multitudes of pilgrims resort t[ither from "tt;;Gespecially to the two great festivals of Sana-yatra and nitni-yatra, in the month of Jyai3tha and ASadLa. Ttre first of
these is when the image is bathed and in the second, o" it 

" "",fgliyal, the image is brought out upon a car with ifr" i*"ii,
of his brother Balarama and sistei Subhadra, and is ch;;;
by the devotees.

Ihe legend of the origin of Jagan Nath is peculiar. Krishna
was killed by a hunter and his body was teft to rot under a
!ee_, b9t some pious persons found the bones and placed them
in the box A devout king named Indra-dyumna was directed
by Vishnu to form the image of Jagan Nith and to place the
bones of Krishna inside it. Vishvakarma the arciritect of
gods undertook to make the image on the condition that he
would not be disturbed. After fifteen days the King was
impatient and went to Visvakarma who was angry and left
off work before he had made either hands or feet, io that the
image has only stuinps. Indra-dyumna prayed to Brahma-who promised to make the image famous.

The devotees wave the lamps before the idol and sing his
praise. firis worship is called Ardti. Guru Nanak refused
to join the worship of the idol. For him God was present
ever5rwhere and the whole of nature was performing the
ArEti. Reflection on this sublime aspect of nature, everleve-
rencing the spirit of God was the true Ar6ti (or worship with
the lamps).

tr Guru Tegh Bahddur was about 12 years old when Almast first
came to Gur Hargobind.

rzThis Yogi has left an account of his life and experienee in
Bengali. He was practising Yoga in the south when a res-
plendent figure appeared to him in a vision and directed him
to go to Vishnupur, a place of whieh he had hever heard up to
that time, and build a monastery on the site marked as the
camping place of Guru Tegh Bahadur. The Yogi aamed the
temple V Ah-eflrrI- Monilir.
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THE TERROR OF AURANGZEB

A LJRANGZEB ascended the throne in the midst of a storm
/4. that now threatened to rip the Indian heavens asunder.
But this external tempest of extreme fanaticism, and intoler-
ance was only a prelude to the whirlwind of bigoted passions,
that were to blow in a perpetual fury, until his own miserable
end stared him in the face. The magnanimrty of his father,
the nobility of Dara, the impetuosity of Murad, and the acti,
vity of Sujah met the same tragical end at his pitiless hands.

In subtlety, and most specious hypocrisy, in that concen-
tration of resolve, which confides its deep purpose to none,
in every qualification of the warrior, or scholar, Aurangzeb
had no superior amongst the many distinguished of his racc;
but that sin, by which angels fell, had steeped him in an
ocean of guilt, and not only neutralised his natural capacities,
but converted the means for unlimited power into an engine
of moral selfdestruction.r

"This hypocricy" says the eloquent Orme, "increased with
his power, and in order to palliate to his Mohammedan sub.
jects the crimes by which he had become their sovereign,
he determined to enforce the conversion of the Hindus by the
severest penalties, and even by the sword, as if the blood of
his subjects were to wash the stains from his own hands,
already encrimsoned with that of his family. Labour left the
field, and industry the loom, until the decrease of the revenues
induced Aurangzeb to substitute a capitation tax (iazial, as
the balance of account between the two religions." The
same historian justly characterises this enactment as one con-
trary to all notions of sound policy, as well as of the feelings
of humanity, "that reflection seeks the motive with
amazement".t

The persecution of the Hindus was the most momentous
feature of Aurangzeb's reign. But for it, in spite of his puri-
tanism his regime might have been one of the most glorious,
instead of being the most ominous, and fateful.2 Although
Aurangzeb had a lot of Hindu blood in him, he hated the
Hindu everywhere except in the army, where the might of the
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Rajput warriors was indispensable, and in the harem where

tho beauty and loyalty of the Hindu princess enchanted even

his puritan and ascetic mind to the point of romantic mad-

ness. His principal queen, Nawab Bai, the mother of his

successor, Bahadur Shah, was a Hindu princess of Kashmir.

So also was his favourite Hira Bai, with whom he fell head

over heels in love, before he became the Emperor.r

Aurangzeb's iconoclastic zeal appears to have been con-

ceived very early in his life. In 1645, while he was Governor

of Gujrat, he converteC the temple of Chintaman into a mosque

and named it Quwat-ul'Islam. He also ordered a cow to be

slaughtered in the shrine. But the building was restored to
the Hindus by the order of Shah Jahan.' As'long as Raja Jai
Singh and Raja Jaswant Singh were alive, he did not dare

either to impose the iazia, or to destroy Hindu temples. As
soon as they were dead he deemed himself free to put forth
the full extent of his long concealed design. It goes to the
credit of Aurangzeb that upto 1665 A.D. his policy towards

Hindus was reasonably correct. In the Benaras lartnan of
1659 he ordered that long standing temples should not be

demolished anC when he received information that the
Hindus of Benaras were harassed and the priests forcibly
removed from the temples, he ordered that "in future no
person shall in unlawful ways interfere with or disturb the
iirahmins and other Hindu residents of the place." After the
escape of Shivaji from Raja Ram Singh's protective gultody--'

his wrath anC suspicion changed into a bitter hatred for all
Hindus. Some provincial Governors like that of Kashmir
carried out the orders of persecution to inhuman extremes;
others like Shaista Khan of Bengal ignored it completely and

maintained a liberal attitude towards the Hindus.
The zoalous admirers of Aurangzeb's tyranny write : "On

Ttursday, the 8th April 1669 occurred an eclipse. The Lord
Cherisher of Faith (Aurangzeb) learnt that in the province

of Tatta, Multan, and especially at Benares, the Brahmin
misbelievers used to teach their false books in their established

schools, so that admirers and students both Hindu and
Muslim, used to come from great distances to these misgttidcd
men in order to acquire this vile learning. His Majesty, eager

to establish Islam, issued orders to the governors of all the
provinces to demolish the schools and temples of the infidels'
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and with the utoost urgency put down the teaching and thc
public practice of the religion of the misbelievers."i

For permission to live in an Islamic state the unbelievcr
had to pay a tax called the lazia, which means, substitutc
money or the price of indulgence. ..A third instrument of thc
pollcy of putting economic pressure on unbelievers was the
granting 9! rew.ards to the converts, and the offering of posts
in the public service, liberation from prison, or suciession to
disputed property, on condition of turning Muslim. Hindu
peshkars (clerks) and accountants were dismised, which up
set the administration. The Hindus could not hold any fair..

Not only the Hindus but the poets and musicians began
to suffer the worst of fates. He hated the poets, though- he
was- himself tempted to write poetry many times. ..Ii any
of the singers and musicians became ashamed of his calling,
he makes an allowance for him and grants him land for his
maintainance."T All these orders of repression were carried
out with full administrative rigour : "During the month of
Rgmzan, abounding in miracles, the Emperor as the promoter
of Justice and overthrower of mischief," writes the iuthor of
Maasir-i-Alamgiri, "as knower of truth and destroyer of
oppression, as the zephyr of the garden of victory and the
reviver of the faith of the prophet, issued orders for the demo
lition of the temple situated in Mathura, famous as Dehra
Kesho Rai. In a short time by the great exertion of his
officers, the destruction of this strong foundation of infidelity
was accomplished and on its site a lofty mosque was built at
the expenditure of a large sum. This temple of folly was
built by that gross idiot Birsingh Deo Bundela."8

"Special officers were appointed to enter any house where
music was heard and to burn the musical instruments. These
were collected in heaps and destroyed. Singers and musicians
were reduced to starvation. The office of the royal poet was
likewise abolished and the allowances of poets were discon-
tinued."e Islam had produced the world's best poetry, and
music, but Aurangzeb now tried to create an Islamic faith
completely free from music, and poetry. Islam had produced
saints, and scholars who were incomparable in compassion
and tolerance, but Aurangzeb perpetuated a bigoted rcligion,
tlat was extremely intolerant and pitiless.

There were strong protests, and open revolts all over thc
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cotintry., ' "Upon the: publication of the order of iazia, the

Hindui atound Delhi lssembled in'vast numbbrs under the

lharokha (palace window) of the Emperor, on the river bank

near the pilace, to represent their inability to p?y, and to

prdy for the recall of the edicts. One day when he went to

prUti. prayer, a vast multitude of Hindus thronged the road

irom ttre ialace to the mosque with the object of 
-seeking

relief. Money changers, and drapers, all kinds of shop keepers

from the Urdu Bazar,'mechanics, and workmen of all kinds,

lEft off their work and business' and pressed into the way'

Notwithstanding, orders were given to force the way through'

but it was impossible for the Emperor to reach the mosque'

At length an order was given to bring out the elephants and

direct Ihem against the mob. Many fell trodden to death

under the feeiof the elephants and horses. For some days

the Hindus continued to assemble in great numbers and com'

plain, but at length they submitted to pay lazia'lo TT lttt
bandhian Satyairah in pre:Gandhian Indian history, failed in

the face of totalitarian might of the ruthless Emperor'
The strongest protest iame from Rana Raj Singh'- who

was chosen Uy tttt Rajputs as their head' in a style of
uncompromiSing dignity. He wrote : "All prais-e be

ienderid to tht gbry of the Almighty, and the munificence

of your Majesty, wtrictr is conspicuous as the sun' I have

been informlO'ttrat enormous sums have been dissipated in
th" pror..rtion of the designs formed against -m9' Vour well

wishir." After pointing out the benevolent inclinations of
his ancestors whl pursried so great and generous a policy'

he declared: "Durlng your Majesty's reign many have been

alienated. Your subjects are trampled under foot, and every

province of your bmiiie is impoverished. As to the soldiery

ih"y' "tt in murmurs, the .merchants complaining, th:
Mohammedans discontented, the Hindus destitute, and multi-

tudes of people, wretched even to the'want of their nightly

meal, are-beiting their heads throughout the day in rage a-nd

desperation. If your Majesty places.any faith i1 those books,

bv distinetiofl cailed.divine, you' will there be instructed that

doil is the God of all mankind, not the God of Mohammedans

alone. The pagan and.the Mussulman are equll in 
-His

pre.sence. Diitinctions of colour are of His ordination. It is
ile who gives existence. In your mosques to His name the
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voice is raiseg- i! nrayer, in a house of images where the bell
rs shaken. still He is the 9bjr.t of adoration. To vilify the
rehgron or customs of othir men is to set at naughi the
pleasure of the Almighty. When we deface ; pil;;, ;,
naturally incur the resentment of the painter; -d j"rtfy m,
the poet said, "presume not to anaign 6r scrutinise tti" u.rioo,
works of power Divine."

- Tq strongest indictment of Aurangzeb's misrule came
from his sensitive son Akbar who wrotei *Io V*. Uri*tyt
reign the ministers have no powef, the nobles 

"r.ioy-ro'ir,iJ,the soldiers are wretchedly poor, the nriters 
.d" 

*ith;;
employment, the traders are wilhout msans, and the n**r[,are downtrodden. on the Hindu tribes two calamiiies havl
descended' first the exaction ol lazia in the to*rr, rwo"aiv
the oppression of the enemy in the country. f"fen of t[[
e-xtraction, and pure breed, belonging to ancient families haie
disappeared, and the office and dipartment of your lt"irrtyt
government' and the functions of your counselling on tne
affairs of the state, are in the hands of the mectraiics. low
people, and rascals, like weavers, soap vendors, and tailors.
These,men carrying broad cloaks of fraud under trreir arms,
and the snare of frauc, and trickery, to wit the rosary in.their hands, roll on the tongues tertain traoitions, "an]
maxims.' Your Majesty trusts these confidants, counsellers,
and companions, as if they were Gabriel,.and Michael, and
pJace.your-self helplessly under their control. And these-men,
showing wheat (as samples), but selling barley, by such pretexts
m"q grlss appear as a hill, and hi[ as grass to you.,,

The Muslim States of the South, and the paihans in the
north-west rose in rebellion against him. The stern, and
indepe-ndent poet-warror, Khushal Khan Khatak, tept the
flag o{ teedom flying ti! his own son behayed him io the
enemy's hands. An exile from his country and captive in
the enemy fortress, he could still declare:

I know well Aurangzeb,s justice and equity,
His orthodoxy in ttre Faith, his fasts and ienances;
His own brothers, time after time. cruelly stain bv swora
His father overcome in batfle, and thrown in priion ---
Though a man strike his head on the ground tinors"na

or by fasting bring his navel and spine together, 
times'
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Unless he desires in truth to act with goodness,
His adorations are all false and a lie;
fire way of his tongue is one and that of his heart another,
Let his very vitals be torn, cut, and lacerated.
Outwardly the serpent is handsome, and well informed"
In the inward parts it is unclean, and filled with venom;
Since Khushal's atms cannot reach the tyrant in the world,
May God have no mercy on him on the day of doom.lz

Even the heavens shook with the terror created by

Aurangzeb. An earthquake shook the country from East

and West. "A star in the East shot out of the sky and fell
towards the West, lighting up houses as with moonlight, and
then a sound like the rumbling of thunder lras heard."r3

Under the shadow of this gloom Guru Tegh Bahadur decided
to leave Patna at once because he received painful reports

of the sufiering of the people in the Punjab.
Before Guru Tegh Bahadur left Patna there came an

aged Sufi Saint named Shah Bhikh, or as he was popularly
known Bhikhan Shah. He had met Guru Tegh Bahadur at
Thanesar but now in his vision he saw that anotber prophet

was born at Patna. He suddenly docided to go to Patna

along with a number of his disciples. He left his Khanqah
at Thaska in the Thanesar Tehsil and went all the way on
foot to Patna. He paid his homage to Gnru Tegh Bahadur'
and then reverenced the four-year-old Gobind Das. He had

brought with him two pots of sweets one symbolising the
Hindus and the other Muslims. He wanted to know whether

the new prophet, Gobind. would be a friend of the Hindus
or of the Muslims. He expected the Child, Gobind, to signify
his mission by accepting only one of the pots. Gobind Das
placed his hands on both of them and brought them together.
Tears rolled down tle eyes of Shah Bhikhan when the Child
Prophet gignified that he would stand by both. His disciples

and the Sikhs standing closeby were surprised at this spiritual
dialogue of silent suggestions. Shah Bhikhan explained to
everyone the questiou he had poced, and thc answer he had
received.t'

An excellent guilded palki was brought ftom Dacca by
Bulaki Das, in which the Child Gobind was to be taken to
Punjab. Guru Tegh Bahadur decided to go to Punjab as

swiftly as possible. Raja Ram Rai of Kamarup had
accompanied him to Patna, and was now anxious to help
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_Gq* frgh Bahadur's famrly reach Anandpur. Guru Tegb
Bahadur had already idormed all the Sangats that he would
be reaching Anandpur (Makhowal or Nanaki Chak as it was
known then) some weeks before Baisakhi (March 30, 167l
A.D.). Bhai Dayal Das had written to his brother BhaiMani
Ram (later known as Bhai Mani SingD to reach Anandpur
before Baisakhi.ts Diwan Mati Das; Sati Das, Bhai Gurditta
and other prominent Sikhs had instructed their kith and kin
to be present at the annual gathering, where.they could have
for the first time the darshan (audience) of Gobind Das, wto
was revered by everyone as the Saviour of the future.

Guru Tegh Bahadur wanted his Child's journey to punjab
to be as comfortable and swift as possible. 

- 
Curuji left paina

with an advance Wty. He selected places of halts and rest
where the local people were advised to be ready with prepara-
tions. After three days, Raja Ram Rai followed Guru Tegh
Bahadur with camp equipments and other necessaries. At
every halting place, selected by Ggru Tegh Bahadur, Raja
Ram Rai fixed up and provided everything necessary for the
reception of the Child Gobind. Three to five people were
left behind in charge of each camp. He moved quite fast
and overtook Guru Tegh Bahadur in seven days. From this
place Guru Tegh Bahadur addressed a leffer to Bhai Dayal
Das, Bhai Ram Rai the masand of Patna (different from Raja
Ram Rai), Bhai Darbari, and Bhai Dedh Mal saying: "The
Guru blesses the whole Sangat of Patna. It is ten days since
we left Patna. Rajaji left seven days back. We have fixed
up camping places for you all (i.e. the Guru's family which
they were supposed to bring along with them). Resting only
for a night at every camp please meet us here as early as
possible. Come with the speed of .a runner, and cover the
distance from one camp to another'in 8 pehars (24 hours).
Do not waste a single minute in any kind of delay. We are
waiting for you here. Come very quickly. The Guru
blesses the Sangat."'"

Thus with a speed that can be gauged from this Ietter
Guru Tegh Bahadur's family left Patna. While coming to Patna
from Punjab Guru Tegh Bahadur had come by the longer route
of the old Grand Tru"F road running south of the Ganges.
Now from Benares onwards he took the shorter route to Delhi
running north of the Ganges. On this route he stopped at



Guru Tegh Bahadur
(Mughal Style: Original at Allahabad)



Letter of Guru Tegh Bahadur written from a camp on
the way to Punjab, asking Bhai Dayal Das to reach
posthaste, with his family. Rest camps, the letter
informs had been fixed by the Guru and by a Raja
following him, for young Gobind Das and the rest of

the family.
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Jaunpur, Ayudhya, Lucknow, Shahjahanpur and Morada-
bad." At Jaunpur hs blessed Bhai Gurbakhsh, one of the
most melodious singers of divine songs. Guru Tegh Bahadur
gave him a musical instrument called mridang as a gift. He
had brought it from Bengal, where it is still very widely used.

The house of Bhai Gurbakhsh became a temple, which is now
known as Sangat Mridangpuri. The same musical instrument,
Mridang, is still preserved there respectfully. A pair of shoes

of Gobind Das have also been preserved.ls Soon Guru Tegh
Bahadur reached Delhi, where he stayed either in Kalyan
Das' Dharamsala, the exact site of which is not known to
history, or more probably, with his devoted disciple I"akhi
Shah Gakhai Rai). After a shorr stay at Delhi he came to
Anandpur, stopping on the way at Kurukshetra and with his

friend Saifuddin at Saifabad. Guru Tegh Bahadur reached
Anandpur along with his son Gobind Das early in February
1671 A.D.l8

Bhai Mani Singh had come to Anandpur with his family
from Alipur. He was extremely happy to see the Guru back
with the young prophet Gobind Das to whom he was soon to
dedicate nis me. The annual gathering day Baisakfti (also

New Year Day) was approaching.le Disciples from all over
Punjab began to pour in to meet Guru Tegh Bahadur, and to
see the young prophet Gobind Das. Guru Tegh Bahadur now
had two problems in his mind; the education of his son

Gobind Das, and meeting the challenge of Aurangzeb to the
religious freedom of all non-Muslims. The Hindus were ex-

tremely demoralised. The only hfe the Hindu could lead
under Aurangzeb was a life deprived of the consolations of
religion, deprived of social union and public rejoicing' of
wealth and the self+onfidence, that is.begotten by the free
exercise of nutural activities, and use of opportunities, in short,
a life exposed to constant public humiliation, and political
disabilitics. Heaven and earth were closqd to him as long
as he remained a Hindu. "The terror caused by the bigored
policy of Aurangzeb cntered in all sections of Indian life
cxcept the fanatic Muslims."e
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ranged from 3l rupees levied on the poor to 13! on the mer-
chants. Thus according to Dr. Ftyer Jazia was imposed in
1675 while according to Manfir-i-Ab*Ciii, it was levied in
1679 A.D. As Aurangzeb had forbidden to write any chro-
nicles at all, dates and events that have come down from
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yards in length and oI unfathomable depth. News came from
Kashmir that on Wednesday, the 23rd June/ 3rd Safar, the
earthquake continued from evening to morning. The build-
ings rocked like cradles but were not damaged-

"On Monday, October l1th, 1669, it was learnt that when
four gharis of the night had passed. a star on the east shot cut
of the sky and fell towards the west, lighting up houses as
with moonlight, and then a sound like rumbling of thunder
was heard."

Saqi Mustad Khan: Maosir-i-Abmgiri, pp 54'55
r.Shoh Bhikh: Ttris great Saint was born in a Sayyad family

in the village Syana, Tehsil Kainthal, Dist: Karnal. His
Master lived in Kuhdam. Shah Bhikh was a disciple of Abul
Muali Shah of village Ambehta, District Saharanpur. The
Saint Bhikh spent most of his life in the village Thaska in
Thanesar Tehsil, and his Master Muali Shah also Eame and
stayed with him where Shah Bhikh served him with great
devotion.

After divining the advent of a new prophet at Patna through
his spiritual insight and viSion, he came to Patna and he
brought with him two pots of sweets as offering to judSe
which one was accepted. One pot symbolised Hindus the
other Muslims. Gobind placed his hands on both of them.
When the Shah's disciples qusstioned about it, he explained
that this Prophet will be a friend of both the Hindus and
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Muslims. He will be the well-wisher and benefactor of both
the communities.

Kahan Singh, Mahin Kosh, p 1BB, 2nd ed.rsThis is quite clear from Bhai Mani Singh,s arrival at Anand-
pur just before Guru Tegh Bahadur reached Punjab. see f.n. 19.t6lk Orirkdr: Gurfr. Sat;BhaI Dayal Dds, BhaI REm Rai Bh6i
DarbEri, Bhai Dedh Mal, sarbat sahgat Gurt rakhe gE ; kfic
kle ham ko das din hue haih; RajE ji ko krtc kie sat roj htre
haifi; tum6re vdste hamne muk6m kle haii ; r6t kar kai bahut
Sitebi seth hamEre pds ae pahuficn6; dau,{an wEl6 kos kar
karke Eth pehar ro ae pahucna; dhil pau ghadl ki nahl karni;
ham tumErd bailhe r6n dekhte hai; bahut sitdb avn6; Guru
Saflgat ki bahuflI kare gd.

Guru Tegh Bahadur's Letter uri,tten to Patrm
Sangat trom first major camp sn the wagl to
Puniob: probablg Benares.

17 Gyan Singh in his ?ou:orikh Guru Khalsa and Bhai Vir Singh
in Kalghldhar Chamatkar write that Guru Tegh Bahadur and
Guru Gobind Singh visited Pilibhit Mathura, and Hardwar
on the way back. All these places were out of the way
during return journey. There is no historical evidence or
shrine or tradition confirming that Guru Tegh Bahadur or
Guru Gobind Singh ever visited these places on their way
back to Anandpur from Patna.

Guru Tegh Bahadur's letter also refutes the theory that he
sent for his son Gobind only after reaching Punjab, a fact
which has been so highly dramatised by the author of Snr6j
Prdkdsh that he suggests that while Guru Gobind was on the
way to Punjab Guru Tegh Bahadur was on the way to Delhi
for martyrdom. This is refuted by Guru Gobind Singh's own
autobiography which clearly suggests that he was brought to
the Punjab by his father and was given education and train-
ing in many different subjects before his father's death. Edu-
cation generally began at the age of 4. So it is quite clear
that at least for four or five years of his life before he succeed-
ed his father, Guru Gobind Singh had been staying at Anand-
pur. Sikh records are unfortunately not very reliable on the
Iife and movements of the Gurus outside the Punjab. For
this the local traditions and provincial records furnish more
accurate information.

ltnairfiven satgurii is th6fl virdje han. Gurdwdre di nim
Saflgat Mridaflgwali hai ; Gurbakhsh Sikh de ghar derl Gurfi.
SEhib ne kitE.

Kahan Singh, Malfin Kosh.

'skachuk kdl rehio Mani Singh pur AII grEm bulaild
Vais6khi ke divas pai, pahufrcio puri Anaid,
et disE Guru Tegh Bahldur het 6yo kar ptrrab daur6
puri Anafid and bheo, bani safrgat evat vanger bhaurd
dar6an pevan Govifld D6s ke, cahun dis mai mac gayo si rar.u6.
SevE HarI ManI Sifigh ju pahun ke bafldan karat dou kar jorE.
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,temples and.forcible conversions in 1670 A.D. he was in a
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Dates given by Gyan Singt!" Kavi Santokh Singh and Kesar

., Singh.Chibber are absolutely incorrect.
2oJadunath Sarkar: Awawzeb p t58.



CHAPTER XXI

THE GREAT AWAKENING.

I was brought to the Punjab,
T'he governesses nursed and fondled me,
With great love and devotion;
My parents brought me up
With all kinds of loving and protective care;
They gave me many types of training,
And imparted priceress,IHxlit*Sirrn.

Bachttar Natak: Apni Katha

THE terror of Aurangzeb drove lovers of religious freedom,I poets, scholars, musicians, artists, linguists away from
Delhi, Agra, and other provincial centres ; and many of them
sought asylum at Anandpur and found the peace, freedom, and
the patronage they sought. Some of them were employed for
the all-round education and training of Gobind Das, who
showed exceptional intelligence in learning such difficult
languages as Sanskrit, Persian and Arabic. Along with his
education in languages, theology and prosody he was given
training in archery and the use of weapons. Guru Tegh
Bahadur knew that the child was gifted, and a soul with a
destiny, so he aimed at making him as great a scholar as his
gqandfather Guru Arjan, and as great a warrior as his father
Guru Hargobind.

Guru Tegh Bahadur's sister Bibi Viro had come with all
her five sons, each one of whom was now a well trained
warrior. Sango Shah, her eldest son became Gobind's major
teacher in archery and sword-fighting, and later on was
appointed the Commander-in-Chief of Guru Gobind Singh's
army. Complete freedom, and strict discipline formed the
keynote of young Gobind's education. On his way to
Anandpur from Patna he had seen the demolished temples;
he had heard the pitiable cries of the oppressed and innocent
victims of Aurangzeb's cruelty. He had heard his father
tell them to shed all fear, to give up attachment to petty
earthly things, and not to give up their faith and convictions
for the sake of political patronage or earthly comforts. Not
only had the people complained against the rulers, but the
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exploitation by the Pundits and the Mullas was extremely
severe. The social degradation of the people had moved him
deeply. He was conscious of the moral and spiritual crisis
of the times, and he knew that his all round education of
academic excellence in all branches of knowledge and Spartan
perfection in the use of arms was particularly arranged to
enable him to meet the uisis. Never was a boy educated
with such meticulous and devoted care. He received practical
lessons in fortitude and modesty, piety and manliness, fear-
lessness and benevolence, poetry and philosophy, charity and
the spirit of self<onsecration, and above all in reverence for
the life, freedom, and faiths of all mankind. These are the
virtues that were too clearly reflected in his writings later on.
His teachers and instructors lavished on him all the aftection,
and attention, a royal pupil deserved.

Guru Tegh Bahadur spent the whole of the year 167l
A.D at Anandpur organising and training disciples, directing
the construction of the city, according to the new require-
ments. Early in the year 1672 or 1673, he left for an exten-
sive tour of Malwa and the Banger Desh.z These were the
backward areas where mass conversion was carried on by local
officials, and these were the areas which the saints and
reformers rarely visited. There was scarcity of water, and
lack of education and people were living in poverty, ignorance,
misery, and fear. Guru Tegh Bahadur went there to awaken
them to their individual, and collective responsibility.
Unfortunately no chronicler has recorded the details of this
missionary tour into the forest regions of Malwa. Three
historical records, Sakhi Pothi, Surai Prakash and Gyan
Singh's Tawarikh Guru Khalsa have recorded a few ancedotes
gleaned from oral traditions prevalent in about thirty places.

The belief that Guru Tegh Bahadur visited only about twenty
to thirty places in this region has tempted almost all historians
to assume that Guru Tegh Bahadur visited these places on
his way to the East. But the Sakhi Pothi indicates that he
spent nearly ten months on this tour, and my flndings are that
he visited nearly ninety places, where we now have the
historical shrines commemorating Guru Tegh Bahadur's visit.

In every place visited by Guru Tegh Bahadur, the campas-

sionate Master asked the people about their difficulties and
problems. Where fields were barren and dry, he had the
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wells dug for the people. Where there was scarcity of milk,
he procured cows for them and distributed them free to the
people. For the landless peasants he procured some land,
and urged them to live courageously as free people, in love
and humility before God. In barren areas, he had the trees
planted.

Guru Tegh Bahadur felt that the soul of India was in the
life of the humble village-dwellers. To these humble villagers
he went with the torch of spiritual wisdom in one hand, and
the sword of freedom from fear, freedom from hunger, freedom
from oppression in the other. He taught them that the batfle
for economic freedom and political liberty was to be fought
by an active struggle against poverty, and passive resistance
against oppression, but the battle for moral, and spiritual free-
dom was to be fought in their own hearts and minds. Without
conquering their greed, avarice, lust for wealth, and power,
they could not overcome any type of fear, slavery, and
oppression.

The following are the historical places which bear witness
to the burning enthusiasm, the fiery pacifism, and the revolu-
tionary fervour shown by the people of this area, to which
they gave expression by making every camping place of Guru
Tegh Bahadur a shrine, and subsequently by joining Guru
Gobind Singh's resistance movements against the Imperialists,
and their puppets, the Hindu Rajas of Himalayan range:

Patiala Teluil
1. Gurdwara Dukhniwaran
2. Bahadur Garh: Saifabad
3. Moti Bagh Gurdwara

Teluil Rajpura

12. Gurdwara Simbada
13. ,, Nardu
14. ,, Ifamayun-

pura
15. ,, Bhagdana
16. ,, Pilkhani

4. Gurdwara Harpalpur
5. ,, Dh;mgarh Teluil Sirhind

6. ,, Mandwal 17. Gurdwara Lang
7. ,, IJgani 18. ,, Gurusar
8. ,, Alimajra 19. ,, Jhanda-
9. ,, Hassanpur Sahib

10. ,, Pilkhani 20. ,, Thara Sahib
11. ,, Dhadhauli- 21. ,, Bhagi Bhan-

Mathra dar
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22. Gurdwara Naulakha Tehsil Dhuri
23. ,, Tehalpura 56. Gurdwara Bambed
24. ,, Brahman- 57.

Majra 58.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

,, Mukrampura 59.
,, Haili 60.
,, Ghadaun 61.
,, Nandpur 62.
,, Behar 63.
,, Akad 64.
,, Damdama 65.

Sahib 66.

,, Dikh
,, Dhalewan 72.

;, Atla Khurd 73.

,, Bhupal 74.

,, Khyal Kalan 75.

Khan 77.

,, Joga 78.
,, Bhiki 79.

,, Samaon 80.

,, Khewa- 81.

,, Hirewal 85.

., Bhedda 86.

,, Bhuga 87.
,, Saghreni 88.

,, Gosidpura
,, Bachoana 89.

,, Tapa Mandi
,, Chetanwali
,, Lehalkalan
., Gaga
,, Gobindpura
,, Papda
,, Makraud
,, Bhalran
,, Mandvin
,, Alorakh

Katu
,, Dhamtan
,, Khatkad
,, Kharkbhura
,, Jind
,, Phaguwal
,, Bhavanigarh
,, Kamalpur
,, Akoi
,, Didban
,, Saphidon

Tehsil Sunam 67. ,, Malowal

32. Gurdwara Behar Jakh T:hsil^Bathinda33. ,, rar 
"biii., 

[!. Gurdwara 
$11f.,.0",_34. ,, Sataul "-'

35. ,, Ghurna 70. ,, ?iJ'ilt*r",
Teluil Mawa Tehsil Sangrur
36. Gurdwara Rakabsar 71. Gurdwara Gurusar
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42. . Ali Sher- 76.

43.
44.
45.
46.

47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.

Kalan T'ehsil Barnals

,, Kot Dharmu 82. Gurdwara HadYaYa

,, Sangar Heri 83. ,, Adisar
,, Barra 84. ,, Sekhan

,, Pharvahi
,, Modkalan
,, Sardulgarh
,, Rajgarh

Kuba
,. Katu



Gurdwara Dukhniwaran, Patiala



Gurdwara Moti Bagh, Patiala
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Before he started his tour he stayed with Nawab Saifuddin
who had become a keen admirer and devoted friend of Guru
Tegh Bahadur. Whenever Guru Tegh Bahadur came to him,
he used innumerable devotional devices to retain the Guru
with him as long as possible. From here he visited Dukhni-
waran and the place marked as the Moti Bagh shrine in
Patiala. The exact details of his movements are not recorded
anywhere, though it may be possible to reconstruct them,
with a little more labour and research. A few ancedotes
have been preserved and recorded in Sakhi pothi, Suraj
Prakash and Tawarikh Guru Khalsa, which are recorded
below.

Guru Tegh Bahadur came to the village of Mulowal and
camped near a well whose water was sour. This being the
only well in the area, the peasants were leading a difficult
life, as they had to get drinking water from a great distance.
Prayers and Kirtan were performed, after which Guruji asked
for some water. He did not want the peasants to go far but
to take out water from the same well. When he took it and
washed his face and hands with it, he found that the water
had become sweet. He then pointed to a place where they
could dig nine wells and solve the irrigation problem of the
whole region. He also gave them money to start the project.
During his nine days'stay at Mulowal, Goinda, the Chowdhary
had served the Guru and the Sangat with great devotion, and
the Master sent for all his seven sons and gave them siropaos.s

From Mulowal Guru Tegh Bahadur went to Sekhey
village, nine miles to the West. The land-lord of the village,
Tiloka, was the owner of twenty-two villages. When the
Guru arrived there he was performing the marriage of his
daughter, and to display his wealth and power he had kept
the marriage party as his guest for twenty-two days, after
which the marriage was solemnised. On the advice of Madho
Das Bairagi, his religious teacher, he maintained an insulting
attitude towards the Guru, and the Sangu. Some one pointed
out to the Guru: "There goes the chief of twenty-two
villages." Guru Togh Bahadur smiled and said: "There
goes a mentally and spiritually blind man. His pride is
heading for a fall." Bhai Durga served the Guru with great
devotion and was blessed. In the evening Tiloka's son-in-law
came to pay homage to the Guru. The Master advised the
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young man not to be lured by the wealth of his father-in-law,
Tiloka, but to go to his village home in Doaba as his father-
in-law might be soon uprooted." The young man accepted
the Guru's advice. After some months Ise Khan attacked
the village, and brought it to ruins.a

Then Guru Tegh Bahadur camped at Hadiyae. When
Tiloka came to know that a curse had fallen on him, he ran
after the Guru and begged forgiveness. The compassionate
Guru said: "The Will of God shall prevail. The place in
which you are living will be in ruins, but wherever else you
settle you will flourish again. Do not hurt anyone. Live in
charity and humility." The people of Hadiyae were suffering
and dying ftom a strange epidemic of death by suffocation.
They begged the Guru to give them relief. Guru Tegh
Bahadur dug a tank of clean water for them, and asked the
peasants to use the water of that tank only. The epidemic
ended. The Guru's physicians gave medical aid to those who
were already suffering.

At the village of Dhilwan there was great shortage of milk.
Gunr Tegh Bahadur procured 101 cows and distributed them
free to the villagers. They were feeling extremely shy to
accept such costly gifts from the Guru, but Guru Tegh
Bahadur urged them to accept them, and to look after them
well.6

When he went to Dhikhi a humble Sikh entertained the
Guru and the Sangat with great devotion. When the Master
came to know that the young man did not have any children
he assured him saying that in due course God would bless

him with children. He should not worry about it, but
continue to lead the honest and devout life he was already
living.?

A humble and homeless man named Joga came to serve

the Guru and the Sangat. The Master found him very noble
and courageous. He asked Bhai Joga to settle near the ruins
of the old village where he would flourish as a well'todo-man.
He provided him with all the bare necessaries of a home.
Through the help and blessings of the Guru, foga became

rich and wealthy, but he turned his house into a shrine of
the Guru.E

At Khiwan a peasant named Singha requested the Guru
to camp in his field. He provided rations for the Guru's
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kitchen and fodder for his horses. When he was about to
leave, Guru Tegh Bahadur asked him to stay on. He said
that the engagement ceremony of his son had been performed
and he wanted to distribute sugar-cakes to the villagirs. .,We

shall do that for you" said Guru Tegh Bahadur, ..you are
twice blessed."e

When Guru Tegh Bahadur came near the village Samaon,
the Sanga from Kabul came and met him. Guru Tegh
Bahadur camped in the open fields, where the Guru addressed
the congregation and Kirtan (congregational singing) was
performed. Some Sikhs had brought rich offerings from
Kabul. He blessed them all, and gave them spiritual instruc-
tions, and robes of honour. A peasant, who was ploughing
the fields nearby, was deeply impressed by the honour the
disciples were doing to the Master. He felt that he must
either be a great prince or a prophet. His wife had just
brought his midday meal, consisting of coarse bread and
churned curd. He offered this to the Guru, who was very
much touched by his simplicity and devotion. "This is your
midday meal, my friend," said Guru Tegh Bahadur, ,,f have
accepted it and now you must eat." After sharing it with
some of the disciples he ate it. The Guru gave him money
and clothes, and blessed him saying, "Milk will ever be in
abundance in your house."ro

At Bhikhi he met a Hindu named Des Raj, who was the
disciple of Sakhi Sarwar Pir.ll fmpressed by his devotion
and heroic demeanour Guru Tegh Bahadur offered him five
arrows saying, that as long as he respected these, he would
be able to conquer his enemies, but if he showed any dis-
respect to them he would be ruined. When he met his Pir,
he threatened Des Raj with dire curses, and ordered him
to destroy the arrows, which he did. Within a few years
his family was extinct.l2

At Khyala a Brahmin and his son who brought milk for
the congregation were blessed. Some trees were planted, and
a well was dug for the benefit of the Brahmin's village. When
he was about to camp at the village of Modan he was informed
that the place was haunted and whoever slept there lost his
life. A boy had died only recently. Guru Tegh Bahadur
smiled and said: "Wtj will drive away all evil spirits.
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Wherever the glory of the one Supreme Lord is sung, no evil
spirit remains there. By staying there for about a week, the
Guru convinced everybody that the place was no more
haunted, and that the fear of evil spirits disappears by
remembering and contemplating God.rg

At Talwandi better known as Damdama, he rested for a

few days and prophesied that the place would gain importance
in future as a religious centre of the Sikh people of Malwa.l'
He stayed for nine days at Bathinda and enjoyed hunting in
this thickly forested region. He camped within this forest
at a place now known as Sulsar. At night four robbers, two
Hindus, and two Muslims, came to loot and plunder the
Guru's camp. To their surprise they saw a tiger moving
around the Guru's camp, as if it were guarding it. The two
Muslims were everawed and refused to steal anything belong-
ing to the Guru. The Hindu thieves thought it was easy to
take away the Guru's horse at least. As soon as they tried
to do it, they were caught. In the daytime when they were
produced before Guru Tegh Bahadur, they were asked why
they had come at night like thieves, and what did they actually
require. The Hindu thieves frankly confessed that they had

come for the horse, and other precious things belonging to
the Guru. Guru Tegh Bahadur ordered that his horse

should be given to them immediately. He asked the robbers
to take whatever they liked in the daytime; he would refuse

them nothing. The Hindu thieves were so ashamed of their
deed, in the face of Guru Tegh Bahadur's compassion and
charity that in utter remorse they committed suicide by hang-

ing themselves. The Guru prayed for their souls.ls
Guru Tegh Bahadur camped for a week at Bachiyane,

and for a few days at Gobindpur Gaga and Makrod. At
Dhamtan he ordered his treasurer to spend as much money
as was necessary to give relief to the suffering villagers by
constructing a well for them and procuring other necessaries

of life. Bhai Meha, the Udasi saint who had served Guru
Hari Rai, and Guru Hari Krishen came now to pay homage

to the Guru. Guru Tegh Bahadur was so happy to meet him

that he asked Bhai Meha to seek any boon, and it would be

granted. "Exalted One" said Bhai Meha humbly' "Grant
me this boon, that I may have no desire for anything in

future." Guru Tegh Bahadur granted him this request, and
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gave him a robe of honour. Bhai Meha became prominent
for his philanthrophy and saintliness.lc

Guru Tegh Bahadur spent the months of rain at the
village of Barrah.'7 He was now in the Banger tract. Soon

after the rains he moved to other places in the Bangar tract.
People from the neighbouring region came to pay homage
to the Guru. About a fortnight later, Guru Nanak's birthday
was celebrated on the Kartik Puranmashi (full moon day of
the month of. Kartik : October) with great rejoicing and festi-
vity. Kirtan was performed, visitors wete given all they
asked, and extremely delicious food was prepared, and served
all day to everyone without distinction of caste or creed.t8

Guru Tegh Bahadur gave 101 gold mohars to a masand
named Dago saying : "You must build a well for the
peasants and spend this money for the welfare of the people.

If you do so, we shall render more help, and you will receive
our blessings. But if you misuse it, you will dig your own
grave. All religious offerings must be used for the benefit
of the poor, and for the social and cultural reconstruction of
society. If they are ever spent on self-aggrandisement it will
bring calamity to you and your family. Powerful men have

been ruined by misusing and misappropriating the money
that is offered in temples for charitable purposes."rs

During all his travels Guru Tegh Bahadur completely
identified himself with the sorrow and suffering of the people.

As he saw it, moral and spiritual awakening was the only
cure for the maladies of frustration and despair, caused by

the totalitarian terror of Aurangzeb. He felt that only minds
strong in moral fervour, and spirit made unconquerable by
the realization of their higher destiny were capable of strug'
gling against the chaotic decay of Indian society and could
save the people of India from dehumanisation. A social and

political order, built on the ruins of spiritual freedom, was

i sin against society, a crime against humanity, and an insult
to God, and His purpose of creation. The challenge of such

a social and politicat order, as was being built by Aurangzeb
could be met only if the people were conscious of higher

spiritual, and ethical valuqs, and were prepared to forget their

nrurow attachment for their body, their wealth, their property,

and family and were ready to suffer and die like sages. But

before one could die like a sage, one had to be taught to live
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like a sage. It was this ideal of the sage, the man who is a
god in flesh, that was being ingrained in the minds of the
people all over the country.

He who fears no one
Nor strikes fear in any one
Consider my mind, says Nanak
Such a man to be a sage.

Guru Tegh Bahadur2o

The burthen and essence of his songs and sermons was :
Be fearless by relying on the strength and power of God. Be
fearless by giving up attachment to wealth, body, and other
earthly possessions which are transient. Be fearless, and be
stoically indifferent to pleasure and pain, happiness and
sorrow. Be strong in moral purity and the spirit of dedica-
tion. Be wise in spiritual enlightment, and the love of
humanity and God. Be a god in flesh:

Know such a man, says Nanak
To be a living image of God
Who remains undisturbed by sorrow and happiness
And is free from attachment, pride, and avarice.

Ke who discards greed and desires
And gives up lust for wealth,
He who is free from Joy and sorrow
And serves not evil passions-
Know him verily to be a god in flesh.2l

Guru Tegh Bahadur.

Guru Tegh Bahadur did not go to large cities only. He
went to those God-forsaken regions which, even today, after
many years of freedom and progress of Independent India,
are marked as backward, and undeveloped areas and which
no minister has ever visited. A temple of spiritual wisdom,
and a temple of bread still gives food, rest, solace to the poor,
and the destitute in the name of humanity inspired by Guru
Tegh Bahadur three centuries ago. These shrines are the only
living monuments to the blazing vision of Guru Tegh
Bahadur, which tried to unite through a superhuman efiort
the people of all provinces, all faiths, all ueeds, in an abiding
unity of ethical ideals, and spiritual freedom. The Sikh Gurus
always visualized an India in which language and cultural
barriers would fall and their own followers would bridge the
gulf between various religious communities and creeds.
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Guru Tegh Bahadur so completely identified himself with
the sorrow of the people that he gave expression to their
agony, and their mental sufferings, and degradation, in poig-
nant words of self-aflication. Tho world-mind became his
mind: the world-soul spoke through his soul; the world-
tragedy was reflected in his personal feelings.

He who had exercised a grand control over his mind, and
received perfect illumination at a very early age, felt acutely
the social, and economic misery of the people, and like a
master-artist gave creative expression to rhe sorrow of the
world around him saying : "Ah, to whom shall I express
the sorrow of my heart ? Ensnared in greed, it drifts, and
shifts, craving evermore for wealth. For the sake of sensual
pleasures my mind hankers like a dog at every door and
slaves before everyone in utter degradation." "Alas my mind
listens not to the counsels of wisdom, and refrains not from
evil path. It is recklessly intoxicated in the craze for worldly
pleasures."2l

Ho who had a prophet father like Guru Hargobind, a
prophet son like Guru Gobind Singh, a devoted mother
like Nanaki, a self-effacing wife, like Mata Gujari, and dedi-
cated disciples and friends like Bhai Dayal Das, Mati Das,
Sati Das, and Bhai Gurditta was deeply moved by the poignant
sadness of the existing social relations and maladjustments in
the world around him, and said:

"In sorrow and suffering none stands by you,
Wife, friends, sons and relatives
All are with you, if you have wealth
AII will forsake you
when vou are n""tlr"rii''r.gh 

Bahadur23

Thus, his message and teachings, his songs and sermons
awakened people to their responsibility and grim realities of
human existence and inspired them with the conviction that
the spirit of self+onsecration alone could liberate them from
fear, greed, and slavish mentality. Every man can, through
moral and spiritual eftort, be a god-in-flesh and be strong
enough to meet any challenge to his freedom and integrity.
He can be bold enough to disregard heaven and earth. He
can be powerful enough to strike at the root of tyranny. All
power, all strength, all inspiration should be sought from God.
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It was foolish to run to the forests or renounce society to
frnd God :

,,Wherefore go to the forest in search of God?
He is all-pervading and ever detached;
He is the Indwelling Spirit in thee,
Just as fragrance resides in the flower,
Just as the image is reflected in every mirror;
So the Light of God dwells within thee
Seek Him, O brother, in thine own soul.2a

Guru Tegh Bahadur.

In order to see the reactions to his policy of opprcssion
and forcible conversion, Aurangzeb had sent secret-news
reporters (khufia-navis) to all the provinces. The news-
reporter from Punjab came across some Hukamnamas of
Guru Tegh Bahadur which could be found with all the
masands and reported to the Emperor that Guru Tegh Bahadur
was collecting money from the people. The author of. Siyar-ul-
Mutakhirin says: "Tegh Bahadur gathering many disciples
became powerful and thousands of people accompanied
him. A contemporary Saint, Hafiz Adam belonging to the
order of Sheikh Ahmed Sirhindi, had gathered about him
a multitude of followers. Both of these took to the practice
of levying forcible exactions from Hindus as Haflz Adam
did from the Muslims. It would not be strange if with the
increase of their influence they created trouble."2s

The Emperor learnt that the Guru had the largest follow-
ing in the country. People gave him money in abundance,
and he distributed it with open-handedness, keeping only what
was barely necessary. He was extremely independent
minded, and was loved by the Muslims and Hindus alike.25
He utterly disregarded all taxes like lazia and was preaching
the message of religious freedom and fearlessness. People
addressed him as Sacha Patshah (the true King).

Ganda Singh and Teja Singh in their, A Short History of
the Sikhs say: "The progress through the country created
such a stir that the Mughal authorities seem to have grown
suspicious of his activities and he was hauled up before the
Emperor. Raja Ram Singh, son of Mirza Raja Jai Singh
explained to the Emperor that there was nothing dangerous
about the Guru, who was a fakir. He stood surety for him
and the trouble came to an end."27. The learned scholars
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state this on the historical evidence of. Padshah Buranifs,
Malcolms Sketchef', and Forster's Travelfo. All these
historical records were written about a century after the inci-
dent took place and they enoneously attribute the dotention
of Guru Hari Krishen under the protective custody of Raja
Jai Singh and Raja Ram Singh to Guru Tegh Bahadur who
was better known to chroniclers than his predecessor. These
chroniclers further suggest that after dotaining Guru Tegh
Bahadur at Delhi for some years, Raja Ram Singh took him
along with him to Bengal which means that the Guru was the
virtual prisoner of Aurangzeb from 1665 to 1670.

The Assamese record Padshah Buranji places the event
after the escape of Shivaji from the protective custody of
Ram Singh sometime between 1666-1668. According to
Malcolm and Forster the cause of the arrest was "the impla-
cable rancour, jealousy and ambition of Ram Rai," and he
goes to the extsnt of blaming him for the execution of Guru
Tegh Bahadur, the Padshah Barunii blames the Brahmin
Bhattacharyas or Hindu priests and the Kazis of the Musal-
mans for the arrest of the Guru. They reported to the
Emperor that "this man does not belong to any particular
school of faith; he goes about ravaging the country. The
Emperor asked the Guru to appear before him but he did not
come. On the other hand he defied the authority of the

Padshah, and roamed about plundering and destroyi'ng the

country attended by thirty thousand Nanak-panthis. The
Padshah became indignant and he deputed Alo Khan Pathan
who captured the Guru". The Padshah Barunii further sug'

gests that out of fear Guru Tegh Bahadur sought the protection
of Raja Ram Singh who stood surety for him, but the Guru
escaped from the prison and went East. Ram Singh asked

the Emperor not to take the matter seriously as he was only a

fakir. Tbe Emperor did not take any action.
All these facts recorded much later are based on flying

rumours and hearsay. The sequence of dates and events and

the position of Raja Jai Singh and Raja Ram Singh in
Aurangzgb's court and the movements of Guru Tegh Bahadur
during this period for which there is irrevocable evidence,

make it clear that there is hardly any truth in this alleged

arrest under Ram Singh's custody and escape.

Guru Tegh Bahadur was declared the Guru towards the
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end of 1664 A.D. He went to Kiratpur and then founded
the city of Nanaki Chak (Anandpur) early in 1665. Towards
the end of 1665 he left for his tour towards the East along
with his wife, mother and many disciples. Guru Gobind tells
us in his autobiography that his mother conceived him when
his parents were at Allahabad and he was born at patna.
We learn from Guru Tegh Bahadur,s letters that he was at
Dacca when Guru Gobind Singh was born at patna. All
this means that Guru Tegh Bahadur was at Allahabad in
February 1666 and when his son was born in December 1666
at Patna he was at Dacca in Bengal.

From September 1664 to May 1665 Raja Jai Singh and
Raja Ram Singh were not at Delhi but were fighting against
Shivaji in the South. So the story of Guru Tegh Bahadur
remaining under the protective custody of Raja Ram Singh
at Delhi during this period is pure fiction. In June 1665
Shivaji was captured and brought to Delhi and detained under
the protective custody of Raja Ram Singh. In August 1666
when Guru Tegh Bahadur was on the way to Dacca, Shivaji
escaped. From 1666 to the end of 1668 Raja Ram Singh
remained in disgrace and was neither trusted nor allowed to
attend court. He was himself a virtual prisoner of the
Emperor. So the question of Aurangzeb trusting him with
the protective custody of Guru Tegh Bahadur does not arise.
Guru Gobind Singh was born and was being brought up at
Patna and Guru Tegh Bahadur was moving freely in Bongal.

After his return from Bengal and Assam Guru Tegh
Bahadur moved about in the Malwa and Banger desh during
the years 1672-73 or thereabout. He had now become very
popular. If Guru Tegh Bahadur was hauled up during this
period, Ram Singh could not have done anything to help him
escape the wrath of the Emperor. Ram Singh was away in
Assam and he did not dare to utter a word of protest to the
Emperor when he learnt from his mother that Aurangzeb had
thrown his son Krishan Singh before a hungry tiger to fight
for his life with a dagger in hand. Ram Singh was helpless in
saving his own family from the cruelty of Aurangzeb. What
protection could he give to Guru Tegh Bahadur. Thus the
story that Guru Tegh Bahadur was hauled up before the
Emperor and imprisoned and rescued by Ram Singh is factu-
ally incorrect. Another stray record the authencity of which
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is not established states that the Governor of Sirhind was
asked to keep an eye on Guru Tegh Bahadur, but on investi-
gation it was found that there was no political danger in the
activities of Gum Tegh Bahadur.

NO?ES AND REFERENCES.
1 madr des ham ko le ae,

bhefit bheflt d5iyan dulrae
kinr anik bhaflt tan rach5
dini bhait bhaflt kr sichi

Guru Gobind Singh,
Bachtter Natalri Apnt, Katlta 7,2822 The historical events and the number of places visited in

Malwa quite clearly indicate that Guru Tegh Bahadur visited
this area after his return from the Eastern tours and the
Malwa tour took him about ten months if not more.

3 Gurujr ne cula krtd muh dhotd, bacan hoyS jal mitha hai;
ethai nau khlh lagan ge. asrn satafi nu (siropao) pehn6vafi ge.

Sakhi pothr, (Travels of Guru Tegh Bahadur)
a Guru ji kehfide: eh ta akal da andha hai.
Madho Das Bairagi de sewak san Jiwairdhe. Jiwafldlan da
jamai sr vasda. Os ne bhl Guru ki tehal kiti; Guru ji kehyd
"Sikha taifl Guru ki tehal krtr hai, aithoir ulha ke apne duabe
jai vas; Jiwairdhiair ndl Saidpur vali hove gI;Oh Sikh apne
tabar samet ulh gaya Doabe.

ibid.s ibid6 ibid7 ibidI ibid
s ibid10 ibid

r 1 Sultan Sakhl Sarwar was an eminent Saint of Lahore who
was held in high esteem by the Hindus. A Hindu tribe is
known after his name as Sult6ni.

12 Sakn+r Pothr,; Gyan Singh in his Tawarlkh Guru Khdlsd says
that his wife out of fear of the black magic of the Sakhi
Sarwar Pir urged him to destroy the arrows.'r3 Sakhi Potnrt14 ibid. The author of the Sakhn Pothi speaks of the im-

portance of Damdama, he says at the time of writing the
book only a mafi,ilt, had been established. We do not know
how a few Sikh leaders of S.G.P.C. have assumed the
authority to make it the fifth Takhat.

15 Sakll;, Pothi; Tawarl.kh, Guru Khalsd,
l6The name of Bhai Meha is given in the Silkhi Pothi as Bhai

Pheru. but all other historical records give it as Bhai Meha.
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t7 age derd Barreh hoy6; Guru ji ne saun kd caumds6 der5 othe
hi rakhyd ; ghodldn rathdri ky6n bail6 nri moth cdre; Gur[
ji ne hAl p6eke bijde se moth.

Sdkhi Potht.
Ttris indicates that Guruji probably started his tour imme-
diately after Baisdkhi in March. He spent the rainy months
here.

l8Diwall ka meld 5y6, bahut sallgtEri a5n-8n,... Gurflji bacan
kitd: pandrEll deh ethe hor rehnd hai. Guru Ninak ii ka
purnlma kd purab karke cadhaflge; Guru Nanak ji kn purb
hai, praSdd karo, tasmai bhi te kadah phasdd bhi, hor ptiri
kacauri bhai . deh cadhde nfl piiilgtEn bafh6i ditian,

.Sikh, Sddh, Brahmin, faldr sabhs nii prasEd vartEya. SEra
deh jo kol calke Eyd sabhs ntr diE; purnim6 kE jag piirn
hoy6; tiSI din te GurO ii kE tis des mai ias hoe rohy6, hai.

Sdchi, Poth,i
Ttris important refgrence in this historical 'record clearly
points out: (1) Guru Ndnak was born on Karllnk Puranmd.slti.
and not on Boisdlch. sudi. 3 as is alleged by Meharbdrr's Jonam
Sdkhi and those that followed it. (2) Guru Tegh Bahddur
and other Gurus regularly celebrated the birthday of Guru
N6nak, thereby refuting the utterly false contention of Bhai
Gurmukh Singh and Karam Singh historian that Guru Ndnak's
birthday began to be celebrated on Kartik Puronmdslfi only
during Singli Sabha period. (3) It also refutes Karam Singh's
contention that Gurpurbs were never celebrated during the
Guru period. (4) This record is much older than Surax Pra-
Icosh and its testimony about the birthday of Guru Nanak is
quite significant. While the Handdlyids are inadvertently
blamed ior introducng Kaxtik Puranmdshi into Bala's Janam
Sokhi who introduced' Kattt'k Purarmwsh,i into this and innu-
merable other Gurparndllq and historical records of Uddsis
and Sewa Panthis ?re "je taiir sdbti raktri tdfr tenr- fer bhi khabar lav6f,ge,

ibid
je nird masalld hoe gayd tdll tere teri aulEd de peS au,
!n puja ki biratikd hai, badvafl badvafl ntr ddgh ldva hai'

Salcbi Potllr-
20 bhai kdhtrf, ko det neh ndhi bhai mdnat 5n'

kahu N6nak sun re mand gyani t6hi bakhdn
Guru Tegh Bahadur Sl: 16

21 lobh moh mdyd mamtd phun au bikhian ki seva,

harkh sog parsai jih nihan so miirat hai deva.
Guru Tegh Bahadur Ra.g Gauri

Sukh dukh jeh parsai nahi lobh moh abhimdn
kahu Ndnak sun re man6 so miirat bhagvdn

Guru Tegh Bahadur Sl: 13

22 birthd kaholl kaun siofl man kr-,

lobh Erasio dashfl dis dh6vat 5sE l6gio dhan ki,
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sukh ke het bahut dukh p6vat sev karat jan jan ki
dudr dudr su6n jiofl dolat neh sudh rdm bhajan ki.

Guru Tegh Bahadur Rag Asa
yah man naik na kahio karai
Sikh Sikhai rehio apni si durmat te na tare

ibid
mad m6yd kai bhae b6wo har jas nd ucrai.

ddra mr-t put sanbaidnr- sagire dhan siofl ldge,
jab hI nirdhdn dekhio nar ko saltg chdd sabh bh6ge.

ibid24 kahe re ban khojan jdi
sarb nivdsf sad6 alepE tohl saflg sam6r-,
puhap madh jio b6s basat hai mukar mdhi jaisai chdi
taise hi Hari basai niraitar ghat tri khojo bhdi

Guru Tegh Bahadur Rag Dhnnd,sri
2s Raymond and Briggs have wrongly translated this passage

and accused the Guru of living on plunder and making com-
mon cause with Mohammedan zea\of named Hafiz Adam in
exhorting money from the Hindus as his colleague did from
the Muslims.

A tremendous lot of harm has been done by the wrong
translations of these historical records by zealous Indologists,
which have not been completely corrected, so far. Still more
deplorable is the attitude of some eminent Indian historians
who readily accepted these distorted statements of biased
writers but did not care to study even those original sources
of Sikh history which were available to them in English and
Hindi.

26 When Guru Tegh Bahadur became the Guru, his faithful
disciples came to his help and increased his influence. He
used to live a hard life. He was however very independently
inclined. Whatever his disciples brought to him, he spent and
kept nothing for himself. In a short time he acquired mastery
over aII subjects . . . . He did not mind the troubles of long
journeys and travelled with an easy mind- When he reached
Delhi his disciples came and ofiered valuable gifts. The Guru
did not accept anything. When the Sultan came to know of
his openhandedness he was upset.

Bakha't Mal : T us arikh-iSikhdft.
Ganda Singh and Teja Singh: "A Shvrt Historg of the

Silchd'p 53.28 'Then there was a Saint of the faith of Guru Nanak, and
he became the Guru of a large number of Brahmins and
Kshatriyas. He would not take the name of Ram or Grishna
or any god or goddess. On meeting a disciple of his own
faith he would simply say, Om-i-Guru, om-i-Guru (Vah Guru
Vah Guru)" and nothing else. The Brahmin Bhattacharyas
or the Hindu priests and the Kazis of the Musalmans reported
to the Padshah, "fitis man does not belong to any particular
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school of faith, he goes about ravaging the country.,, The
Emperor asked the Guru to appear before him but he dia not
come. On the other hand he defied the authority of the
Padshah and roamed about plundering and destroying the
country attended by thirty thousand Nanak-panthi sepoys.
The Padshah became indignant and he depuled ano fnln
Pathan who captured the Guru. The padshah ordered the
Guru to be executed, who for fear of his life sought the pro-
tection of Ram Singh, who became surety for the leaher.
But the aforesaid Nanakipanthi Guru also made his escape.
The Padshah accused Ram Singh saying. ,,How is that you
have allowed the guru to fleg though you yourself stood suiety
for him?" To this Ram Singh replied, ,,What is he? OnlV
a Raja or a Nawab is worthy of your vengeance. He is only
a mendicant fakir."

Pad,shah Buronii IY S. K. Bhuyan p 1682e He (Tegh Bahadur) however had to eneounter the most
violent dpposition, from his nephew Ram Rai remained at
Delhi and endeavoured by every art and intrigue to efiect
his ruin. He was seized and brought to Delhi in consequences
of his nephew's misrepresentations; and after being in prison
for two years was released at the intercession of Jai Singh,
Raja of Jaypur when he accompanied him to Bengal. Tegh
Bahadur afterwards took up his abode at the city of patna
but was pursued with implacable rancour, by jealousy and
ambition of Ram Rai who at last accomplished the destruction
of his rival. He was brought from Patna and by a1l accounts
of the same author publicaly put to death without even the
allegation of his crime.

Malcolm: Sketch of the Sikhs p 39.
Forster: Traoels I 260.



CHAPTER )OOI

BRAHMINS SEARCH FOR THE SAVIOTIR

.l.HE sinister power of the sinister zealot, Aurangzeb, hadI changed the whole of his Empire into a rigidly obedient
machine, and like the modern dictators of totalitarian states
he had started the annihilation, and forced conversion of
those who believed differently from him. Like the Fascists
and other intolerant ideologists of our own era, Aurangzeb's
lust for money, and power combined such an intensity bf
intolerance towards those of other races, religions, and cul-
tures, as to make him ruthless in his use of deceit, or violence
to attain his ends. Fanaticism is a worldwide disease, and
it is as common in the twentieth century as it was in the
reign of Aurangzeb.

Power corrupts all despots who try to grasp universal
power; victory leads them to a misuse of victory and instead
of congratulating themselves on having persuaded so many
to accept their own pet illusions, on having obtained followers
glad to live and die for their cause, these conquistadors
succumb to the itch for converting both the minority and
the majority into one grand totality. They crave to enforce
their dogma on all others. They arrange to brand non-
conformity as a crime. Ever renewed is the curse that
awaits all religious and political ideologies, that are fanatically
imposed. No matter what the dominant idea may be, when-
ever it has recourse to terror as the instrument of imposing
uniformity upon alien convictions, it is no longer idealism,
but brutality. Even the purest truth when thrust upon the
unconvinced becomes a crime against humanity, and a. sin
against the soul of man. Aurangzeb sought to convert
Dar-al-Harb (land of infidelity) into Dar-al-Islom, (land of
faith). To him even a Sftlc Muslim was a heretic and he
usually called the Persians, who were Shias, the carrion eating
demons, Urani ghul-i-babybani). He even named a dagger
presented to him by a noble, Rafzi-slayer (Shia-slayer). The
flood-gates of fanaticism were opened on all Hindus. The
poor, and the low caste had the greatest temptation to enter
a society, where they would be treated as equal. But when
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the middle class began to be converted forcibly they found
that the Brahmins still treated them with contempt foi having
abandoned their faith.

The middle class Hindus approached the Emperor and
suggested that if he wished to build a Dar-ul-Islam, he should
convert the Brahmins first. They were the repository of
Hindu faith and scriptures, and they ruled Hindu iociety with
I power surpassing that of Kings. The idea caught the
imagination of the wily Emperor. Nothing was simplir than
killing or converting the Brahmins and opening the way for
the easy conversion of the rest of Hindus India. He
imme{ialely gave orders that the Brahmins of Benaras,
Kurukshetra, Kashmir, and Hardwar should be speedily
converted. "Thus the emperor had in those days thrown
hundreds of Brahmins into jail, in the hope, that if they first
embraceC the religion of the prophet, the rest of the Hindus
would readily follow their example."i The Hindus of the
whole country were in consternation.

Even before Aurangzeb let loose the hounds of persecu-
tion, he saw for four weeks a large comet ovei Delhi
threatening the superstitious Emperor with dark forebodings
of the national calamity of which he was to be the author
and instrument. The Puritan temper of the Emperor had
already induced him to abjure all pleasures of the senses
to the point of Brahminical vegetarianism. No animal food
passed his lips, and his drink was water, says Tevernier.2
When he saw a comet over Delhi he ate only millet, bread,
and water for four weeks. His tyrannical impulses made his
ostentatious piety the instrument of his despotism and cruelty.

Even when the indiscriminate killing and conversion of
Brahmins and other Hindus was going on, in the name of a
religion that cannot tolerate the very existence of idolatry and
idolators, "the orthodox Aurangzeb adored and walked round
the pretended footprints, and hair of the Prophet Mohammed
(asar-i-sharifl, as if these were representations of the Deity.
It is difficult to distinguish between his attitude towards them
and the Hindu worship of Vishnu's footmarks on stone;"
so says Sarkar.s

The devouring flames of fanaticism now began to encircle
the Brahmins of Benares, Kurukshetra, Hardwar and Kashmir.
Aurangzeb was convinced that if the Brahmins were once
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eliminated, the Hindu centres of teaching which were entirely
controlleC by them, and the Hindu priestly class that con-
trolled, and ruled the society, would disappear; and Hinduism
was then bound to collapse. Other Hindus would automatic'
ally accept Islam.a

In this condition of helplessness, the leaders of the
Brahmins held a number of secret meetings to face the
challenge. "During the forty-nine years of Aurangzeb's reign
Kashmir was administered by no less than fourteen governors
sent from Delhi. Most of them were broad-minded and
efficient. They dispensed justice and carried on the adminis-
tration well. In times of unforeseen calamities like famines,
floods, and fires they gave succour, and relief to the suffering
people." Unfortunately a bigoted, and cruel administrator,
Iftikar Khan, was appointed governor in 167l A.D., one who
tyrannised over the Brahmins to such an extent that it is said
that he sent to the Emperor bundles of sacred-threads of
Brahmins, he had either converted or forcibly killed. "Some
pious men among the Pundits then met, and decided to go to
Amarnath and invoke the mercy of Siva there, for deliverance
from this bigot. At the Amarnath Cave one of the Pundits
saw Lord Siva in a dream, who told him to go to Tegh
Bahadur the ninth Sikh Guru, in the Punjab, and ask for his
help to save the Hindu religion. He spoke to his com-
panions about this revelation. About 500 Pundits proceeded

to Anandpur where Guru Tegh Bahadur was living."s
According to another chronicler the Brahmins who were in
Delhi prison prayed day and night for deliverance. A saintly
soul amongst them dreamt that Guru Tegh Bahadur could
save them from annihilation. So he wrote letters to the
leaders of Brahmins at Kurukshetra, Hardwar, and Srinagar,
and requested them to go to Guru Tegh Bahadur, and beg
him to save their faith of Sacred thread and Brahmanical
symbols, f rom physical extinction. The best that was in
Hinduism and the very foundation of their culture was on
the point of being completely annihilated.

The Brahmins of all the major centres selected as their
leader a Kashmiri scholar, named Kirpa Ram. He was a
Saraswati Brahmin from Mattan, a place forty miles to the
east of Srinagar, and Head of the Sanskrit Institutions in
Kashmir.6 All the Brahmins had vowed that they would
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unconditionally submit to the wishes and advice of Guru
Tegh Bahadur, who they felt sure would certainly -*i it.
challenge of Aurangzeb.

.Guru Tegh Bahadur was holding a durbar close to his
residence at Anandpur, when pundit-Kirpa Ram came-with
his deputation representing the BrahminJ of all schools and
all centres, he handed to the Guru written appeals from
eminent Brahmins who had been thrown into prison and then
told his tale of woe. Kirpa Ram said : ..Masier, att our pny-
sical and spiritual strength has failed. shivaji ani the n i'pJt,
are fighting for their hearths and homes in tire south. No^one
dares to come to the north and risk either meeting Aurangzeb
or finding some ways and means of putting ai end to-tt"
laughal Emperor's rutlless campaign of -annihilating 

the
Brahmins and the cultural roots oi Hinduism. we areirtter-
ly helpless, Lord. Your grandfather accepted the challenge of
Jehangir and sacrificed his life for uptrbloing his faith-and
ideals. Your father accepted the challeng. 

-ot sh"t Jahan
and defeated his army in four battles, ana aia not rest till
the F.mperor realised that it was futile to fight thb ever
victorious Guru. We now come to you, Saviorir, to protect
our dharma, to save the sacred-thread and our frontal harks,
the symbols of the best that is in Hinduism, even though you
do not believe in them. protect us in our utter mise,iy just

T l,o.-d Krishpa protected the honour of Draupadi. Save us
from the sword of the tyrant. Save the Hindu dharma from
luiog completely wiped out by the armed might of
Aurangzeb.T

- Guru Tegh Bahadur was deeply moved by the woeful tale
of the Brahmins. Kirpa Ram was in tears when he told the
harrowing tales of torture and suffering, the Hindus in general
and the Brahmins in particular, had to underlo if they iefused
to accept Islam. Their shrines had been desecrated, their
holy books had been burnt, their homes looted, and they were
offered the only choice between Islam or death. Guru Tegh
Bahadur consoled them saying : "Now that you have come
4l th_"_ way for help and protection, you will certainly get it.
The House of Guru Nanak and his grand Faith was estab
lished to uphold the fundamental rights of dharma (righteous-
ness) and to extend their moral support for all noble causes
of humanity. Every human being and every religious com-
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Anandpur: the place where the Brahmins of North India met
Guru Tegh Bahadur under the leadership of pundit Kirpa
Ram begging him to save Hinduism from being annihilated

by Aurangzeb
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munity has the right to worship God in its own way. Like
the Sufi Saints, Aurangzeb could spread Islam through enlight-
ened teachings, example and illumination, but he is doing
something un-Islamic by forcibly converting people to Islam,
and preventing all other forms of worship except his own. you
have come a long way. Take some food and reSt. I am giv-
ing serious thought to it. I will not rest till something is
done." So saying he asked Bhai Dayal Das and Bhai Mati
Das to look after the needs of the visitors.

Guru Tegh Bahadur sat there brooding over the sorrow,
and the helplessness of his countrymen, his eyes gleaming
with heavenly compassion as he reflected on the vastness of
the agony of his countrymen. He did not believe in idola-
try. He did not believe in the sacred-thread and the frontal
marks. He did not believe in Brahmanism; he and his pre.
decessors had been preaching against it for nearly iwo
hundred years. But could he bear to see such bloodshed,
such cruelty, and oppression, and such inhuman treatment of
any section of humanity ? The Hindus, the Shias, th'e Chris-
tians were aspiring for divine light in their own way. Every
form of worship however crude was the yearning of the
creature for the Eternal. The'whole life of the universe with
its countless languages, creeds, and philosophical schools, seen
and unseen, conscious ahd unconscious, was an act of worship,
glorifying the Sustainer and the Creator. If some Muslim or
Christian Divines had come with similar complaint against a
Hindu tyrant, Guru Tegh Bhhadur would navi laid down his
life. Now the helpless Brahmins had come to him after they
realised that no Hindu uiarrior or saint, no Hindu leader or
divine, no Hindu sannyasi or yogi dared to accept the chal-
lenge'of Aurangzeb to their freedom of worship a4d to tell
them : "I will die for your freedom of woiship." 'i'o a true
prophet of God like Guru Tegh Bahadur, every little creature,
ignorant or tvise, black or white God-worshipper, Nature-
worshipper, or idolator, was a precious creation of the
Supreme Lord, each made according to His will, and each
carryrng the same hidden flame of His Light in his soul.
When any one tried 'to torment, agonise, strangle, destroy,
and physically annihilate any section of humanity, in the
name of any narow totalitarian creed, or religion, and poli-
tics, it was his duty to stake all his powtir and spirit of self-
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sacrifice for protecting and defending it. The woeful tales
of the Brahmins moved Guru Tegh Bahadur to profound
pity and compassion. Their sorro\M became his personal
sorrow. Their grief and suffering weighed heavily on his
mind.8

At this moment came young Gobind Das, who was now
about nine years old. Never had he seen such a gloom and
dumb silence in the Guru's durbar. He had never seen the
calm and secure face of his beloved father so sad and reflect-
ing such agonising sorrow. He bowed and touched the feet
of his father and asked : "What has happened dear Father ?
What weighs so heavily on your compassionate soul that an
unusual sadness is reflected from your divine face and eyes ?"

"My Son," said Guru Tegh Bahadur, "You already know
that Aurangzeb has started desecrating Hindu temples and is
forcibly converting the Hindus. Now he has got into his
head that if he destroys all Brahmins, and their centres of
learning, and teaching he witl destroy Hinduism root and
branch. These Kashmiri and other Brahmins have told woe-
ful tales of their sorrows and sufferings. Thousands of them
have been killed, thousands of them have been thrown into
the prison. Thousands of them have been forcibly converted.
Their temples have been desecrated, their ashramas have
been destroyed, their homes have been burnt. Something
must be done to put a stop to it."

"Gurudeva,"e said young Gobind, "They have come to
Guru Nanak's durbar, where all suffering is healed, where
every destitute person gets asylum, where every seeker of
truth and solace gets light and peace. Something must cer-
tainly be done to put a stop to it. Who else can have the
courage and wisdom to save the Brahmins from such a fate ?
Where else can they go for healing consolation and protec-
tion from tyranny, except to Guru Nanak's durbar?"

Guru Tegh Bahadur was delighted to see that young
Gobind was fully conscious of the moral and spiritual respon-
sibility of the Guru towards suffering humanity. What worried
him still was that if he accepted the challenge of Aurangzeb
and fought for the freedom of worship he was bound to lose
his life in the battle. Gobind was too young. Would the
child be able to face the hardships that might follow his
death? Would he be able to lead the Sikh community, and
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the freedom fighters, and protect them from all harm and
dangers, that would come to them. He said to his son : "My
noble Child, the only solution to this grave problem is that
some great man, some heroic soul must go to Aurangzeb, and

convince him of the error of his policy, and the dangers of
inhumanly shedding the blood of the innocent people in the
name of religion. If he succeeds, our country will have a

happy and glorious future. If he fails, he will have to sacrifice

his life for the cause.to
"Father" said the enlightened Gobind, "who is greater

than thee in these gloomy times, who can be equal to this
great and stupendous task ? Who else but my beloved
Father can face the Emperor and try to show him the right
path to peace, unity and harmony ? Who else besides thee,
O Gurudeva, can sacrifice his life, if such a crisis arises?"rl

The face of Guru Tegh Bahadur once more was free
from worry or sadness. Addressing Kirpa Ram, the leader
of the Brahmins, he said, "Rest here for a day or two and
then go and tell Aurangzeb that if he succeeds in converting
Tegh Bahadur then all the Brahmins and thereafter the
Hindus of the whole country would accept Islam. If how-
ever he failed to do so, he must give up his present policy of
forcible conversion. Let Aurangzeb stop the unnecessary
bloodshed of Brahmins and other Hindus till I meet hiln."''2

Pundit Kirpa Ram and his associates, who according to
Kashmir historians, were 500 in number, were extremely
delighted. They sent a petition through the governor of
Lahore to the Emperor that Guru Tegh Bahadur was pre-
pared to come to him and discuss the matter of his religious
policy. If the Emperor succeeded in converting Guru Tegh
Bahadur all the Hindus of India would accept Islam, but if
he failed to convert him the campaign of forcible conversion
should be ended and the freedom of worship given to all the
people in the realm.ts

The assurance given to the Brahmins caused grcat con-
cern in the Guru's durbar and household. Evcryone knew
that it was not easy to change the bigoted mind of the
Emperor, and once the Emperor offered his usual choice
between Islam or death, Guru Tegh Bahadur would certainly
choose death. 

' 
The very thought of this grim reality saddened

every heart.
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Aurangzeb had just come from his unsuccessfur battle
with the Afghans near Hasan Abdal, after two years and two
months. All historical records except the Maasir-i-Alamgiri,
whose statements and dates after the ienth year are haphaiard
and not very correct, and as Lane-poole puts it, are very
hazy after Ayrangzeb's prohibition of bfficiaf chronicles in the
eleventh yeai of his rei!n,,a directly or indirectly aOmii tlut
Aurangzeb was back at Delhi at this time. Khafi Khan, Latif,
Guru Gobind Singh's Autobiography, Elphinstone, and othei
writers on this period clearly indicite that at least a few months

!r!9ry Guru Tegh .Bahadur's execution Aurangzeb was at
Delhi.ls

As soon as Aurangzeb received the assurance from the
Brahmins of Kashmir, Kurukshetra, Hardwar, and Benaras
that they would all accept rshm,,if he succeeded in convert-
ing Guru Tegh Bahadur, he was extremely happy. The matter
had been made very simple for him. Converi one man by
persuasion or by force and his dream of making this land oi
infidles, the land of Muslim believers would come true. He
summoned Guru Tegh Bahadur to come to the Capital. ..It
was a part of Aurangzeb's policy to have no permanently
fixed residence but to live alternatively at the old. and new
Capital (Agra and Delhi)."l5 He probably sent the summons
from Agra. Guru Tegh Bahadur made preparations to go
and meet the Emperor at Agra.

NOTES AND BEFERENCES

t "The Emperor had in those days thrown hundreds of
Brahmins into Jail in the hope that if they first embraced the
religion -of the Prophet, the rest of the Hindus would readily
follow their example."

S. M. Latif : Historg o! the puniab
tab Mughal cughatd, Delhipatd, bheo kupatd, madmatE
neh jEnI sat5, in alvatE gahl kukatd, manmatd;
cahi un karni sagri dharnl din suvarni turk6ni;
mafdl bahu gere, devan kere, binhi dere abhiminl;
kichu lobh dikhde zulum kamde turk ban6e bahu Hindujo tilak lagdvai, janju pdvai teh santdvai turkifidtr

Gyan Singh : Ponth Parkash Lithop llb
2 Tavernier's Travels, transl Dr. V. Ball, VoI I p BBS
s While the footprints which Aurangzeb used to worship have

disappeared the hair of the prophet is still preserved in
Kashmir and is considered genuine by the Muslims of India.
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The Muslims of the Arabic countries do not give the same
importance to it. It is however not proper to dismiss it as
a "pretended hair." Jadunath Sarkar: Aurangzeb, Vol. V,
p 462.

There is far less possibility of its being pretended than
the footprints of Vishnu and other gods and goddesses and
the lingams of Siva.-(Author)

a ek din es (Aurangzeb) vicary5 eh Brahmin jo hain Hinduan
nr1 vidya dende hain; je pehlan brahmana nr] dln vic lyavari
tafi sabh Hindu dharm thon hln hoe ap mere mazhab vic
avange Brahmana n[ bahutyafl nu pakad ke Musalman laga
karan.

Bhai Mani Singh: Sikhafr di Bh.ogatmal MSS Copa.
s lftikhar Khan, a Governor of Aurangzeb, was using force to

convert the Pundits in Kashmir to Islam. Some pious men
among the Pundits then met and decided to go to Amarnath
and invoke the mercy of Siva there for deliverance from the
tyrannies of the bigot. At the Amarnath cave one of the
Pundits saw in a dream Lord Siva Who told him to go to
Tegh Bahadur the ninth Guru of the Sikhs. in the Punjab
and ask for his help to save the Hindu Religion. He spoke
to his companions about this revelation. About 500 Pundits
proceeded to Anandpur where Guru Tegh Bahadur was
living.

P. N. Kaul Bamzai : A Htstorg oJ Koshmir, p 5M
6 Hind vikhe airdh ghor macro jab, sadhn saflt neh dekhan pav

dharm de than adharm hovai, neh rachik gau garrb dikhavat,
tab Tegh Bahddur Hind ki cadar the cak Nanaki bio bat5vat
Seva HarI is ghor kalu meh, Guru jailj[ tike kI l5j rakh6vat.

dukhi bipr ju cal ke ae purl anafid,
b6flh asddl pakarr-e Gur Hargobind ke caid.
Tegh Bahadur Jagat Gur, sun im hahAkar
rachak gau garlb ka kaljug ka avtar.
hath jor kahlo Kirpd REm
Datya Brahmin Mattan gram
hamro bal ab rehio neh kai
he Gur Tegh Bahadur Rai.

Seva Singh : Shah,ib Br,ld.s.

' gaj ke bafidhan katanhdre,
tum Gur Nanak hai avtdre
jim Draupdi rakhr lEj
delo svar Suddme kdj
phirat phirat Prabhu ae thare
thak paroi hauh tau Darbdrer
Seva HarI im arj Gujdri
tum Kaljug ke Krishn Murarl.
Gur dar te im bipr ne birtha kahl sunde
avar vdsna neh Prabhfi takl tau sarnde
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ravi cafld hai jagat mai jau lau dharn akds
n6m rahe sadiv tau puro jan ki ds.

ibid.
I is samai sabh khatrl brahmin duxnr- ho kar, dako dole khdfrde

Anafidpur Guru Tegh Bahddurji pds Ee te nimrtE sahit benti
kitl ke Mahdr6j Aurangzeb de zulmE dE had Hindu dharm di
khetl nE barbdd kar rehyd hai, jehde zulam te pdp kade sune
bhi nahi san oh akhin dekhde hdlt. Aurangzeb de zulum te
Hind0iri de dukh6ri ne Tegh Bahidur de dil ntr pdnl pEnI
kar dit6.

Gyan Singh: Tusorikh Gur,khnlsa p 278
e Guru Gobind Singh addressed his father as Gurudeva: or
Pitaji. The Father was also his spiritual Preceptor. This
was the traditions set by Guru Arjan who also addressed his
father as Gurudev in his hymns:

ro tab Satgur iv rnan thehrdi
bin sir die jagat duka pdl.

. Seva Singh : Shahiil brld,s.
tr jad tak koi satpurkh Mahatmd Hind dharm vdste apnd sir

balldan nahi kardd tad tak es dharm dd thehrdond aukh6 hai.
Gyan Singh: Trutatikh Guta Klwlsa p 278

They (Brahmins) told him about the atrocities commit-
ted on them by Aurangzeb's governor, Iftikhar l(han, in
Kashmir. The Guru was deeply touched on hearing the
details and was in a sorry and pensive mood. At that time
his son, Govind Singh who was then a child of nine years of
age and was playing outside, came to him. He saw a crowd
of Pundits sitting there in distress and his father mute as a
fish. He asked his father why he looked pensive. Guru
Tegh Bahadur, pointing towards the Pundits, told his son
mournfully that the Hindus were being forced to renounce
their religion and that he thought, they could be protected if
some holy man offered himself to be sacrificed for them.

P. N. Kaul Bamzai : A HutorA of Kashmir, p 555.
12 Guru Gobind Singh, with folded hands said to him : "Father

who else is a holier man, more fit for being sacrificed than
yourself, for saving the Hindu Religion," Guru Tegh Bahadur
replied "I have absolutely no hesitation in giving my head
but I am grieving that as you afe still a child who would
take care of you after me." Guru Govind Singh replied
earnestly, "Almighty would take care of me." Guru Tegh
Bahadur was pleased to hear the courageous answer from
his worthy son and then advised the crowd of Pundits to
go to Aurangzeb and tell him straight away that they, to-
gether with all the Brahmins of Kashmir were quite ready
to embrace Islam if Tegh Bahadur who was the Chief Guru
would first be converted.

ibid p 555
eh bacan sunke hor t6lt koi kuch n6 bolyE Guru Gobifid
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Singh jr ne (jo nau baras di umar vic sau baras dI akal
rakhde san) hath jod ke arj kiti ki mah6rEj 6p ndlofr Hindu
Dharm da rakhd te pyard satpurkh, mah6tmd hor kaun hal.
eh sukhan sace dharm te dflr andes haufisle v5le sunke hor
tafl sabh, lok hake bake rahe par Guru Tegh Bahddur man vic
bahut khusl hoe ate Guru Gobind Singh n[ bade pratapi te
samrath samajh ke ch6ti ndl lagde Eta; te ose vakt sabhn5
Hinduan nri keh dite ki tuslfi jao, Badshdh ni keh devo ke
asade Guru, Tegh Bah6durii ntr pehle jekar din Muhamdi
manau asin sabh ape hI Musalman ban j5vdfi ge.

Gyan Singh : Tawankh Guru Khalsa p 278
13 The Pundits then went to Z6lim Khan, the then Governor of

Lahore and presented to him their petition to Aurangzeb.
The emperor was highly gratified to read it and called the
Qazis and Maulvis in a durbar and joyfully announced the
contents of the petition to them. Of course they a1l received
the tidings with acclamation. He told the Pundits that he
cheerfully accepted the condition laid down. He sent them
back to Kashmir, making suitable arrangement for their
their return journey. He wrote to Iftikhar Khan, Governor
of Kashmir, to desist from forcible proselytising, for he said,
he was now satisfied that no more force was needed for attain-
ing the object in view.

P. N. KauI Bamzai : A Historg of Kashrnir p 555
14S. M. Latif in his Historg of Lah'ore gives the years and dates

of each Emperor's visit to Lahore. On page 07 of this work
he writes: "The court was held at Lahore during the years
166&69 when his Majesty visited Hasan Abdal and other places
in the frontier. He contradicts the dates of Maasir'i-Alamgiri.
While at Lahore His Majesty composed the following ode
which he was pleased to send Khalil-ullah Khan with an
autographed letter.

According to Elphinstone and Edwardes and Garret,
Aurangzeb returned to Delhi as soon as the Satnami revolt
had taken a serious turn. He prepared some prayers and
amulets with his own hands and attached them to the
Imperial standards telling his men that these would counter-
act the magic of the infidel.

ls Guru Gobind Singh in his Autobiography, quoted in the next
two chapters clearly says that Aurangzeb asked Guru Tegh
Bahadui to show him some miracles, as the last eseape from
execution. Aurangzeb according to Municci generally gave
3 days for performing the miracle. Because Guru Tegh
Bahadur refused to show miracle to save his life, he was
executed. Aurangzeb could ask for a miracle only if he was
himself present at Delhi. Aurangzeb could not have asked
for a miracle to be shown to hirn while he was at Hasan
Abdal (now in Pakistan) and Guru Tegh Bahadur was at
Dethi. It was certainly not an execution on a mere warrant
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issued from Hasan Abdul as J. N. Sarkar suggests. Such an
execution would have taken place at Lahore and not at Delhi
as it happened in the case of Guru Arjan.

There is another very important historical record which
indirectly suggests that Aurangzeb was at Delhi a few months
before the death of Qazi Abdul Wahhab, who died fifteen
days after he read the fatwa of Guru Tegh Bahadur,s execu-tion. The Venetian physician Niccolao Mauncci reports the
presence of Aurangzeb at Delhi in the following incident
which took place a few months before the death of the eazi.

"The daughter of Abdul Wahhab on learning that the
king was marrying off his daughters and nieces also wanted
to be married. She managed to get her father to give herin marriage without his knowing it. It was in t[is way.
She got up friendship with a youth in the neighbourhood who
came and went secretly without the father suspecting any_thing. Next she decided to leave the house one day in-a
covered palanquin having first sent all the property to a
place of security. Then she went in the youth,s company to
the qazis public audience. On arriving there the youth said
to Abdul Wahhab that he and the women in the palinquin
had made a vow to be married to him. The eazi not recog-
nising the woman to be his daughter asked if she consented
to marriage with the youth. "Disguising the voice she said
"Yes". The Qazi performed the ceremony and dismissed
them. The bridegroom therefore hastened at once to the
Captain of the guard, an acquaintance of his friend to let
him speak with the King and get His Majesty to act the god-
father in the matter. Aurangzeb laughed over the storyind
at once gave an order to bring the Qazi to him before he had
gone home.

Manucci further reports that after this incident he fell ill
and died a few months afterwards. Qazi Abdul Wahhab died
fifteen days after the execution of Guru Tegh Bahadur. So
the incident indicates that Aurangzeb was at D:lhi a few
months before Guru Tegh Bahadur was executed. It is quite
possible that Aurangzeb reached the Capital a few months
before the execution.



CHAPTER )OSII

THE PASSION

A PROFO[JND sorrow weighed on every heart as Guru
11 Tegh Bahadur made preparations to leave for Delhi to
meet the Emperor. Everyone felt that the Guru was leaving
them to undertake a superhuman task for which he was pre-
pared to stake his life. Many saints, sages, and heroes had
died for the sake of their own convictions, but no one in the
history of the world had laid down his life for the religious
ideals, in which one did not believe. No one had said, to
this day as did Guru Tegh Bahadur. "I will die for the
religious freedom of the Hindus, the freedom to worship the
Diety through idolatry and images, the freedom to wear the
Sacred thread, though I myself do not believe in any of those
principles."

His Ministers, Diwan Mati Das, Dayal Das, Sati Das
and the High Priest Gurditta, were consulted on the last
arangements. Their last wishes and the boons they sought
from the Master, who was highly pleased with their services

were granted. He was prepared to do anything for them and

to grant any of their requests. They sought only one boon,
only one last favour from the Master. That was to accom-
pany him to Delhi, and share all the ordeals, aflictions, and
troubles, of the moral battle he was to flght with Aurangzeb.
If Guru Tegh Bahadur lived on this earth, they would live.
If he faced death at the hands of the ruthless Emperor, they
too would die. Life was unimaginable for them on this earth
without their Beloved Master, Guru Tegh Bahadur. He had

kept them close to himself in all the joys and sorrows of life
and they now begged the Guru to permit them to remain with
him unto the last. Guru Tegh Bahadur held these apostles in
highest respect. They now wished to share with him
the ordeal and hardship of Aurangzeb's prison. They now
wished to share with him the cup of martyrdom and to live
with him in immortality, just as they had shared the glory of
his earthly life. Guru Tegh Bahadur granted the request.
Diwan Mati Das, Bhai Dayal Das, Bhai Sati Das, and the
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High Priest Bhai Gurditta, were to accompany him, while
Bhai uda Rathaur and Bhai Jaita were to reich Delhi earlier.
_ The parting from his mother Nanaki, wife Gujari, son
p9!ind,, and disciples was pathetic. Everyone wirhrd to
follow him to Delhi, but he asked them to desist from doing
gg. -Goru 

Tegh Bahadur met Holy Mother Nanaki just beforE
his departure and sought her blessings. She had bien asking
her son not to risk his life, but she knew her prophet soi
was extremely independent minded, and nothing could deter
him from what he conceived to be the path of righteousness.
She embraced him and kissed him saying : .Tf anything
happgns_ to yout my son, my life will become empty anE
meaningless. Take care of yourself."

Guru Tegh Bahadur then instructed his wife to take good
care of young Gobind. She was anxious to accompany trer
husband, and to share with him the affiction, and-suffering
of the greatest self-sacrifice he had undertaken. But the wil-l
of her husband was to her the Will of God. She bowed
and touched his feet, and begged him to grant her strength
and courage to face the difficult times ahead. Guru TJgh
Bahadur assured her, that her son, Gobind, would himself be
a source of immense courage and inspiration to her, and to
humanity. He then embraced and blessed young Gobind.
He asked his brother-in-law Kirpal and his nephews Sango
Shah, Jit Mal, Gulab Chand, Ganga Ram, and Mahri Chand,
to help Mata Gujari to look after Gobind. His fundamental
education was complete. Gobind was conscious of his des-
tiny and mission. He had to be given some further training,
and education in each field. He had to be helped in the
administration and control of the various missionary centres
spread all over India. He had to be protected from all
physical harm from Aurangzeb or any other enemy.

Bhai Dayal Das met his brothers, Bhai Jetha, Bhai Hathi
Chand, and Bhai Mani Ram (later Bhai Mani Singh), and
took a promise from them that they would dedicate their
lives for the cause of the young Gobind and never leave his
durbar, a promise which they readily gave, and fulfilled by
living and dying for the Guru's cause.2 Having made all
arrangements for the virtual transfer of his authority in case
he did not come back, Guru Tegh Bahadur left Anandpur
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with the four great apostles and camped at Saifabad to meet
his friend Nawab Saifuddin for the last time.

Saifuddin was very happy to see that Guru Tegh Bahadur
had especially come to see him on his way to the Capital.
It only showed the deep personal affection the Guru and his
apostles had for him. But he felt extremely sad to learn
about the gtave and tragic mission on which the Guru was
going to Delhi. Saifuddin knew Aurangzeb very well. He
had visited his court a number of times. He foresaw that
Guru Tegh Bahadur's persuasions would have very little
influence on him, because of the temptation behind the Guru's
offer, that if he succeeded in converting him all the Brahmins,
and subsequently other Hindus would accept Islam, but if he
failed to do so, the Emperor must change his policy of forcible
conversion. This offer would more readily inflame his
fanaticism than his good sense or spiritual consciousness
which was completely absent in the hard hearted orthodox
piety of Aurangzeb, a malady not peculiar to the Mughal
Emperor, but one from which many religious reformers of
the West like Calvin, and other destroyers of heretics, also
suftered. Other Muslim friends of Guru Tegh Bahadur like
Muhammed Bakhsh of Samana also came there and urged
the Guru not to be in a hurry to go to Delhi. Their devotion,
personal affection, and services persuaded the Guru to pro-
long his stay at Saifabad. Whenever Guru Tegh Bahadur
decided to leave, the prayerful entreaties of Saifuddin, and his
deep love for him would persuade the Guru to stay on for
a few days more. Thus, while normally the Guru might not
have camped there for more than a few days, Saifuddin's
deep love for him succeeded in retaining the Guru as his
honoured and revered guest for more than a month.3

The Emperor was impatient of delay. He sent a warrant
of arrest because the suspicious Emperor felt that the
Brahmins mlght have tried to fool him.a He knew that the
Sikh Guru was not an idolator, and did not believe in the
Sacred thread of the Brahmins. He now wished to carry his
plan of converting India to Dar-ul-Islam to its logical conclu'
sion. The officers sent to Anandpur with the warrant of
arrest learnt that Guru Tegh Bahadur had already left for
the Capital. When they came to Saifabad and made
inquiries about the Guru's whereabouts from Saifuddin, the
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Nawab was unnerved. He knew that if by chance the Guru
arrested him from his house, he would go down in history as
traitor and informer. He silently warned all his men to
closely guard the Guru, and even sacriflce their life to prevent
his arrest from his house. He then informed the Officer
making inquiries that the Guru was on his way to Delhi.
Saifuddin was himself a very higtrly respected Nawab.
When Guru Tegh Bahadur came to know about it, he was
pained to learn about the embarrassment caused to his noble
host. He immediately decided to leave for the Capital. The
Emperor was believed to be at Agra; so he speedily moved
towards Agra. Mohammed Bakhsh of Samana then begged
the Guru to stay with him for at least a few days. Guru
Tegh Bahadur agreed to spend a night with him. Moham-
med Bakhsh offered to the Qg6 illlnmerable gifts, and a
good deal of money which the Guru distributed amongst the
poor. From Samana the Guru moved on swiftly to Agra.
He camped in a garden on the outskirts of the Agra City and
devised a novel way of announcing his arrival to the
authorities.

Guru Tegh Bahadur saw a young shepherd grazng sheep
and goats nearby. He asked the boy to bring sweets worth
two rupees for him, and for packing them up he gave a costly
shawl. The innocent boy went to the biggest sweetmeat mart
and when he asked for sweets worth two rupees (a big amount
in those days when a good marriage ceremony in which
innumerable people were entertained cost less than fifteen
rupees) the shopkeeper was taken aback. And when he a
saw a costly shawl with him he felt sure that he had stolen
the money, and the shawl. He took the boy to the Kotwali
(Police station). The shepherd-boy asked the Police Officer
to accompany him and see things for himself. When the
Police Officer arrived there, he found Guru Tegh Bahadur
and his companions. Guru Tegh Bahadur gave the shawl
and the money as a gift to the shepherd-boy and asked the
Police Officer to inform the Emperor about his arrival.s The
Police Officer told Guru Tegh Bahadur that the Emperor had
left for Delhi, and he also would have to be taken to Delhi.
The Sikhs and other admirers of Guru Tegh Bahadur came
to know about the Guru's surrender to the authorities too
late. Many of them flocked to the Kotwali to have has last
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darsarx. The next day Guru Tegh Bahadur and his com-
panions were taken to Delhi, and according to the instruction
of the Emperor were first kept under house arrest. The
Emperor very much hoped that he would be able to tempt
Guru Tegh Bahadur to accept Islam ; so, though he instructed
his officers to be strictly vigilant, he at once arranged for a
comfortable stay and allowed special visitors to meet him.
The Mughal Officers who took him from Agra to Delhi were
extremely courteous to him.6

N(yIES AND REFERENCES

1 Jethd MaruTd adr Sikh rahe dasm Gur pds
Dayala Uda gail gur, gae kha6t sikh khds.

Sewa Singh: Sh,alad Bilds, p 60
es vakt, Bhai Gurditta, Bhai Uda, Bhai Dayala, Bhai Jaita
Diwan Mati Ram, eh panj Sikh nal san.
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dusar rehio saflg Gurditta
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doe eh safig apar sikh tin
rahe Guru ke nikat prabln

Sil,rai Prakd.sh Rds 12 Ansu 31
2 Bhai Dayal Das had ten brothers. All except Amar Chand

who appeared to have died young died the death of martyrs:
1. Bhai Jetha Singh martyred on l1th October 1711 A.D.
2. Bhai Mani Singh ,, 24th June 1744 A.D.
3. Bhai Dan Singh
4. Bhai Man Singh
5. Bhai Rup Singh
6. Bhai Jagat Singh
7. Sohan Chand
8. Bhai LehnaSingh
9. Bhai Rai Singh

10. Bhai Hathi Chand

, ?th December 1705 A.D.
, 3rd April 1708 A.D.
,, 11th October 1711 A.D.
,, 2,/L:lh June 1734 A.D.
, 20th Mardr 1691 A.D.
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3 Gyan Singh in his Tawankh Guru Kltdlsd says that the Guru
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n pun ehdiye dvai klne tyEri
kar t6gld bisdl uc5rl
apne sallg jae kar 6no
apar fareb kare neh m6no
tin bin alak rehio bad k6jd
jan Hindun ka di{ darvEjE.

Sil,rai Prakd.sh.' Rds 12, Afisil 31.
s All historical records give this incident. There is a historic

shrine in the place where Guru Tegh Bahddur was arested.
There is some uncertainty about the place where Guru

Tegh BahEdur was arrested. According to Kesar Singh Chib-
ber's Bonsdualind.md,, he was arrested at Malakpur near Rupar.
There is hardly any other record supporting his contention.
The story of the arrest itself is rather incredible. Another
stray record whose authenticity, is yet doubtful suggests that
the Faujdar of Sirhind arrested Guru Tegh Bahddur and kept
him in prison from two or three months. When the Emperor
returned from I{asan Abdul he was sent to Delhi. This is
quite probable. The name of the man who arrested him is
given as Alif Khan. Some mystery still shrouds the details
of Guru Tegh Bahddur's arrest, imprisonment and execution.
The discovery of some new historical documents throwing
light on this extremely important event of Guru Tegh
Bah6dur's life may throw some more light on it to clear the
confusion. The oldest record, Bhai Mani Singh's Sikhdfl di
Bhagatmdl says: "Badshdh dd famndn Wunflcia ; tdfl Sdhib
(Guru Tegh Bahddur) Delhi prapat h,oe". The Emperor's
summon came Guru Tegh BahEdur surrendered himself at
Delhi. This statement by a contemporary historian seems to
be correct.

6 Silraj Prakd.sh Rds 12, AflstZ 3&39.



CHAPTER }qIV

THE MARTYRDOM

When I was mature enough,
To shoulder duties and responsibilities,
My father left for the Heavenly Home;
He sacrificed his life
For protecting the rights of the Hindus,
To wear their sacred thread and frontal marks;
In this Kali age of ignorance,
Guru Tegh Bahadur performed a supremely heroic act;
He gave up his head without uttering a word of sorrow,
For the sake of righteousness (dharma) ;
He did this great heroic deed
He readily gave up his head
But did not give up his conviction
(In the freedom of worship for all)
He refused to perform a miracles,
A cheap way of fooling people;
True prophets of God are ashamed
Of displaying their occult powers.

Guru Gobind Singh
Bachiter Natak: Apni Kotha.

E MPEROR Aurangzeb sat in thc Public Audience hall at
Lr about 9 A.M. in the balcony of the Throne, known as the
Seat of the Shadow of God. He was attired in a white silken
robe, tied under the right arm, with a silken sash, from which
his dagger hung. On his head was a white turban bound with
a gold web, on which an emerald of vast bigness appeared
amid four litfle ones. His shoes were after the Moorish
fashion and his legs naked without hose. All eyes were
turned towards him, to the sound of trumpets, and drums.
Below the balcony of the Throne was an enclosure, surround-
ed by rails reserved for the Genflemen of the Household,
feudatory princes, and ambassadors of foreign powers.
Ranged round the Emperor, a troupe of eunuchs stirred tle
air with fans of yaks'tails and of peacock's feathers. When
he was seated they gave him his scimitar and buckler which
he laid down on his left side within the throne." Then he
made a sign with his hand for those who had business to
draw near.2
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Into the audience hall was announced Guru Tegh Bahadur
and his four companioqs, Di ,
Bhai Sati Das and Bhai Gurdifta.

Aurangzeb was not quite ignorant of the Sikh faith and
its tenets. He had already met Ram Rai, who became his
favourite by performing miracles. Raja Jai Singh, Raja Ram
Singh and a host of other courtiers had spoken very highly
of the Guru's predecessor, Guru Hari Krishen, who had come
to Delhi. He had come to know from his news reporters
that Shaista Khan and Raja Ram Singh had become profound
admirers of Guru Tegh Bahadur, and that the Governor of
Bengal had given large plots of land to the Sikh Shrines in
Dacca. He had also come to know that this unique man,
Guru Tegh Bahadur, was popular even amongst the Kamarup
Kings and the Ahom people, and he had travelled into those
far flung regions, and conquered the hearts of the people
where the whole of his armed might, and repeated military
attacks had failed either to conquer or win over by strategy
the strange people of that strange land, Kamarup. The
Emperor also knew that the Sikh Gurus were as much opposed
to idolatry as any Muslim. He knew that they did not believe
in Brahminism and all that is associated with it. So he was
very hopeful that a faith that had traditional associations with
Hinduism, but stood close to Islam ideologically could be
persuaded by some means or the other to fall completely
under the political sway of Islam and thus open the gateway
to the conversion of all the Brahmins of North India who
were deemed the repository of the Hindu Sacred lore.
"Well Tegh Bahadur", said the Emperor, "what heroism of
the sword have you shown so far, as your name signifies ?"
Guru Tegh Bahadur replied calmly : "I have travelled all
the way to Delhi to show one to Your Majesty, the like of
which you have never seen. Now that I have voluntarily
come here you must release all Brahmins and Hindus.s The
outspoken Mati Das added : "At the age of fourteen he
fought in a battle against the Imperial forces which werc
given a stunning defeat."

"You do not believe in idolatory, you do not believe in
these Hindu priests, the Brahmins, why then have you
espoused their cause ? Why are you defending their faith ?"
asked the shrewd Emperor.
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With this question of the Emperor began a great dialogue
rvhich is said to have been recorded by Sati Das but was

destroyed by the authorities. It was a dialogue between an
unyielding, absolute ruler and the unyielding liberated consci'
ence of an enlightened prophet. While the Emperor was deeply
conscious of his power, wealth and authority, Guru. Tegh
Bahadur was conscious of the vanity and futility of such

transient wealth and authority, and unhesitatingly followed
the call of his conscience, and was determined to suffer and
die for freedom, righteousness and truth.

Guru Tegh Bahadur explained that Guru Nanak's faith
criticised the bigotry and caste pride of the Brahmins but
was not against the moral and spiritual aspirations of the
Brahmins, and Hindus. Similarly Guru Nanak disapproved
the fanaticism of Mullas, but he was never against the
religious aspirations of any section of the Muslims. He did
not believe that the Hindus werc Kafirs, and did he believe
that the Muslims werc Malechhas, as the Hindus asserted.

Hatred of one for the other was unworthy of any religion
aspiring after the love, and grace of God, or after the
enlightenment and welfare of humanity. Sikhism was new
in the sense, that it avoided the historical and cultural errors
of other faiths, otherwise it was as old as the love of man
for God and the reverence of man for the pervading Spirit
of the Eternal in humanity.

The Emperor pointed out to the Guru his plan of turning
India, the land of many heretical faiths, into a land of the
orthodox Islam : Dar-al-Islam. He sought the Guru's co-
operation, and active support in this. If he accepted Islam
then the religious Heads of the Hindus in Benaras, Kuru-
kshetra, Hardwar and Kashmir, would according to their
signed pledge automatically accept Islam. By converting all
heretics to his faith he was sure of getting unstinted political
loyalty from the whole country and so buitd the totalitarian
state of his dream. He offered Guru Tegh Bahadur and his
disciples the highest positions in his realm and was prepared

to pay any material reward for the Guru's acceptance of
Islam.' Aurangzeb then showed to the Guru a number of
Hindus who had accepted Islam and were occupying high
positions.

Guru Tegh Bahadur pointed out that any creed, ideology,
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or religion accepted out of fear, or greed may be a convenient
way of acquiring earthly pleasures, and worldly goods, but
it can never be the source of moral strength and spiritual
inspiration. Muslim Saints like Shaikh Farid and Mian Mir
attracted thousands of people to Islam by inspiring them with
the light and wisdom of true Islam. The keynote of
Islam as preached by Shaikh Farid was, "Hurt not any one,
all hearts are precious gems. If you desire the grace and
love of God, cause not injury to any one." This is the Wis-
dom of true Islam which not only millions of his followers
accepted, but the Sikh Faith has recorded it in its Scriptures.
The Sikhs were proud of reverencing the best that is in Islam
as much as the Sikhs reverence the Wisdom of their own
Gurus. Any religion imposed through force, coercion,
threats, or material reward would not in the long run bear any
fruit. Never has it been possible for any dictator or despot
to enforce one religion, or one ideology upon the whole world.
Nor will it ever be possible to imprison, and indoctrinate all
minds, as the spirit of man always escapes from servitude,
and it refuses to think according to prescribed forms, and to
become shallow and supine at the word of command. It was
unwise and utterly futile to attempt to reduce to a common
denominator the divine multiplicity of existence or to divide
humanity arbitrarily into heretics and believers. Always and
everywhere there will crop up conscientious objectors and
sturdy fighters for human liberty.

Guru Tegh Bahadur fervently appealed to Aurangzeb to
give up the policy of repression, and forced conversion, and
to win the love and admiration of all peoples and creeds for
his rule, and for his faith. No earthly power was entitled
to exercise authority over man's conscience. All earthly
power was transient, and would not even help the Emperor
when he came face to face with his conscience, under the
shadow of death. Vast empires of the kings and dictators had
not helped them in their stark loneliness before the Ultimate
Judge of Truth. It would not help Aurangzeb even as much
as a straw might help a drowning man. How could his wealth
and power help the convefts who had submitted themselves
not to the love and service of God but to the fear and lust
of their own hearts ?
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The Emperor listened but was urrchanged. The dogma

"what we teich is true, and what we do not teach is false"

was too deeply ingrained in his mind and like a monomaniac

of power believing in "One and only One truth, he was too

conhdent of his power to oppress and coerce. He ordered

his officers to take away Guru Tegh Bahadur and use all
possible means of persuasion and to bring him to his presence

if they failed.
Wh"t Guru Tegh Bahadur came out of the Audience

Hall, a Sikh came to him and offered him a small piece of
paras (philosophers stone) the touch of which is capable o{

iurning-eight metals into gold. He told the Guru that with

this prlcious stone he could save his life, if and when it was

in dinger, because the Emperor would agree to do anything
to possess such a rare thing. Guru Tegh Bahadur took the

philosopher's stone and threw it into the river saying that

God had given him a real paras, a true philosopher's stone,

which waJthe Word of God. He had not come to Delhi to
save his own life, but to save the life of millions of helpless

people gtoaning under the Emperor's extremist policy even

at the cost of his own.s
During this period, Guru Tegh Bahadur was allowed to

meet visitors. His leading disciple of Delhi, Lakhi Rai, came

to meet him often with his sons. Lakhi Rai, a trader, had

great influence on the court officials. Bhai Uda brought day

to day information from the outside world. Pundit Kirpa
Ram, the leader of the Brahmins, also came to know about

the disappointing outcome of the Guru's meeting with the

Emperor.

After the second meeting, the Emperor took a stiffer

attitude. Td his threats, Guru Tegh Bahadur's companions,
Mati Das, and his brother Sati Das, both Persian scholars,

gave fearless and stern answers. "What do we care for our

bodies and what do we care for death ?" they said; "Death
is ever welcome if it comes for the sake of truth and righteous-
ness. The Emperor should worry about his own death.

When it comes he will be powerless and helpless with a load
of sins and crimes against humanity on his head." The fiery
and outspoken utterances of Diwan Mati Das annoyed the

Emperor. He immediately ordered that they should be
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|hrown into prison and tortured till they submitted to his will.
t/ Guru Tegh Bahadur was then kept in the lock up, at

Chandni Chowk Kotwali.s The Kotwal and the Daroga,
Abdulla, developed great respect and personal admiration
for the Guru. They allowed special visitors to come and meet
the Guru secretly. They also tried to mitigate the severity
of the tortures ordered to be inflicted on them. Guru Tegh
Bahadur and his disciples were now virtually preparing
themselves for the supreme sacrifice. Some of the prominent
Sikhs of Delhi were deeply grieved at the turn of events. They
were almost certain that Aurangzeb would not hesitate to
kill Guru Tegh Bahadur. They went to the Master, and
explained to him that after his death people would be with-
out a leader and guide, during those difficult times, as his son,
Gobind, was too young to fight the armed mlght of
Aurangzeb. They offered to buy his freedom, a practice not
uncommon during those days.

Guru Tegh Bahadur spurned the idea of buying his
freedom. His grand act of espousing the cause of the down-
trodden and fighting for the freedom of worship for all was
self-chosen. It was not imposed on him. Nor was he
accused of any crime against the State. He had come with
the firm intention of either changing the mind of Aurangzeb
with moral and spir,itual effort, or of sacrificing his life for
the cause. He was not prepared for any compromise at the
cost of sacriflcing his faith and principles, or letting down
the oppressed and downtrodden to save his own life. But
he was uncertain about what might happen to the country
after his death. Would young Gobind be able to face the
situation, and inspire his countrymen to resist all tyranny
and oppression ? He did not doubt it, but he had to con-
vince his followers who were seriously worried.

To put his young son's mind to test, and to know his
reaction to the grim situation ahead of him, Guru Tegh
Bahadur sent the following Sloka to nine-year-old Gobind,
portraying the agony of his country, helplassly groaning in
chains :

All human power has failed,
Humanity groans in chains;
Moral efforts are of no avail;
Lord, save them O save
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With Thy Mereiful aid,
As Thou didst save
The drowning elephant that prayed !7
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Guru Tegh Bahadrn: Adi Granth.

Bhai Mani Singh who was with Guru Gobind when this
letter containing this Sloka artived, writes : "Guru Tegh
Bahadur described in this Sloka the tragedy of the human
drama", and he sought an assurance from the young prophet
that he would do all to protect them. Bhai Uda and Pundit
Kirpa Ram, who were particularly worried about the turn
of events, that might take place after Guru Tegh Bahadur
sacriflced his life, are believed to have carried the letter to
Anandpur. Within four days they brought the reply of Guru
Gobind which was in the form of. dohra z

AII power is mine with Thy grace, Lord.
The fetters of bondage are broken,
For liberty and truth everything is possible,
Lord, everything is in ThY Hands,
Nanak craves for Thy protection and aid.8

Guru Gobind, Stngh: Adn Crtonrth.

Guru Tegh Bahadur was extremely happy to see young

Gobind's reply reflecting self-confidence, courage and a con'
sciousness of his high destiny and intentions. He assured

Pundit Kirpa Ram and other disciples that while his sacriflce

would strite at the root of tyranny, his son would bring it
down to its knees. He advised Kirpa Ram to go and live
with Guru Gobind.e The last act of ceremonially conveying

the articles of Spiritual Regalia to young Gobind had to
be done, and only the High Priest Bhai Gurditta could do it.
Bhai Gurditta was sent with five pice and a cocoanut to
Anandpur where he was to place them before Gobind Das

with reverence and declare him the tenth Guru of the Sikhs

and the true successor to Guru Tegh Bahadur.'o Guru Tegh
Bahadur also sent the following written blessing in the form
of a verse :

r The Word of God shall ever abide,
lTh" S"int" shall ever survive;
I Gu.u Gobind's glory shall ever remain;
I Few and rare are those O Nanak,
lWho contemplate His Name.lr

Guru" Tegh Boho.dur : Adi Grafih.
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Extremely reluctant to part with the Guru, Bhai Gurditta
hurried to Anandpur in the hope that he would be able to
participate in the supreme sacriflce of the Guru. Some one
reported to the Emperor that one of the companions of Guru
Tegh Bahadur had escaped and there was a fear that Guru
Tegh Bahadur might himself escape. The prisoners were
summoned to the Emperor's Court for the last time.
Aurangzeb found Guru Tegh Bahadur firm in his stand on
the freedom of worship for all. The Guru preached to him
sermmf worldly power, the vanity and
the ultimate end of all authority and Imperial strength in
the face of death. He appealed to him to treat all human
lives of good and noble people as precious and valuable.
It was futile to try to eliminate all other faiths and creeds
except his own. He tried to move the conscience of ttre
Emperor. But all moral appeals to his good sense and con-
science fell on deaf ears. The hard shell of fanaticism and
over*onfidence in the might of his political power blinded
him to the light of all reasonable appeals on the gtounds of
humanism, a phenomena common to dictators and tyrants
of all times, including our own.

Aurangzeb f,rmly declared that either Guru Tegh Bahadur
must accept Islam or show Karamat (a miracle).l2 If he did
not do either of the two within three days, fust his disciples
were to be put to death by torture, and then Guru Tegh
Bahadur was to be beheaded as a punishment for espousing
the cause of the heretics. After announcing his judgment
he waited for a miracle which he thought a prophet of Guru
Tegh Bahadur's eminence would perform. He had come to
know that Guru Tegh Bahadur's spiritual powers even helped
his General Raja Ram Singh against the witchcraft, and maglc
of the Kamarup miracle workers. Again and again the Emperor
commanded from the balcony : "Karamatt Karamat" (a

miracle, a miracle). But there was no miracle to order.
Guru Tegh Bahadur calmly replied : "You will see one

miracle the day my head is cut off, the miracle of a man
laying dgwn his life for the freedom of worshig for all, for-equaity ical belief.
Beyond that I do not believe in displaying any occult powers
to save my life. We have forbidden even our disciples not
to waste their spiritual powers in useless display of magical



Sis Ganj Shrine, Chandni Chowk, Delhi, where Guru Tegh
Bahadur was beheaded



Chandni Chowk, Delhi, during Aurangzeb period
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miracles. My brother, Baba Atal brought a dead boy to
life. My father disapproved of it and to make amends for it
my brother sacrificed his own life. There is no respect in
our faith for cheap-jacks of magical powers. I hope and pray

that some day you will realise the dangers of your policy, some

day your conscience wil revolt against the horror of your own

deeds because you will, like all men, have to answer for your

deeds before the Almighty God."
Guru Tegh Bahadur and his three disciples were brought

to the Chandni Chowk Kotwali and kept under heavy guard.'r

Through the good offices and kindness of Daroga Khwaja
Abdulla some Sikhs were able to meet the Guru secretly in
prison. During those days it was well'nigh impossible to dis
tinguish Sikhs from the Muslims, because both of them wore
similar beards, turbans and clothes.la A Sikh who was deeply

conscious of his spiritual powers came to the Guru and said :

"Master, permit me to perform but one miracle, I will bring
the whole of Delhi to dust and make it a graveyard of the

Mughal Emperor and all his suiporters. Just permit me to
perform one miracle and show this tyrant what a humble

Sikh can do."
Guru Tegh Bahadur calmly replied : "You have

acquired a few drops of spiritual power from the Infinite
Ocean, and now you want to waste it on vengeance by bring-
ing destruction and death to all the good and bad people of
Delhi. How long can you assume the powers of the Creator
and Destroyer of life with the little vitality you have acquired?

After showing one such miracle you will become an empty

shell. You will be misusing G@'gven gifts and powers just

as Aurangzeb is doing. Never think of treading such a path-"

The disciple was silent and promised to abide by his

command.ts
The next day Diwan Mati Das, his brother Sati Das, and

Bhai Dayal Das were again asked whether they would accept

Islam or death. As they refused to accept Islam they were

sentenced to death by torture by Qazi Abul Wahhab Borah.
The three of them sougnt the Guru's blessings. Guru TeghJ

Bahadur embraced them and blessed them saying: "Yourl
devotion to me all my life, and your spirit of dedication forl
the cause of humanity will remain unparalleled in history. I
Your heroic deeds will ever be remembered by generatlons 

I
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to come. All my blessings are with you, my noble disciplas.
All my love and thoughts are with you, my dear ones. What
greater pride and joy can I have than the thought that my
dearest disciples, the Ministers of my durbar are with me
on the eve of my maftyrdom, just as they have always been
with me, in my work, and travels. God bless you, my
dearest ones !"

Guru Tegh Bahadur was made to watch the execution of
his own disciples, in the hope, that their suffering and affiiction
mrght impel him to change his mind. Diwan Mati Das was
bound between two wooden posts and sawn asunder alive.t6
As long as there was life in him, people could hear him recite
the Word of God. Bhai Dayal Das's hands and feet were
tied firmly and he was thrown into a cauldron of boiling oil.,,
[Not a cry of pain was uttered by this most beloved com-

fpanion of Guru Tegh Bahadur. Bhai Sati Das had been

lrecording the happenings, the discourses and the hymns of
flGuru Tegh Bahadur. They were seized by the authorities

lland Sati Das'body was meicilessly torn to pieces.l8 All the
I'three apostles died heroically. A crowd of people who
watched the execution cried bitterly. The bodies of all the
three martyrs were hung in public and displayed to show the
extent of ruthlessness the Emperor was prepared to exercise
against the champions of the freedom of heretics.

Early the next morning, a sweeper tame and cleaned the
place for the fresh execution. A waterman came and sprink-
led some water on the dusty ground. Guru Tegh Bahadur
recognised the sweeper to be his own disciple Bhai Jaita, a
Rangretta. He bowed to the Master from a distance and
saluted the officers. No one was unfamiliar with the sweeper
Jaita. Guru Tegh Bahadur took his bath in a well close
to the Kotwali and recited his prayers. This well still exists
and is situated near the back entrance to Sisganj Gurdwara.

As Guru Tegh Bahadur came to the place of execution
Qazi Abul Wahhab Borah read the fatwa. The executioner
Jalaludin of Samana stood there with a drawn sword ready
to strike the blow on receiving the command from his Chief.
Dark clouds were gathering the sky, as if the sun could not
bear to see the terrible sight. People began to weep loudly
at the very thought of the approaching tragedy. Guru Tegh
Bahadur raised his hands to bless all and to console all.



Gurdwara Rakabganj, Delhi, the place where the body of
Guru Tegh Bahadur was cremated by his disciple Lakhi Rai

(outside view, wder construction)



Gurdwara Rakabganj, Delhi (iruide viewl
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There was a hushed silence weighed down by suppressed
grief.

A few minutes later as Guru Tegh Bahadur sat in the
silence of his last meditation, Jalal'ud'din waved his sword
and cut off the Guru's head.ls People burst into loud heart'
rendering cries, never heard before. Some cried in utter
helplessness. Some shrieked and beat their breast in unbear-
able agony crying alas, alas !

Guru Tegh Bahadur broke his earthly vase
On the head of Aurangzeb.
And went to the abode of God.
No one has ever done such a unique deed
Like the self-sacrifice of Guru Tegh Bahadur,
(For other people's faith and creed.)
When Guru Tegh Bahadur was killed,
There was great mourning throughout the world;
Alas, Alas, rose the wailing cries from the earth;
While the shouts of 'Glory, Glory,' resounded the whole heaven.

Guru Gobind Singh:

Bachi.ter Natak Apnt. Katha.
512/5

A Muslim Saint happened to be there at the time of the
execution. After witnessing the ruthless execution of the

Guru he remarked : "The Sultan has not done well. Such

things will lead to great rebellion and Delhi will become
entirely desolate."''

Baba Gurditta had reached Anandpur with the articles of
Spiritual Regalia. It was a duty which a member of his

family alone could perform. He placed all the articles before
young Gobind, and bowed to him. He begged Guru Gobind
to permit him to go back immediately so that he could parti-
cipate in tho glorious martyrdom of Guru Tegh Bahalur. He
left the responsibility of performing the succession ceremony
to his three year old son Ram Koer. Baba Gurditta had just

reached the outskirts of the city when he heard the heart-
rendering cries of the people weeping and wailing in deep

agony and sorow. He could easily divine that the Master
had left for his Heavenly Home. How was it possible for him
.to live without him even for a moment? He sat in Nimaru
Samodhi and discarded his body in a divine passion,22 near
a [rond where his great ancestor, Bhai Buddha spent, many
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months waiting for Guru Hargobind to be released from
Gwalior prison.

The crowd of weeping and wailing watchers came closer
and closer to the body of Guru Tegh Bahadur to have a last
glimpse at the Master's peace-shedding and lovely face. The
storm was gathering its darkness now; the air of black sirocco
was ggtting murkier by the minute while ttre wragk of clouds
with.dusty Wind was scudding.acros_q the sky. .Nature itself
seemed to wish to hide the horror of that sight ; the sky which
all the morning had be6n cl'iar, suddenly grlw dark. A thick
dusty cloud, dark, as though it came from the marshes of hell,
rose over the capital, and spread to every corndr of the
horizon.2! The sun was lost behind thd thickening nimbus
overhead, and iumult and panic were ready to breaf out into
mob madness. The antithesis of good and evil, innocence
and infamy, light and darkness, tyranny and fiery pacifist
resistance, were never presented in. strch dramatic and utter
contrast, as on that memorable day. As the mourning crowd
surged forward to have a closer glimpse of the Master, even
though the guards tried to stop them, a man dashed out of
the crowd, and with a lightning flash disappeared back into
the crowd carrying with him the head of the Guru. As the
clouds darkened and the storm was about to rage a large con-
voy of bullocks, carts, camels and horses belonging to the
royal contractor, Lakhi Shah, was approaching. At the head
.of the convoy was Lakhi Shah's son, Nagahiya, shouting loud-
ly to the crowd: "Make way for the convoy of the royal
contractor. The convoy conducted by Lakhi Shah.and his
eight sons, Nagahiya, Hema, Hadi, Situ, Pundara, Bakhshi,
Bala and Jawahar, tore through the crowd, and went at full
speed iaising dust, thickened by the approaching stonn. When
the convoy was gone, and the storm subsided, the body was
not there, aird the Guru's head was also not there.2. Was it
a miracle ? Everyone thought so. Even the suspicious and
superstitious Aurangzeb thought so. Was this the miracle
Guru Tegh Bahadur wanted to show ? People were stunned

lbut happy.. Happiest-of allwas Dar@
[resigned his post and went to Anandpur to spend the rest
lof his life with Guru Gobind Singh as one of his dearest

\friends and admirers.
The body of the Guru was carried by Lakhi Shah and his



Sis Ganj, Anandpur, where Guru Tegh Bahadur's head was
cremated



Rostrum at Anandpur, from where young Guru Gobind
delivered the funeral speech at the cremation ceremony of his

father's head
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eight sons to their residence in the RaisanaA![laeg, at present,
just opposite the Parliament Uuitiling and knolwn now as
Rakabganj. They placed the Guru's body reverently on a
well-prepared bed around which were placed piles of sandal-
wod and after lighting the funeral pyre they set fire to the
whole house. After the flre was extinguished they picked up
the remains of the Guru, and pla-cing them in an urn buried
them on the very spot where Guruji was cremated.zs

Bhai Jaita, the sweeper, known as Rangretta26 (a man of
low caste) carried the head of G'uru Tegh Bahadur to Kirat-
pur, where Guru Gobind, Mata Gujari, and Holy Mother
Nanaki came to receive it and carry it in a palki to Anandpur.
Guru Gobind embraced Bhai Jaita saying "God bless you
Rangretta, Guru ka beta | (Thou art the Son of the Guru)
and with the Guru you shall ever remain." Unable to con-
trol her tears Holy Mother Nanaki bent over the sacred head
of her son. "My son, my son, she cried in a heart-rendering
tone, I wish I had not lived to see this day. I have never
understood your strange and wonderful deeds atl my life.
This one is most difficult to be understood." Mata Gujari
calmly bowed before her beloved husband's head. In utter
silence, she vowed to carry out her Lord's last wishes.
Secretly, she wished that she too might lay down her Iife for
the noble cause for which her husband died. The head of
Guru Tegh Bahadur was cremated close to his residence at
Anandpur.

Thus Guru Tegh Bahadur laid down his life for the free-
dom of worship, for protecting the faith of the helpless desti-
tute Hindus on November ll,1675 A.D. (Maghar Sudi 5,1732
B.S.) The martyrdom took place on Thursday, which in
Aurangzeb's rergn was a half holiday, because it was a day
before the Islamic Sabbath.2?

Some historians have made much about the timidity of
the people of Delhi who did not protest. The heroism with
which the head and the body of the Guru were removed shows
the courage and spirit of self-sacrifice the Guru's martyrdom
inspired. Two other individual re,sentnents havc been
recorded by Moasir-i-Alamgiri i "lune or luly 1676 A.D. :
While the Emperor was mounting his horse in the square
kluukl before the Hall of Audience, a complainer flung a
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stick at him. It fell on the other side of His Majesty's
umbrella; the man was made over to the Kotwal."28

"On Friday, 27th October, 1676 A.D. While the
Emperor was returning from the Jama mosque and had
alighted from the boat in order to mount the movable chair
(takht-i-rawan), an ill fateC disciple of Guru Tegh Bahadur
threw two bricks, one of which reached the chair. He was
seized by the retinue and ordered to be made over to the
Kotwol."2e

NOTES AND RETEAENCF^S

t jab ham dharm karm mo Ee
dev lok tab pita sidhde,
tilak jafijrl rdkhE prabh tdkd
kino bado kal[ meh sdk6
s6dhan het iU jin kari
SIs dlya parsl na ucarl
dharm het saki jin kiya
sls dlya'par sirar nE dlya.
natak cetak kIe kukajd
prabh logan keh Svat l6ja

Guiu Gobind Singh: Bachiter Natak: Apni Kathd.
2 The details of the Durbar and of Aurangzeb,s personality are

taken from eye witnesses like Bernier, Thavenot and Gamelli
Careri.

3 Set-riq j6e Dihli prdpat hoe, tari Bddshah nrI khabar hol,
ten Sehib bacan kItE: aslfi ta tuhade p6s ae hafr, tus n sabh
Brahman6n nu chod deh, TEri Brahmin sabh ni' khalas kar-
vaya. tdfr Badshah puchyd jo tusat'r Tegh Bahadur nau rakhya
hai kis jagd Tegh Bah5durr- kiU hai ; bacan hoyd Tegh Bah6dur
pragat hoyE h6i, aisi Tegh Bah6durl dikhleufi gd jo ga[
Brahmln dd kast d[.r kare gd. tere nyd kI jag6 rauld vartiufi
gd, tere sophldfi di jaga amal kareg6.

Bhai Mani Singh: Sikhan di Bhagat Mal
The above record indicates two more points. Guru Tegh
Bahadur after surrendering himself demanded the release of
all the Brahmins and Hindus before he entered the discussion.
This was done. Secondly he says that he will show such a
heroism which will bring a moral revolution in the country.

' tab Nauraflge kahio Guru ko ais hI,
dln hamara ap kabiilain vais hI;
karo martdbE vada bahut jangir deh

Gyan Singh, Pafrth Prakdsh, p. ifZ
s Sehlb de p5s ik sikh Eyd dar6an nii, te kahyd teri samratha

karke ik paras hath lagd hai; main bhet tusddi dfidE hai ;
eh p6ras deke tuslfi apn5 sarir bacdvo. tEll bacan hoyi,
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Bhai Sikha jo jh[th hai so sac nahl ho sakdS; pdras lai ke
S6hib ne Jamund vic sut ditd.

Bhai Mani Singh, Sikhan di, Bhagat Mol, MSS.
5 Kavi Santokh Singh in his Suraj Prakash and Gyani Gyan

Singh in Tawarikh Guru Khalso say that he was first kept in
a hatseli, and then thrown into prison and tortured ; This histo-
rical fact is supported by the statements of Muslim historians
also: "The Guru being unable to satisfy His Majesty one way
or the other was by the King's order thrown into prison and
on his persistently refusing to become a convert, was subject-
ed to bodilv tortures' 

s. M. Latif ; Historg of punjab.
7 bal chutkio baidan pare kachrf na hot upde,

kahu Nanak ab ot hari gaj jlon hoh sahde.
Guru Tegh Bahadur.

8 bal hoa bafidhan chute sabh kich hot up5e,
Naaak sabh kichu tumre hdth mai tum hi hot sahae.

Guru Gobind Singh: Adi. Grantlt
The following historical records state that this was the

reply of Guru Gobind to the above Sloka sent by Guru Tegh
Bahadur. Suraj Prakd.sh, Mehmd Prakd,sh, Kesar Singh
Chibber's Bansdolindmd., Bhai Mani Singh: Sikhdfr di
Bhagatmdl and all, others that have written about the
martyrdom.

I have examined nearly three hundred old copies of the
Adi Granth written in the 17th and 18th centuries, including
a number of those signed by Guru Gobind Singh. The dohra
is clearly assigned to Guru Gobind Singh stating patshahi 10.
The author of this book has two such copies dated 1706 and
1707 A.D. One of them is signed by Guru Gobind Singh. In
both it is clearly indicated that Guru Gobind Singh is the
author of this sloka. f do not know why patshahi 10 was
removed in the Adi Guru Granth and the Sabdaraths pub-
lished by S.G.P.C. It is a very serious error which should
be removed

The arrangement of the Slokas is such that many scholars
are tempted to associate many other strokos with these two.
But our historical records mention only two.

Bhai Mani Singh brother of Bhai Dayal Das clearly state
that these slolcos portrayed the human situation: "Sahib
nooi,n potsahi ne bacan io kito so marutkha natak kor kito.
hai." Ttre Sloko of the Guru is a portrayal of the human
drama. "There is absolutely no doubt about these two slokas
being historical. This sloka of Guru Gobind Singh is the
only one in the Adi Guru Granth.

e Kirpa Ram the leader of Kashmiri Pundits according to
Chaupa Singh the author of. RehatndmE became the Sanskrit
teacher of Guru Gobind Singh for some years. Probably
he helped the young Guru in the study of Sanskrit literature.
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According to Bha,t VohIs and Bhai Kesar Singh Chibber, he
entered the Order of Khalsa and became Kirpa Singh and
he was one of the brave forty companions of Guru Gobind
Singh who died fighting in the battle of Chamkaur, and
proved true to his promise to Guru Tegh Bahadur.ro Guruji ne pafrj paise ik naller gur-ryei da martbi dasvei

Guru v6ste Bhai Gurdite de hath Anandpur nu tor dfft6.
Gyan Singh: Tutankh, Grnu Khnlsi

eh sun ke s6hib bhae kusdl
dith6 jo palld de cukan vdld hai sadd bal
pafij paise nElier dit6 bhijv5e
kehia ttrfl hain Gur[ asi Sikh hoe cele sidhE:.

Arso see su,oiKfiff aff:t"ir"HlLT'"r3#i"3W **
safig patsdhi nau,oifi,.il ndm rehio sddhu rehio rehio Gur Gobiid,
kahu Ndnak eh jagat mai kin japio gurmafit.

Guru Tegh Bahadur: Adi Granth
12 BEdshah ne Skhya musalmdn nahi hona ta karamdt dikh6o

nahi ta katal kite jdo ge.
Gyan Singh, Tausd.rikh &tr{t Khals,ii, p. 280

tumehi llind ke Gurti kahivo
kachu hamko karamdt dikhldvo

Mehma Prakash,.
The Emperor had many religious disputations with ?egh
Bahadur and asked him to show miracles if he was a true
Guru or to embrace Islam.

S. M. Latif z Historg of Punjab.
rr SiZrcj Prakdsh, Tau:dri,kh Guru Khalsd,, Historg and Philo-

sophg of the Silchs by Khazan Singh.l'"In times of yore, the religious persons of that fraternity
(the Sikhs) could not be distinguished either in their garb
or usage from the Musalman fakirs, nor is the difference
easily perceptible even to this day.

Sayed Ghulam Hussain Khan: Seir Mutakhenn.
lspher ik hor Sikh Sehib de pds Eyd. Os akhy5 ji garib

niv6j jo mainti dgyd karo tdh mai Lahore te Delhi ntr bhiflde
dev6i. bacan hoyi bhai, tainrl samufidar vicoi btid prdpat
hoi hai, tEE eh tak{i karke rakh, dukh kise ntr nahi karnE,
jo kich vartdd hai so Vahgurtr kI dgyd vic vartdd hai.

Bhai Mani Singh, Sikhlh di Blut:gatma.I, MSS
r6Mati Das was bound between two pillars and his body eut

in twain with a saw.
Macaulifte : The Sikh Religisn, Vol. IV, p 382

Surai Prakdsh, Kesar Singh Chibber z Ba;rud'olhtf;md,
Paflth Praki,sh.

7, Mati Ram clriyd phEdiyd, DayalS degh vie sEdyia.
ro Dayal Das, Mati Dds k5, potd Balfr k5, padpota Mtle kE,

gurtr gail maghar sudtri pallcml sarhbat 1732 Dhli ChEndni
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Chowk ke malhdn, Sahi hukam gail mara gay5; gailo Mati
DEs, Sati DEs bete Hiranaid ke pote Lakhi Dds ke, padpote
ParEg ke bafls Gotam kd, Sarasvatl Bhagat gotre Brahmifr
chibber mEre gae.

'Blw,t Valu Multa:ni Sifidlfi.
lsOne historical record says that a Purbia was employed as

executioner while the other says that a Rajput was employed
as the execution. Ife was actually Jalaludin of Samana who
was later on punished by Banda when he attacked Samana.
Jalaludin Jal6d Samane de sayid ntr katal v6ste bhej ditE.

T autarikh Guru Khalsa, 281.
It is inconceivable that Aurangzeb would ever appoint a
Purbia known for timidity or a Rajput known for chivalry
and keen admiration for the Guru, as execution. Aurangzeb
had dismissed even Hindu clerks and accountants.20 thikar phor DilhIs sir prabhu pur kiyd paydn

Tegh Bah6dur si kriyE kari na kinht 5n
Tegh BahEdur ke calit bhao jagat ko sok
IIai hai hai sabh jag bhae jai jai jai surlok.

Guru Gobind Singh: Bachiter Ndtak Apni Katha.
21 Tawarllch-i-Sikhafi,: by Bakhat Mal
22 Jiwon Baba Budhd,: Mangal Singh
23 tis din andheri garb gubEri rahi

aurange do sai ddmi di cauki l6i
Kesar Singh Chibber: Bansavlinama

Bhai Vir Singh quotes Muhit Azim stating that Guru Tegh
Bahadur died for protecting the dharma of the Hindus and
at the time of the execution there were dak clouds and a
terrible storm.

Bhai Vir Singh : Kalgid,har Chamatkd,r, p 4$
Cald cal6i ho rahl, gad Cad ukhre mekh,
Lakhft Nagahlyd lai cEle, tr}i khar5 tamE6d dekh;
Lakhi NagEhlya lakh gae Hem Haddu dfh
Sukha Sarikhd lakh gae bahur n-5e is b6t,
dhan PErdi Derri gtambni put ianmyE NagdhffyE,
pailc sai hedi mEr bhagdi;
Guru ki loth uthEe lyani jas jag mai pEyE
PitE put ro6an bhEe Ee;
Jas jod Kesho Bhat bhanyE, sEl satreh sai athdty6 Rakdb
galli ke malhdn.
Kesho Dutt Bhatt : Blwt Vahi Yddouanx Baflhttgdn ki,

Laxnr* Shdh jo Badshdh de kile vic cula kali sutyE kardE si
besumir bail lai ke salljh de vakt Eyd te cdnni cauk vicoi
dhad ntr uthd ke Delhi ton bdhEr e6r kos par apne ghar le
jdkar ghar samet dha{ dEh kar diti.

Gyan Singh : Twankh Cnmt Rhd.lsd,2&2
21 do banjEre pitd aur putar ghatnd sth5n par pahufice:

bailofi par r0i ladi htri thi; un ek kinEre bailoi ko khadE
kar di6, putar Egai badh6, 6ndhi abtri bhi cal rahi thi aur
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bhi jor kar jhaurika 5yE, pehred5r Efikhen miirid kar
bailh gae, banjErd badh6, aur deh ko uthE ldyd, aur r[I me
lapet lio, bail par l6d caltd band; ghar pahuflcE aur sh6hi
ddmi ke sandeh se bacne ke lie apne ghar me usne sarr-r
rakh kar smast ghar ko 5g lag5 di, yah sthdn par Rakabgaltj
kd gurdwErd hai.

!w9 banjalas father and son (Lakhi Rai and Nagha.iya)
reached the place with a convoy of oxen carrying Uites- oi
cotton. The son went forward with the intention of lifting
the 9uru's body. As the storm was raging nothing wai
visible and at that moment the storm became severi and
darkness fell all around. The guards sat there with their
eyes closed (lest the dust of the storm may not enter their
eyes. The young banjara lifted the body, wrapped it in
,cotto_n and brought it to his house. To avoid any suspieion
by the authorities, he placed the body reverently on i bed
in the house and set fire to the whole of his house. This
place then came to be known as Rakabganj.

Thakur Das Raj : Sikh ltihas,lTB.
2s They purposely brought their oxen loaded with sacks and

carts through the Chandni Chowk drove them towards the
Kotwali and passed by the spot where the Guru,s body was.
Ttrey took up and placed the body in the cart and succeeded
in- carrying it to their village notwithstanding the search
which was instituted by the Imperial police to nna it out.
When the cremation was over the ashes were put in a gagar,
metal basin and buried on the spot. Sometimes afterwards
the Mohammedans erected a mosque there. In about iZis
AD. when Sardar Bhaget Singh of Chalandi made with the
permission of the Emperor a general inquiry about the Sikh
shrines in the town of Delhi. Ttre Sikhs claimed this spot
as their own, but the Mohammedans contested their claim
and strongly objected to the dismantling of the mosque.
Parties stood with swords drawn and a bloody conflicts was
to ensue when an end was put on the condition that if the
gagar containing ashes of Guru Tegh Bahadur were found
beneath the mosque the institution should be handed over to
the Sikhs. Otherwise the Sikhs should rebuild the mosque.
The assertion of the Sikhs was found to be correct and ihe
Temple of Rakabganj was built there.

Two Sanads dated the 18th day of Muharram ul Harq,m
in 29 years of the reign of the Emperor, Shah Alam were
granted. One directs that Sardar Baghel Singh be put in
possession of land without any hitch for construction of a
Gurdwara and a garden. The other specifies the land: 101
bighas and 5 Biswas pukhta 63-28 acres with 3 wells land
revenue free. These Sanads in original are still in the pos-
session of the Mahant of the Temple and have been inspected
by the author.
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In 1911 George V visited India and held the Durbar at
Delhi. The capiial was shifted from Calcutta to Delhi and

the Viceregal Lodge and the secretariat were built only a

few yards away from Rakabgani Gurdrvara. When the
Govt. tried to demolish the wall of Rakabganj the resentment
of the Sikhs gave rise to Gurdwara movement of which Bhai
Sahib RanChir Singh was the first Sikh prisoner.

' Khazan Sineh : Historu and Ph'i.losopha of the
Sikhs, p 15&160

za Silrai Prakdsi, Tawarikh Guru Kholsd,, Macauliffe's "?he
Sikh Rellgion;'

27 Old recensions of the .4di. Graflth' written during the life time
of Guru Gobind Singh have recorded the date and time of
the Guru's martyrdom as follows:
Sarhbat 1?32 Mafighar Sudr 5, Vlrvar pehar din cadeh Sri
Satgur kattdpurkh niraik6r Guru Tegh Bahddurjl sam6ne
DihII vic.
Sambat 1?32 Maghar Sudi 5 bdreh ghadlafi din cadhiS sI ter-
vihn de amal SrI Satgur Tegh Bahadur Samane Dihll vic'
Both these copies of Adi Granth written immediately after
the Battle of Chamkaur and signed by Guru Gobind Singh
are in the possession of the author.
This indicaies that the Guru was executed in the thirteenth
ghari after sunrise.
immediately after the execution of Guru Tegh Bahadur
Khwaja Abdulla came to Anandpur. His son Ghulam Abbas

was employed by Nawab Kapur Singh, and Gyani Gyan Singh
met hiJ great grandson at Khard in Amba1a District'

28 Maastr-i-Alamgiri (Bibliotheca Indica) p 94.

2s ibid.



CHAPTE R )O(V

iUARTYRDOM OF I\{ATA GUJARI
VICTORY OF IBUTH

I\IATA Gujari took over the administration of the dioceses
rvl and wrote letters to all the masonds. While the moral
and spiritual administration of the religious capital was con-
trolled by Guru Gobind Singh himself, Mata Gujari, her
brother Kirpal, Bhai Jetha, Bhai Mani Singh and Sango Shah
were consulted by him in all matters.

When Guru Tegh Bahadur sacrificed his life to prevent the
Hindu religion from being completely wiped out in North
India, little did he imagine that his son would become victim
of aggressive attacks of the Hindu Rajas of the Himalayan
range. Time and again they attacked the young Guru with
their collective might and suffered terrible defeat. Even after
giving a stunning defeat to all the Hill Chiefs, Guru Gobind
Singh did not occupy an inch of their territory. He could
have easily become the ruler of at least six Shivalik States in
the Himalayan Range at the age of 21, and more powerful and
secrue in North India than Shivaji ever was in the South.

When these Hindu Chiefs were attacked by the Imperial
forces Guru Gobind readily forgave them their past acts of
aggression, and helped them, but their attitude still remained
treacherous and aggressive. They joined the Imperial armies
to destroy Guru Gobind Singh and his Faith. Muslim friends
like Pir Buddhu Shah fought on his side. When the Hindu
Rajas failed to conquer the city state of Anandpur they
approached Aurangzeb for direct help. Aurangzeb sent his
son Prince Mnazzim, who on investigation found that Guru
Gobind Singh was a dervish and the real trouble makers were
the Hindu Rajas. Although opposition to his father's will
had cost the Prince seven years imprisonment, out of which
he had just come out, he still dared to write to his father,
Aurangzeb, that it was not wise to attack Guru Gobind Singh.
He was a hannless dervish. He even punished those who
caused trouble to Guru Gobind Singh.r Aurangzeb did not
believe in what his son wrote and sent four of his best gen+
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rals as messengers to find out the truth. These generals also

reported that Guru Gobind Singh had done nothing against

aniyooe and he led a saintly life in his city state. These

generals also punished some more of the mischievious persons

who had caused trouble to the Guru.2
Then all the leading Rajas led by Ajmer Chand personally

met the Emperor, poisoned his mind, and secured an order

to destroy Guru Gobind Singh root and branch. A seige was

laid ar'ound Anandpur, in which all the Hindu Rajas except

the Raja of Nahan joined hands with the Imperial forces led

by leading Mughal generals. Guru Gobind Singh refused to

surrender, and it became impossible to defeat him. Aurangzeb

then sent an oath sigued on the Holy Koran with one of his

Oazrs assuring Guru Gobind Singh that he would not be

harmed. But as soon as the Guru and his army came out

of the fort they were attacked, by the Mughal armies and

Rajas of Shivalik from all sides.

A Brahmin servant named Gangu guided Mata Gujari

and her two grandsons to his village where he betrayed them

to Nawab Wazir Khan, Governor of Sirhind. Two of Guru

Gobind Singh's sons died fighting in the battle of Chamkaur
and the other two who were with Mata Gujari were thrown

into the prison, tortured, threatened, and forcibly urged to
accept Islam. But the young boys aged 7 and 9 refused to
abandon their faith or to be cowed down by fear. They were

brutally murdered, and there, in Wazir Khan's prison died

Mata Gujari after facing untold affiiction and tortures at the

age of erghty. Like her husband she gaveher life for freedom

and faith.s
Escaping without being hurt from the trap laid by

Aurangzeb Guru Gobind Singh wrote two letters to Aurang'
zeb, kno,srl as Fateh Namah atnid Zatarnattn, both names

meaning Letters of Victory. Zafarnama appears to be a reply

to some letter of the Emperor showing genuine repentance

by the Emperor, and urging Guru Gobind Singh to meet him :

Guru Gobind Singh wrote : "The same God who has made

you Emperor of the country has blessed me with the sove'

reignty of protecting the poor, and the downtrodden, and

with fighting for the cause of rigbteousness. For your power

you are unscrupulously indulging in loot, plunder, treachery,

and deceit; the source of my strength is truth and a firm faith
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in God. The name Aurangzeb-wearer of the crown-befits
thee not; because the wearer of the crown is not expected to
stoop to such mean, and deceitful ways. your rosary is
nothing more than a bare thread strung with beads, to deceive
others. The thread of your rosary is a snare to trap innocent
people, and the beads are used hypocritically by you for the
same purpose, that a hunter uses the seed grains to attract
innocent birds and kill them (3-6). With the grace of God
t will destroy your power from the very roots with thc spirit
baptised by steel (9). I will inflame every inch of this land
with the fire of resistance, to burn your feet at every step. you
will not get even a drop of water in the punjab to quench
your thirst. What matters if the Jackal (meaning Aurangzeb)
has killed the cubs of a lion ? (refering to his sons). The
lion, you fear so much, still lives. He will certainly teach
you a lesson (13-14)."4

"I have not the slightest faith left in your oath which you
took on the Koran, and in which you called the one God
to bear witness to the oath. I have not an iota of faith in
any of your pledges, or sworn statements, nor in the oaths
of your Commander-in-Chief or your Ministers (13-14). If I
had not believed in false oaths taken on the Koran by you and
your envoys, I would not have crippled my army which is
dearer to me than my very life. What could forty Sikhs do
against the treacherous attacks of ten lakhs soldiers of your
army? These forty dear ones had not taken a morsel of food
for days, and yet they fought until death, to the last man. Your
commanders, who had taken the oath attacked us from the
back, without a moment's notice with arrows, bullets and
slvords. When all other possible remedies fail it is but lawful
to resort to the sword.(18-221 What could mere moral courage
do when only forty half-starved Skihs were fighting against
countless hordes ? He (Guru Gobind Singh) who trusted
your oath on the Koran, taken with God as witness, was
graciously protected by the same God. Not a hair of my body
was touched. No injury what-so-ever came to my body.
God protected me even when I left the hillock in the thick of
the night, fighting my way out. You are neither sincere in
your faith, nor do you ever practise the virtues of your reli-
gion. You neither recognise any God, nor do you have any
inward respect for the Prophet Mohammed. Outwardly you
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aiheistic, and uiterly devoid of Islamic practices.(43,44, 461"'

It appears that Aurangzeb had sincerely repented' and

given some fresh assurances to Guru Gobind Singh, to make

amends for the damage done. I{e sent a number of verbal

and written messages urging the Guru to meet him. There-

fore Guru GobinC Singh addressed him as World-Teacher
saying : "It is your bounden duty now to fulfil what you

have written to me. You should carry out all your commit-
ments now. I have receiveC your verbal and written
messages; the proper thing for you to do is to carry out all
that you have promised to do. The qazi who brought the

letters assured me on your behalf that you actually hold me

in geat reverence, and are prepared to act upon my advice.

If there is any truth in this, come here and show it by your
actions (53, 54, 56). Do not take my words lightly. God
takes no sides in judging truth. He cannot be worn over by
flattery.(7O) If you do not punish those men who have com-

mitted these gruesome crimes God will punish you because

that would mean that you had a hand in it. If you are

determined to punish the wrong doers and the oppressors, God
will forgive you and bless you.(82'83).6 Even in these stern

but compassionate letters Guru Gobind Singh could not help
pointing out: "I have been fighting for the last many years

against the Hindu Rajas who are idol worshippers. (I am a
believer in one God and a disbeliever in idol worship.) What
reason did you have to attack me? Ideologically you have

betrayed your own cause. How ironical is your selfishness."3

Although we do not have the letters of Aurangzeb written
to Guru Gobind Singh, we have other letters of the Emperor
in which for the first time in his life he bitterly repented over
his crimes during this period. Writing to his son during those

days, Aurangzeb says: "Many were around me when I was

born, but 'now I am going alone. I know not why I am or
wherefore I came into the world. I bewail the moments

which I have spent forgetful of God's worship. I have not
done well by the country or its people. My years have gone

by profltless. God has been in my heart, yet my darkened eyes

have not recognised His light. Life is transient, and the lost
moment never comes back. There is no hope for me in the

future. Nothing brought I into the world, but I carry away
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with me the burthen of sins. I know not what punishment
be in store for me to suffer. Though my trust is in the mercy
and goodness of God, I deplore my sins."3 "Every
torment I have inflicted, every sin I have committed, every
wrong I have done, I carry the consequences with me.
Strange, I came with nothing in the world, and now go away

. with this stupendous caravan of sin."a
At last Aurangzeb learnt the lesson which Guru Tegh

Bahadur tried to drive home to his mind, though he learnt
it when he had done untold damage to his own soul, to his
kingdom, and to his faith. The ideal for which Guru Tegh
Bahadur, his wife, his son, his grandsons, and the noblest of
his disciples laid down their lives, has survived as the most
dynamic, and vigorous ethical, and spiritual humanism, which
can bring lasting peace, unity, and harmony to our troubled
world. Guru Tegh Bahadur looked forward, and died for
ushering an era, when all countries, all nations, all communi-
ties and faiths, and all cultures and societies, would enjoy
complete freedom of thought and expression, and of prayer
and worship of the Deity. He believed and died tor ine
morally, and spiritually civilized future of human societ5r,
which, through such suffering and sacrifices as his, was bound
to learn reverence for life, reverence for all universal ideals,
arrd 

_h 
rman respect for institutions and cultures aspiring for

the highest truth and enlightenment. All faiths, all creeds,
all philosophical systems exploring the mystery of Life and
Existence, and aspiring after an ever more clear vision of
Love, Justice, and the highest Good, are bound to meet on
the common ground of ultimate Truth. This is the eternal
message and meaning of Guru Tegh Bahadur's life of self-
consecration and unique martyrdom for the cause of freedom
of thought and worship. This is the central philosophy of his
life of intense silence, and blazing actions, tfie soul and spirit
of which is everlastingly embodied in his divine Songs.6 Thi,
was his vision and revolation of the true religioi of man.
This is what he called Sikhism, in its essence and reality.

NOIES AND NEFERENCES
t tab Auraflg man me risdvE,

madar des ko ptt pa!h6vd-1
teh Svat sabh lok darEne
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bade bade gir her luk6ne
hamhtr logan adhik dariyo
k6l karam ko maram nd p5yo-2
tab Auraflg jla m6h risde
ek ahdlya ihErh pathde
ham te bh6j bimukh je gae
tin ke dhdm gir5vat bhae-4
Mirza Beg huto teh ndmarh
jin dhdhe bimukhan ke dhamarh-16

Guru Gobind Singh: APni, Kathd,
Shahz:ada ko madar d,es agman

2 ut Aurafig jlya adhik risdyo
c6r ahdyan aur palhdyo
je bemukh tdiite bic de
tinke greh pun ine girae-17

ibid.
3 Surax Prakosh; Bansaoltna.ma; Gurbi,las patshahi 10 ; and all

historical biographies of Guru Gobind Singh.
aGuru Gobind Singh: Fatehnama Tr; by Trilochan Singh,

Sikh Review April 1954.
s Guru Gobind Singh: Zafarnama Tr; by Trilochan Singh,

Sikh Review January 1955.
6 ibiil
7 Aurangzeb's Letter tb' hince Azam
8 Aurangzeb's Letter to Kam Bakhsh
sAlI the divine Songs of Guru Tegh Bahadur have been

translated into English by the author and are being published
with a Commentary, entitled "Songs of Ni,rtsand'.
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